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A REPORT
PREPARED BY THE

SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERGOVERNMENTAL
RELATIONS,

COMMITT EE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS
UNITED STATES SENATE

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS,

COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS.
Hon. WILLIAM Rant,
Chairman, Committee on Governmental Affairs,
U.S. Senate.

DEAR MR. CILURMAN: The Subcommittee on Intergovernmental
Relations held hearings and conducted inquiries into the problem
of infant mortality. What we found during that inquiry left us
thoroughly convinced that we must do more to promote better
health care for pregnant women and infants in America.

During the course of Subcommittee hearings, experts on child
nutrition, educators, community activists, health care profession-
als, and individual mothers all successfully pointed out the lack of
a coordinated effort on the part of all elements who are trying to
combat this problem.

In anticipation of further Congressional action on this matter, we
are hereby transmitting for publication the report by the Subcom-
mittee on the problem of infant mortality and the need to enact S.
1209, legislation to create a National Commission to Prevent Infant
Mortality.

Sincerely,
LAW'TLN CHILES.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Infant mortality refers to the number of babies who are born
alive but die before their first birthdays. The rate of infant mortali-
ty has historically been used as a judge of a developed country.
Here in the United States, despite the fact that we are one of the
wealthiest and most advanced countries in the world, our infant
mortality rate, as reported in the 1985 State of the World's Chil-
dren report, was higher than 15 other countries.

The Subcommittee on Intergovernmental Relations of the Senate
Governmental Affairs Committee held three hearings on different
aspects of the infant mortality problem: one in Miami, FL; one in
Pensacola, FL; and one at Providence Hospital in Washington, DC.

The hearings were held to examine S. 1209, legislation to create
a national commission to prevent infant mortality. Also, the hear-
ings were fact-gathering efforts to examine the scope of the infant
mortality problem, elucidate which women are at most risk, and
propose other ideas to reduce infant mortality.

Senator Lawton Chiles, the subcommittee's ranking minority
member, voiced his concern about this issue in an opening state-
ment at the Subcommittee's hearing at Providence Hospital on Oc-
tober 31, 1985 Senator Chiles said:

"This hearing today is for me, the culmination of the beginning
phase of raising public awareness L. out the seriousness cf infant
mortality in this country. In two hearings held in Florida this
summer, I heard from approximately 25 witnesses. Those witnesses
included health care delivery specialists, elected public officials,
health and medical officials, and individuals who had experienced
some of the problems of trying to get proper health care during
pregnancy.

"I also visited clinics and hospitals in Tampa, Tallahassee, Fort
Myers, Jacksonville, and Fort Lauderdale to see what the State of
Florida provides in the way of services to pregnant women and
their babies. Many of those places have implemented provrams
which make some inroads toward progress on this issue, but there
is much more to do.

"Let ne take a moment to talk about S. 1209 ar d what I hope
this icgislation will accomplish. First of all, let me assure everyone
that I ion't see an I ifant Mortality Commission that will be cre-
ated 133 law, issue a report, and that's it. I agree with critics who
say the study commissions who tell us the obvious are not worth
the ink it took to create them. What S. 1209 would do is create a
commission with a clear mandate for legislative and administrative
acion designed to vigorously attack the problem before us. The
commission would coordinate and focus the efforts of many groups
who have been working in this vineyard for many years. Also, a
commission created by the Congress as a focal point for action
cannot be easily ignored.

(11
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"When this bill passes and becomes law, it will be our commis-
sion, Congress' commission. It's easy to ignore somebody else's baby
crying in the night- '..'s a lot harder to ignore your own. This will
be our baby, and I expect Congress to heed its cry."

Senator Dave Durenberger, chairman of the subcommittee, com-
mented at the same hearing:

"It is certainly true that, as a nation, we've made steady im-
provements in reducing infant mortality. In 1982, the last year for
which we have official figures, the rate was 11.5 deaths per 1,000
live births. Some new quarterly figures indicate that rate has
fallen even further.

"But it's important to remember that, as always. statistics are a
lot like a fig leaf: What they reveal is suggestive, but what they
conceal is vital.

"First, our infant mortality rate is still higher than more than a
dozen other developed nations.

"In a nation that priaes itself on providing the finest medical
care in the worldand spends more than $1,500 per person on
health care each yearthat is a national disgrace.

"It's not just the deaths of children at issue here today. It is also
the thousands of infants who survive their first year, but spend
their lives with serious and debilitating illnesses and handicaps,
many of them also preventable with good prenatal and neonatal
care. These are the kids that don't show up in the infant mortality
figures, the kids suffering from what's known in medical jargon as
"infant morbidity."

"For all of these reasons, we are calling for a National Commis-
sion on Infant Mortalityor infant mortality and morbidity and
for all of these reasons we are having a hearing today."

II. NEED FOR THE LEGISLATION

The subcommittee feels there is a need for a short-term Commis-
sion in order to define a national policy to reduce infant mortality.
By bringing together the various perspectives on the infant mortal-
ity issue, a targeted plan to prevent and reduce infant mortality
can be created and used wisely by our Nation.

At first glance, the United States seems to be making progress in
reducing infant mortality. Since 1965, the U.S. infant mortality
rate has fallen by almost one-half. The most recent figures by the
National Center for Health Statistics show that the infant mortali-
ty rate in '984 is 10.6 deaths per 1,000 live births. These figures
look premising; however, there are alarming trends taking place
that are of concern to all. First, the incidence of low birthweight
babies is not dropping. In fact, there are signs that this rate is
slowly increasing. Also, the gap between black and white infant
mortality rates is increasing. And there is also ail increase in
deaths of babies that survive the first month of life, a trend that is
closely associated with pove +v factors. Finally, the percentage of
women receiving no care or Layed prenatal care has increased for
the past 3 years.

It turns out that most of the progress made in decreasing the
IMR has been due to improved survival of low birthweight infat ...9
through major medical and technological advancement in neonatal

7
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intensive care. Since the main cause of a high infant mortality rate
is low birthweight, we will never be able to make a real dent in our
high infant mortality rate until we address the problem of babies
born underweight.

Who is at risk of having a low birthweight infant? Teenagers,
poor women, and nonwhite women are most likely to have a low
birthweight infant. In fact, black infants are about twice as likely
as white infants to die before heir birthdays, and babies born to
teenagers are twice as likly to die before their first birthdays as
babies born to women in their twenties. A sad but true fact regard-
ing this situation is that the women most likely to have low birth-
weight babies are also the one least likely to get adequate prenatal
care. Other factors associated with the infant mortality rate are
smoking, poor nutrition poor post-partum care, alcohol and drug
abuse, and Sudden Infant Death Syndrome [SIDS]. Some of the in-
direct problems associated with low birthweight infants include a
higher chance of learning disabilities and more frequent problems
of child abuse. While some of these factors are associated with
income level, women at all income levels can cut down their
chances of having a low birthweight baby ay following sound pre-
nate' advice.

The costs of a high infant mortality are felt throughout all as-
pects of our society. rine trauma of losing a child in its early life is
devastating to a family. Besides this social cost, there is a stagger-
ing medical cost to keep low birthweight infants alive. The annual
cost of neonatal intensive care in the Un4ed States exceeds $1.5
billion. The average cost to "graduate" an infant from a neonatal
intensive care unit is between $20,000-$100,000 per infant. It is
clear that hospital care for low birthweight infants is dramatically
more expensive tnan preventive care. A study done by Harvard
Schocl of Public Health found that treating the consequences of
low birthweight after birth is three times more expensive than pre-
vention through the Women, Infants and Children [WIC] Program.

FEDERAL EFFORTS To COMBAT INFANT MORTALITY

Although steps al e now being taken to deal with the problem of
infant mortality, we have a long way to go. Many of the services
presently offered at the Federal level dealing with infant mortality
are nonsystematic and inadequate.

Senator Chiles and Durenberger challenged Dr. James Mason,
Acting Assistant Secretar, for Health, U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services, in the D.C. hearing, to outline the actions
HHS had taken so far to combat infant mortality in an organized
and effective way.

Dr. Mason stated that HHS has different programs designed to
address the inflant mortality problem. Among those are a Black
and Minority Health Task Force which included a subcommittee on
infant mortality. The Public Health Service [PHS] low birthweight
prevention work group has responsibility for providing scientific
analysis and coordinating infant mortality and low birthweight
prevention activities. The PHS also administers the Maternal and
Child Health Block Grant, Community Health Centers, migrant
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health centers, and the Indian Health Service. PHS has sponsored
the Health Mothers, Health Babies Coalition at the national level.

Dr. MASON Finally, the Public Health Service is assembling teams of health pro-
fessionals, referred to as Infant Mortality Review Teams, to provide, upon request,
expert assistance to states in reviewing infant mortality and mu bidity data

Senator CHILES. How many of those teams ve we got, Doctor9
Dr. MASON. I have to ask Doctor Hutchins
Dr. HUTCHINs. There are about three vises made.
Senator CHILES. Three visits? How many teams are there?
Dr. Huatunsis. We put the team together for each state that requests a visit, so

the teams are made up of people from the Public Health Service as well as consult-
ants from outside the government, and the three that we have de so far have not
had the same composition.

Dr MASON We can provide that all 50 States, if those requests come in.
Senator DURENBERGER. Simultaneously?
Dr MASON Not simultaneously.
Senator DURENBERGER. That is probably his question
Senator Cmirs. Three in what period of time
Dr Hyrcumis Since midsum,ner of this year
Senator Chiles continued to press HHS about actions they have been taking to

reduce infant mortality at the local level.
Senator CHILEs. You say in your stateme.it, "We need to be about the task of

acting on what we know " Doctor, I don't think we are about that task I don't think
anybody is in charge or anybody is about the task. Tell me, is there a coordinated
plan now to get this information out, tz, 'wing together the State and local govern-
ments, to convince those people that this is cost-effective as well at humane?

Dr MASON There is within the health ci.re, within the public health system . . .

What I am saying is we are delivering it out there We cannot act as comprehen-
sively as Senator Durenberger has said, because we are only one department of the
Federal Government, and I agree with that.

Later, Senator Durenberger addressed Doctor Mason about his
comments that the Commission was not really necessary.

Senator DURENBERGER. Why do you personnally feel that we shouldn't do some-
thing more visible, more rallying in a scope to focus the people of this country on
the fact that they have to devote some resources in some fashion, to helping us solve
this problem, both of mortality and morbidity?

Dr. MASON. I agree totally that we need to do something, but often a nations
commission is an easy solution. Everyone sits back and says, "Now we have created
a national commission, and we don't need to worry about it down in community x,
y, or z.

Senator DURENBERGER. You wouldn't do that. You wouldn't lay back, would you
Would you go to sleep for 12 months while this commission operated:

WHAT THOSE WHO RUN THE PROGRAMS SAY

The subcommittee heard from numerous people involved with
preventing infant .mortality at the State and local levels. Overall,
they felt that programs with which they were familiar were work-
ing, but wer3 too limited in size and amount of caseloads because of
limited Federal and State funding.

Mr. Bob Roth, a senior vice president of Sacred Heart Hospital in
Pensacola, stated in testimony:

I guess our biggest concern from the standpoint of Sacred Heart
Hospital is the availability of funding for such programs (improved
pregnancy outcome projects) in the future. The State is not increas-
ing funding and looking for methodologies to decrease funding,
similar to what the Federal Government is, and the hospitals, in
essence, are bearing a significant brunt. The related losses to this
program for Sacred Heart Hospital is some $1 million last year.
What our concern is is that this is a proven program, which is of

9
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definite medical benefit, and on a long term basis is a cost reduc-
tion program.

La. Jessie Trice, who is director of the economic opportunity
Family Health Center in the Liberty City section of Miami, FL,
told the subcommittee that her health center and reduced the
infant mortality rate for her patients to just under 11 deaths per
1,000 births. The infant mortality rate for the general population of
the Liberty City area is 24 per 1,000. Also, of the 1,100 deliveries at
her center last year, only two infant deaths occurred.

Senator Cimis. Well, you have had very dramatic results in your program, and
that's such a plus. I hate to raise it, but the other aide of that is, you are only serv-
ing a small portion of the people in Liberty City where the need is. How do we
expand that program, and is it information we are getting out, is it lack of funds?

Ms. Timm We need more resources, Senator. There are many good programs
within Dade County, not just ours. But as you heard Dr. Mahan say, within Dade
County, the need for prenatal services and all other health services is just so dra-
matic, we just don't have facilities nor the persons to address the problem.

Senator Num. We can't afford not to put these resources in, can we? And you
have had such dramatic results with just two repeat pregnancies out of 300 teen-
agers, goodness knows, that's going to be the most cost-effective programs in the
world.

Ms. Talc& I certainly believe that.

PROBLEMS SEEN BY THOSE WHO USE SERVICES IN THE COMMUNITY

The subcommittee heard from many public witnesses in its hear-
ings who highlighted in personal terms the problems they have had
regarding adequate health care for themselves and their babies.

Ms. Elizabeth Baker, who had a healthy baby after having two
previous miscarriages, said she had only one visit for prenatal care
during each of her two miscarriages:

Senator CHILES. Why were you not able to get care in the first and second cases?
Did you not know six it it?

Ms. Urn. At the time, I was 17, and I didn't haveMy financial situation
wasn't that I could afford to go to a doctor to get help. Then when I did apply for
medicaid, I had to wait for my medicaid card to come, and by the time I got my
medicaid care I had delivered the baby.

Senator CHILES. So the r e d tape o f t rying to get that help when you didn't have
the financial wherewithal got you into that situation?

Ms. BAKER. Yes.
Ms. Aida White delivered a healthy baby after searching for many months to find a

hospital who would take her as a client:
Ms. Winn. After I got pregnant, my husband, he was in the service, and he got

out of the service because he had a GI bill and he want to go to college. Then .
was going to a doctorI was 7 months pregnant and we was going to a doctor, then
we find out there is no way wo can afford it, because they were asking for at least
between $3,300 and $3,400.

Senator CHILES. That was a deposit before you could go to the hospital?
Ms. %ars. Oh, yes, air. There is no way they will agree to have the payment, and

we find out there is no way we can do it. Then we find doctor who said, "OK, I'll
take care of you, but you have to pay my fee before the baby born, then you can
make the hospital payment," which was $2,200. I have 90 percent chance of having
caesarean, and if I have caesarean I have to pay double....

III. SUMMARY OF S. 1209

S. 1209 creates a National Commission to Prevent Infant Mortali-
ty.
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The independent Commission will be composed of 15 people who
are experts in the field of infant mortality from the policy aspect to
health care needs. States and localities will be represented as well.

The Commission will be appointed as follows: two members of
the Senate to be selected by the majority and minority leaders, two
members of the House selected by the Speaker of the House and
the minority leader, one Governor selected jointly by the majority
leader of the Senate and Speaker of the House, two members repre-
senting State and local government to be appointed by the Presi-
dent, the Secretary of Health and Human Services, the Comptrol-
ler of GAO, and six at-large members with demonstrated expertise
in maternal and child health selected jointly by the Majority
leader of the Senate and Speaker of the House.

The subcommittee feels strongly that nurse-midwives should be
represented on the Commission. Also, the subcommittee recom-
mends that the Governor appointed be one who has been very
active in one o7 the existing groups dealing with infant mortality
in our Nation.

The Commission's duties include:
1. Identifying and examining Federal, State, local, and pri-

vate resources which impact infant mortality.
2. Identifying current financial, intergovernmental, and

within the Federal Government, interagency barriers to the
health care and services needed to prevent infant mortality.
The subcommittee feels the Commission should focus especially
on coordination between HHS and the Department of Agricul-
ture concerning provision of needed services to pregnant
women and infants. The Commission should also examine what
progress has been made to date within the Department of
Health and Human Services in programs that HHS has de-
fined to help reduce infant mortality.

3. Reviewing other reports done in infant mortality and car-
rying forward recommendations in those reports as appropri-
ate.

4. Recommending a national policy designed to change and
improve the Nation's current approach to preventing infant
mortality. The subcommittee feels it is vital that this policy in-
volve private groups as well as Government entities.

5. Reporting to Congress and the President what specific
changes are needed within Federal laws and programs to
achieve an effective Federal role in preventing infant mortali-
ty.

IV. ENDORSEMENTS OF S. 1209

American College of Obstetrics and Gynecology.
National Perinatal Association.
March of Dimes, Inc.
Southern Governor's Association.
Southern Regional Task Force on Infant Mortality.
American Association of University Women.
National Association of Public Health Policy.
Nurses Association of the American College of Obstetrics and Gyn-

ecology.

11
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Florida Healthy Mothers, Healthy Babies Coalition.
South Florida Perinatal Network.
Child Net of Minnesota.
Minnesota Coalition on Health Care Costs.
Minnesota Healthy Mothers, Healthy Babies Coalition.
Minnesota Public Health Association.
Children's Defense Fund-Minnesota Project.
Minnesota Catholic Conference.
Project LID.
Minnesota Perinatal Organization.
Minnesota Nurses Association.
Urban Coalition of Minneapolis.

V. WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

Among the three or four million cradles now rocking in the land
are some which this Nation would preserve for ages as sacred
things, tfwe could know which ones they are.

Mark Twain reflec' t back in 1879 on a thought that still rings
true to this day. Th truth of the matter is that we never know
which one of the millions of babies born in our world every day
will end up as a future President, statesman, religious leader, inno-
vative engineer, pioneering doctor or precedent-setting judge. Alid
as a nation, we value every life as .,pecial and important, no matter
where the life comes from. Because of our own moral code, we have
the obligation and are justified in trying to make sure every child
born into our nation has a healthy start in life. We have seen from
the evidence presented in this report that there are many babies
who never even get a chance to be born healthy, whether out of
ignorance on the part of the mother, lack of money for care before
and after pregnancy, or other reasons totally separate from the
physical being of the newly born child. We in Congress have a re-
sponsibility to act on the facts we know about what makes a baby
born healthy, and to provide for a national direction to follow to
make sure our Labies are given every possible chance to become
one of the "sacred" ones to which Twain referred. Let's act quickly
and start moving toward healthier lives for our country's babies.
They are too precious to ignore.

1 2



APPENDIX

JEANNE E GRIFFITH
JOSEPH .1 CiS/.0 WSKi

INFANT MORTALITY:
ARE WE MAKING
PROGRESS?

After a long period of declining infant mortality rates in the United Sates, Federal health
officials have recently expressed conce n that the pace may be slowing

The U S infant mortality rate droppc. from 24 7 infant deaths (deaths of babies between birth
and 1 yearofagelpr 1.000 livebtrthsin 1965 toa rateof 11 21n 1983, a decline of nearly a5 percent
The as erage annual decrease in this period was 4 4 percent Since 1981, however, the pace of the
de, line ha, progressive's slowed to a level 01 al and 2 5 to 30 percent per vear

This slowing decline ha caused concern for several
reasons Infant mortality rates are one of the moll corn
monlv used indicators of a population's health status
the are closely associa.ed w ith life oxpectanc. lesels
The U S Surgeon General has set a goal of reducing the
infant murtallt rate to 9 0 M 1990 Meeting this goal
o III require an aye, age annual decrease of 3 1 percent
from 1983 to 1990 Finally despite the declining trend
the(' S continue, to hme high levels of infant mortality
relative to other 'ustrtalized nations

Pus conce- en exnressed in several major
studies of int. . i. \ and lots brth weight The
Southern Reg .. arc "orce on Infant Monello
formed M the S hei Gos ernors' Association recen.
h released a t RAN ,1h1Ch show s the South has the oigh
est infant mortalits rate, n the U S and recommends
steps to improse Federal and State services The
National AlIlliCM1 of Science s Institute of Medicine
published a report which details the problems of low
birth o eight ant rt ommends approaches to its pre

erition

Len& no Factor

Loo birth o eight "the leading factor associated o ith
infant mortalits in the United States Infants of loo
birth o eight, defined as neighing less than 2500 grams
15 pounds 8 ounces) are nearly 40 times more like,
than infant. of nu -mat birth weight to die during the
fir,t four s eeks after birth knots n as the neonate'
period Although less i nan 7 Itercent of all rths ar of
lots birth o eight too thirds of all deaths in the fir four
oinks ost ur among Ina birth weight infants

Postneonatal deaths lbettaeen 28 das and one Near
old) are also linked to birth weigh; Los birth o eight

12

infants are !he timos more lik. than infantsof normal
birth ts eight todie during the postneonatal period They
account for N lien en t of pmtneonatal death,

Los birth o eight's an indicator of inadequate fetal
growth resulting from premature birth poor weight
gain for a gisen duration of ge,tation or both Mans
factors tvpicalh associated with higher risk of infant
mortalits hush as prenatal care smoking alcohol use
and age and marital status of the motheractualls Mice
their prtman effet t on birth st eight fly increasing the
likelihood that a woman will hate a low birth weight
infant these factors increme the mortalitc risk for that
infant In addition low birth oeight infants tend tonase
health and developmental problems later in c hildhood
both as a result of the sun it al. less health babies and
as a result of tht .ideefftshofcertain neonatal intensise
care procedures

( hart 1 husk, the sharpb higher infant mortalits
rates among lov, and sen lots birth weight infants
Ver lots birth weight it defined as 150(1 gram. 1:1
pounds .1 ounceslor less V. 'thin each tseight categur
the it...int mortal ts rates of o hites and all other rates
are similar Mortalit rates among infant, weighing
lessthan 1 001gramsaregreater than 70(1 per 1 NMI live
births For in.ants 1000 to 1499 grams the rate ',about
250 Among , ormal weight Infants the rate's about 6
per 1 000 lice b rth,

('hart 2 hotterer thotii the percentage of Infant.
born in eat I the Inv, birth weight tategones Him k
Infants are than to oe as like's as S' hate infant, to
be of loo or it.a birth weight For example 10 1
percent of black infants a eigh 1500 to 2499 grams
t ompared to 'ten end of a hat. infant,. Ako 2 I per
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tit m ia tom k inlants utogh It Plan I ear gi on, 1001
pate to 114 per, ent of I, hite infant, fhn difference
between blacks and u hires in the distribution of birth
u eights is thechtical fatter in thedifferent infant mot
talus rates of the too groups Itlat k infant mot-talus
rate, are about to ice as high as s, hite rah,

ompared to other nations the I' S has a min high
proportion of infants troth of lost birth utught and sin
loot both utught This factor alone dots a great deal to
esplain the high infant ultimata, Ate III this count?,
relatue to other nations of comparable eyonomo and
midis Al let elopment The U S rank, below such
nations as Suction Japan Denmark Noma, h rant e
Spain t anada East t,errnans and the United King-
dom

I s,

In the first ha: . century the U S made rela
ely greater prof,. iss in redut ing death, to postneu

natal infants Improvements in public health and safe,
reduced d.saths to theseolder infants N hit h sere large
Is due toen, ironmental causes sot h as infix torus disease
and poor nutrition Stoic the mid 19140, the U s has
been tart, cularly successful in redut ing dtaths to ntio
natal infants

Asa result of hew trends the distribution of neonatal
and postneunatal deaths has t hanged dramatoalls At
the turn of the tentum tut, thirds of all infant deaths

ere po.tneonatAl In the earls I471), after de, ado of
strong improsement in postneonatal mortalits onl,
about one foursh of all infant Ileaths acre imstneonatal
In 191)1 as a result of the relatisels greater successes
made in neonatal mortality in the ormolus decade the
share of all infant deaths that sere postneonatal had
intreased to one third

41ptisoh,00 1 .11111, 01.tfi ./ito/ 7. hoiihsm

The ret ent decline in infant mortalits partc olarls
neonatal mortals, is due priniaril, to the ,inprosed
stir, mal of Ion bit th weight infants % hilt- there has
been some progress in the redut bon of los, birth at fight

10

not a loot It progress has horn i retluung tht
int lien, e of ,real.' lines as has ade in treating
them intensis els aft, r their Mr, 1 neonatal intensise
are programs hate liven linen much of the t rmlit for

helping Ion birth aright infants to stymy
[lout ser mans dot tor. n. !whew, c areapprom h

mg the limits of the improved technolug, o hit h has
permitted them to sase lust birth u eight babies Au el
crating or es en sustaining the pate of the its line in
info 1 mortalits mat require nest approat hes int hod
ing an emphasis on th presentoin of lost birth ueight

1:.4 hot lots

In mom eases mothers u ho are more like!) to bear a
t hid u ith a greater risk of deathean be identified earls
in pregnant s toallou appropriate risk reducing prena
tat and neonatal measures to be .ken Both woman's
behas tor and her physical and aucial characteristics
greatly influence her infants chance of sur,1,11

The follow mg factors have been shouts to be it Tor
!ant

Its 0110 110011 0111111 r/ u 111 II tank ad to higher ratemif
infant mortalit, partit ularl, among high risk women Ade
1111Ale prenatal tare i, u ndet stool to entourage behluioral
ha ngt t hat on, prow the mother s health and nutrition It ma,

also tint mer medial torn/Pion, that u ail appropriate treat
merit ma, not be as threatening to the infant s health

Sot all women riot lie prenatal t are to the same extent In
the earl, 1980, nearly 411mi/tent of btu k women did not me a
II.o tor for prenatal tare in the first trimester of pregnant

oropartx1 to le...than:11percent of u lute women There ...ids°
,!dente that prenatal tart has declined recent!, in

are, sir 0th high unemplo, mentor large minord4 population,
Different researchers haw estimated thatrner) dollar spent on
prenatal tare could ...me from $2 to 811 in long term cost, of
hi Al th tare and nstitutional melon

Sham 10 11.41., ant pis go.", 0 are to lie a. likel, to
toe birth to a Ion birth weight Infant than are nonsmoker,
A...on/Ina to the 1.11) Surgeon 1 nine ral smoking ma, cons rib
au to bon ten 20 and Oil pert ent of thet aseof low birth 0 eight
int...P. Ma rnal ,moloug during pregnant ran also lead to
von tAntioti, abortion, and fetal and n lit deaths An
inf.tnt risk of sudden infant death nth.. no 1, int rt Ascii In
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maternal smoking Jut inc pregnant I lirt 'clam mokers mat
also adverse!, fftst their bal. s long term grow th Intel let
lu.l development and behiit ioral chars, tensile. t cadence
silo.: that if mothers stop milking during pregnancy their
infant on the as er age .10 be heal or and others Ise healthier
than those of mothers o hilt on lintoi smoking

Ahn.leol °Int tbaq n. are other behat iono v huh int revise the
risk of infant re...taint F itt eiysite alcohol use during ping
nano, contributes to fetal alcohol , nd none o hit+ can cause
fetal death premal ure delivers lox both xeight and birth
defects associated v. ith mental retantat ion The ef tensor other
drugs are not as sell documented how ever some researchers
hotline that it up sue h as marijuana ht non methadone and
amphetamines increase the likelihood of lox birth weight

8,10. ono fliori have infant mortalitt rate nearly as
tit seas high as those in it edlock This problem has been east
erbated in recent tsar to the trend of a eonstantl, increasing
proportion of births to unmarred mothers The proportion of all
births that wore out of wedlock neartt quadrupled between
1960 and 1963 even though the both ratestoboth married and
unmarried .omen declined in the same period In 1962 more
than 20 percent of all births sere to unmarried mothers This
f ctor s importance stems in part from the highe,ncidence of
unplanned pregnancies lo unmarried mothers their reduttal
likelthood of rect.t, mg prenatal tare and the looer bolds of
medical care presided to their infants

rnrnorp nughn.and onesille ft'pr,ddr i are at greater risk of
having their infanta taw In the neonatal ',tonal infant mortal
Its rates of teenage mothers are more than fits pen ent higher
than to mother., mer age 20 In the postnconatal period the
rates are about to ice as high as those of other mothers Infant.
horn to teenage mothersare Run Lothian, times as likelt to bent
dos birth weight as infant, horn to mothers in theirts en Itesor
thirties This factor,' related to the preeeding one in that man,
birth% to teenage mothers are out of wed lock Therefore mono
of the same problems that lead to higher infant mortalitt
among unmarried s omen also affect teenage motht rs In add
tion there are biological factor, that int reasethe incidente of
too birth weight babies to mothers of thew high risk age
groups

pin min are more than Is ire as Molt to die at x hite
infants This risk factor boomer is largeli a result of higher
birth rates to black teenagers snot black unmarried women
loser educational levels later prenatal care and of hi r sot mat
and eeon nicilifferentes la is en black and ohm mothers A.
shoo n in ('hart black infants are morel than to u e a. like!, to
be of Ins birth .right than o hitt infasi,
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IN he tatell x ith bight r infant mortality ins hide
mothers. ho lac in nonntetrowlitan Snell, have too jr It 'Ovid
Mut /Ilion or tnenme hate had pre, mu% infant deaths still
both or los birth weight infants or hate had closer, Row ivt
births or mans or, mn, births Infants w ho an prematori
multiple births or o ash I off, nital /moonlit,. Also tend to ha,
higher infant mortalitt rate. In addition male infants hose
higher mh,. mortalitt rates than I. mak infants

1"111' 1 . 1 . / 1 1 1 0 1 , gill I Ird

Publo program,' treettaltow ard its income mother.
and their d hildren have to .arsing degrees reduced lost
birth aeightand infant mortality Medicaid, the Federal
State health insurance program for the poor has been
show n as effec lite in the reduction of lost birth ocoght
and infant mortality Other programs ohich mat hate
also had an impact include maternal and child health
WIC (supplemental food program for women, infant.
and children) and family planning programs

Social changes have also helped reduce the share of
births to high risk women Thee include an increase in
women\ educ ational levels a dts rease in the proportion
of births to teenagers and women 15 and in er and a
decline in (Arndt site

In addition the nun:a...ea use of family planning and
abortion hat e sharp's maimed total bi rths and the share
of births that are not intentional], planned This has
Mita MI the share of births to high ridk categories of
oomen

fa titnbti, 4poottr hits

longre,lonal inttlati,e. aimed at affec tong infant
mortally, in the 99th Congress hat e Ineludtal proposals
to expand Med 1U/1d %Cruets relatial to pregnant,
IS 13 ill and H R 1128) to laic:, t nutrition programs to
geographtcal areas o ith high infant mortality III II
17451,1 and to establech a national cornme.coon to red am
inerd measure. to pre, ent infant mortalitt IS 1209
H 12 1 i11 F1 ft 1119 and II it

hn non h r 0011 or, ,oll 1,o.1.0
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[From the Fort Lauderdale News, Apr 19, 1986]

ERASE INFANT MORTALITY SHAME

The Infant Mortality Prevention Act, legislation introduced in Congress by Sen
Lawton Chiles of Florida, is designed to erase an inexcusable blot on U.S health
care standards

Despite all its resources. this counts 's infant death rate is higher than in some
much poorer countries.

When it comes to keeping babies alive throngh the age of 1 year, the U.S. is only
17th best in the world. The record is particularly bad in the Soot , including Flori-
da.

Chiles' proposal would improve that record by allowing states to extend Medic-
aid's prenatal care for impoverished pregnant women without obligating them to
fund other types of care for families with similar incomes.

Unlike Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass , and Rep. Claude Pepper, D-Florida, who
are pushing comprehensive health care bills, Chiles has made infant mortality his
first priority in a tight-money budget.

His bill would provide $100 million for the government's share of expanded Med-
icaid prenatal protection. States participating in the program would have to match
whatever federal money they receive

While Florida reduced its infant mortality rate since it began the Improved Preg-
nancy Outcome Project in 1982, much remains j be done

The prPrir tal aid -available in many states applies only to the poorest of families.
Currently, Florida provides Medicaid coverage for expectant mothers whose family
income does not exceed 34 percent of the figure -.et as the federal poverty line. That
is disgraceful.

Chiles' proposal would extend eligibility to those reaching up to 65 percent of the
poverty level in fiscal 1987, 80 percent in 1988 land 100 percent in 1989.

As has been documented again and again, lack of early care for pregnant women
leads to low birth weight, birth defects and hcspital bills far more expensive than
whatever might be spent on prenatal programs.

Whatever the cost, federal and state gove. nments should act to eliminate a na-
tional shame.

Where infant mortality is concerned, there is no glory in whispering, "We're No.
17."

[From the Chronicle, May 30, 1985]

CHILa PROPOSES COMMISSION TO ATTACK INFANT MORTALITY

With almost 11 babies out of every 1,000 born in the United States in 1983 dying
before their first birthday, Sen. Lawton Chiles, D-Fla., has introduced legislation
calling for a national commission to map an attack on infant mortality.

In making the proposal Chiles expressed concern about Florida's 1982 infant mor-
tality rate of 12.8, representing a total of 1,857 who did not survive their first year.

"In fact, 10 of the 11 states with the highest infant mortality rates are in the
South," he noted.

The U.S. rate is seventeenth in the world, ranking worse than Japan, Australia,
Hong Kong and countries in Western Europe.

The primary cause of infant mortality is low birthweight due to poor prenatal
care. Underweight babies are most likely to be born to teenagers, non-whites and
poor women. Other factors associated with low birthweight include smoking, poor
nutrition, alcohol abuse and drug use.

Sen. Chiles is proposing a National Commission to Prevent Infant Mortality made
up of 15 members, including two senators, two House members, a state governor, a
state legislator, a local government representative, the Secretary of Health and
Human Services, the U.S. Comptroller Gerneral and six from the health care com-
munity at large

[From the Palm Beach Post, May 26, 19851

PROPER PRENATAL CARE

The number of infants who die in this country before their first birthday is sadly
ironic in a nation as wealthy as the United States.
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Sen. Lawton Chiles (D-Fla ), in proposing a commission to come up with some an-
swers, points out that the U S. infant mortality rate in 1982 was higher than 16
other nations including Japan, Australia and much a Western Europe

This is a disgraceful drama in which poverty plays a big role Lack of money leads
to poor prenatal care and low infant birth weight.

Not surprisingly, the Southwith a heavy concentration of poor families and mi-
grant workersleads this unhappy role call According to Chiles, 10 of the 11 states
with the highest infant death rates are in the South.

Florida, with a death rate of 12 8 babies per 1,000 live births in 1982, was tied
with Virginia at ninth pace.

The gowing awareness of the problem may help to expedite answers A report ear-
lier this year by the Southern Regional Task Force of Infant Mortality brought
these shocking figures home to Southern governors

Florida is not ignoring the problem, state health officials say David Pingree, sec-
retary of the state Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services, says Florida
has set a goal of cutting the number of low infant birth weights in half by 1989 and
expects to spend $14 million annually to do it

The money will fund prenatal clines, but Pingree conceded that more needs to be
done to reach and educate young indigent mothers

Producing a healthy baby is a cost-effective investment. Statistics show that it is
far less costly to provide sufficient prebirth care than to provide follow-up intensive
and long-term care for sickly infants.

The problem is reflected in Palm Beach County's infant mortality rate. According
to the Florida Office of Vital Statistics, the county's infant death rate for blacks and
other minorities is 23.3 per thousandabout three times the rate of 8.2 per thou-
sand for whites.

Unfortunately, these figures fit all too well into a pattern of national poverty
among children that was reflected in a study released recently by the Congressional
Budget Office and the Congressional Research Service for the House subcommittee
on public assistance and unemployment compensation.

That study showed that 22 children per 100 were living at the poverty level in
this country, the highest poverty rate in 20 years That translates to nearly 14 mil-
lion children nationwide.

Legislation has been introduced to support state efforts to reduce teenage preg-
nancy and to lessen the tax burden on single-parent families

Efforts such as this, known as the Family Economic Security Act, and the com-
mission proposed by Chiles, deserve support. No child should die for lack of food, or
because its mother lacked proper prenatal care.

From the Miami Herald, Sept 12, 19851

CHILES CALLS INFANT DEATHS U S SHAME

(By Dave von Drehle)

Politicians, health officials and four frightened young mothers gathered at the
Dade County Courthouse Wednesday to give U.S. Sen. Lawton Chiles, D-Fla., a mes-
sage in the terms of our times: healthy babies are more cost effective than sick ones

Chiles made a special trip from Washington to hear 13 witnesses tell him what
should be done about the infant mortality rate in America

Witnesses, including Govs. Richard Riley of South Carolina and Bob Graham of
Florida, agreed that the more adolescent mothers, undernourished mothers, smok-
ing, drinking or drug-abusing mothers a nation has, the higher its infant-mortality
rate.

Sixteen nations have a lower rate than the United States, including most of West-
ern Europe Chiles is proposing a bill to the Senate establishing a National Commis-
sion to Prevent Infant Mortality Calling the infant-mortality rate a "national
shame," Chiles said the commission would be set up for a year to recommend steps
the federal government could take to coordinate prenatal care efforts around the
country.

One of those efforts has been under way in Liberty City for three years. There
Jessie Trice of the Family Health Center has been counseling pregnant women on
nutrition, prenatal health care and the need for family planning

Though she has been operating on a shoestring, there have been impressive re-
sults. For example, only two of the 1,100 women counseled at the center have lost
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their babies, compared with the infant-mortality rate of 24 per 1,000 births for the
rest of Liberty City estimated for 1984

A lower mortality rate also means a healthier baby population in general, wit-
nesses said. That means vast potential savings in health care costs down the road.

"It's just cost effective to have healthy babies," said Lynda Robb, wife of Gov.
Charles Robb of Virginia

There were testimonials of a more personal nature, as well Debbie St. Rose went
through eight failed pregnancies before her Martina was born; she credited the care-
ful attention of the Broward Improved Pregnancy Outcome program for Martina's
presence at the hearing

"I went to pnvate doctors, very expensive ones," St Rose said, "but they didn't do
what they"she gestured toward Margaret Campbell of the Broward program
"have done. I fit wasn't for them, I don't think Martina would be sitting on my lap
now "

MORTALITY RATES

The following list shows latest infant mortality rates Because infant mortality is
defined as the number of infants per 1,000 who die in their first year, 1984 figures
are not available

1983 1982

Dade 110 12 7

Broward 116 13 6

P Beach 12 4 13 3

United States 10 9 115

[From the Palm Beach Times, Nov 7, 19b51

SAVING INFANTS LIVES

The infant mortality rate in the United States has dropped to an all-time low of
10.6 deaths per 1,000 live births That is an encouraging sign but infant mortality
still remains too high, especially for children born to the poor

The reasons are no secretmainly a lack of prenatal care and education The
question is what to do about it.

Sen Lawton Chiles wants a national commission created to combat the problem
He believes the federal government should have a major role in providing money
and guidance to get the rate still lower

As a last resort, that may be necessary. But first, states and communities should
be given a chance to solve the problem themselves The four-county area of Florida's
western Panhandle has provided proof that that is possible, providing a prenatal
education program that has lowered infant mortality rates

If the U S medical community has a shortcoming, it is in preventive medicine.
But it is a shortcoming that the medical community should solve itself, with pres-
sure and cooperation from patient and local communities If the federal government
tries to do it, it will be less successful and much more expensive than if the private
sector does it Additional social programs, each with their own bureaucracies, are
the last thing taxpayers need

Infant mortality rates Selected countries from the 1985 state of the world's children
report

[Rates are deaths under 1 year of age per 1,004) live births)

Countn Rate
Sweden. .... 7
Japan . 7

'inland ... 7
Switzerland.... 8
Norway 8
Nertherlands. 8
Denmark . 8
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Countn Rate
France 9
Canada . 9
Spain . . 10
Australia. . . 10
Federal Republic of Germany 11
Ireland..... 11
Singapore. .... 11
United Kingdom 11
United States . 11
New Zealand ....... 12
Hong Kong . ..... . 12
German Democratic Republic 12
Belgium ...... .. 12
Italy 13
Austria 13
Greece . 14
Israel . . .. 15
Czechoslovakia, 16
Bulgaria . . 18
Poland . . 20
Hungary 20
Cuba .. 21
U.S.S.R 25
China . . 39
Mexico . 50

INFANT DEATHS BY RACE, SELECTED YEARS, 1959-84

Year

Total While Black

1959 112,008 83,493 '28,515
1963 103,390 73,7[7 24.824
1967 79,028 57,533 20,372
1968 76,263 55,902 19,219
1969 75,073 55,108 18,882
1970 74,667 54,876 18,687
1972 60,182 43,460 15,738
1973 55,5d1 40,239 14,411
1975 50,525 36,173 13,409
1977 46,975 33,139 12,863
1978 45,945 32,212 12,747
1979 45,665 32,079 12,586
1980 45,526 31.880 12,603
1981 43,305 30,478 11,757
1982 42,401 29,659 11,642
1983 40,267 28,301 11,242
1984 2 39,200 27,080 11,100

Includes all other races, not lust black
a Proosonal data

Source 1959-80 National Center for Health Statistes, Vital Statistics Of the United States 1959-80, vol II Mortality pt A Pul2A,c Health
Service Washington U!, .'overnment Printing Office 1961-85

1981-83 National Ce ,er for Health Statistics Monthly Vital Statistics Report, Advance Report of Final Mortality Statistics 1981-83 Washington
U S Government Print', Olice 1983-85

1984 National Center for Health Statistics Monthly Vital Statistics Report Annual Summary of Births, Marriages Divorces and Deaths United
States, 1984 Washmpton U S Government Printing Office 1985
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From the Tampa Tribune, Nov 19 1985]

PREVENTION KEY TO INFANT MORTALITY RATE

(By Becky Richards)

For the price of medical care for five high-risk premature babies, 199 women
could receive prenatal care, says the chairman of a Southern Governors' Association
Region Task Force on Infant Mortality.

"That says that prevention as a health policy makes real good sense in a hum-
mane way and also an economic way," Richard Riley, South Carolina's governor
and chairman of the task force, told reporters during a press conference by tele-
phone Monday.

Riley heads the 99-member group formed in 1989 to consider measures that state
legislatures and Congress could take "to reduce the statistics on infant mortality,"
Riley said.

"In one year, 92,901 infants in the U S died. That's more than (deaths) from
breast cancer, leukemia, diabetes and it's almost as large as the number of people
killed on the highways," he said

Ten of the 11 states that rank highest in infant mortality rates are in the south,
Riley said. Florida has the ninth highest rate

The final report, to be released this morning at a task force meeting in Nashville,
includes recommendations that:

Adolescent health care clinics be established.
A statewide coordinating council on maternal and infant health and clearing-

house on maternal and infant health be set up
The Medicaid law be changed to allow states to provide health care to more preg-

nant women and newborn infants. Changes in Aid to Dependent Children formulas
are proposed as well.

A regional system of perinatal care be provided so that appropriate care for all
pregnant women and newborns is made available.

Recommendations will be presented to legislatures in the 17 states of the South-
ern Governors' Association, Riley said. Lawmakers in each will decide how best to
implement the suggestions.

Florida Sen. Lawton Chiles, D-Lakeland, earlier this month blasted the Reagan
administration for opposing his plan to create a commission to construct a national
policy on how to reduce infant mortality

"I'm ashamed of our country," Chiles said during a Senate hearing in Washing-
ton "I'm ashamed that a country that has the resources . . . has a record so abys-
mal in this area. And I'm impatient to see that we do something about it."

During the press conference, Riley called Chiles "a strong and clear voice about
these issues" and said he supports the idea of a national commission.

"As a nation will all its capacity in terms of medical research and wealth, we
rank 12th among developed nations in infant mortality," Riley said. That is prob-
ably the best statistic that defines general health care effectiveness in our nation.

"Obviously, something needs to be done."

[From Florida Today. May 3, 1986]

ENACT A PRENATAL PROGRAM TO REDUCE INFANT DEATHS

Can you find in human life any greater suffering than to see your children
dead " An ancient Greek question

Stark words. But consider that today in the richest and most advanced nation on
earth, at least 10 births out of every 1,000 has parents asking that same painful
question: Is there any greater suffering?

The main cause of infant mortality is low birthweight (under 51/2 pounds). The
South has nine of 11 states with the highest infant mortality rate in the nation.
Florida has the 10th worst IMR in the nation, with 1,816 babies dying before their
first birthdays.

The U.S. still ranks below many developed countries in IMR, including Japan,
Australia, Spain and most of Western Europe, and its 16th ranking is on a par with
Singapore

While there may be many causes for the high infant death rate, certainly the evi-
dence suggests that a primary cause is the lack of prenatal care, which results in
low-birthweight infants. American infants of low birth weight are 90 times more
likely to die in the neonatal period than normal infants.
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Those especially at risk are:
Teen-agers Those who have bak'ies are twice as likely to have their babies die

before their first birthdays as women in their 20s.
Black infants are about twice as likely to die before their first birthdays as White

infants.
Women who smoke, abuse drugs and alcohol, and do not eat correctly are more

likely to have a baby of low birthweight
The situation, in our opinion, is we can either pay a relatively low amount to pro-

vide adequate prenatal care for all mothers who need it, or pay a staggering amount
later. For example, routine prenatal checkups and counseling averages about $600.
Neonatal intensive care can cost as much as $120,000 to $200,000 for an extended
period. And this doesn't even include such expenses as handicapped education, wel-
fare for lifelong handicapping conditions, or vocational rehabilitation. The choice is
clear, at least to us.

In 1984, the average bill of the 5,500 underweight infants born in Florida was
$15,000, for a total of $82.5 million. That expense was shared by parents, insurance
companies and taxpayers. The annual cost of neonatal intensive care in this country
is over $1.5 billion.

On April 11, U.S. Sen. Lawton Chiles of Florida introduced his Infant Mortality
Prevention Act of 1986, also called "Impact '86." It is designed to bring this essen-
tial health care to thousands of low-income pregnant women.

"Impact '86" provides for a new Medicaid categorically needy program to permit
states, at their option, to extend Medicaid coverage for preventive prenatal, delivery
and postpartum medical services to low-income women during pregnancy and for 60
days after delivery, and to their infants up to 1 year of age.

Federal matching funds would be provided, as an incentive to the states' partici-
pation, for those services.

The economic reasons for the preventive care program proposed by Chiles are
easy to understand. Without such a program, this nation loses twice, in remedial,
welfare and correctiohal costs, as well as in squandered minds

There's more than just economic reasons, though It's ethical, moralcall it hu-
manity. We urge Congress to enact the preventive prenatal health care legislation
proposed by Chiles, for economic and humanitarian reasons.

[From the Wall Street Journal, July 23, 1985]

SLOWING DROP IN INFANT DEATH RATE RATE FUELS DEBATE ON U S SPENDING FOR
CHILD, MATERNAL PROGRAMS

(By Alan L. Otten)

WASHINGTON"We'rein the middle of a bad trend," says Sara Rosenbaum of the
Children's Defense Fund, "and for the administration still to come forward and cut
programs of proven effectiveness is unforgivable."

Replies Dr. James 0. Mason, the ranking health official at the Department of
Health and Human Services, "Until we know a lot more about why it's happening,
simply throwing federal dollars at it won't work. Particularly if it s not met by in-
creased concern at the community level and many other changes."

Ms Rosenbaum and Dr. Mason represent the two sides in an escalating argument
over what to do about a slower-than-expected drop in infant mortality rateslong
regarded as a bellwether social indicator. As is so frequently the case in Washing-
ton, both sides are probably at least partly right

SOME GOOD NEWS

There's some good news, to be sure Infant mortailitydeaths during the first
year of lifecontinues to fall, for blacks as well as whites The preliminary overall
rate for 1984 was 10.6 deaths per 1,000 live births, a 57% drop since 1965.

But there's lots a bod news, too. Preliminary data show the rate of decline slowing
over the past two years. Each year, 10,000 infants still die The black infant mortali-
ty rate still is double the white rate The incidence of low-birth-weight babies-5.5
pounds or less and 40 times likelier to die in the first month than are normal-
weight babiesremains distressingly high, particularly among blacks The propor-
tion of pregnant women receiving prenatal care during the first trimester actually
has been declining.

All this adda up to a situation the administration concedes is "disquieting" and
"cauce for concern," but which liberal groups insist is far more serious than that.
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They want higher spending on a broad range of child and maternal health pro-
grams that the Reagan administration has cut back, frozen or allowed only minimal
increases The administration says it's spending more than its critics contend. Exact
figures are hard to separate from broad *. But, for example, in supple-
mental nutrition for infants and pregnant women, the administration is projecting a
2% increase in the current fiscal year, to $1.44 billion, a sum that liberals note will
cover only the same number of individuals.

The Department of Health and Human Services predicts the nation still will meet
one key goal set by the Public Health Service in 1979; to cut the overall intant mor-
tality rate to 9.0 deaths per 1000 live births by 1990 However, it admits that other
major infant and maternal health goals se. for 1990 will be missed, some by wide
margins, and, in particular, goals that affect blacks. Health and Human Services
Secretary Margaret Heckler will try to shed more light on the administration's atti-
tude in a speech to the National Urban League here today.

At some point, of course, infant mortality rate will reach an irreducible mini-
mum, but most experts say the U.S. is nowhere near there yet Largely because of
its high proportion of low-birth-weight babies, the U.S. has been falling further
behind other industrialized nations, in 1980 ranking behind 15 others, and their
infant mortality rates continue to drop The rate for U.S. whites alone still puts this
nation only in 12th place.

TECHNOLOGY HELPED REDUCE RATE

Much of the U S. decline in infant mortality over the past two decades has result-
ed from technological advances in the care of low-birth-weight and other problem
births and to the steady spread of intensive-care units for the newborn, Now, says
D. Vince L Hutchins, head of maternal and child health programs at Health and
Human Services, "we may be near the maximum" of what technology can do in this
area.

Other factors also are making it hard to bring down infant mortality now, admin-
istration official say: the large numbers on pregnant teen-agers, especially poor
young women at high risk for problem births; somking, drink.ng and rug abuse
during pregnancy; and the reluctance of many poor women to seek early prenatal
care, even when it's available.

"And why is it always federal money" that must solve these problems? Dr. Mason
demands. "Primary responsibility for the achievement of the 1990 goals," he argues,
rests with state and local health agencies and the pregnant women themselves.

The major federal responsibility right now, he says, is research to find out what's
happening and why, "and that we take very seriously," with more than a dozen
tasks forces at work.

Naturally, all this doesn't impress the critics. Sure, they say, it would be nice to
reduce teen-age pregnancy, get pregnant women to stop smoking, and have state
and local governments do more. But the federal government also must spend more,
on everything from family planning and prenatal services to Medicaid and food pro-
grams for low-income people

Administration cutbacks in prenatal and infant programs "have contributed sig-
nificantly to the change of trend in the infant mortality rate," Dr. C. Arden Miller,
a public health specialist at the University of North Carolina, writes in the July
Scientific American. He accuses the Reaganities of "slavishly trying to implement
an ideology, when the better course might be to allow some exceptions, especially
cost-effective exceptions."

For example, a prestigious committee of the National Academy of Sciences' Insti-
tute of Medicine recently reported "overwhelming evidence" that early prenatal
owe makes for higher birth weights, and that every $1 spent on such care for low-
income women would save more than $3 in care of low-weight babies after birth
Yet in 1982, slightly over one-fifth of all pregnant white women and well over one-
third of pregnant black women didn't get first-trimester care

Moreover, administration critics note, many areas of longtime unemployment and
high poverty currently are experiencing level or even rising infant mortality fates,
expecially for older infants "You are talking about a Third World phenomenon
here in the U.S." charges Ms. Rosenbaum." Babies dying because of infectious dis-
eases, poor nutrition, lack of access to basic medical care."

Paradoxically, White House support of right-to-life efforts to curb abortion could
swell infant mortality figures. Unintended or unwanted pregnancies often produce
high-risk babies, but since the Supreme Court's abortion decision, more women have
chosen to abort unwanted pregnancies
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Studies by Michael Grossman and colleagues at the National Bureau of Economic
Research conclude that the wider availability of abortion has been "the single most
important factor in reducing the neonatal mortality rate" among blacks over he
past two decades, and also helped cut the white rate "If abortion were illegal," Mr
Grossman writes, "neonatal mortality, especially among blacks, would fall more
slowly than otherwise, and might even rise "

2 3
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PREVENTING INFANT MORTALITY: INTERGOV-
ERNMENTAL DIMENSIONS OF A NATIONAL
PROBLEM

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1985

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS,

COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAMS,
Miami, FL.

The subcommittee met at 9:10 a.m., Commission Chambers, Dade
County Courthouse, Miami, FL, Hon. Lawton Chiles presiding.

Present: Senator Chiles.
Staff present: Margaret Wrightson, staff director; Robert F.

Harris, minority staff director; Carnie Hayes and Celeste DeLorge,
professional staff members; and Jodi L. Mathison, chief clerk.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHILES

Senator CHILES. Good morning. We are going to convene our
hearing. We are under some time problems today, in that the Sen-
ates going to have a cloture vote on the South Africa issue early in
the afternoon. So we are going to have to end the hearing just a
little bit early. I have to catch a 12 o'clock plane.

Late yesterday afternoon it looked like we were going to have to
cancel our hearing, but thank goodness we didn't need to do that.
We are looking forward to Mrs. Robb, Governor Graham, and Gov-
ernor Riley arriving momentarily.

I am going to start with my opening statement, and we might
even put some later witnesses on before because, of the time con-
straints we are facing.

A number of you asked me about my hand. I feel like I ought to
carry mimeographed shects around, maybe, so I could explain. It
would be a lot easier. Let me say this as an example: If your wife
tells you to clean a window or a door, don't clean it too well. I
cleaned my own door and I did too good a job; and then I later ran
through that and ended up cutting myself a little bit.

And this space apparatus is something they require me to wear
about 2 or 3 more weeks. It looks a little worse than it is.

Infant mortality is our subject today. And infant mortality, chil-
dren dying before their first birthday, is a national shame.

Despite dramatic technological advances, America is still seven-
teenth in the world in infant mortality. That means it's behind
Singapore, Australia, Japan, Hong Kong, and most of Western
Europe.

(1)
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When I think about that, a child born in Singapore has a better
chance of living through the first year than a child born in the
United States, it just sort of boggles my mind. A country like ours,
blessed with every resource we havethe kind of health and medi-
cal resources we have and the kind of doctorsand this sort of
infant mortality rate.

We were making progress.
Since 1956 there's been a drop in the infant mortality rate to

10.6 per 1,000 live births. That 10.6 is 10.6 deaths.
Yet the estimates for the first 6 months of 1985 tells us thk . our

number is going up to 11 infants dying of ever 1,000 born. Now
that's a pretty dramatic reN ersal, because what we've seen since
1965 is the curve has been coming down.

We began to worry, because the curve began to flatten and it was
not coming down at the same rate. But now we see it is actually
turning around and going back up, and it tells us this is something
that we must deal with.

The main reason we are having this hearing in conjunction with
the meeting of the Southern Governors' Association is that the
southern States have the worst record in infant mortality.

Ten of the 11 States with the highest infant mortality rates are
in the South. And as the Senator for the State of Florida, I am dis-
turbed that my State ranks ninth in the Nation in the death of
babies before their first bin. iday.

Despite any apparent progress over the past 20 years in the
battle against infant deaths, there is still some disparity in the
mortality rate along economic lines. Low-income families are hard-
est hit, and there's still a wide gap along racial and ethnic lines,
with black infants being twice as likely to be born prematurely and
to suffer low birth weight and die before their first birthdays.

There are still great differences among regions within the States,
and even within the communities. For example, right here in
Miami the rate of infant deaths for the Liberty City population is
20 to 25 per 1,000 live births.

The innercity area of Tampa has a low birth level of almost 160
infants per 1,000, while a neighboring suburb had fewer than 20 in-
fants per 1,000 low birth weights.

These figures don't reflect the stillbirths, the miscarriages and
spontaneous abortions due to the inadequate prenatal care and nu-
trition. These figures don't count the human and economic costs of
the heroic efforts to save underweight babies. They don't address
treating the life-long handicapping conditions associated with low
birth weight, such as the annual cost of neonatal intensive care of
$1.5 billion and the $20,000 to $100,000 cost to graduate a low-birth-
weight infant from neonatal intensive care.

The figures don't explain why America falls behind far less de-
veloped and affluent countries with far fewer physicians and hospi-
tal beds per capita.

Most of all, figures don't portary the individual hearbreak and
the tragedy of families of infants who die before their first birth-
day.

One woman wrote me that after numerous attempts to secure
prenatal care for her 17-year-old daughter:

\ I
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We couldn't get the money to take her to a doctor, and the baby died a few
months after it was born. I still think the baby's death was a blessing by God, be-
cause he was in ...t. health. If qe had gotten help for her early, maybe her baby
would have been .. rn okay. But I didn't :.ave money

In the 3 hours we are going to spend at this hearing, 6 infants
less than 1 year old will die in the State of Florida.

Infant mortality is a national shame because so many infant
deaths are preventable through access to adequate prenatal care
and nutrition and thus the reduction of low birth weight.

Why aren't adequate prenatal services and programs like these
available throughout the country? Basically the answer lies in our
fragmented and multileveled health-care system. Federal, private
and employer-provided insurance have gaps in coverage. Different
providers and health-care professionals can't agree on who should
provide what level of care to in-need populations. Our educational,
health and social service system leaves too many pregnant women
and their families ignorant of good prenatal practices and the
availability and importance of care.

At the recommendation of the National Institute of Medicine, I
have introduced legislation to create a National Commission to
Prevent Infant Mortality.

The commission is needed to analyze our fragmented and uncoor-
dinated system and make recommendations to each level ofgovern-
ment and the private sector on the most effective and cost-benefi-
cial way to expand care to the high-risk, unserved and underserved
population. Such a commission can point the way to achieving an
accessible, fficient and streamlined system of services.

We know what causes a great portion of infant deaths. It's the
low birth weight. And we know it can be reduced by more adequate
prenatal care and education. We know that the health and lifestyle
factors arewhat they are: Smoking, alcohol consumption, inad-
equate nutrition. We know who the high-risk populations are:
Blacks and Hispanics, the poor, young teens, and women over 35.

What we don't have as a Nation is a strategy and game plan, a
speific agenda to recommend the quickest, most effective and cost-
beneficiel ways to move our fragmented, uncoordinated system of
health services, providers, insurance benefits, and private and
public initiatives into a network of access to prenatal care for ev-
eryone.

In other words, we don't have a team. We've got some individual
stars but no unified agenda and no national commitment to solve
this problem.

Today we'll hear about the program, the process that is being
made, and the problems to do it in the region of the country hard-
est hit by infant mortalitythe South. But we will also hear about
the obstacles and the gaps that need to be addressed.

We will hear from Governors, a first lady, and State legislators
about the magnitude of the problem in their States and the pro-
grams that are working. We will hear about the effortwhat
they're mounting to reduce infant mortality, the Southern Gover-
nors' Association is mounting to reduce infant mortality in the
region and their individual struggles to meet their States' unique
and common needs and the obstacles they are facing. We will hear
from individuals who are on the froi. .Ines in programs to expand
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and improve prenatal care for people who otherwise would go un-
served.

But we will also hear from individuals who have fallen through
the cracks in the system through lack of knowledge, eligibility or
access. We can be proud that prenatal services in Broward have
grown by 30 percent from 1981, from 2,400 individuals served to
3,100 in 1985. But we can't be complacent when the need for serv-
ices in the same period has grown by 19 percent, from 3,900 to
4,700. That means the gap has actually widened from 1,500 un-
served, in 1981, to 1,600 this year. We can applaud Lee County's
effort and success in serving 954 clients with a little over $300,000
in 1985. But we cannot forget their projection that services will be
needed for 1,400 more people this year and next.

What this hearing is all about is how to take what we know and
turn it into what we do, as a nation, regions, States, and the local-
ities, to reduce infant mortality.

Our first witnesses today are going to be Hon. John Traeger, a
State senator from Texas, and chairman of the Southern Legisla-
tive Conference, and State Senator Robert Scott of Virginia. Both
have been active in the State level trying to bring about more ef-
fective prenatal care in the range of services that will improve
infant care and health and survival.

I'm delighted to have these two Senators come forward.
Mr. Traeger, you want to lead off here?
And let me just tell you that we welcome you and we are delight-

ed to have you in Florida. We're always delighted to have some-
body from Texas come here and share their vr..mledge and exper-
tise and someone from the Commonwealth of Virginia as well.

TESTIMONY OF HON. JOHN TRAEGER, A STATE SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF TEXAS AND CHAIRMAN, SOUTHERN LEGISL,'
TIVE CONFERENCE

Mr. TRAEGER. Thank you very much, Senator, and I appreciate
the opportunity of stating our piece through you and through your
committee to the U.S. Congress, where certainly some of the an-
swers we hope lie and some of the desire for a solution we hope is
pressing. We certainly found some problems.

We attempted to find solutions at the State level, and I'm satis-
fied we did.

I have a prepared statement, sir. But with your permission I'd
like to enter it into the record.

Mr. CHILES. It will be included in full in the record, and we are
delighted to have you lead off as you see fit.

Mr. TRAEGER. Thank you.
I generally don't like to listen to four or five pages of groaning

and reading. And if you will, I'll just amplify some remarks as to
what we said.

To give you just a bit of background, Texas, as you know, is a
very large State. We find our health problems are Liattered by ge-
ography. And one of the unique problems we have is the tremen-
dous distances to be served, quite often in areas wliere there are no
hospitals and no, really, medical services available of the nature
and type that any population needs. So we're facedour problems
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are compounded in that we've discovered and we are chagrined to
find, the total neglect in some areas in which we had felt we were
doing a pretty good job.

Our Governor, our Lieutenant Governor, and our speaker ap-
pointed the task force, which consisted of just about representa-
tives from every type of medical provider, from the legislature,
itself, from most socially concerned organizations in the State and
from the medical association, also from the hospital association.
And we, the county officials, and State officials, we have a real
gamut of people to get their expertise and also through osmosis to
settle in on the program we were in.

And when we started we had some that felt we were fighting
smoke. So there really was no apparent way we could get our
hands on this thing.

The more we got into it, however, through a very comprehensive
set-up of hearings the members held throughout the field, the free
clinics. We got people that have never been within 5 miles to the
free clinics. And you can see what happens there and the need,
where you would see 200 or 300 mothers lined up with one very
devoted but terrifically overworked physician trying to provide
service.

Now, it doesn't take very m'ich for even the most calloused indi-
vidual to look at that situation and realize we've got to do some-
thing. So we then turned to work to see what can we do effectively
to utilize the Federal programs available to us and to amplify
through our own efforts the programs we had in place at that time.

We found after studying our program, was the entire field of
infant care, not specifically perinatal or prenatal care, but just care
for this particular problem.

And certainly I urge you, and congratulate you on the goal that
you create, the setup that would speak to this program from the
Federal Government viewpoint.

We found that emerging among all our other issues was this very
subject, the one which we felt like we could immediately provide
relief from, because you can immediately provide relief in this
area. And we also found that there hat' been a complete dereliction
of responsibility on the part of some people that should have been
concerned.

Our Texas situation, as most counties were settled back in the
original constitution with the idea of providing poor farms, as we
call them today, and hospitalization for those unable to take care
of themselves. Many counties have departed long since in that they
have turned it all over to the State and just washed their hands of
responsibility.

Fqually guilty were hospitals, many hospitals, who were particu-
larly new, private. Emerging private hospitals who purchased
many of our city, county hospitals, who have in the case of political
subdivision, sort of ducked out of responsibility by selling the whole
deal to a private operator.

As you know, in many cases, they take a very hard line o . infant
care and prenatal care, and that type of thing. And we put some
responsibilities on them that we think are worthwhile. In other
words, we four d an area that the Federal Government has default-
ed in that we thought they certainly shouldn't. And I urge you, as

1 0
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an individual, Senator, to look into the fact that many of the Hill-
Burton funded hospitals built throughout the Nation, they've com-
pletely defaulted on those obligations that they accepted when they
tock the money. And the reason is that nobody has every checked
to see that they fulfilled those obligationswe checked by individ-
ual cases, but-

Mr. CHILES. Very interesting point.
Mr. TRAEGER. And there's been no Federal follow-up on the obli-

gation that each of these Hill-Burton hospitals took.
Now, some of them are meeting these obligations, but there are

many more who have not turned to meet them; and others have
simply filled their percentage of obligation by charging all the bad
debts in theand it doesn't matter where the bad debts came from,
but that's an easy solution, to fill your books and fulfill your Feder-
al obligation. But it's easy to detect.

Another thing, we found some great public institutions in Texas,
and we are providing indigent care up to 18 or 20 percent of
volume; simply didn't turn anybody away. But we beefed that up
by pieces of legislation which are going to require that no person
shall be turned away from any hospital in the State of Texas be-
cause of lack of funding.

Back to the especially- -
Senator CHILES. I'd like to see the legislation that you just

passed, if you would provide it.
Mr. TRAEGER. I have it. I will be glad to provide your staff, sir,

with a complete copy of our legislation.
We felt it was a very significant legislation and one which when

we started out, as I said, the hospitals themselves were represented
in our task forces, medical associates, and we had the battles, of
course, internally in that committee.

But public opinion, when it was aired and when we went public
with out hearings and what have you, I tell you, grass roots de-
mands brought in areas that we previously thought were so callous
that we wouldn't get anything, brought a response that to us was
really hard toand I think, for example, in the infant care this
year in Texas, and I don't want it to burden you with our prob-
lems, as unique as our problems seem. But we have been in Fat
City a long time, in Texas. And we have had it pretty good. But
recently, as you know, based on the devaluation, which is a very
severe thing to us, and the break in the OPEC situation, and what
have you, moved us to the opposite situation with about a $2 mil-
lion budget deficit.

We, in spite of that, the fact that we abolished agencies at this
time, and the unheard of, you know, Government creates but
doesn't cremate, but we really cremated a few this time. We got rid
of the things like the Confederate Graves Commission. We actually
went a little bit further. We did cut out some serious agencies that
were practicing economy. We have not practiced in Texas since
thebut in spite of that, we found an extra $90 million to put into
this program, and that can-.e out when we were on the bottom. We
took it from holy places like the House of Representatives' funding,
that takes care of their travel, and it's from the Senate, from the
Governors.

Mr. CHMES. That's sacred.

`'43
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Mr. TRAEGER. I said sacred cows we were milkir.2. in this case.
But the demands, sir, after the hearings and the roots of this

committee were soI'm to the point the entire legislative body in
the Government that we are able to do that and put into place
what we think will be a greatly improved program in Texas.

One of the ways we solved the area which we are talking about,
of course, is a very pragmatic dollar-and-cents fund, which we
found, and I know you are aware of, that it costs ourfigures, I
cannot recall what our figures are; in the area of $25,000 per year
to institutionalize a child with serious birth deformities. And this,
of course, in most cases, goes throughout the expectant life of the
child.

Now, you compare those costs, what they're truly costing us, to
the cost of putting in place a program that would speak to that,
when you figure that 70 percent of all prenatal problems can be
solved. Then you just mathematically, you come up with the fact
you are saving money by spending money.

Senator CHILES. I'm delighted that you are raising that, because
this looks to me that these are circumstances that reinforce what
Will Rogers said: "The happiest time in the politician's life is when
conscience and convenience call simultaneously".

And we are talking about a program in which literally, for every-
one involved, the county commissioners, the people in the State
level, and the people from the Federal Government, conscience and
convenience calls.

You have an opportunity to do something about human suffering
that we have to deal with. And at the same time it's very fiscally
responsible, because we are going to save money; we are going to
pay now or pay later.

Mr. TRAEGER. Senator, I know that with your experience in the
State legislature, and I understand that you served 12 years in the
State legislature. And it is certainly your experience in Congress,
you have run across the individuals in each legislative body who
are cynical about any new care-dispensing or dollar-dispensing pro-
gram in this neighborhood.

We have got our share, say, of people locked into that in Texas,
I'll guarantee you. But we have to beto put the most light on this
subject that you can put on it.

With a comprehensive hearing and by the type of things you are
doing here today, we passed this bill. And as I say, it came out of
gut money, with only one dissenting vote in ,..3r Texas senate prob-
ably as crusty a conservative group as you can rind.

Senator CHILES. Ycu don't look like a fellow '-hat's used to giving
away money to me.

Mr. TRAEGER. No, sir. I have -.een known not to dispense it.
But I am convinced now, and I am convinced we have done the

job.
I know you are concerned and we want to endorse your program

and recommendation in this area 100 percent. I think the Federal
Government has a very distinct role to play. I don't think you
should come in and say you are going to solve all our problems,
and I don't think you want to do that. But we want your support
and to continue, in particular, the WIC Program, which in Texas
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has been one of the most successful social programs we have had
anything to do with.

The Food Stamp Program is rightly important. We faced a prob-
lem the same as you face in Florida to a certain extent.

We have a very high Hispanic population in the southern part of
Texas with 1,000 miles of common border with Mexico. We have a
tremendous influx of legal and illegal immigrants all the time.

Many of these people have a severe language handicap. We
found we cannot get mothers into perinatal programs even when
they existed because of the language barrier. They were afraid to
come up. They don't want anything to have to do with the Govern-
ment, and that anybody that wears a badge, even a name tag, is a
Government that might do something bad to them.

To overcome that, we've undertaken, what in the recent Vietnam
war was called, search and destroy and changed it to search an '
save missions.

We brought people in our health departments into services in
these programs, which are now going out and actively wooing these
people through pure knowledge and through active seeking proposi-
tions to bring these mothers in for care early.

We have had the situation in which many mothers didn't know
about their problems until they stumbled up the steps of their hos-
pital for delivery.

Senator CHILES. Senator, we thank you very much for your testi-
mony.

Because c" our time schedule- -
Mr. TRAEGER. I get carried away, sir. Arid I apologize.
Senator emus. Governor Riley has to catch a plane shortly. I'd

like to be able to submit some questions to you, if I could.
Mr. TRAEGER. Certainly CT 1.
Senator CHILES. And, again, we look forward to using you and

Texas as a resource as we go forward to trying to set up this Com-
mission. And I thank you very much, very much for your time.

Mr. TRAEGER. Thank you, Senator. And I commend you for
taking this.

[Senator Traeger's prepared statement follows:1
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SlATE SENATOR JOHN TRAEGER, TEXAS

MATERNITY AND INFANT CARE

Texas is unique among the states in the nation in several ways. It is the

third most populated state in the country and it is growing. By 1990. the

population is expected to reach 19 million..wAbout one third of the population

are members of a racial/ethnic minority with Hispanics comprising the largest

minority group. Texas is large, more than 267,000 square miles, dwarfing all

other states except Alaska.

Many of the characteristics that make Texas unique also affect the health

services available to its population. The size often means that great

distances must be traveled to obtain health care. Poverty, however, is

probably the most serious barrier to obtaining adequate health services in

Texas. This is a problem, that affects not Just the poor individuals in a

health crisis but all of us. The longer the problem is ignored, the more

expensive the consequences are for everyore.

Oar

Recognizing this issue in Texas, a Task Force on Indigent Health Care was

appointed by the Governor, Lieutenant Governor and Speaker of the House in

September 1983. The 71 Task Force members included elected officials,

phricians, hospital administrators, medical school faculty, business and

labor leaders, consumers, and representatives of health agencies. Numerous

public hearings, site visits,and meetings with community leaders and agencies

were held to determine the health needs of the indigent in Texas.

Through this Task Force, maternity and infant health services were identified

as the top priority health need for the indigent in Texas. The Task Force

then requested the Texas Department of Health to develop a perinatal care

plan that could be a means to meeting this particular need. The perinatal

plan as developed by TOH consisted of ten basic recommendations as follows:

1. Develop new community -based prenatal services in undeserved areas.

2. Provide an integrated mechanism for consultation, referral and

care of the high risk pregnant woman.

3. Initiate a health promotion campaign to "market" prenatal care.
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4. Develop the State into perinatal planning and education areas.

5 Expand Medicaid coverage for pregnancy-related services.

6. Establish State funding for hospital delivery for medically

indigent patients who are not eligible for Medicaid.

7. Establish State funding for neonatal intensi- care for low

income infants not eligible for Medicaid.

B. improve emergency transportation to intensive perinatal care

both for pregnant women and infants.

0. Develop a system of high risk infant follow-up.

10. Establish projects for adolesctnt pregnancy and pregnancy

pre.cation.

The Task Force had many other recommendations,150A, in all) to improve health

care of the indigent people of Texas. While several have the potential for

indirectly supporting our concerns for infant and maternal health I will

deal more specifically with the statement expressed in the Final Task Force

Report, that "Maternity services have been identified as the top priority

health care service for indigents in Texas. Provision of maternity services

can reduce the need for future medical services for both mother and child."

Key State legislators took this recommendation most seriously and.pressed

for legislation that would encompass all of the priorities as set forth in

the preliminary plan developed by the TDH. The movement in this direction had

strong support from such a body as the World Health Organization which defined

maternity care as consisting of the care of the pregnant woman, her safe

delivery, her postnatal care and examination, the care of her newborn infant,

and the maintenance of lactation..." Other experts have noted that prenatal

C care objectives should include: 1) identification of the high risk pregnancy;

)2) use of currently accepted techniques of prevention and treatment of pregnancy

complications; 3) use of various disciplines to deal with emotional, physical,

nutritional and other needs; 4) provision of interconceptual care; and

5) education for women and their families concerning pregnancy, parenting and

family living.

Significance of early prenatal care lies partly in the estimation that about.

70% of complications can be anticipated and noted prior to delivery. Studies

show that early and adequate prenatal care, especially for'women with high risk

pregnancies, is consistently and strongly associated with improvement of the low

:4 7
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birth weight infant and survival of these infants. The percentage of low birth

weight infants (2500 grams or less) has been found to be higher for those women

without care in the first trimester of pregnancy. Perinatal mortality and

morbidity is associated with birth weight, socialand environmental background

of the mother, poverty and failure to obtain adequate care early in pregnancy.

The most signficant risk factors associated with perinatal mortality and morbidity

are related to the mother's race, parity, age, health care, previous fetal'loss,

poverty, unwanted or illegitimate pregnancy, multiple births, birth defects,

maternal morbidity and education.

One study noted that for women without prenatal care, the infant mortality rates

were between four and tenfold greater than the rates for those receiving more

than nine prenatal examinations, even when poverty, race, birth weight and

geography were considered.

Public health in Texas is provided through a network of local county health

departments and state operated public health region's. Prenatal maternity and

child health care are available to low income families but the greatest unmet

need had been the unavailability of hospitalization or delivery care for t"e

pregnant woman and hospital care for the sick neonate. In 1983, a beginning

was made in dealing with this particular ptpblem of inadequate means for hospital s.

deliveries of poor pregnant women. The federal goiernment passed in that year

the Emergency Expenditure to Meet National Needs Act of 1983 (Jobs Bill) as a

component of the Economic Recovery Act through which the State of Texas received

5.3 million to serve the health needs of disadvantaged mothers and children. The

State decided that this money would be used to fill that need for intrapartum

care (delivery) and an attempt wou'i be made to provide this service through

capitation levels.

The Texas Department of Health through the Bureau of Maternal and Child Health

sought and obtained the cooperation and participation of local health departments,

federally funded primary care centers, private physicians, and hospitals to

provide additional prenatal care, medical consultation and hospital delivery care.

In 1984, we had 23 (final) contracts (15 with local health departments and 8 with

community health centers) totalling $4,440,530. In addition, Jobs Bill Programs

were funded in 7 of our Public Health Regions to a total of $1,929,315.

Jobs Bill monies served a total of 1,883 women with comprehensive maternity care

including intrapartum services. Of this number, 910 deliveries were arranged
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through our contracts with local health departments, 502 through contracts with

community health centers and 471 through the public health regions. Public

Health Region 8 in the Lower Rio Grande Valley area has a particular relevance

because of its high unemployment rate. In that area alone, 1014 women were

assisted with maternity care and delivery in a hospital. 'All of'the women

assisted with in-hospital care were evaluated as high risk pregnancies as

required by the Block Grant legislation.

This experience served as a basis for some of the recommendations made in the TDH

perinatal plan. The plans then became the resource for the development of the

bill that was passed in the 1985 legislative session and named the Maternal and

Infant Health Improvement Act.

This bill permits the Texas Department of Health to establish program to

deliver comprehensive maternity and infant health services to eligible women

and infants. If a program is established, the Board of Health shall adopt

rules relating to the services and a system of priorities for these services.

The program may provide any or all of the following:

- comprehensive prenatal and perinatal care

- obstetrical cconsultation cervices

- intrapartum care

- neonatal intensive care

- follow-up of high risk infants

- emergency medical transportation

- health education and health promotion

- special program for adolescent pregnancy and pregnancy prevention

It also speaks to the determination of need for services and to the use of ale

lep_rtment to deliver services to the extent that the existing private or

tjblic providers are unavailable or unable to provide these services.

To carry out this program of perinatal care, the legislature appropriated to

the TDH $5,75D,000 for the fiscal year ending August 31, 1986 and $15,470,000

for the fiscal year ending August 31, 1987.

3 9
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In addition, it is worthy of note that $7,500,000 was appropriated for each of

the fiscal years to the TOWS Department of Human Resources for Medicaid

coverage for the medically needy, much of which will help that Department to

continue the expansion just begun of coverage for the medically needy pregnant

women. This goes beyond the past coverage of only the AFDC (or financial

recipient) of services.

Texas has made progress in improving mother's health which will result in

lower Infant morbidity and mortality. We know more must be done and that is

why wn have adopted the slogan "Mother's Care is Baby's Care" in order to

market the concept of good maternity services for the end result of good infant

health.

The federal government's role in improving mothers and infants health through

theTitle V Block ()rant and nutritional program such as the WIC and Food Stamps

Program is critical to our needs in Texas. Due to the expanding population

and continued high unemployment in many areas of. Texas, we need increased

funding both at the state and Federal levels. We view these funds as

preventive, and feel very strongly that each dollar you invest will result in

several times that investment in benefits to our population.

4 0
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Senator CHILES. Senator &ott has graciously said he would re-
serve his testimony for a minute to allow Governor Riley to come
up here.

Governor Riley is going to have to catch a plane, and we wanted
to start off our hearing with him to start with. This is another ex-
ample, I think, of the comity here that's being provided by the leg-
islative and the executive branch in the subject matter.

Governor Riley, we are just delighted to have you here today,
and we recognize the leadership role that you have performed,
heading up the task force for the Southern Governors' Association.
And we know of your great interest in this problem and the work
that you have all done. Your interim report is out, and we're en-
joyed studying that. That interim report is going to be a part of our
record and we are delighted to have you here to give us your testi-
mony today.

TESTIMONY OF HON. RICHARD W. FTLEY, GOVERNOR, STATE OF
SOUTH CAROLINA

Governor RILEY. Thank you so much, Senator. And I appreciate
the oppo.'tunity of being here.

We have had a very lie Southern Governors' Conference here in
south Florida, and everybody's been mighty helpful. And we've
dealt with some heavy issues, none of which are more important
than the issue that you r..?, addressing here this morning.

It's a pleasure for me to follow Senator Traeger, who hcs Frovid-
ed great leadership in Texas, also in the Southern Legislative Con-
ference. And I'm so pleased that he's the chairman of that organi-
zation and will be providing that kind of leadership in the State
legislatures in the South.

I have three members here of our Task Force on Infant Mortali-
ty, which is sponsored, as you know, by the Southern Governors'
and Southern Legislative Conference: Senator Bobby Scott, Lynda
Robb I think is going to testify later, and Beverly Hogan of Missis-
sippi.

And it's a pleasure for me to have Rae Grad who is our project
director and a very well-known authority on this subject, and her
assistant, Ann Mayhew, and from my office, Sarah Shuptrine,
chairman of the task force work group.

All of these people are here totlay to pr .de any help and input
to assist in your efforts.

Senator CHILES. We are delighted that they're here with you, and
we look forwai using them all as the resource people in our en-
deavor.

Governor RILEY. I appreciate the opportunity to come before the
Senate Subcommittee on Intergovernmental Relations on the sub-
ject of infant mortality.

First of all, I want to congratulate you on your national efforts to
improve infant mortality. The commission you have proposed in
Senate bill 1209 is structured to be action-oriented ar.i will help
bring vi-ibility and momentum and movement to what is an intol-
et able situation in our country.

Babies are dying that do not have to die. Babies are going
through life with defects that do not have to have them. That's a

41
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travesty of our health care system. We know what to do to save
babies' lives, and we know how to do it.

I have yet to hear a politician or a health-planner or a public cit-
izen go on record to say: It's all right even though we know some
things to do that will help to not let babies die that could be saved
or let them suffer through life with disabilities when that could be
prevented.

What's missing is the political will and the societal commitment
to place healthy mothers and healthy babies as a top priority on
the local, State, and Federal agendas.

The picture is not entirely bleak. There are movements afoot to
help mothers and babies in creative and competent ways. However,
the movements are yet to be coordinated, they're yet to be orga-
nized, nor are they continuous. And that's where I think your cyln-
mission can do so much good work.

We need a national focus to give the isolated energies now being
generated to improve infant mortality a sense of cohesiveness and
a sense of purpose.

Let me begin by telling you about some of the things that please
me regarding what is being done for infant mortalityand then
some that bring me concernfrom my vantage point as a Gover-
nor.

First, I am proud of the work of the Southern Regional Task
Force on Infant Mortality, a relatively new effort which I have had
the privilege to chair, formed last year by the Southern Governors'
Association and the Southern Legislative Conference.

The task force has been at work producing reports and working
with the States to find ways to improve the infant mortalit, pic-
ture in the South. This effort began in the South because . he
southern States, as you know, have the worst track record for
infant mortality; and it is in our region where the most concentrat-
ed improvement needs to happen.

In 1982, 10 of the 11 States in the Nation widl the highest infant
mortality rates were in the South. Our task force is co: "witted to
doing everything we can to help the Southern States put their full
weight behind changes needed to improve the likelihood of a baby
being born healthy and strong.

As we well know, the problem of infant mortality is not just a
medical problem. It is now policymakers who need to carry the ball
to establish many of the prevention efforts we know can work to
save babies' lives.

To that end, the task force will be issuing a report in November
outlining recommendations that we see as important priorities for
the South . -i order to improve its standing in infant mortality.
Along with this report, we will have model legislation for State
lawmakers to use to initiate legislative or policy changes to im-
prove i int mortality in their respective States.

Once our recommend.,,ions and model legislation are issued, we
will continue to work with S ate policymakers, corporate leaders,
community groups, as well as health professionals, to make sure
that we niintain the kind of momentum we have generated to
date.

c42
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We will be providing technical assistance to States over the next
couple of years in order to put the knowledge and expert opinion
we have gathered to good use.

In my own home State of South Carolina we are attempting to
deal with the issue of infant health.

I was pleased to hear Senator Traeger talk about what's happen-
ing in Texas; and I know Bobby will tell you :.bout Virginia.

Although South Carolina's infant mortality statistics hover near
the low end of the scale, that only gives us more impetus to do all
we can to turn the trend around. We have passed recently in South
Carolina an indigent health--are bill, which, among other things,
provides primary health-care opportunities for indigent families.
We also have increased appropriations for our high-risk pregnancy
program and we have expanded prenatal care through our country
health clinics so as to provide such care in every single county of
our State.

We have a strong healthy mothers, healthy babies coalition as
well as an active perinatal association.

Through solid commitment, we are moving ahead.
While each State can endeavor to take steps to address this need,

the root causes of infant mortality are not being addressed in a
consistent, comprehensive manner in the States or across the
Nation.

Poverty, teenage pregnancy, drug and alcohol abuse, out-of-wed-
lock births, illiteracy, poor nutrition, are among the many complex
factors that put a pregnant woman and her infant a risk for death
or disability. Poverty has a great deal to do with infant mortality,
and until we recognize that it does and take affirmative steps to do
something about it, we will be held back in our progress to try and
to make a difference.

A person's income should im.,.. oe a deciding factor for whether or
not they can receive proper health care. Prenatal and early child-
hood health care must be universally available and accessible to
anyone who needs it. I would ask the Commission to seriously ad-
dress the poverty issue, its relationship to infant mortality and
what can be done about it.

In addition to poverty, I am concerned that not enough attention
is paid to the social risks which affect infant mortality. The young
teens, the high school dropouts, the jobless, the minority women
an children in all our States, have social risks which we must pay
as much attention to as their medical risks.

For example, the postneonatal mortality ratethat is, babies
who die sometime between 1 month and 1 year of ageis ris",g in
certain areas. This is a very worrisome trend because it portends
an overall increase in infant mortality rates.

One of the reasons that we suspect there is a rise in postneonatal
mortalityover 1 month old by dying before 1 yearis due to the
fact that babies born at risk are saved with medical technology and
then sent home to less-than-adequate living conditionsto homes
which are unstable, or to parents that are too young to make deci-
sions about health and nutrition or to parents who are too poor to
afford minimum health standards Find have difficulty maintaining
optimal health status for their chi: .en.
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I would ask the commission to look into ways to affect the social
r sk factors for improving infant mortality.

Nutrition is another area of great concern. There is hunger in
America, and poor nutrition can lead to unhealthy outcomes in
pregnancy and the early months of life.

In our Nation, the WIC Program is where nutritional health can
be found for mothers and babies.

Yet the WIC Program only serves one third of those who are eli-
gible at d even less than that in certain areas of the South.

NutrUonists have to large a case load to do meaningful work
with their clients. In one Southern State, nutritionists carry a 1/
100`,) ratio for their client load. WIC eligibility differs from prenatal
care eligibility. There are waiting lists and bureaucratic forms
which act as barriers to receive the benefits of WIC.

I would ask the commission to address the adequacy of the WIC
Pry ram and what can be done to improve it.

With the a-'vent of the block grants in the early 1980's, much re-
sponsibility v# 3 thrown very quickly into the laps of the States
along with a 25-percent or more reduction in Federal funding. In a
recent survey completed by our task force, 100 percent of the
States responded that block grant funds were inadequate to provide
comnprehensive prenatal and pediatric care to all those in need. I
would also ask the commission to consider the adequacy of the ma-
ternal and child health block grant funds in their deliberations.

One of the major problems we face is that there is no national
health policy and no nat'onal policy for preventing infant mortali-
ty. And that needs to be changed. There is no groundswell of Fed-
eral leadership or financial support for the simple preventive ef-
forts which can MCA such a difference for the future citizens of
our country. When the Federal Government imposes confusing
rules, contradiciting regulations, cuts funds and exercises cautious
leadership, the work load for the States doubles.

Your leadership is needed to bring focus to Federal issues related
o infant health.
The irony is how cost effective and efficient it would be to ad-

dress these concerns. Sc often money spent on State and Federal
programs is never recotmed. Money or time spent on improving the
outcome of tr.; Ts an_ the outcome of babies *--, earned back by
lowering of 1- -,: .; and the need fir State and Federal support
of long-tern are welfare programs. Du' _ars and time do
have .`o be h but the payback ;n dollars and lives saved is
crucial for the oeing of our great Nation.

Senator, I applaud your efforts to plc.ce a Fedural spotlight on
this problem of infant mortality and I pledge to you my commit-
ment and support for your activities. The time for talk is ending
and the time ` ^r action is now beginning. Our task force is proud to
be a part of that action agenda.

Senator CHILES. Well, I amI feel like a latecomer to this prob-
lem, but the more I see, Governor, the more I am delighted to see
the work that's ott ther _d has been done.

As usual, the States a. 'lays sort of find and discover these prob-
lems and bring them to our attention. I have to tell you that the
work that you and the Southern Governors and your conference
has done make me proud of the South. We've got a heck of a prob-
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lem, but we are not covering up. We are ready to deal with it and
face up to it. And it's a problem this country has to face up to.

We thank you very much for your leadership. And we look for-
ward to your leadership, and we look forard to your continued lead-
ership as we go forward in this endeavor.

Governor RILEY. Thank you so much.
Senator CHILES. Thank you.
I wonder if the first lady of Virginia, Mrs. Lynda Robb, would

like to come and join Senator Scott and let them both tell us about
the great Commonwealth of Virginia and the problem there.

We are very delighted to have you here.

TESTIMONY OF LYNDA ROBB, FIRST LADY, STATE OF VIRGINIA;
AND HON. ROBERT SCOTT, STATE SENATOR FROM THE STATE
OF VIRGINIA

Mrs. Ross. Thank you, Senator. I'm very pleased to be here. And
I would just like to double and triple everything that's been said so
far.

Just let me depart a minute from my testimony to say that I
hear lots of children's voices. And as a mother, I am pleased to
hear them, because that's what we are talking about.

And not so long ago, Bobby and I were at childrenKing's
Daughters Hospital at Norfolk, and we saw a little baby there that
had been in that hospital months. And when you talk about cost
effectiveness, as a mother, I mean, I have to immediately say that
little baby could be my little baby, it could be Bobby's, it could be
all of ours. It's something we care very much about.

And before you even start to talk about how much money, you
have to think the pain and the suffering the child has gone
through and the mother and the family and what it means to
them.

And that little baby could have been delivered there at King's
Daughters Hospital --..r $1,500 or very inexpensive. Bobby knows all
the figures. But that little baby is there because the mother didn't
get the prenatal care, didn't get the nutrition, didn't have the nur-
turing and the opportunity to get into a health-care situation
where she had that help. And so that baby was in the hospital for
weeks and months.

And I just got a letter saying that baby was finally able to go
home.

But there was this little baby who was trying to talk t3 us as we
were having our meeting, and we could see the suffering. We could
see, also, the amount that was being spent to save that baby's life
and to nurture that baby in the hospital. And not only was that
mother suffering, but our tax dollars were going, because that baby
could have 'men delivered so successfully, healthy, if the rc other
had only gotten the support she needed.

So I am very pleased to be here to testify as the first mother to
testify this morning, since that's what we are talking about.

Senator CHILES. Absolutely.
Mrs. Ross. My husband, when he proposed the Southern Gover-

nor's Task Force on Infant Mortality to the Southern Governors
Association, they sponsored the policy resolution, immediately,
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then he put me on it. Each Governor appointed one member to the
task force.

All these other Governors appointed the head of their depart-
ments of health and human resources, so J asked Chuck why did
you put me on the commission?

And he said: Well, we have to have somebody who has a little
practical experience.

But, anyway, I'd like to thank you for what you are doing. I want
to tell you a little bit about what we are doing in our State. And I
kaow Bobby can tell you more. But it is an area where we do
there's a great deal of interest, and I am pleased with their leader-
ship.

Virginia is a thriving and healthy State, and yet many of our
sister States, we, along with them, we fare relatively poorly in
infant mortality statistics. Our State ranges from fast-paced living
conditions in the northern Virginia area near Washington, DC, x
our rural stretches in Appalachia in our southwestern region, to
our migrant workers and our transient military families on our
eastern shore to our typical urban problem and strengths in our
capitol city of Richmond.

We have a comprehensive plan for regional.zed material and
child-health services in our State to address this diversity. We also
have an excellent public-health system. But obviously something is
missing, because almost 1,000 of Virginia's babies die every year,
many unnecessarily, before their first birthday.

As a mother of three children, I understand and appreciate the
value of quality pi enatal care. Prenatal-care services are one of the
most cost effective means of health care to prevent expensive prob-
lems later on after the birth of the baby. Ia our State, almost 800
women go through their pregnancies never seeing a doctor until
they deliver their babies. They walk into the hospital in labor fre-
quently. And some of theyou were talking earlier about the hc.,-
pitals that turn these children away; we too have cases of hospitals
that turn children away. Some of these are our children.

Two of my three children are teenagers. I have three daughters,
so I have a vested interest. So I really understand and appreciate
the pressures teenagers have anu he struggle that they have and
that we all have of establishing themselves as mature people.

Well, pregnancy is a particular hararj to teens because of their
immature physical development, their poor diet and the emotional
stress. Teenage mothers are at risk for higher infant mortality and
other complications, including child abuse of their offspring. In
1983 almost 11,000 babies were born to Virginia teenagers-11,000.
And 234 of those teenagers were under 15 years of age.

Knowing that teenager pregnancy and prenatal care are particu-
larly important factors affecting infant mortality, I was eager to do
something about them using the momentum from the southern Re-
gional Task Force on Infant Mortality.

The task force members from Virginia got together with some
S ate health people and we evaluated our resources and capabili-
ties. After some discussion we decided to embark upon a Resource
Mothers Program in areas of the State where thet e were high
numbers of pregnant teens and high rates of infant mortality.
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A Resource Mothers Program takes unemployed women from a
community, trains them to counsel pregnant women and new
mothers, and sends them back into the community to work with
the high-risk pregnant teens. From my perspective the success of
this program centers around communication and community sup-
port.

The pregnant teen is more likely to listen to someone from her
own community and will be more likely to seek care when her com-
munity demonstrates the value of her doing so. And when our
friend from Texas was talking about some of their methods, I had
to keep thinking about some of these in political terms. And I said,
what we needed to do is go get some flushers in our community
who would find those subjects, those teens who weren't seeking
help, who would reach out to those women in the community who
hadn't sought help and didn't know where to go when they found
themselves pregnant, who didn't know the resources that there
were. And to reach out to those, go find them and bring them into
the system and get the health care for them.

Instead of being ignored and chastised, this pregnant mother is a
person to be cared for, hopefully by someone she knows and trusts.

And the ripple effect is even as important in our community. We
want to deter those teens, also, from becoming pregnant and dem-
onstrating to young women outside their teen years the value of
prenatal and early childhood health care. And these are all spill-
overs from our Resource Mothers Program.

We see resource mothers as an important step in better utilizing
a health system that already exists. We are not trying to invent
something new, we just want to get the system and the people to
meet together.

The funds for this program are Federal, State, and local, a true
public/private endeavor. And this program is based on a program
thot, has worked very successfully in South Carolina and Louisiana.

ibis brings me to the general point that I wanted to make about
improving the infant mortality picture not only in the South but
all over the country. Whatever our weaknesses, our country has
the strength of its family and its community behind it. The family
and the community have been the cornerstone of our values and
growth. Church groups, community action sororities, and fraterni-
ties, associations such as the March of Dimes and the Red Cross,
the Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts, the Junior League, many ot'
groups exist as a foundation in every city and town across -Lne
country. If we want to see significant changes in infant mortality, I
respectfully suggest that we continue our efforts in the health and
political arenas, but that we not forget where the changes will ac-
tually have to come to make a difference: The family and the com-
munity. We all need to involve church and comm,nity leaders in
all the plans for changes which we discussed toda.,,

In a society such as ours with sophisticated health technology
and resources, not all these deaths or disabilities of infants can be
prevented.

One of the things I think, also, we're talking about is cost effec-
tiveness, we have been able to save so many babies' lives. But un-
fortunately some of the babies that we can save still find them-
selves with disabilities, because they didn't have that health care.
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So I think we also need to think of the amount of money we can
save by avoiding those disabilities.

We can't prevent them all, but we can prevent many of them if
we can get the health care to the mothers.

It is as simple as that. All children should have a fair start in
life to allow them to be healthy and productive citizens. It is those
children who will be taking care of us, we hope, in our later years.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify before you, and I com-
me- i you for your national plans and activities. Thank you.

Senator CHILES. Thank you very much, Mrs. Rcbb.
Senator Scott, we are delighted to have you here. We know you

flew all night and you got your luggage at about 6 o'clock this
morning. And you graciously allowed us to shuffle you some on the
panel. And we know tie rule that you played as a member of the
Southern Governors' task force and the rule that you played in the
State of Virginia. And we are delighted to have your testimony.

Mr. Scorn. Thank you very much, Senator Chiles. My name is
Robert C. Scott, and I am a member of the senate of Virginia. I am
chairman of the Virginia Legislative Task Force on Infant Mortali-
ty and a member of the Southern Regional Task Force .n Infant
Mortality, and an act4ie board member of the Tidewater chapter of
the March of Dimes.

I became interested in the problem of infant mortality several
years ago when I introduced legislation which would have required
Medicaid in Virginia to cover prenatal care for women, for preg-
nant women, for the first time, if the woman would qualify for
Medicaid at the birth of the child. Although Virgir;a was one of
only six States failing to provide this coverage, the bill was defeat-
ed. It was subsequently reintroduced several years in a row and fi-
nally passed in a watered-down version in 1984, just before the
CHAP changes required this coverage.

During the deliberations on that bill and subsequent legislation,
it became clear to me that Virginia had the technology not only to
reduce the incidence of infant mortality, but also to reduce the in-
cidence of low birth weight and many birth defects.

The problem of infant mortality is well-known. In 1983, ".9,400
American babies died before their first birthday; that was more
deaths than those caused by diabetes, breast cancer or leukemia,
and almost as many as we lost on the Nation's highways.

The infant mortality rate is higher in the black community and
amongst teenagers than the rest of the population.

We have found in Virginia that several conditions increase the
likelihood of a child dying: Lack of quality prenatal care, poor nu-
trition, smoking, drinking, and drug use during pregnancy, and the
high incidence of teenage pregnancy. These same conditions cause
low birth weight, which leads to increased incidence of mental re-
tardation, cerebral palsy, hearing and visual problems, and other
birth defects. There is a close correlation, Lynn just pointed out,
between infant deaths and birth defects. And one study found that
for every three babies that died, two were born so severely handi-
capped that they required lifetime institutionalization.

So if you cut your infant mortality rate, you are also cutting
your defect rate.
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The tragedy of these deaths and birth defects is that many were
preventable. The shame on us as policy makers is that most of the
preventative programs save more money than they cost, both in
the long run and in the short run. For example, after "eductions in
publicly funded prenatal care programs that occurred in San Diego
in 1981 and 1982, a follow-up study concluded that the average
cost, including prenatal care, for babies born to mothers who had
received comprehensive prenatal care was 60 percent of the costs of
babies born without the prenatal care.

The institute of medicine, in its landmark study, "Preventing
Low Birthweight," 1 found that for every dollar spent to provide
comprehensive prenatal care could save $3.38 in the- -

Senator CHILLS. That's a pretty good bargain.
Mr. Scow [continuing]. During the first year of the baby's life.
A California study of a 5-year project found the amcunt that the

net costs for 1,000 women was $750,000, including the perinatal
services they received in the program. The cost to 1,000 wno did
not receive such care was $4.6 million.

The costs were reduced by increasing birth weight among babies
born to project patients; reduced prematurity; reduced costs for
child protective services; reduced costs for special education and
similar services; and reduced costs for emergency room and hospi-
tal care.

Many other studies have concluded that money invested in pre-
natal and nutritional programs, such as the WIC Program, that's
been mentioned several times, save more money in reducing the in-
cidence of neonatal intensive care than the programs cost. Signifi-
cant additional savings accrue due to the low incidence of mental
retardation and birth defects.

Lynda mentioned the situation in King's Daughters Hospital.
Our budget includes $2.6 million to cover babies that are in the
hospital over the 21-day Medicaid limit. So that could be obviously
saved if prevented.

If the facts are so clear, why do we need another commission?
The proposed commission can serve two essential functions: First,
to review readily available information and prepare a specific legis-
lative package; and, two, to serve to keep the issue of infant mor-
tality on the political front burner.

Senator CHILES. I think that point is very well-made and one we
need to emphasize. We don't need a commission to study the prob-
lem. We know whet the problem is. All that work ishas been
done and provided to us. We needed a commission to put together
an attack plan and to help this generation of nationwide cnpport to
implement that plan.

Mr. Scary. It is essential that the commission be given specific
tasks rather than general goals. One might be to prepare a bill de-
signed to reduce teenage pregnancy, rather than a general goal
out-lining the problems which occur when babi-s have babies.

The establishment of a new task force could suggest to some that
new studies need to be done, and that we should wait several years
as the evidence is analyzed and that there are marc ,:mdies which

'Seep 344
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have been done, in i,he local, congressional area, Presidential Com-
mission, and otherwise, that would outline about all the informa-
tion, anyone would want to know.

The question of the need for new studies has been considered by
the Southern Regional Task Force on Infant Mortality, and there is
a clear concensus that no new studies need tr) be performed and
that participation in the task force should not deter implementa-
tion of new programs.

Since Governor Robb proposed the task force at the Southern
Governors' Association meeting last year, Virginia has continued
the fight against infant mortality.

In the 1985 general assembly se,ision, Virginia expanded prenatal
care coverage to the maximum extent allowed under the Federal
Medicaid regulations. We appropriated $150,000 to support teenage
pregnancy prevention programs. We created congenital abnormali-
ties reporting and education system, which requires reporting birth
defects as a vital statistic and provides that the Health Department
will notify parents of children born with handicapping conditions
of available information, benefit programs and volunteer organiza-
tions concerned with the particular condition.

Discussions of bills related to the women's, infants' and chil-
dren's program led to State money being appropriated to supple-
ment the Federal WIC Program and the imrlementation of new ac-
counting procedures, that will reduce or eliminate significant un-
spent balances.

We also established a legislative task force on infant mortality so
that recommendations from the southern regional task force will
be considered for 1986 general assembly session.

Since the 1985 session, Mrs. Lynda Robb, our first lady of Virgin-
ia, proposed a $100,000 pilot project entitled "Resource Mothers" to
support low-income teenagers during their pregnancy.

I would also point out that Governor Riley has continued the
fight and it's a very compreh.,nsive package in South Carolina, so
that I think the southern regional task forces have demonstrated
the fact that we have a task force that's not slowed up in any
progeess.

Senator CHILES. Good.
Mr. Sco'rr. I wanted to point out one thing that Senator Traeger

pointed out, another burden to the situation, we have mothers that
are having to make advanced financial arrangements for hospitals
that will accept them. Many are taking advantage of the fact that
they show up in an emergency-crisis situation and that hospitals
have to take them. And that obviously creates a problem.

In the Danville area, there are severe shortages of obstetricians.
And hopefully the task force can address that; 1,300 babies were
delivered in that area and there were 4 obstetricians to do that
work.

We had complaints of assembly line prenatal care, and it wasn't
a surprise that the Danville infant mortality rate is one above the
national and State average.

Some women also may be unaware of their eligibility of Medi-
caid. Sixty percent of those predicted eligible for the Medicaid took
advantage of it for prenatal care. The other 40 percent did not.
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In Virginia we are trying to figure out how we could get the
word out.

The new Federal task force could make many recommendations.
It could first adopt a public policy statement that all Americans
are entitled to comprehensive prenatal care. This would not only
be enlightened social legislation and civilized medical practice, but
it would also be sound fiscal policy.

Every preventable infant death is an American tragedy, and the
efforts made to save lives will also reduce serious birth defects and
handicaps.

I applaud the subcommittee for its concern an I urge the com-
mittee to quickly recommend programs that are known to effective-
ly reduce the incidence of infant mortality.

Senator CHILES. Thank you very much, Senator Scott, for your
comprehensive statements. And I think the point that all of you
have made, that we need to really determine how we get a handle
on this. Even where we have these programs out there, the pro-
grams don't do us any good if we can't get the people to understand
and utilize those programs. So that's going to be one of our greatest
tasks of trying to figure through their peer groups and all how we
get the word out there and how we bring them into the program.

And it's interesting to hear what your experiences have been,
what Texas' experience has been, because that's going to be our big
challenge.

Mrs. Ross. And also uniform standards. That's one of the prob-
lems. I mean, I just keep thinking that if I were 15 years old and
didn't have a strong family support system, how would I find my
way through the system? How would I find out, OK: Row can I
qualify? Do I qualify for food stamps? Do I qualify forwhat about
maternal child care?

The different standards; you have to go one place for one thing
and another place for another. And you don't have any transporta-
tion. What do we do?

Senator CHILES. One of our witnesses that's going to tell us about
that is a migrant mother who very much tried to work through the
system and tried to find this care all the way through. And her tes-
timony is very, very startling and shocking to us of how difficult it
is.

Mr. Scow. Senator, skipping around, there's one statement I
wanted to make sure I made on the record.

One recommendation the task force could make is to adopt the
policy, public policy statement that all Americans are entitled to
comp :.' :--ive p enatal care. This was not only to enlighten social
legislation but civilized medical factors would also be sound fiscal
policy.

Senator CHILES. I think it would.
Mrs. Ross. Second that.
Virginia, we are just as tight as we can be with our money. And

Bobby will tell you he's been fighting for it for years. But it's just
cost effective.

Senator CHILES. It is.
Mrs. Ross. That's where you can save your money, is by having

healthy babies born.
Senator CHILES. F.:ght.
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Well, again, when we talk again about the wealth and the bless-
ing that this country has, we know we've got to sort of follow that
admonition to "suffer the little children that come unto me and
forbid them not, such is the Kingdom."

So we are delighted to have you all here. Thank you very, very
much.

Mrs. Ross. Thank you for the work you are doh.,.
[Mrs. Robb's prepared statement follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF LINDA ROBB, FIRST LADY, STATE OF VIRGINIA

Thank you, Senator Chiles, for inviting me to testify before

your subcommittee on behalf of mothers and babies. Your idea to set

up an Infant Mortality Commission is an excellent one, particularly

based upon the work we are doing in my state and other states in the

Bout/ern region. From what I understand, your commission will not

be one that studies thf problem, 'which we already know so such

about, but rather will take quick and sure action to sketch out the

basis for a national health policy on infant mortality. This is an

area in which I have a great deal of interest and I am pleased with

your leadership.

I would like first to mention a few things I am involved with

in Virginia and then give you some general comments on the direction

I think infant mortality improvement needs to take.

Virginia is a thriving and healthy state, yet like many of our

sister states, we fare relatively poorly in. infant mortality

statistics. Our state ranges from fast-paced living conditions in

the northern Virginia area near Washington, D.C., to rural stretches

in Appalachia in our southwestern region, to migrant workers and

transient military families on our Eastern shore to typical urban

problems and strengths in our capitol city of Richmond.

We have a comprehensive plan for regionalized maternal and

child health services for our state to address this diversity. We

also have an excellent public health system. But obviously

something is missing because almost 1000 of Virginia's babies die,

many unecessarily, before their first birthday.

As a mother of three children, I understand and appreciate the
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dlue of quality prenatal care. Prenatal care services are one of

the most cost effective means of health care to prevent expensive

problems later on after the birth of the baby. In our state, almost

800 women go through their' pregnancies and never see a doctor until

they deliver their babies.

Two of my three children are teenagers, so I also understAnd

and appreciate the pressures teenagers have and the struggle that

they...and we...all feel establishing themselves as mature people.

Pregnancy is a particular hazard to teens because of their immature

physical development, poor diet, and emotional stress. Teenage

mothers are at risk for higher infant mortality and other

complications, including child abuse of their offspring.. In 1983,

almost 11,000 babies were born to Virginia teenagers, 234 of those

teenagers were under fifteen years old.

Knowing that teenage pregnancy and prenatal care are

particularly important factors affecting infant mortality, I was

eager to do something about them using the morsntum from the

Southern Regional Task force on Infant Mortality. The Task Force

members from Virginia got tortther with Bowl state health people and

we evaluated our resources and capabilitie-. After some discussion

we decided to embark upon a Resource Mothers Program in areas of the

state where there were high numbers of pregnant teens and high rates

of infant mortality.

A Resource Mothers Program takes unemployed women from a

community, t in them to counsel pregnant women and new mothers,

and sends them wick into the community to work with the high risk

pregnant teens. From my perspective, the success of this program

centers around communication and community support. Thy aregnant
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teen is more likely to listen to s lone from her community anu will

be more likely to seek care when her community demonstrates the

value of her doing so. Instead of being ignored or chastised, she

is a person to be cared for by someone she probably knows and

trusts. The ripple effect is even as important as the main effect.

Deterring other teens trom becoming pregnant and demc..strati7 to

young woman outside their teen years the value of prenatal and early

childhood health care are all spillover results of such a community

based project. We see Resource Mothers as an important stop in

better utilizing a health system thac already exists. Sne funds for

this program will be federal, state and local, a true public/private

endeavor. This program is based on similar efforts in South

Carclina and L ;Jana.

Th' brings me to the general port that I wanted to make about

improving ti.. infant mortality picture not only in the South but all

over the country. Whatever our weakn ,.our country has the

strength of the fail and community behind it. The family and the

community have been the cornerstone of our vailles and growth.

Church groups, community action sorlrities and fraternities,

associations such as the Merck. of Dimes and the Red Cross, the Boy

Scouts and Girl Scouts, the Junior League and so many, Aany other

groups axis_ as a foundation in every city and tow, -.rose the

country. If we want to set significant changes in .:.nfant mortality,

I respectfully suggest that we continue our efforts in the health

and political arenas, but that we not forget where the channe will

actually have to come to make a difference: the family and the

community. all need to involve church and community leaders in
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411 the plans for changes which we discuss.

In a society such as ours with sophisticated health technology

and resources, n,c all but many deaths or disa'-lities cf infants

can be prevented. It is ail simple as that. kll children should

hew' a fair start in life to allow them to be healthy and

productive citizens. It is those children who will be taking care

o_ us in the future.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify before you. I commend

you for your national plans and activities.
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Senator CHILES. I think Governor Graham has arrived, and we
are going to put him on as our next witness.

Come sit up here, Dr. Mahan. I'm delighted to have you take a
chair up here and sit with the Governor.

Governor GRAHAM. Hello.
Senator CHILES. How do you do, Governor.
Governor GRAHAM. Good.
Senator CHILES. We are delighted to have Gov. Bob Graham of

the State of Florida here to testify today. We know he's now chair-
man of the Southern Governors' Conference, and as such, it has
been a very important factor in the study that we have had pre-
sented to us today or have talked about, by Governor Riley. The
interim study that the Governors have done in regard to the infant
mortality, we recognize the leadership role that you've played and
the role that the Southern Govei nors are playing in trying to deal
with this problem that we have. It's a national problem, but it's
also one that we find that the South has the overabundance of.
Much of that, of course, because of teenage pregnancies, because of
the failure to get people into the system.

But it's a problem that we are attacking and know that we need
to attack. And the States have already been dealing with that as
we are now trying to put together a national plan.

We are delighted to have you. Governor, your statement in full
will be included in the record.

You understand the time constraints that we are operating
under, and you are one of the few people that I can say, help me a
little bit here, because there are still more witnesses that we want
to put on. And I recognize your time constraints as well.

TESTIMONY OF HON. BOB GRAHAM, GOVERNOR, STATE OF FLOR-
IDA, ACCOMPANIED PY CHARLES S. MAHAN, M.D., DIRECTOR,
FLORIDA MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH SERVICES, DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICES, STATE OF
FLORIDA

Governor GRAHAM. Senator Chiles, thank you very much for the
opportunity to present what's happening in the South in a better
understanding and then responding to this critical issue. I appreci-
ate the leadership that you have provided in this area and the na-
tional attention with the legislation that you have introduced, and
these hearings focus on the question of infant mortality.

I will just briefly summarize and than introduce a distinguistted
Floridian who in turn will introduce others who will give their par-
ticular perspective on this critical issue.

This issue speaks fundamentally to our society's respect for life.
What our vales are as human beings are tested in our response to
the issue of seeing that each child has an opportunity to be nur-
tured during gestation, to be safety born into the world and then
raised as a healthy, happy, productive member of our society.

We have set some goals for our State in a number of areas. In
this part;'...ularr field, we have set a goal that by the year 1990 the
number of deaths per live births in Florida would be 10 or less,
which is the number that the Surgeon General has established as
the national goal by 1990.
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This would represent a continuation of the decline in deaths per
live births that we ave recently experienced. In 1983, of our 1,000
live births in Florida there were 12.8 children born dead. And in
1984 that number had been reduced to 11.9.

So the trend line is moving in the c .ection that we have estab-
lished. And throughout the types of programs that have and will be
discussed, we hope to continue that positive movement.

The second goal which relates to an inportant dimension of this
issue is reducing the number of teenage births.

Last year '1.3 percent of all births in the State of Florida were to
teenage mothers. That propulation represented an inordinately
high pi...portion of those births that were stillborn. It is our goal
that by 1990 we would reduce the percentage of teenage births in
Florida to 16 r arcent. That will be a combination of educational
programs approved, health programs, and other initiatives, particu-
larly at the clients' level, which we are seeing across our State as
having a substantially positive impact in reducing the number of
teenage births.

We believe that there is an important national role in this issue.
While at the State and local level and at the regional level through
such organizations as the task force, headed by Governor Riley, we
are working to develop means to reduce infant mortality.

As a nation, we must recognize that our approach has been char-
acterized by inconsistency, lack of coordination and a poor level of
public understanding.

Your bill, Senator Chiles, Senate bill 1209, to estabish the nation-
al commission ti prevent infant mortality is importlant to Florida,
to tle South, and to America, for three critical reasons.

First, because there are gaps and shortcomings in our services,
the ) is a need for comprehensive coordinated national prevention
strategies through an expanded Federal role.

Second, because the population at risk is largely silent, vulnera-
ble, isolated. A powerful and credible advocate, such as your na-
tional commission, is required.

And, third, because neonatal care costs our Nation $1% billion a
year. The work of your commission could save the Nation millions
of dollars a year.

More importantly, it can save the Nation thousands of children,
not born alive or born with crippling developmental handicaps.

We are stewards of all-too-limited resources. We must balance
our compassion with a sense of cost effective management and the
national commission you recommend is an outstanding means to
proceed.

Florida is State government, our 11 million people, the subcc-n-
mittee, the full committee, and the Congress need this legislation.
And we would hope that the Congress would do so without delay.
Our Nation needs the direction of you! bill to keep alive our hopes
for the next generation.

Senator CHILES. We thank you very much for your statement. As
I say, we will have your statement in full on the record, and we
certainly look forward to continue working with you and the lead-
ership that you have furnished.

Governor GRAHAM. Thank you very much.
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Senator, at this time, I would like to introduce the director of
maternal aid child health services for our department of health
and rehabilitative services, which is the social service agency for
the State of Florida, Dr. Charles S. Mahan.

Dr. Mahan will introduce other Floridians who will speak to
their particular experience in this vital issue.

Senator CHILES. We thank you. And you are very fortunate to
have a man lik, Lharlie Mahan who's been working in that. He's
been educating me in the subject and telling me kind of where to
go, in Fort Mysrs and Broward County and Duval County and
Hillsborough County. And he has other lists of places, and he's be-
ginning to get me somewhat educated into the problem.

Dr. MaL.....a, we are delighted to have you here.
Governor GRAHAM. Thank you, sir.
[Governor Graham's prepared statement follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF GOVERNOR GRAHAM

Good morning.

Florida welcomes the Subcommittee on Irtergovernmental
Relations to Florida and to Miami. I am grateful for the
opportunity to present testimony on the unacceptable race
infant mortality in America, particularly in the Southern
stctes, and in Florida.

Let me begin, Senator Chiles, by commending you for introducing
critically Important legislation on this issue -- S. 1209, which
would establish the National Commission to Prevent Infant
Mortality.

Developing a coherent national policy on this issue is vital to
the success of our efforts here in Florida, and across America.

The United States today has an intolerable level of infant
mortality -- ranking us 17th among the industrialized nations.
Regrettably, the South contains ten of the eleven states with the
nation's highest infant mortality rates.

The quality of the care we give to our youngest, sickest and
most vulnerable infants is a measure of the quality of our
society. It is time for us to do better as a nation, and I

commend you for leading the way.

As chairman of the Southern Governors Association, in July 1984
I appointed Governor Riley of South Carolina to lead a Regional
Task Force on lnfant Mortality. His testimony provides an
excellent report on tne work of that task force.

America must develop a commitment to reduci,q the incidence of
infant death. Our nation's future, and Florida', future, will
reflect the health of our babies and our children.

We know how to keep babies from dying. We know how to work
with vulnerable children to improve their chanCes for a
productive life. And we know that we must use what we know to
help these children.

By develcping strategies of prevention, we can ensure not only
the healthy growth and development of our children, but also make
w'se use of the scarce resources available for health care.

We can save as much as ten dollars for every dollar invested in
prevIntive prenatal care.

- 1 -
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Today we have learned tree vital things:

1. Who is at risk?

2. What are the costs?

3. and what are the solutions?

Answering the question of who is at risk, we know that

- lwo-thirds of all infant deaths occur in the first month of
life.

- The factor most commonly associated with infant death is low
birth weight. Those babies who weigh less than 5 pounds 8
ounces have a 40 times greater risk of dying in the fist
moonth of life.

- Babies with low birth weight are more likely to suffer from
phys,.al and developmental handicaps.

- Babies born to teen-age mothers are twice as likely to die
as babies born to mothers in their twenties.

- Infant deaths are also related to factors such as inadequate
nutrition and sanitation, unsafe housing, and lack of infant
ca services.

- And the lack of prenatal care is a major factor. That lack
is due in overwhelming proportions to the cost of that
prenatal care.

We have also learned a great deal about the costs:

- A baby weighing less than 3 pounds, 5 ounces requires the
high-cost, high-tech care of a perinatal intensive care unit
-- at a cost of $20,000 to $100,000.

- Nationally, 25 per cent of the low-birtt. weight oabies will
require special education or 11:rig-term care. For each child
in need, the cost will range f.rom $300,000 to $400,000.

- By contrast, comprehensive prenatal care costs approximately
$350 per pregnancy, not including labor and delivery. We
could save approximately $10 in health care costs for every
dollar invested in prenatal care.

- 2 -
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11-.e state of Florida's Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services estimates that our state could save
$25.8 million annually by investing in quality prenatal and
post-partum care. For a significant fraction of babies now
at risk, such ca:e would save society the cost of neonatal
intensive care, the cost of lcng-term institational care,
and the cost of special education.

- There is no formula by which we can calculate the impact
upon the quality of the lives we would save.

And we have begun in Florida to find some solutions to the
problem. Mary federal programs can be combined creative with
state funds to imp-ove access to prenatal and infant health
care. Such programs include Medicaid, particularly its Early and
Periodic Screening, Diagnosis and Treatment program; the
supplemental food program for Women, Infants and Children, known
as WIC; and rational Maternal and Child Health progrAms.

Programs can be strengthened by incrk. ,sing eligibilty to more
women and children, expanding the scope of services, and making
those services more widely available.

And states can create new programs, enlisting tie aid of local
governments, private sector groups, and volunteers.

We are proud of what we have achieved in Florida -- and yet,
even with the solid results we have achieved, every 48 minutes a
low-birth-weight baby is born, and every five hours, an infant
dies before its first birthday.

This is unacceptable.

To combat this critical problem, Florida's Department of Health
and Rehabilitative Services has implemented a network of Improved
Pregnancy Outcome programs, primary care programs, and perinatal
intensive care units.

These programs have been credited with reds,cing Florida's
infant mortality tate f n 12.8 deaths per 1,000 live births in
1983 to 10.9 per 1,000 io 1984. It is our goal to reduce them to
below 10 per 1,000 by the end of this decade.

The Florida Legislature deserves credit for its response to the
problem. It has appropriated millions of dollars in additional
revenue to establish Improved Pregnancy Outcome programs, Primary
Care Programs, and Perinatal Intensive Care Units.

3 -
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Particular note should be made of one significant component of
our Improved Pregnancy Outcome programs. We are the first state
in America to implement a statewide Preterm Birth Prevention
project, training more than 1,500 health professionals around the
b,ate.

We identify women in early pregnancy who are likely to have
preterm deliveries. We provide them an intensive counseling and
intervention program, weekly cneckups, and referral to drug
treatment when needed to prevent preterm labor.

The Improved Pregnancy Outcome Program is designed to get more
women into care early in their pregnancy. We have implemented
aggressive outreach programs to provide access to those most in
need -- particularly those in our rural and inner-city areas,
which are our traditional "pockets of poverty," and the zones of
highest infant mortality.

Our efforFs have not gone unrecognized. The Department of
Health and Rehabilitative Services has received a National
Achievement Awnrd from the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services. The overwhelming success of this program is
attributable to the cooperation and significant involvement of
the Florida March of Dimes, the Healthy Mothers, Healthy Babies
Coalition, and the University of Florida Department of Obstetrics
and Gynecology.

Our Improved Pregnancy Outcome Program works because it is
flexible. The re "ult 's higher quality care, healthier mothers
and babies, and lower costs to society.

Statewide, our network of Perinatal Intensive Care Units has
produced similar results. These units have saved our state
millions of dollars -- and more important, they have ss,,ed
children's lives.

Follow-up examinations have established that the children who
have been treated in these clinics have a 9 per cent impairment
rate, and a 6 per cent developmental delay rate -- compared to 25
per cent who would have been disabled if these rienters had not
been available.

While we are dealing effectively with the problems of our
children, we must recognize that we are dealing with them too
late.

Child abuse, family dissolutions, teenage pregnancy,
homelessness and the other gnxwing social problems continue to
destroy the future of too many of our children.

- 4 -
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must work r er the long term to develop cost-effectIse
strategies -- through the Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services in cooperation with the Healthy Mothers, Healthy Babies
Coalition, through the Governor's Constituency for Children,
through the Legislature, the Congress, and in public-private
partnerships -- to find our future not in coping with crisis, but
through planning intelligently for our ccmmon future.

Congressional leadership and assistance would be especially
helpful in the area of high malpractice insurance costs for
physicians, nurse midwives and other practitioners. These high
costs amount to a barrier -- a barrier oetween service providers
and the low-income patients who desperately need their services.

One critical element of our strategy must oe to deal with the
issue of adolescent pregnancy -- literally, children having
children.

To a teenage mother in Florida:

- Every 35 minutes, a child is born.

- Every four hours, a low-birth weight baby is born.

- Every 16 and a half hours a permanently disabled child is
born.

In 1983, 15,532 babies were born to children 18 years old and
under -- including 1,996 babies born to girls 2A1 15 and
younger.

Because these mothers have a higher than normal rate of
low-birth-rate babies...

because a fourth of these teenage mothers will become pregnan,-
again in a year or less...

because these mothers and their babies are the g,aatest
risk...

it is time to address the problem of teenage pregnancy now.

In Florida, many communities have adopted local programs:

- In Orange County, a scnool health program has reduced
pregnancies by nearly 300 per cent in four years.

- In Gainesville, the Alachua County Continuing Education for
Teens -- or ACCEPT -- helped teenage mothers keep the rate
of a second pregnancy to 7 per cent -- compared to 37 per
cent in a control group.

- 5 -
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In Tallahassee, the Teena.tle Parent School Keeps teen mothers
in the clasaroo,n, and provides instruction in maternal ano
infant nutrition.

- In St. Petersburg, a YMCA-sponsored program called Project
H.E.L.P. provides social services and edsication to pregnant
adolescents and their babies.

- And in Tampa, the Junior League is working to identify
neighborhoods with the highest number of low-birth-weight
babies, dnJ to develop programs to work with the women who
live there.

The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services has formed
a task force on teenage pregnancy, with this goal:

Reducing births to unmarried teenage mothers from 26.3 per cent
of all live births today, to 16 per cent or less by the year
1990.

In short, we are working in many ways to redo -e infant
mortality. But as a nation, we must racognize that our approach
is inconsistent, uncoordinated, and poorly understood.

Our bill, S. 1209, to establish the National Commission to
Prevent Infant Mortality, is important to Florida and to America
for three critical reasons:

1. Because there are gaps and shortcomings in our services,
there is a need for comprehensive, coordinated national
prevention strategies through an expanded federal role.

2. Because the population at risk is largely silent,
vulnerable and isolated, a pc,erful and credible advocate
-- such as your proposed national commission -- is
required.

3. And because neonatal care costs our nation $1.5 billion a
year, the work of your commission could s3ve the nation
millions of dollars a year.

We are stewards of all too limited resources. We must balance
our compassion with a sense of cost-effective management, and the
national cos-mission you recommend is an outstanding means to
proceed.

Florida's state government -- and our 11 million people --
strongly urge this subcommittee, the full committee and the
Congress to adopt this legislation without delay.

Our nation needs the direction your bill will provide to keep
ale our hopes for :14.i next generation.

Thank you.

g5
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Dr. MAHAN. Thank you, Senator Chiles, and Governor Graham. I
just want to say a few short words about what we are doing in
Florida and then introduce the folks that I think will be most in-
teresting to the hearing.

3asically, Florida's looking ahead to the goals set by the Surgeon
General of the United States, so that by 1990, we would bring our
three areas, our infant mortality in the State, our low birth weight
numbers in the State, and the number of people getting early pre-
natal care in the State, down to what the Surgeon General has said
are acceptable levels for that period cf time.

Speaking to each of those areas in infant mortality, I think we
will meet the goal if we keep on the same track that we have at
the present time.

We have award-winning prevention programs in place in the
State, but our problem is that the State is growing so fast and we
were already in a big hole in pregnancy and infant health services
to begin with. It's going to be tough to get prevention going, and
prevention effects don't show up for 1 year or 2 after they are of-
fered.

I think that we will meet that goal not only for the prevention
efforts diat we put in, but also because for 10 years through chil-
dren's medical services we've certainly had the best regionalized
high-risk care Program in the United States, and that s been a
model for the rest of the States. So for various reasons, I think we
will meet the infant mortality goal by 1990.

The low birth weight area, which is the main contributor to
infant mortality, that's what we are now attacking. We were the
first State to implement a statewide prevention program in pre-
term birth prevention. We started that in early 1984, and we just
got the statistics back for that year, which Governor Graham re-
veale',1 to you. We had one of our sharpest ever reductions in infant
mortality for that year.

Now, that again is not only because of our pretrm birth preven-
tion program, but it also helped that we established our neonatal
intensive care program in Fort Myers, which is a very rapidly
growing area.

We started a preterm birth prevention program that had been
used in San Francisco and the country of France very successfully,
and we added a couple of elements that we felt Pere necessary for
Florida's population. One is an extremely strong nutrition compo-
nent. We feel that nutrition in pregnancy is one of the most vital
elements to getting a baby that weighs more than 5'/2 pounds. And
we really stress that. We also stress that it is important for preg-
nant women in Florida because of the heat, to make sure they
drink a lot of water during pregnancy, which is the most important
nutritional element pregnant people can take in.

We also implemented ideas about stress management, bey i use
many of our moms that have low-birthweight babies are under
severe stress. This, of course, affects not only poor women but
middle -class and upper-middle-class working women 'vho are under
stress at the workplace.

Both the March of Dimes a"d our healthy mothers, healthy
babies coalition in the State hay Peen very interested in sending
that message not only to low-income women but to women of all
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social and economic areas, because everybody has low-birthweight
babies.

I do think that we will meet the Surgeon General's goals for low-
birtheight that he has set. Now, meeting those goals in infant
mortality and low-birthweight are nice, but as Governor Graham
pointed out, it still puts us in a pitiful position even if we meet
those in relation to other countries in the world, because while we
are doing bitter over that time, they're going to keep doing better,
too. And we still are going to be behind.

The third area that I mentioned was getting people in early for
prenatal care. And I'm afraid that we'll not meet that goal by 1990.

Again, primarily because of our massive growth, cities like
Miami that were already totally inundated with folks to take care
of that couldn't afford private care, have had 200 or 250 thousand
immigrants enter the city and just absolutely haven't been able to
keep up with it in services. And even though the legislature and
the Federal Government have helped out to some extent, nobody
realized the tremendous strain on the resources that thin. would
take.

And I can't emphasize enough that Florida's biggest problem in
meeting these needs is just that we haven't dealt with growth in
services the way we ought to.

Last, I would say that Florida is a massive State. It's a very big
State with all different kinds of people living in it. We are the
melting pot of the United States today, like New York City was 100
years ago. And we have rural. areas, with many migrant workers
living in them with some excellent migrant programs going, but
many areas that aren't receiving any care at all. We are develop-
ing ways of sending people out to those areas in terms on a daily
basis to help them get care.

In the urban areas, we talked about their overwhelming num-
bers; our facilities are overrun, we are moving to night clinics,
weekend clinics, things that we haven't done in the past, to try to
meet the needs there.

When we had 680 teenagers as we did last year, 14 and under,
that had babies, we've got to be mighty concerned about our efforts
in that direction.

Senator CHILES. Absolutely.
Dr. MAHAN. And we haven't mentioned very much about family

planning, but we're making concerted efforts in that area, to espe-
cially identify and help the woman at high risk of having a bad
outcome of pregnancy so that we will put our resources where
people need it the most.

If there are no questions, I'd like to introduce the rest of the
folks on the agenda, and I think that we will do that in the order
that they're on my agenda, at least if that's all right.

Senator CHILES. That will be fine.
Dr. MAHAN. First I'd like to introduce Gyla Wise, the State

health coordinator for the Red land Christian Migrant Association,
and she will introduce the folks that she has brought with her.

Mr. WISE. Good morning, Senator.
Senator CHILES. Good morning, Gyla. We are delighted to have

you here.
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TESTIMONY OF GYLA WISE, STATE HEALTH COORDINATOR, RED-
LAND CHRISTIAN MIGRANT ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY
CARMAN RODRIGUEZ; MARGARET CAMPBELL, BROWARD IM-
PROVED PREGNANCY OUTCOME, ACCOMPANIED BY ROUMAINE
(DEBBIE) ST. ROSE; JESSIE TRICE, ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY
FAMILY HEALTH CENTER, ACCOMPANIED BY BELINDA AND
TONYA BERRY

Ms. WISE. With the time constrairts that we have, let me just
introduce, quickly, Mrs. Carman Rodriguez, and her son, Javier.
Javier was born with spina bifida, a defect in his spinal cord.
RCMA has been serving him in our Special Effort Handicapped
Program for the past 21/2 years.

Carman's story is pretty typical of that seen by many migrant
mothers as they travel up and down the stream.

Since Javier is being noisy, I will hold him and let Carman tell
her story.

Senator CHILES. I think Javier wants to testify a little bit him-
self. I think maybe he's going to be a politician here. He sees that
microphone.

Carman, we are delighted to have you here with your son, and
wn will have your testimony.

Mrs. RODRIGUEZ. Thank you. I am a little bit nc. vous and all. It's
my first time.

Senator CHILES. Just don't worry about that and just tell us your
story.

Mrs. RODRIGUEZ. OK. I am a migrant worker, and we travel from
State to State. At the time that I have Javier I didn't get any pre-
natal care, because the reason was like in Bradenton, a short time
of season, it's only 1 month.

The clinics were there, but I didn't go because, like I said, it was
only a month. So we moved down to North Carolina to the State, a
little town, was close to the Simpson County. So I started to go
there, to the clinic, but it was too far to go, and when I got there,
when I found out where it was, they told me that I couldn't go into
the clinic because it was a different county. So they sent me back
to Simpson County, and when I got back to Simpson County, they
told me I had to go to a different clinic. So, acf sally, I was going
back and forth.

So I gave up and I didn't go to no clinic at all.
Senator CHILES. But you tried to get to these clinics?
Mrs. RODRIGUEZ. I tried to.
Senator CHILES. You knew something about the clinics?
Mrs. RODRIGUEZ. I knew that the clinics were there.
Senator CHILES. You had care before, prenatal care there?
Mrs. RODRIGUEZ. Well, not in the State of North Carolina, no.
Senator CHILES. In some of your other pregnancies?
Mrs. RODRIGUEZ. Yes, in some of my other pregnancies. I tried to

get prenatal care for Javier, because I couldn't get into the clinics,
because I got muffled back and forth. So I gave up. By the time I
got into West Virginia, I was 5 months pregnant at the time, and
the clinic was far. There were social workers there that would try
to help us and there were two more ladies to help us that were
pregnant at the time I was.
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Like I say, I had five more children besides Javier. It was hard
for me to have babysitters to take care of them so I would be able
to get prenatal care.

Senator CHILES. And you were working durhig this time?
Mrs. RODRIGUEZ. Yes I was.
Senator CHILES. Trying to take care of your five children?
Mrs. RODRIGUEZ. Right. I work and then I try to take care of my

children nd I was tryng to get prenat 1 care at the time, too. So I
gave up on that. So when I came ba,..x to the State of Florida, I
came to my home base here, is in Homestead.

So we came back to Homestead. I went into a clinic, I made an
appointment. I st-xted getting prenatal care in Homestead, but
they never told me that Javier was going to be born with birth de
fects. So they just check your blood type and all that, and wait and
all the procedures, what they do.

Senator CHILES. Did yc.1 notice anything I nusual about your
pregnancy?

Mrs. RODRIGUEZ. At the time that I was in Virginia, I did notice
something was goin' n, because Javier didn't move at all.

Senator CHILES. 1...at was different from your other pregnancies?
Mrs. RODRIGUEZ. It was different from my other pregnar-ies that

I ha''
Senator CH .Es. But you didn't have anybody to talk to about

that until you noticed that you didn t feel this early movement?
Mrs. RODRIGUEZ. No, I did not. I didn't have any movement at all

until I went into labor with Javier.
So when I had Javier they told me he was born with spina bifida.

And I got scared. Aid they did ask me whether I had any illness
on my husband's side o. on my side of t' family. Well, I told
them, no, you know, but they told meI asl ' him why was Javier
born that way, here it Jackson. They told i - hat one out of 2,000
mother-, there's a baby born will a birth d 'AA. And, Vmunfor-
tcnately it was born one of mine.

Senator CHILES. 1 it you had no sonogram or ._J --
Mrs. RODRIGUEZ. No. They' didn't do no sonogram, no ultra-

sounds, nothing at all, because at tl- time, like I am saying, I went
to the clinic. They didn't .- ect that Javier was going to be born
xith a birth defect. So they didn't do anything.

Senator CHILES. Now, he K._ spina bifida? Now, tell me what
kind of operations he's had since then and what-

Mrs. RODRIGUEZ. Well, he was born on February 6. He had
spinal was open the same day that he was born.

Senator C.IILES. The spine was opened?
Mr. RODRIGUEZ. Yes. They closed it up. When he as 1 month old,

they had surgery done on him.
Senator CHILES. Tell us what that means.
Mrs. RODRIGUEZ. Well, a shunt means that it roes inside, the

liquid from the spine went to his head. His bi ain, they show me a
picture, you know, his brain is circled with tl.e spinal water around
his head, and that's the its to prevent he ving brain damage.

See, the fluid goes into his body system.
Senator CHILES. Now, allows the fluid to drain and he would

have had the--
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Mrs. RODRIGUEZ. Right. It he wouldn't have had that surgery
done, his head would be growing like a tumor and it would bust.

Senator CHILES. Water on the brain?
Mrs. RODRIGUEZ. Right. But, so far, since he hau this shot, ae

hasn't had any seizure, any problems with it. His spine never had
to be replaced at all, and when he was a year he had a hernia
done, too. He was born with a hernia. So they did a hernia oper-
ation, and that wasthat happened out of Sarasota, because I went
to Sarasota.

See, I was here and doctors told me he couldn't move. So they
reyou know, they postpone.' the .rgery so I went to Sarasota,
and I started working there.

We had problems there, because we didn't have a place to stay at
all. So I we-it tothe lady told me that they had a day-care center,
our same program that they had here in Homestead. So I went
there, and the lady there, the director, she helped me out. There
was a nurse there, too. She sent me to medical children';, service,
that they had there in Sarasota.

They did surgery on Javier, and usually his doctors, orthopedic
doctor is Dr. Bello (phonetic). He's a very good doctor, and when I
don't understand something, he takes time to explain to me what's
going on with him. He tells me step by step what they're going to
do, what they're planning to do. And he has a doctor. His name is
Gary (phonetic). He's the doctor that's in charge of giving muscle
exercises on his legs. And he does very good job.

Ha tells me what to do.
Senator CHILES. What you are telling me is, you have had some

very gr 3 care out there?
iv Irs. tiODRIGUEZ. Yes.
Senator CHILES. But you've also had great difficulty in some

places in getting any kin., of care?
Mrs. RODRIGUEZ. Getting care at the time, it was hard for me.

But since Javier was born, everybody's been helping me out, the
day-care centers. He's in medical children's services program. He
has hi.; visits there. And so far, when he was born, they told me he
wouldn't be able 3 move around, h's head's going to be lame. he
wouldn't be able to sit up, he wouldn't be able to move his legs.
And he does the opposite, you k my, the other way.

Senator CHILES. Well, it's wonderful what we medic?" can do.
Mrs. RODRIGUEZ. Right.
And I do suggest that all the ladies, the migrant workers, au

knowusually there's some ladies that they don't go to the clinics
because there's a lot of waiting around, and usually they take the
little boys with them, be use they don't have nobody to take care
of them. And they stay there all day, sometimes they do, rime -
times they don't. And-

Senator CHILES. Did I hear that theyin one place, they call
your name one time and if you had gone out or taken your kids to
the restroom, you urould miss it for the day?

Mrs. RODRIGUEZ. Right. You missed your call and then you had
to wait around until thethey decided to call you back again.

Soand there's some ladies that actually don't go to the clinic at
all. They go when they're going into labor. They go and fill out the
papers for the clinic, and that's it.
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Ser, itor CHILES. So a number of migrant ladies just give up and
don't-

Mrs. RODRIGUEZ. They do give up.
Senator CHILES. But you were seeking that help at the time?
Mrs. RODRIGUEZ. Yes, I was. I was seeking help at the time I was

in early pregnancy with Javier.
Like I say, we travel from season to season.
Senator CHILES. Do you follow the harvest?
Mrs. RODRIGUEZ. Right.
Senator CHILES. So you go from Dade County up into the L aden-

ton area and then you go to --
Mrs. RODRIGUEZ. South Carolina or North Carolina, and we go to

West Virginia, and then from there we go to Ohio; and then from
Ohio, if we decide to go to Texas, we go to Texas. If we don't want
to go to Texas, we just come right back to Homestead. But all the
migrante from here-

Senator CHILES. I understand you have the problem sometimes
with the crew chiefs, where you were going- -

Mrs. RODRIGUEZ. Yes, they do. Some of the crew leaders, they
say. like this crew leader told us a lie when we go down to West
Virginia. He said there were day-care centers, there were clinics
close-by; they would have a lot of necessary things that we need.
And they told them there was going to be a ht of work for my hus-
band.

So we decided to go dowr there, but when we get there, there's
nobody there. You know, 'here's no help at all. There was a lady
that took a lot of effort tc help us out, to show us where, and here
and there, you k low. But it's so much for just one person to do.

Senator CHILES. And my understanding is when you sort of get to
that place, you don't have enough money to go somewhere else, so
you have to stay and work, you can't- -

Mrs. RODRIGUEZ. We have to stay there and work until we get
enough money to travel back again. So that's how we do it.

And down in North Cara'ina, we went there, they promised us
work for 6 months. And after 1 week we finished the whsle crop
because usually the crE w leaders have about 80 to 100 hands; some
of them. Some don't.

And you Lon't make an honest day's work. You don't even get
like if you are paying $3.35 an hour, you don't even make in an
hour what we do. Sometimes we workout of the whole week we
work 1 day a week or 2 days. Maybe we even don't work at all the
whole week.

We try looking for work, because a lot of people have a lot of
families, more than I do. And we do try to look for work, but usu-Al-
ly the crew leaders have all the people that they need.

Senator CHILES. Charles, can you tell us just quickly, had this
been discovered earlie., what some of the things that might have
been done?

Dr. MAHAN. There is some evidence that with early care through
family planning, that when people are planning to get pregnant
we'll start them on high-dose pregnancy vitamins before cmceu-
tion, and there's some evidence that you can prevent this problem
by that method.
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Now, if she had another pregnancy, we would certainly recom-
mend that that be done before she gets prep,- at, and hopefully it
would prevent the bad outcome completely Other than that, there
are certain signs of spina bifida that can be picked up during preg-
r ancy, if you are following people from an early time that would
indicate to you that there s too much or too little fluid aud that
things w aren't going quite right or the baby wasn't going qt.:te the
way it should be.

An ultrasoun" could be done. And very often this condition could
be picked up with ultrasound and then the baby followed and care-
ful plans made for delivery so that the delivery can teke place in a
center where the baby could receive optimum care.

Senator CHILES. Thoy're telling me in Jacksonville that they've
even been able to operate and do the shunts during the pregnancy
itself in some instances.

Dr. MAHAN. Yes. That has been done. That wouldn't have been
necescary in his case, would it?

Mrs. RODRIGUEZ. No.
Dr. MAHAN. But it might have been. I mean, it's a possibility.
And that's one of the bad things about not picking it up.
BLt, basically, you plan to make sure that she had the baby in a

center that could immediately take care of the baby, because you
don't knowspina bifidas are all different as to how they affect the
baby, and you don't really know exactly whot kind of care he's
going to need until he's born.

Senator CHILES. Carmen, we thank you very much for your testi-
mony, and we look forward to seeing Javier when he's- -

Mrs. RODRIGUEZ. Big. Grown up. OK. Thank you, sir.
Dr. MAHAN. Margaret Campbell of the Broward Improved Preg-

nancy Outcome Program. We'll introduce the next-
Senator CHILES. Margaret, we are deligl.',ed to have here. You're

already been trying to educate me a little bit as we visited in
Broward, and we thank you for being here.

Would you introduce tl witness?
Ms. CAMPBELL. Thank you. This is Roumaine St. Rose.
Senator CHILES. Tell us, what do you do, Margaret? What is your

role?
Ms. CAMPBELL. Right now I am considered a community health

nurse with the Broward County Health Department. And I have
been working with the Improved Pregnancy Outcome Program
since we sated it, oh, I'd say around April 1982.

And in talking about numbers and growing numbers of needs for
prenatal care, I can really see an increase. But when I first started
in the program, I was the only nurse that was going out to do the
home visits, as well as to work the clinic with the doctor. Along
with the doctor and myself was a health Educator, a nutritionist,
and a social worker. And I really see now, finally, I'm having to
have other nurses to help go out and open clients' records for sorv-
ices.

We were seeing somewhere in the neighborhood or averaging
somewhere around 125 new prenatal patients per quarter during
the first 1 and 2 years. And the numbers have grown Since then. So
it's basically trying to find or target the high-risk area and trying
to provide early prenatal care for those patients.
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Senator CHILES. Now, in your program, my understanding is you
have a wealth of services: ultrasound, sonograms, nutritional care,
all of these, the screening, and the visits to the doctor, along with
classes. All of that is provided once you get somewhere into your
program; is that true?

Ms. CAMPBELL. Yes, we do. Well, a lot of our health education is
done on the initial visit as well as we do provide health education
for the clients in the clinic.

Not only do we have a health educator but we also have a social
worker that they can see throughout their visit, if there's a need
to. And we also have a nutritionist to help tell the patients about
some sai the foods that are needed in pregnancy.

And this has really helped.
We do have the maternity high-risk program which is a part of

the Broward County Health Department, and it really has helped
to provide good prenatal care to patients at high risk in pregnancy.
We really have seen some positive outcome with the program.

Senator CHILES. An then ar- r the pregenancy you continue
some followup and you try to ex, _ain to the mother what birth con-
trol devices are available and how she can regulate furtherfuture
pregnan s, if she wishes to do so?

Ms. CAMPBELL. Yes; they do come in for family planning within 6
weeks. And they will also continue that service with us should they
desire to do so. The prenatal client might also rec Ave care at our
maternity high-risk clinic, and Roumaine will tell you a little bit
about how she came into the program and what was done foi her.

Senator CHILES. Once you identify someone as being a high -
risk- -

MS. CAMPBELL. Right.
Senator CHILES. Now, with all the increases you are talking

about, you are serving, I think you still have tc:r me that there's
still an awful lot of people our there that you ai not seeing that
don't know of the services or are no in the program for some
reason, that would be eligible.

Ms. CAM/BELL. Right. We try to do a lot of case fricling. A lot of
times we go to the home to serve one pregnant client and there is a
cousin or someone else that's there that's pregnant. So we often
ask, Are you receiving and prenatal care? And we try to pass the
word on and try to take a referral and get them into the clinic for
prenatal health services.

But it is still a problem in trying to get to them or to relay the
information to them that we do have these programs available.

And the reasons we're not able to bet to all of them is because
the numbers are so large so to provide the care that .a lot of the
clients need becomes difficult and again a lot of it is because of the
growing numbers.

Senator CHILES. Now, Debbie, you got into this high-risk pro-
gram. Why did not get into that?

Mrs. ST. ROSE. Well, first of all, I went down to the clinic and I
had a pregnancy test done. And they had told me that I was preg-
n

Well, I was verywell, I was happy in a way, but I was also
scared, because I had just lost a stillborn about 11/2 years ago. And
all I wanted was an abortion at first.
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And they had told me about the high-risk program and how they
would want me to get into the high-risk program.

So I had went and I applied, and they had helped me and I had a
little girl.

Well, I had lost eight children.
Senator CHILES. Eight children?
Mrs. ST. RosE. I had five miscarriages and I had two stillborn.

And I had tubal pregnancies, so I got a partial hysterectomy. And I
wasn't supposed to be able to get pregnant as easy as I did.

Senator CHILES. So after eight you were ready to just give up,
lnd when you went there you were thinking about an abortion?

Mrs. ST. RosE. Right. Because I was very scared, because I had
just lost a little girl 11/2 years ago. And I was scared to go through
it, because I wasI went into like a mentally--I was really nerv-
ous and upset for a long time.

But, then I tried their program out, arid they-
Senator CHILES. They explained to you that they had this high-

risk program that they thought they could do something for you?
Mrs. ST RosE. Right.
Senator CHILES. And you deciL:-d that you would go through with

it?
Mrs. ST. RosE. Yes. I decided I would go through with it, and I

went to the hig'i-risk program once a week. They had asked me if I
wasif any pains were involved. and stuff like that.

And I had told them exactly what was going on once a week.
And they made sure I got my vitamins and stuff.

And her she is.
Senator CHILES. Hallelujah. that's wonderful.
And so you had a normal baby at the end; how long did you

carry here?
Mrs. ST. RosE. 91/2 months.
Senator CHILES. Aiter eight? That's wonderful.
Well, you did watch what you ate, what you are eating, and did

exactly what they told you?
Mrs. ST. RosE. Yes, I did.
Senator CHILES. And I trust you didn't smoke or drink?
Mr: ST. RosE. I didn't smoke, I didn't drink. I didn't do nothing.

No. I went to parties and drank milk.
Senator CHILES. Wonderful.
Well, so you are a believer and with the proper care we can alle-

viate a lot of these problems that you have had earlier on with that
other eight.

Mrs. ST. RosE. Because I went to private doctors. Don't get me
wrong, I had went to a private doctor, a very expensive doctor. But
they have not seemed to help me none. Not as good as they did,
you know.

I had like if I would have a pain, they would take me right up
there and get me a sonogram test done or, you know, get some kind
of testing done to make sure the baby was all right.

But my private doctor didn't even do as much as they did, and
I'm ve, y glad for them. And if it wasn't for the high-risk program,
I don't think Martina would be sitting on my lap today.

Senator CHILES. That's wonderful.
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Well, you wouldn't be afraid if necessary to have another preg-
nancy?

Mrs. ST. ROSE. I'd like to go through it again, as long as the high-
risk program is willing to take me.

Senator CHILES. So what you are saying to us is that even when
were paying for the doctors before, that there's a problem out

here to see that they're doing the proper screening and that
they're giving the proper education, and so it's--

Mrs. ST. ROSE. I had wentI was 7% months, and 1 was having a
lot of pain for like 2 months before that. And I had sail: I don't
feel good, I'm in pain.

And the doctor kept telling me it was growing pains: It's growing
pains.

And I said: Well, you know, I guess you know what you are talk-
ing about. I'm paying you good money.

But it wasn't growing pains. The baby was slowly pulling away
from my placenta. And she became a stillborn at 71/2 months. I--

Senator CHILES. And you were trying to say something's going on
down there, "I know something's wrong?"

Mrs. ST. ROSE. Right. Even the day I went i uto the hospital, I
thought I WEIS in labor. I went in and I told the doctor, I said: I'm
in labor.

And he said: No, you're not. There's nothing wrong with you. I
examined you.

And I sa A. Well, I'm not leaving this hospital until you either
take the baby from me or I nave the baby.

And 2 hours later I started her:orrhaging.
If they would have took my baby 2 hours before I started hemor-

rhaging, she'd be alive, because she was 7 pounds 10 ounces at 7
months.

Senator CHILES. Well, now, we appreciate very much your
coming today, and we are delighted that you have this lovely little
girl and for what the high-risk program has done that for you. And
that's just a great example to us that if we can provide this kind of
care out there that there will be a lot of happy mothers like you
that we can take care of and that you won't have to go through
eight miscarriages and bad pregnancies.

Mrs. ST. ROSE. It's hard when you go through all that.
Senator Onus. And they also won't have to think about abor-

tions either, because they will know that they car. have a healthy
child.

Mrs. Sr. ROSE. Because I'll try it again, some day.
Senator CHILES. Wonderful. Thank you very much for your testi-

mony. Thank you.
Dr. MAHAN. I think just a comment on that, we bandy around

the term high-risk quite a bit. But we are often meaning two
thirgs. We call people high-risk in the preterm birth program, and
they d just be normal people that had a lot of factors that make
them more likely, like Mrs. St. Rose, to have a bad-outcome preg-
nancy or premature baby. And we don't send them into any special
place. They stay in the clinic they're in. They re just seen under a
protocol where they're seen more often, get nutritional help ana
things like that.

So it's rot an extra expense. It's just more visits and more time.
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Now, if she, indeed, went into preterm labor and needed to have
drugs, then she'd be referred to Dr. Ausbon's program in children's
medicine services, and be taken over for her care there, which is
the super-high-risk type of situation.

Also, on the migrant testimony, you have to realize, and I think
you do, that Florida and Texas have received the migrant workers
for the best part of the year, whereas New Y. rk and the Northern
States get them for a very short period of the year.

We tried to point this out to the folks in Washington so they will
keep that in mind when they're doling cut their resources to mi-
grant programs The heaviest burden fails on Florida and Texas.

Senator CHILES. So, even though they might count migrant work-
ers, is what you're saying, if they sort of counted the number of
months that they're here, they would be in Florida or Texas many
more months than they would be stopping in these other States?

Dr. MAHAN. Yes. We found that to be true many years ago in the
WIC Program.

"he next person on the program is Mrs. Jessie Trice, who is with
the Economic Opportunity Family Health Clinic of Liberty City
here in Miami, and has been a hard worker for many years in this
particular area.

Senator CHILES. Ms. Trice, we are just delighted to have you with
us, because we know something about the good work that you are
doing, and we are glad you can be with us today. And you can in-
troduce your persons that you have brought.

Ms. LUCE. Well, first of all, let me say we have two of our teen-
agers here, both of them are nervous. But I think you will :1.1,.-! that
they will be able to respond to any questions and share the experi-
ences.

But I just want to really say how grateful we all are with your
interest in helping us to reduce the infant mortality rate. And I
won't take up a lot of your time to talk about the adolescent family
life demonstration.

Senator CHILES. Well, I want you to tell us a little bit about it,
because you are having some good success now.

Ms. TRICE. OK. I think you know that we are from the Liberty
City area in Miami. And that is an area with an infant mortality
rate of 24. In essence, what happens to the mothers-

Senator CHILES. Now, that's figure that I want people to sort of
get the grasp of. It's 24 per 1,000.

Ms. TRICE. Live births.
Senator CHILES. And 24 deaths. And our State average is 10.9. So

we are talking about something that is more than twice as much.
So if you happen to be a mother in Liberty City, `_he chances of

your child reaching its first birthday are less than 50 percent of
what they would be under our State average, which is not good.

Ms. TRICE. That's very true.
However, I think you heard from Dr. Mahan, we know that

we've made a lot of progress. But, again- -
Senator CHILES. Tell me what the average is for the people that

you have beer able to get under your net, so to speak, or under
your wing.

Ms. TRICE. The averageI'm sorry, I don't quite understand.
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Senator CHILES. My understanding is, in your program, you an't
have that 24 deaths per 1,000 live births. Tell me what that figure
is.

Ms. TRICE. OK. The center, itself, has about, 1,100 deliveries a
year. And out of these deliveries, last year we had lost two infants,
which is really good.

Now, in looking at our adolescent program where we have had
300 pregnant teenagers to go through, we have not had any deaths
within that program itself.

Senator CHILES. And, normally, Charles, the figures nationally,
as well as Florida, show that the highest incident is usually among
the teenage pregnancies of low birth weight and therefore the
deaths that result.

Dr. MAHAN. Right.
Senator CHILES. So that's very, very startling.
Ms. TRICE. Now, we believe, Senator, that our program could be

replicated. We believe that it is cost effective, ana we think that we
can help a lot more teenagers.

Senator CHILES. Tell me something about your average cost, what
would that break down?

Ms. TRICE. OK. Well, you know, we have had the program for 3
years. We were able to get the Department of Health and Human
Services to give us $85,000 the first year. The second year we re-
ceived $60,000, and this year we received something in the area of
less than that.

But, now, hat is for counseling, followup, the educational serv-
ices that we are providing for adolescents, because certainly family
health center is a rather comprehensive health agency, and we
have theall of the other services that were already there.

So we were able to get a nurse practitioner. We have the obste-
trician, we have counselors, and we have outreach, to help us with
it.

In fact, one of the major factors that we found helping our young
folks to really look at themselves in a different kind of a way, be-
lieve this themselves, and know that they can do whatever they
want to do. We have provided a lot of sessions on nutrition. But, in
addition to that, focusing on our several other factors that affect
the total community and the total family; because I think we all
know with our young folks when they become mothers or parents
too young, oftentime- I hey drop out of school, and the reasons for
that oftentimes is they don't have child care people to help them
with child care, they are not old enough to have developed employ-
able skills. And we work with them in all of those areas.

And I'm really very proud that ma_ty of our young help that we
have had in our programs have not only had good outcomes for
their pregnancy, but have remained in school and gotten into a
training program. And we just hope that they will continue on that
trend and become independent and be the good parents that we
know they can be.

Senator CHILES. What have your results been in regard to sort of
repeat pregnancies? I know that you are giving counseling and
family planning and birth control.

Ms. TRICE. Out of the 300 girls that we have lu.d in our program,
we have had two repeat pregnancies, and we think that's really
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outstanding, because, I'm sure, Dr. Mahan, you will agree that
once an adolescent gets pregnant usually you have just the boomer-
ang effect, and the next year and the next year. But out of 300
we've only had like two.

Senator CHILES. So they've been able to sort of take control of
their lives and start planning and doing something toward--

Ms. TRICE. Yes, they have.
And I think you know that the approach our program takes is a

total family approach. The pregnant adolescent is certainly the
focus but after talking to Dr. Mahan and all of the others when we
had our reduction in funds, we decided that we needed to focus on
the other adolescents or youngsters in a family that were not preg-
nant, with an objective of trying to see if we could provide health
care, education, and information that would help those young
people not to get pregnant.

Senator CHILES. Younger sisters and--
Ms. TRICE. And brothers.
And thus far, of those that we had, we haven't had any of them

to get pregnant. However, you know, we know that our program is
young, but we think for the few years, we are happy.

Senator CHILES. Well, you have had very dramatic results in
your program, and that's such a dramatic plus.

I hate to raise it, but the other side of that is, you are only serv-
ing a small portion of the people in Liberty City where the need is.

How do we expand that program, and is it information we are
getting out, is it lack of funds? What, you know, why are we only
seeing this, you only dealing with this small segment? How do we
get it expanded?

Ms. TRICE. We need more resources, Senator. There are many
)d programs within Dade County, not jLst ours. But as you heard

D.. Mahan say, within Dade County, the need for prenatal services
and all other health services is just so dramatic, we just don't hay,
tae.ilities nor the persons to ad ress the program.

Senator CHILES. We can't afford not to put these r _sources in,
can we? You have had such dramatic results with only two repeat
pregnancies out of 300 teenagers, goodness knows, that's going to
be the most cost-efficient program in the world.

Ms. TRICE. I certainly believe that.
You know, I have been in preventive health care for the last 25

years, and it is my belief that we could increase the dollars all
within the area of prevent' ,re health care, what we would see a
dramatic reduction in the infant mortality rate, and we would save
a lot of money. I really believe that.

I would hope, you know, that if there is any way that we can
work with you or you do anything, that you could help us to get
some more resources to further help us in our cause.

Senator CHILEs. But even your resources have steadily come
down from 85,000 to 60,000 to less than that?

Ms. PRICE. Right, In fact, I doubt very seriously after this year
whether our Department of Health and Human Services will
refund us at all or furd us, again. They told us from the outset
that it was a 3-year der lonstration project.

Senator CHILES. So it was a demonstration project?
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MS. TRICE. Yes. We would have to try to fi d funding for the con-
tinuation.

Senator CHILES. Have you been able to find- -
Ms. TRICE. Well, we went to the United Way this year, and I am

pleased to say they did give us $25,000, which would be a little bit
of help. But it still wouldn't help us to reach anything like the
numbers of adolescents that we could reach.

Senator CHILES. What kind of funds are you getting from the
county?

Ms. TRICE. Currently we aren't getting any funds from Metro-
Dade County. They provided us, though, with a great facility, and
this kind of thing, but, no. Most of the funding that we get for
health care comes from the Federal Government.

We have Medicaid and Medicare, and the patients pay. We do
charge.

Senator CHILES. Many of these young people are eligible for Med-
icaid?

Ms. TRICE. Yes. But you know, that that funding is very meager,
and it certainly does not cover the cost of the care that the young
folks need.

Senator CHILES. Good.
Well, I'd like to hear from your young ladies.
Ms. TRICE. Oh, this is Belinda.
Belinda, do you want to tell the Senator about your experience

and how old you are andwhatever you want to tell him.
BELINDA. Well- -
Senator CHILES. You don't neei to be nervous, Belinda. You may

be helping us to try to solve a problem here. S.) we are delighted
that you would come at this time.

BELINDA. Well, I am 16 years old and I got pregnant before I got
in this program. I was referred to this program by my sister-in-law.
Her name is Dijon.

Since I have been in this program I got a lot of prenatal care.
They referred me to the WIC Program, and a lot of counseling
about why we should stay in school.

Senator CHILES. So you stayed in school?
BELINDA. Yes. I am still in school, and I am working part time.
Senator CHILES. What are you doing to take care of yourself? You

smoking?
BELINDA. No. I am taking vitamins.
Senator CHILES. You are?
BELINDA. Eating the proper foods, trying to eat the proper foods.
Senator CHILES. The WIC Program is helping you get some nutri-

tion?
BELINDA. Yes. Uh-huh.
Senator CHILES. You are also having counseling as you are gong

there, about your future? Tell me what all that is composed of.
BELINDA. They're trying to to teach us to stay in school, and

they're telling us to plan for the future, how we can take care of
our kids and the plan for before the baby comes, to have babysit-
ters, as we go to school, and try to finish school.

Senator CHILES. Well, do you feel better since you have been in
the program?
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You were pregnant before you went in the program. Do you feel
ke you got a better grasp on your life and where you are going,

where you are heading now?
BELINDA. Yes; because before I got in the program I was scared. I

didn't know.
Ms. TRICE. Maybe Tonya would want to. Our other young lady is

Tonya.
Ms. BERRY. Well, I stated the program last year with my first

pregnancy, and I was pregnant before ' got into the program. You
know, they helped me out a lot, you know, things that I didn't
know, you know, about taking care of the baby. You knc v, they
helped me out with school and showing me things. you know, how
to be . good mother. Now I am pregnant again, and, you know, I
was going to a private doctor, you know. They would check me.

And then I was scared. There was no kind oc you know, helping
me, telling me how to be a good mother, you know, and telling me
about school or anything. So I went back to the adolescent pro-
gram, you know, and they helped me e ..t a lot, you know.

Senator CHILES. Are you still in school, Tonya?
MS. BERRY. Yes; I am going back to school.
,c.mator CHILES. Yes.
iv ow, you are having another pregnancy? Tell me w: at you think

about that now.
Ms. BERRY. I was upset at first, but it happened, you know. All I

can do is go back to school and still do the things that I plan to do.
It might be a little harder, but- -

Senator CHILES. Did they try to tell you something about family
planning at all before this?

MS. BERRY. Yes.
Senator CHILES. You didn't listen, then?
Ms. BERRY. No. I started, and then my mother, you know, she

didn't approve of teenagers with birth control pills. And it was dif-
ficult for me, you know. It was, you knowshe didn't approve of it,
you know: You shouldn't have been doing that in the first place.

You know, and it was difficult, you know. I 1),,4I to hide from her,
and it was just difficult, you know, too hard.

Senator CHILES. But you feel like the counseling has helped you,
again, to get more control over your life?

Ms. BERRY. My family, you know, when I got pregnant again, it
was so hard. I was thinking about putting the baby up, not this
baby, the second baby, up for adoption and, you know, they helped
me in everyI mean, I didn't have any help at home, you know.
And I could tell them anything, and they went out of their way,
you know, to help me.

Ms. TRICE. What about the next one, Tonya? What about another
pregnancy?

MS. BERRY. No.
Ms. TRICE. You still haven't been able to talk about your mar-

riage?
Ms. BERRY. Yeah. You know, well, I'm planning to get married to

the bany's father. So this time I won't have to be in her house, you
know, because she didn't approve of birth control pills.

Sen,itor CHILES. Well, I congratulate you on that. That's wonder-
ful.
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But they also helped counsel your mother?
Ms. BERRY. Yeah. They talked to my mother, you know, and

tried to get her to understand.
Senator CHILES. We tl-grik you both. I know it's not easy for you

young ladies to come here, but we appreciate your coming here,
and I think it is an example of what your program is doing.

Certainly your figures are so startling, that 300 live births to 2
infant de....ths, and two repeats.

Ms. TRICE. We just hope, Senator, that we can get some more re-
sources so we can--

Senator CHILES. Well, we've got to. It's just, again, it just makes
so much sense, we've got to. Your figures, again, show the cost ef-
fectiveness of this program. We've got to just get the county think-
ing and the State into thinking along the right lines, and the na-
tional Governments' doing its part to share. That s really what our
Nation is all about, to find out what we are doing right out there,
and we know that there are a lot of areas and a lot of States where
programs are working, where they are demonstration projects.
Now we've got to take the ones that have worked and see how we
can put them together into some national plan, and so that the
care and the counseling will be out here and, again, we've got to
learn the ways to get people into this program, too.

Ms. TRICE. I guess one other thing that our First Lady said, that
we might involve the community. We have been able to get a soror-
ity qnd a fraternity to work with some of our adolescents. We hope
we can get more of that, because what these community groups
have been able to do vith our young folks is to serve as role models
and to help them.

Senator CHILES. They tell me some of the Miami Dolphins, and
others, have actually gone out into some of the junior high schools
and talked to the young peopic and talked to them about getting
control of their lives and talked to the young men, as well; we have
the ladies here today, but I am glad to hear you say we're talking
about counseling young men, too, because that's just as important.

Ms. TRICE. Right. You can't do much good if you don't, and we do
need to work harder, I think, and find other ways to reach more of
our young men But we have been able to reach some, and we are
still working at that.

Senator CHILES. Their future is very much affected by this, as
well.

Charlie, can you give us any more at this time?
Ms. TRICE. Thank you very much.
Senator CHILES. Thank you very much. And we look forward to

calling on you-
Ms. TRICE. Any time.
Senator CHILES. As we go forward.
Ms. TRICE. Any time.
Dr. MAHAN. Thank you very much. Appreciate it.
[Ms. Trice's prepared statement follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JFSSIE TRICE

My name is Jessie Trice, Executive Director of the Family
Health Center, Inc. located at 5361 N.W. 21nd Avenue, Miami,
Florida.

The Family Health Center, a federally funded, community
health center has been p-oviding care to reie,ents of
Liberty City and surrounding ar as for over eighteen (18)
years. The greatest demand for nealth care services in this
community comes from women in their childbearing ages.
These patients are usually seeking perinatal care.

Perinatal is the period preceding, during and after birth.
It includes care for the infant through the first year u1
life. last year ramily Health Center provided health car,.
to a total of 10,570 females in the childbearing age group.
Of this total one-third or approximately 3,400 were
adolescents. Family Health Center patients had a total of
986 deliveries during this saint_ period.

The infant mortality rate in Lioerty City Is 24 compatea to
a countywide rate of 12.7. This high infant mortalll Idle
when analyzed can be correlated to the high incidence of
adolescent pregnancies and the lack of adequate prenat.1
care services. Liberty City has been designated o medically
underserved area. There are not enough physicians located
in this area to adequately serve the mediLal needs of the
resicients.

This high infant mortality rate and equally high teenage
pregnancy rate prompted Family Health Center to wiite a
proposal for the Adolescent Family Life Demonstration
Project in 1982. This program was funded by the Office cf
Adolescent Pregnancy Program in October 1982.

The goals of the Adolescent Project are to improve the
pregnancy outcome of teenagers by decreasing maternal and
infant mortality; to significantly reduce the recidivism
rate and to encourage a mere positive psycho- social outcome
for mothers, their male psrtners and their babies and
families through counseling.

In addition to perinatal care the clients receive
comprehensive health car, services, i.e nutrition
counseling, dental care, pharmacy services and
transportation.
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It is known that teenagers cooperate with prenatal care
better if they car see the same health care providers at
each visit. The project has an Advanced Registered Nurse
Practition.r who provides care up to the time that the tee',
is referred to the obstetrician. The ARNF provides
examinations, education and counseling.

The program hat. two counselors who provide individual and
grc'p counseling. The cou selors make home visits and try
to 1.1clude the father of the baby, parents and siblings of
the pregnant teenager In the counseling session.

The adolescents are also involved in family planning
counseling, a family life series of educational and
counseling sessions on health related topics. Other group
session include such topics ast communication ,,kills,
decision making techniques, alt. 'iol/drug abuse and humur
sexu lity.

Delivery arrangements are made with local hospitals for the
participants. The program staff tracks the adolescent
mother her delivery to help her make arrangements for
pediatric care, child care, financial assiztance and
education. Referrals are made to appropriate communi
agencies.

During the three year peried that this pr-._ect has bt2en
operating in the Liberty City area it has served a total of
28., participants; 193 pregnant and 93 non pregnant
adolescents Seventen per--nt of the participants are
).ier age c 5 years and o , are between 15 to 17 years of
age. The n,n pregnant adolescents were ali sere 1 during
the first year as part of the preventi...a compone-t. of the
project. The funding source disco.ltinued ths component
after one y --. Of the 93 non pregnant participants only
two became pregnant.

The 193 pregnant adolescents on a whole had good pregnancy
outcomes. The majority (192) were fnll term births; with
only one premature delivery. There were only five cesarean
sections; all others (97t) were normal vaginal deliveries.
One adolescent had a still birth during her first trimester,
after only one visit to the project. Only three
participants have had repeat pregnancies (one dropped out of
the grogram and the other two missed numerous appointments).

The project has been ole to get a total of 69 male partners
involved. Family members - parents, siblings and extended
members have participated overwhelmingly for a total of 335
participants. Eighty percent of the participants have
remained ta school. Of the 20% that dropped out many
returned after tue birth of the infant. Due to lack of
child care sever were unable to return to school.
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These statistics prove that this project is successful!

Due to inadequate funding the p- -ram must limit the number
of participants that it serves. However, there are many
other adolescents in the community who coulr' be enrolled in
the project.

Teenage pregnancies have become an epidemic in the Liberty
City area. The overan teenage pregnancy rate for Dade
County is 33 births per 1,000 females. In Liberty City the
rate is more than doubled, 81 births per 1,000 females. The
pregnant adolescent is categorized as high risk. She is
medically, nutritionally, socially and economically in
danger.

Pregnant teenagers out number the capability of the
providers for health care in the area. They contribute metre
than tileir share of low birth weight infants and are likely
to have premature babies. Frequently, the pregnant teen
will interrupt or discontinue her eer:ation.

Teenagers seeking health care services encouoter many
obstacles, including inadequate health carp facilities, long
waiting period for medical appointments, lack of
traosportatIon and insufficient income.

The high incidence -c teenage pregnancy compounds tilt
prob'ems of Liberty _ity which is already wrought with ma y
socio-economic problems. These problems include:
substandard and shortage of housing, high unemployment, high
crime and multiple health problems.

The expansion of the Adolescent Family Demonstration Project
is direly needed to help reduce the tetAage pregnancy rate
in this community. By reducing this rate the high infant
morta' y rate could be reduced drastically.
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Dr. MAHAN. I think the only thing that Lears repeating, every
time we talk about infant mortal:ty, and I know this is not news t)
you, but it is that the reason infant mortality is a major health in
dicator is because of what it represents. It doesn't just represent
babies in graves. But it represents whenever your infant mortality
is high, that means the number of damaged children is high, Ca>,
so that children that are mentally retarded or have problems in
school, almost all of that can be traced back to--

Senator CHILES. And all of the continuing medical problems and
medical costs that they have.

Dr. MAHAN. Absolutely.
So if you reduce your infant mortality, you rernice tremendous-

lyyou just generally start off with a healthier population.
Senator CHILES. I think the statistics are also startling that show

the result over the last 10 years, much of the reduction in :nfant
mortality, was based on nur medical and technical skills that we
have developed. Part of the resul:- is that it's given us a population
with health ePfects. In order words, wv save the child, but .re did
not prevent all of the health defects. So we created some problems
while we were solving some problems.

Or the other hand, if we prevented pregnancy or if we had,
through the counseling and . :reening and nu,rition, having normal
pregnancy, then we don't create those future problems.

But from the medical side, we may just be creating same future
problems for ourselves as we are proficient in saving life.

Well, I think I want to thank all of our participants. I think
hearing from our Governo:s, our States, c legislators, of what is
being done, tells us that the opportunity is there. Then hearing
from some of these mothers and some of the providers that are
right on the firing line, also shows us what the responsibilities are
that we have, and maybe challenges very much before us. We will
probably try to hold at least one other hearing in Washini-ton, and
I am not sure, hopefully we are not going to have to hold a series
of hearings after that. Maybe we can then see about marking up
our bill.

Aay advice that any of you have ti At have been here and testi-
fied today or just been in attendance, we are open, because we are
trying to provide the best way that we can put forward this Com-
mission and its mandate. We hope t,lat the Commission will only
work for not over a year and report back to the Congresq with an
attack plan so that we can move forward tl,ere.

With that, we will recess our hearing until further cause this
year.

Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 11:15 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned subject

to the call of the Chair.]
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PREVENTING INFANT MORTALITY: INTERGOV-
ERNMENTAL DIMENSIONS OF A NATIONAL
PROBLEM

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1985

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON THE BUDGET,

Pensacola, FL.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 a.m., in the Old

Escambia Courthouse, Pensacola, FL, Hon. Lawton Chiles presiding.
Present: Senator Chiles.
Staff present: Dennis Beal, press secretary.

OPENING STATEMENT CF SENATOR CHILES

Senator CHILES. Good morning. I thank you all for being here,
and many of you for participating in our hearing this morning.

I cm sorry to be a fe minutes late. I have been flying since
about 4 o'clock. We were in session last night till about 9:30, and I
couldn't get out of Washington. I am delighted that we finished up.
I was beginning to wonder whether I was going to get here at all.

This is the second actual hearing "hat we have held on infant
mortality. We held one in Miami, and we will be holding other
hearings in Washington.

a was very shocking for me to find out the United States was
17t1- in the world in infant mortality. That means if a baby is born
in Singapore, Hong Kong, Japan, or Western Europe that baby has
a better chance of celebrating its first birthday than a child born in
the United States. When I think of the United States and every re-
source we have, every blessing that we have been given by the Al-
mighty, and the ide^ that we have this kind of record with infants,
I am ashamed. We can do better than that, and w3 know basically
it's possible to do because we find a lot of communities have d,ne
better.

I want to compliment Escambia County and, really the panhan-
dle of west Florida, because you are doing better, better than the
State average, and in many instances better than national av-
erage. and one reason we are here is to And out what you are
doing right that makes your average better. One normally goes to
places where things are bad, to investigate an issue like this, and
we have been there. Now we want to know about, what is wczking
right.

And why are we doll* that? Because the bill I am sponsoring to
have a national commission on infant rnor4-.2.1ity is a means of
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trying to put together an action plan to see how we can improve
these figures.

We basically know what the problem is. The -iroblem is low-
birth-weight baoies. If a baby is born and he or she is under 2
pounds, the statistics strongly say that the low birth weight is the
problem. We know that if we can prevent the birth-weight prob-
lem, we are dealing with a very large percentage of the infant mor-
tality problem, since 60 to 70 per . at of infant deaths are due to
that.

Other answers inclu:4e, proper screening to ot the prospective
mothers in early, so we can get some kind of medical history on
them. We know that if we find out if there are potential problems
medical science is probably advanced enough to deal with those
problems. Again, one of the reasons that you hare a better record
here is you have some progr 'ims doing that kind of proper screen-
ing.

What we are trying 1,o put together is a panel that will help us
create a national awareness and national support, so that we can
come up with a plan of how we attack this problem. We do not
need a plan to have the Federal Government pay a lot of dollars
ineffectively.

In fact, I am not sure to what degree the Federal Government
should be involved in the dollars. But the Federat Government can
be a catalyst in trying to put together a plan for the Federal Gov-
ernment, and State and local governments, the private sector, the
insurance companies and others, to deal with this problem on a
timely basis. We don't need a long study, so we hope to do this in
about 1 year once the commission is started. The commissioi vould
come back with an action plan.

I have been involved and will continue to be involved in the
battle to reduce the Federal ieficit, and much of teat battle has to
do with reducing Federal spending. Still, we have to remember
that television ad where the mechanic says, "You can pay me now
or you can pay me ! :ter," and that is exactly whe.e we are in this
issue. If we don't pay now and 'rave some front-end expenditures to
se up prenatal programs, set up the screening, set up teenage
pregnancy prevention, then we are going to pay later.

And we see the terribly high cost of the neonatal facilities and
the treatment of these children that are born under 2 pounds. We
see that the cost does,'t end with trying to see that the baby lives
rather than. dies. It ce-ttinues because most of those children are
going to have permanent disabilities and permanent problems,
which means that the cost will continue for their care from birth
on. It means in many instances if we don't do something about the
early teen pregnancies, again, we are going to have mothers that
will drop out of school, not have any kind of training, not have any
vocation, and, therefore, there will be problems and costs that we
will have to pick up.

We see that a dollar investment in prenatal nutrition for the
supplemental feeding program for Women, Infants and Children
Program saves as much as $3 in short-term hospital costs. Studies
shows that the Women, Infants and Children Feeding Program re-
duces the reonatal mortality by one-thild and the incidents of low
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birth weight by perhaps as much as 40 percent; ,71 to $3, that's a
pretty good return on your money.

Prenatal care through programs like Maternal and Child Health
and Community Public Health Services can save $3 for every $1
spent.

In Michigan a prenatal care project reduced the fetal and infant
deaths from 300 per 1,000 to less than 50 per 1,000. And in Colora-
do prenatal care reduced prematurity b3 13 percent.

In services for Medicaid recipients, that yields some $2 in lower
health costs for every dollar spent. A $1 spent on childhood immu-
nization, the shots for children, saves $10 in later medical costs

You must compare these savings in dollars and lives to tl-, fact
that the annual cost of neonatal intensive care i6 $1.5 billion. It
costs on the av,irage of $20,000 to $150,000 to graduate a low-birth-
weight infant from neonatal intensive care. I point out again that

duation doesn't mean that you have a normal child at the end
of that, it means that baby is going to live, but the baby still prob-
ably will have handicapping problems through the rest of his life.

We know that low birth weight is associated with severe and
multiple handicaps for children, so the lifetime cost of iedical
care, special education, rehabilitation, is staggering compared to
the cost of prevention. Today we. are going to get a view of the cost
of infant mortality in human and economic terms and the differ-
ences that can be made with preventive measures.

So I say to my colleagues that if you want to come at this prob-
lem from the humane angle and concerning the human suffering
that you are going to avoid, you have got every reason to be for it.
If you are saying, "Wait a minute, I don't want to be a bleeding
heart, I want to know at. ut the dollars," you have got every
reason to be for it as well.

So it is that happy kind of time that Will Rogers described when
he said, "When conscience and convenience cross, that is the hap-
piest time." Here is something that we can do to eliminate some
suf; -ing and to put this country ahead and where it should be in
regard to infant survival. the same time, it is doing a favor for
the taxpayers and for all of us in the long run.

Today we get a view of the cost of infant mortality in human and
economic terms and the differences that can be made with preven-
tive measures.

Mrs. Sally Wendt is with us, the assistant to tire director cf the
Florida Maternal and Child Health Program, to give us an over-
view of the State's problem and what is beir g done to address it.

And we also have a panel representing the administration of
Sacred Heart Hospital, as well as the obstetric, pediatric, and the
neonatal intensive care units there

The head of the Escambia County Health Department and a
nurse midwife from the Pensacola Birthing Center will testify on
the differences prenatal care can make to the health of the moth-
ers and their babies.

And the Children's Home Society will be re presented to discuss
their special prevention programs for teens, v ho are particularly
at risk.
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Finally, we will have guests from Apalachicola, our rural area in
the panhandle, that is particularly hard hit in terms of infant mor-
tality.

With each panel of service provides will be clients and patients
who have personal experience in these problems. I found in my
trivels around the State that those who have experienced the trag-
edy of high risk pregnancies, low-birth-weight babies and infant
deaths are best able to describe the heart of the problem. It is my

that their experience will add to the hearing re.wd in such a
way that the U.S. Congress ill be compelled to address this urgent
problem, and I thank all of th,m for coming here today and being
willing to share their experiences with us.

Sally, Ms. Wendt, we are going to call on you, if you will be kind
enough to give us an overview of the problem.

TESTIMONY OF SALLY WENDT, ASSISTANT TO THE DIRECTOR OF
THE FLORIDA MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH PROGRAM

Ms. WENDT. Thank you, Senator
Historically. Florida has had a very, very high infant mortality

rate, one of the highest in the Nation, but in the last few years
we've noticed that there has b. en a drop in the rate, the infant
mortality rate. And now in 1983, the statistics that we have show
that the national rate is 10.6 percent, where Florida is now 10.9
percent, so we're getting close to the national rate. We haven't
been close before, but we need to drop it even further.

Some of the reasons that we have been able to have an impact on
our infant mortality rate is Florida in the 1970's set up a network
of regional perinatal intensive care centers, like Sacred Heart Hos-
pital here in Pensacola, and these hospitals were able to provide
very good intensive case to babies, low-birth-weight babies, babies
who had problems at birth, and also are able to provide care to
pregnant women who have some very severe roblems so that their
ou itcome s '3etter.

Now, that is very exr -nsive, L6 you will hear, and we are also at
that point treating the outcome of pregnancy. And recently, since
1980, in Florida we are now addressing the prevem.ve aspect of our
infant mortality problem through the improved pregnancy outcome
programs. We have just been able in ' e last few years to go state-
wide with out improved pregnancy outcome programs, aod this is
through funding by the Federal dovernment and increased funding
though our legislature. The legislature has increased funding
every year, we are very fortunate in that respect.

Right now we have an improved pregnancy outcome project, we
call them, offered through each county health department in 67
counties in Florida, and. hopefully, we will be able to address the
infant mortality probleto through preventive measures instead of
addressing the outcome, the poor outcome, of not having any pre-
natal care, access to prenatal care. . _orida has not had access to
prenatal care prior to these improved pregnancy outcome pro-
grams.

When you compare the cost of providing prenatal care, preven-
tive care, to these women of $1,000 to $1,500 total to the extreme
cost of treating the outcome, the bad outcome--

8 5J=f._
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Senator CHILES [interposing]. So you are talking about $1,000 to
$1,500 as compared to $20,000 to $100,000. which would be the cost
to grac:uate one of the babies?

Ms. WENDT. Right. That cost does not include the hospital cost.
That is the prenatal care. And it's imp-mlant you understand that,
because that is a problem in Florida, the hospital care.

But the cost for the prenatal care, yes.
Senator CHILES. In many instances though, if there is prenatal

care available we won't have the low birth weight?
Ms. 'W ENDT. Right.
Senator CHILES. The mother will get the information about what

kind of nutrition she should provide for herself?
Ms. WENDT. Right.
Senator CHILES. That she shouldn't smoke or sin. shouldn't drink,

and how to care for herself, to avoid having e baby under 2
pounds?

Ms. WEN:IT. That's right. We provide very intensive pati..-mt edu-
cation. We work with the WIC Program and the Family Planning
Program :n o. der to try to deal witl- this problem.

Senator CHILES. And if she can't provide that nut-ition service
for herself because of the financial means that she finds herself in,
we will help get her into the women, infants and children feeding
program and ether services that could be available?

Ms. W NDT. Right. All womenwe try to help women who are at
the 150 percent poverty level, Federal poverty level, and all women
in our IPO programs are eligible for WIC and nutrition services.

Senator CHILES. Again, we will find that the figures will bear out
that those that are in that poverty level will be the highest statis-
tics of the ones that might have the low-birth-w fight child?

Ms. WENDT. That's exactly right.
Senator CHILES. Thank you, ma'am.
Then we will go to our first panel, and that will be from the

Sacred Heart Hospital. We are going to have Mr. Bob Roth, the
senior vice president of finance; Dr. Lou Stalnaker, iiirector of ob-
stetrics; Dr Reed Bell, director of pediatrics; Mrs. Jo McAtee, hec d
obstetric nnrse; Mrs. Elizabeth Baker, a client; and Yrs. Aita
White, a client.

TESTIMONY OF LOU STALNAKER. M.D.. DIRECTOR OF
OBST"TRICS, SACRED HEART HOSPITAL

Dr. STALNAKER. Senator, I represent the . bstetricai component of
the High Risk Prenatal Program for northwest Florida, and have
had occasion to work over the past 10 years with exactly the bene-
fits that you ' ave enumerated in your initial remarks namely the
cost benefit ratio of early intervention in pre ,n ncies, both high
risk and those not designated necessarily at high rrih

We've had the experience of observing patients that were inter-
vened early in the pregnancy, were entered into programs of con-
tinuing prenatal care and careful observation, have had exactly the
benefits pointed out; namely the s'-orter hospital stay, the better
outcome medically, both for the mo-her and for the infant.

And it's extremely difficult to quantitate the exact cost savings,
namely to enumerate the number of times a patient, by having
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early intervention, was not admitted to a hospital. Those are tough
numbers to derive. But, by the same token, I cau tell you 10 years
is a reasonable experience, and I h. 'e worked in it daily along
with others, and I can assure you that the benefits of not admitting
patients with complications it would be forecast to develop that by
continued monitoring, careful nursing care, and good physician ob-
servation has deterred and absolutely subtracted those amounts of
dollars which would have been vested, and the beneficial outcome
for the quality of the product delivered and to the mother has been
most rewarding for our services.

Senator CHILES. Well, Doctor, you all are doing something right
here, and obviously the fact that you are in this position and pro-
viding the service certainly gives Escambia and your area here,
and I am sure it is affecting Santa Rosa and further too, there
lower numbers. It has to be cost effective, as well as effective in the
human suffering scale as well.

TESTIMONY OF BOB ROTH, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT OF
FINANCE, SAC:ZED HEART HOSPITAL

Mr. Rom. My name is Bob Roth, and I am senior vice president
for finance at Sacred Heart Hospital.

Ac previously pointed out, Sacred Heart Hospital is a member of
the Regional Perinatal Intensive Care Center Program in the State
of Florida. That program basically has 10 centers throughout the
State and a number of affiliate centers. There is funding for the
program provided by the State of Florida, and there is also funding
that comes into the program through the Medicaid Program.

Basically, Sacred Heart serves a geographical area all the way
from Pensacola to Tallahassee, FI. We serve approximately 550
neonates per year, and some 750 high-risk patients in our perinatal
clinic.

The program is basicahy broke into three components. You have
an obstetrical componer t, which is the prenatal care, and obstetri-
t'l component for the high-risk patient; and then you
have the neonatal and intensive care center component, which is
the care for the low-birth-weight sick newborn; aid there is a third
component, whic.' is the developmental evaluation co-nponent,
which is a followup on these graduates, if you will, from the neona-
tal unit to determine the incidents of developmental disability.

I think the State program has figures wiLlch bear out that
through prenatal care and the presence of a neonatal intensive
care unit, the reduction in infant mortality and the reduction in
developmental disabilities is significant, and that the State of Flori-
da has e good program ongoing.

I guess our biggest concern from the standpoint of Sacred Heart
Hospital 1E the availability of funding for such programs for the
future. The State is not increasing funding and looking for method-
ologies to decrease funding, similar to what the Federal Govern-
ment is, and the hospitals, in essence, are bearing a ignificant
brunt. The related loses to this program for Sacred He rt Hospital,
some $1,000,000 last year. And what our concern is is that this is a
proven program, which is of definite medical bereft and on a
long-term basis is a cost reduction program, but we have concerns
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about the ability to continue the program in the future because of
these reduced funding areas.

Senator CHligs. All right, sir.
Can you compare the dollar cost of treating a high-risk pregnan-

cy with the expense of the neonatal care for low-birth-weight in-
fants; can you give me anything about how much savings there is
when low birth weight can be prevented though the accurate care
of an at-risk mother?

Mr. ROTA. Well, there is a significant dollar savings that can
occur. Yot. are talking anywhere probably from $1,800 to $2,600
hospital costs. And there is also a physician component, but hosp
tal costs for ^aring for an obstetrical high-risk patient and with a
good outcome, that's the total cost that you are going to incur for
that patient and the baby, somewhere between $1,800 and $2,600
from the 1` ospital standpoint.

And a you have pointed out, the neonatal course on the other
side, our average is running some$14,000 per baby is what it's
costing us to care for a neonatal baby at an average length of stay
of somewhere around 18 days. There is a considerable difference.

And the real, true low-birth weight, below 1,500 gram babies, will
run as high as $150,000 to $200,000 to care for one of those babies,
so the front-end preventive aspect is definitely a cost benefit.

And I think the State has concentrated more on the neonatal
componen4 of the program than it has on the obstetrical compo-
nent of ' program, and I dnn't know whether that's been the
wisest course of action.

Senator CHILES. Well, that's been our tendency in crisis medi-
cine, not only here, but everything that we see. I think we are
wishing up to that a little bit, that we spend a lot of time on the
;risis part of it, and, or course, you have to. But if we would get

ahead r the curve just a little bit, an -pend a little more time
and a few more dollars in pre ention, we would be better off.

I think the State can be v . ry proud of its neonatal facilities. I
know they can. I have benefited from those facilities. My grandson,
who is Lawton, IV, was a low-birth-v:: .ght baby born in a 51/2-
month pregnancy, and through the neonatal facilities at the Uni-
versity of Florida in Gainesville he was a survivor. And I am get-
ting ready to go see him, and he has just celebrated his fourth
birthday. But I know what those costs are too, and I know what the
other end of that picture is.

How much does it cost, does Sacred Heart spend, on womoi who
just show up at the emergency room to deliver; you have never
seen them before, they never had ally help before, they show up
and they say, "I'm in labor."

Mr. Ror We are running at the present time somewhere be-
tween 25 and 40, if I remember correctly, patients per month who
show up in our emergency room. Probably 15 to 20 of those have
not had any prenatal care, the remainder have bad some prenatal
care but have not had a designated hospital for them, and your av-
erage deliveries are going to cost somewhere arm.- id $1,800 to
$2,600 for that group of patients, so every month the hospital is
spending $75,000 or $80,000 minimum in caring for that group.
That group has shown an incidence of much higher low birth-
weight babies and stillborn babies---
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Senator C"*LES [interposing]. Can you give me any kind of statis-
tics on that?

TESTIMONY CF JO McATEE, HEAD OBSTETRIC NURSE, SACRED
HEART HOSPITAL

Ms. MCATEE. I have the numbers I would like for you to look at.
This is some information taken this year just from our delivery

log at Sacred Heart. That is about the group of people *.hat we feel
are underserved at this point.

The people we are talking about in the first group, this red
number right here, are ladies who came into our einigency room
this year never having seen a physician at all. They received no
prenatal care, no medical evaluation at all. Some of them were
young women that did not even know they we e pregnant until it
was time to deliver the child.

What happened to these girls-
Senator CHILES [interposing]. Didn't know they were pregnant

until the time to deliver?
Ms. MCATEE. Yes.
Senator CHIL,.S. So a lot of that could be premature delivery too?
Ms. MCATEE. Yes; remember that we are talking about a prob-

lem that happens to 11, 12, 13, and 14-yea:.-old girls in our State.
Senator CHILES. I had the same feeling that the audience did,

sort of a titter went thugh the crowd, how could that be, but
when you are telling me now we are talking about 11 and 12 -year-
olds- -

Ms. MCATEE. We're very much talking about babies having
babies in our State.

What happens to these girls is that 6 percent of the babies,
Scared Heart only, lied, they were stillborn-

Senator CHILES !interposing]. I think it would be helpful, Jo, if
you would stand up with that, and if you would pick up that hang
mike, then our audience can see that as well.

Ms. MCATEE. The figurc ; that we are talking about in this red
column are the ladies that had no prenatal care whatsoever. Of
those ladies this year at Sacred Heart between January and yester-
day, 6 percent of the babies were stillborn, there was nothir, we
could do for those babies; low birth weight accounted for 20 percent
of the babies that they had; premature rate, the baby is born before
36 weeks, were 37 percent of these infants.

Maternal complications, and by that mean those complications
that were life threatening to the mother, things like toxemia, hem-
orrhage, two of these ladies, in fact, went from labor and delivery
to the intensive care unit at the hospital. One of them had a bill
that was well over a $100,000.

In the second group I looked at another group of ladies who I
also feel are underserved, but they did have some prenatal care.
Some of these ladies were fortunate enough to qualify for the IPOP
Program after it came to our community. They had betwee" one
and five prenatal visits. Certainly not optimum, but they had me
care.

Senator CHILES. Now, what wo'ild the range of cost b2 for that,
one to five visits?

S3
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MS. MCATEE. That would depend on the particular unit being
used. If they were served in a clinic, their total fee for prenatal
care could be something like $750. These ladies probably p'-:d what-
ever they could, and went to a physician maybe for $25 a visit.

Senator CHILES. So roughly maybe $25 a visit, so that is $125;
only $125, in other words, and the figures improved that drastical-
ly?

Ms MCATEE. They improved very dramatically.
Two percent of their babies, instead of 6 percent, were stillborn;

11 percent were low birth weight; 3 percent were premature; and E
percent of one mothers had serious c implications.

I :.hick if we look at the perinatal statistics through the State of
girls what were served in prenatal clinics at a center, you will be
even more impressed by those. I can tell you only from Sacred
Heart that last year the girls who were cared for in our clinic, 9
percent of their babies went to the intensive care unit. This year so
far 8 percent of those babies have gone to the necnatal unit. So
there is a lot of improvement we can see.

Senator CHILES. So what you are saying is if you had a third
chart that showed those that had been ill the program from its
start and then followed t'.-ough, their numbers would be totally
different from these?

Ms. MCATEE. They certainly would.
Senator CHILES. They i uld be improved?
Ms. McATEE. They wo I.
Senator CHILES. Way above even the green chart?
Ms. MCATEE. Uh-huh [indicating affirmatively].
The complications and information is broken out in the yearly

report of the State perinatal center that is published by our State,
so that would be the place to look for that information.

Senator CHILES. Thank you.
Dr. Bell.
Ms. MCATEE. I have one more thing I want to say.
Senator CHILES. Could you tell us briefly some of your experi-

mces in pediatrics, and if you would introduce your patient for us?

TESTIMONY OF REED BELL, M.D., DIRECTOR OF PEDIATRICS,
SACRED HEART GOSPITAL

Dr. BELL. I am going to let, if you would, Senator, Ms. A;Atee do
lat. She has prepared a little further statement about followup
care.

Senator CHILES. Fine.
Dr. BELL. But I would just add one rtateil ent of thanks. Thanks

for your initiative. And also I woule ke to thank Sacred Heart
Hospital for its tremendous crmmitmel.., to child health care.

And, of course as pediatricians we look upon the newborn as our
initial responsibility certainly, and we have seen a tremendous im-
pr( ement in benefits for y sung people starting at infancy. And, of
course, with the Development Evaluation Program this is very im-
portant, and some statistics will be given in that regard.

Of course, I think we have started the solution to the problem of
low birth weight with our efforts in neonatal and intensive care
and these followup programs, and certainty they should be main-
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tamed, but there is obviously a great need for improved prenatal
care, so we want Dr. Stalnaker and them to get on with it, and we
certainly appreciate your help.

Senator CUT ES. I wonder if any of you could give me any kind of
feeling for how many of the people are getting the information, or
that we have in the network or in the program, as opposed to the
numbers that are actually out there; in other words, how many are
not getting served? What percentage do you think we are dealing
with, from this area and any other areas?

Ms. MCATEE. The only numbers that I could really give you come
from patients who were delivered at Sacred Heart, and in this year
so far we have delivered 175 patients who did not have adequate
service.

Senator CHILES. 175?
Ms. MCATEE. 175.
Senator CHILES. Is that number coming down every year or is it

going up?
Ms. MCATEE. That number is going up every month.
Senator CHILES. It is going up every year?
Ms. MCATEE. Every month.
Ms. WENDT. Statewide we are only serving about 65 percent of

the need of indigent women throughout the State. In no place are
we serving 100 percent in prenatal care.

Senator CHILES. Jo, would you introduce the clients?
Ms. MCATEE. I would like for you to meet Elizabeth Baker. Eliza-

beth received care in the perinatal clinic, and she would like to tell
you her story, just very informally what her experience was like.

Senator CHILES. Elizabeth, we thank you very much for coming.
We are delighted to have you as a witness.

TESTIMONY OF ELIZABETH BAKER, A CLIENT

Ms. BAKER. For me this is my third pregnancy. I had two prema-
ture deliveries in which both of the babies died. And I went to the
perinatal clinic and I received information about nutrition-

Senator CHIss [interposing]. In those two earlier pregnancies
where you lost your baby, had you bad-

Ms. BAKER [interposing]. I only received one visit with each one
of those pregnancies.

With her I went to the doctor every week, and I received infor-
mation about nutrition, things I should do to prevent me from
going into labor early, and I had a good outcome with the perinatal
clinic.

Senator CHILES. You brought that great outcome. Will you intro-
duce the outcome to us?

Ms. BAKER. This is Shanoltra.
Ms. MCATEE. Shanoltra is 2 'veeks old.
Senator CHILES. Wonderful. Now, you went to a full term in this

delivery?
Ms. BAKER. Uh-huh [indicating affirmatively].
Senator CHILES. Didn't have any complications?
Ms. BAKER. No complications.
Senator CHILES. Got a very healthy baby?
Ms. BAKER. Got a very healthy baby.
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Senator CHILES. That is a great improvement over the terrible
situation you had with the first two.

And you took care of yourself, and they taught you what to do,
and how to treat yourself?

MS. BAKER. Yes.
Senator CHILES. I trust you didn't smoke?
Ms. BAKER. No. T didn't smoke.
Senator CHILES. Didn't drink?
Ms. BAKER. Didn't drink.
Senator CHILES. Wonderful.
Ms. WENDT. Where did you get your prenatal care?
Ms. BAKER. At Sacred Heart perinatal clinic.
Senator CHILES. How did you find out and get into the services

here?
Ms. BAKER. At first I went to the OB Clinic, which is located on

Palafox, end since I was ,nsidered a high-risk patient, because I
had two premature deliven es, they recommended me to come to
the perinatal clinic.

Senator CHILES. So they just did a medical screen of your histo-
ry?

Ms. BAKER. Uh-1-..-.1 [indicating affirmatively].
Senator CHILT,S. They said you need some help, and they referred

you then to Sacred Heart?
MS. BAKER. Yes.
Senator CHILES. Well, that was a good day for you.
Why were you not able to get care in the first and second cases;

did you not know about it?
Ms. BAKER. At the time, I was 17, and 1 didn't havemy finan-

cial situation wasn't that I could afford to go to the doctor to get
help.

And then when I did apply for Medicak I had to wait for m'-
Medicaid card to come, and by the time I got my Medicaid card I
had delivered the baby.

Senator CHILES. So the redtape of trying to get that help when
you didn't have the financial wherewithal got you into that situa-
tion?

MS. BAKER. Yes.
Senator CHILES. We thank you very much.
Jo, are you going to introduce Ms. White for us?
Ms. MCATEE. YPs, Senator. This is Aida White. She has her son

with her, obviously a very fine boy, and she would like to tell you
her story too.

Senator CHILES. All right.
Thank you very much for coming Ms. White.

TESTIMONY OF AIDA WHITE, A CLIENT

Ms. WHITE. Thank you, sir, very much for your time.
And I want to thank all who helped me at Sacred Heart Hospi-

ta'
I had surgery, I had infertility surgery, because we couldn't have

a baby before. We've been waiting for 5 years.
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Then after I get pregnant, my husband, he was in the service,
and he got out of the service because he had GI bill and he want to
go to college.

Then we was going to doctorI was 7 months pregnant and we
was going to doctor, then we find out there is no way we can afford
it, because they were asking for at least between $3,300 and $3,400.
And-

Senator CHILES [interpos:,g]. That was a deposit before you could
go to the hospital?

Ms. WHITE. Oh, yes, sir. There is no way they will agree to have
the payment, and we find out there is no way we can do it.

Then we find doctor who said, "OK, I'll take care of you, but you
have to pay my fee before the baby born, then you can make the
hospital payment," which was $2,200. And I have 90 percent
chance to have C-section, and if I have C-section I have to pay
double.

So we get to the point-
Senator CHILES [interposing]. That's a Cesarean?
Ms. WHITE. Yes, sir; and we try to find hospital can take me.

Nobody will agree, because I was 7 months pregnant. They all
wanted the whole fee.

So I come home, and we didn't know what to do. The only thing
we can figure out, have the baby at home in a last minute emer-
gency. Then I say my prayer, and I sit on the phone, and I call
every hospital I cculd.

Then God answered my prayers, and I g21 answer from Sacred
Heart Hospital that if I get in touch with perinatal clinic they will
see how they could help me.

Well, I was more than lucky, because they only asked methey
take to look at the financial we have, and then they only charge
usand I'm glad we did, because it's not only I needed C-section,
they find out that I had blood disease, and the baby wasI was 37
weeks pregnant. If they don't take the baby out, something, of
course, can happen to me, plus might affect the baby with brain
damage. They operate, and I had healthy baby, and they put me on
program. I want to thank them all, and everything OK.

Senator CHILES. You got somebody else here who wants to testify.
Ms. WHITE. I want to mention one thing.
I v. ent to the doctor, I went to him, and we were explained the

su.-gery I have is very, very sensitive surgery. If I don't have good
care, I will lose the baby, and I wouldn't be able to have another
baby. So he know all the situation, and they never run a blood test
on me. All what he did was checkup, and they charge me two visit
$95.

And all what I pay for the baby and for myself and C-section and
the blood and everything, all it cost us was $332.

Senator CHILES. Out of your packet?
Ms. WHITE. Yes, sir; but the program make it up to me, because

they give me all the nutrition my baby needs free.
Senator CHILES. And your son has no problE ms now?
Ms. WHITE. No, sir; in fact, we went to tha doctor last month.

He's 7 months old now, and he was 6 months old when we took
him to the doctor, and he said if we have hundred baby in this
clinic, he'd beat all of them.
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Senator CHILES. That's wonderful. And you think you had this
happy outcome because you did get some care, and they did diag-
nose that you had this blood disorder?

Ms. WHITE. Yes, sir. They save both our life, they save my life
and the baby life, and this is for sure, because, like I said, if we
decidewe get to the point that we didn't have nowhere to go.
And, like I said, I was high risk. Even the doctor who did the infer-
tility surgery on me, he said there's 90 percentwhen I get preg-
nant, he said, "There's 90 percent you are going to lose the bat, ."
He said, "But we'll be OK. You'll have another pregnancy if you
have the right care." And this was our main concern, but we
couldn't afford it before.

Senator CHILES. Well, we thank you very, very much.
Ms. WHITE. Thank you very much.
Senator CHILES. And I want to thank our Sacred Heart panel.

You have given us some information why this county is faring
better, and we are delighted to have that.

Dr. Bell, we thank you for your testimony.
Our next panel will be with the Escambia County Health Depart-

ment, and Dr. Robert Wilson, the director of the department; Ms.
Carol Frazier, nurse midwife from the Pensacola Birthing Center;
Mrs. Marion Ford, the superintendent of nun of the Escambia
County Health Department; Ms. Kimberly Fussner is a client; and
Ms. Lisa Clark is a client.

Dr. Wilson, do you want to lead off for us?

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT WILSON, M.D., DIRECTOR, ESCAMBIA
COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT

Dr. WILSON. Thank you, Senator.
It's a real honor for me to be here representing the aspects of

health care that I consider extremely important in the United
States today, public health.

If you would just in your mind consider an equation, public
health equals prevention. There are multiple program in public
health, and most of them, of course, have this particular direction.

There's an old person who w-s in public health in the State of
Florida for many years, who recently passed away, by the name of
Dr. T. Paul Haney, and he made the following statement, and I can
sayand, in tact, I'd better say it because I have so many physi-
cian colleagues in the audience that it doesn't apply to them. But
the statement that T. Paul Haney made years ago was that more
lives are saved in public health in 5 minutes than most physicians
save in a lifetime. As I said, it doesn't apply to any of the physi-
cians in the audience.

There are many areas in public health that impinge on this prob-
lem that we are discussing today. The first area I would like to ad-
dress is vital statistics. The recording of facts doesn't change any-
thing, but in .: can follow the trends set by it.

In the area of prevention, one is testing, and I think Dr. Stal-
naker alluded to this, the so-called null hypothesis. If a h.; aby is
born that is not low birth weight, then that baby is not a low-birth-
weight statistic, so it's only over time as one has mire and more
not low-birth-weight babies that the trend is establiPhed, and you
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can sec the results of all the preventive programs that we are in-
volved with.

Senator, you already mentioned the women, infants and chil-
dren's program, referred to as WIC. I don't think there is any ques-
tion, certainly not m my mind, of the value of good nutrition for
the prevention of low-birth-weight babies and for the reduction in
infant mortality.

We have some 3,000 clients. It's a dynamic group, and I am not
referring necessarily to their innate personalities. I'm referring to
the fact that the group changes over time. It may also refer to
their innate personalities as well. A dynamic group of around 3,000
clients, of which roughly one-third, slightly more than a third, are
babies, neonates, about a third are infants and children, and then
the other third, slightly less than a third, are women.

Another area that I think is important toward prevention of
infant mortality, and infancy is defined as any child a year of age
ani under, is our infant and children's clinic that we have at the
health department, where we render well baby care on a o ntinu-
ous basis, and also offer immunizations, and, as you mentioned,
there :s probably $1 savings of $10 for every $1 spent for that pro-
gram.

And then family planning, which we feel is an important aspect
in Prevention, and I think I need to elaborate on that, but you
don't get a lot of statistics if people are planning their family as
they should.

And then finally, the improved pregnancy outcome program that
is in this state-

Senator CHILES [interposing]. What you are saying is if you don't
have .1 pregnancy, you don't have a low-birth-weight baby?

Dr. WILSON. You don't have any baby at ali.
It doesn't render a statistic, but we think it's important because

the spacing of babies from a financial standpoint, the spacing of
babies just from the general standpoint, of the mother's nutrition,
whether or not she is anemic and so forth, is very important, so I
think that planning the babies is very important, and planning not
to have babies when that comes up is also very important.

Finally, the improved pregnancy outcome program, which our
county has been involved with, our local health units have been in-
volved with, since 1983. And W6 have two of the products of our
program that we brought with us, also, as you introduced, Mrs.
Ford, who is the nursing supervisor in charge of the improved preg-
nancy outcome program, and seated on my right is Melissa Nelson.

Mrs. NelFon, who has been very helpful, has been in on the pro-
gram from the very start and has collated some data. I think statis-
tics generally are rather boring at times, but Mis-v has done such
a fantastic job of putting them on these overhe .; that we would
like to show them to you at this time to give you au idea of the
population that we are serving. It will give you an idea of the num-
bers.

I don't choose to say anything negative about some of the other
comments that were made. I recognize the fact that the cost of care
in a hospital may be greater than the amount of money that is
available to pay for the cost.
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One of the things about improved pregnancy outcome, and we
will show you these statistics of what is actually spent on babies,
you see that cost there, the cost per delivery is $1,159.52. That in-
cludes hospitalization and prenatal care.

Now, of course, we are getting it at a reduced rate, and hospital
costs and collections and so forth is quite different. And Mr. Roth
and I have discussed this at length in the past, as well as other
people, and hospitals have discussed it in the past.

But we are able to get good prenatal care for these girls. I would
say we average about five visits per girl.

TESTIMONY OF MELISSA NELSON, ESCAMBIA COUNTY HEALTH
DEPARTMENT

Ms. NELSON. You can get more than this. This was just phase 1.
It's going up a little bit every year.

Dr. WILSON. I won't read those to you.
Can everybody see them reasonably well?
Why don't you give us phase 2 and phase 3?
Phase 2 was about a 6-month segment of time.
Ms. NELSON. Phase 2 was our first full year. Phase 1 we started

in January 1984, and it was 3 months. This was our first full year
on IPOP, and the average cost was running $1,353.78, and that in-
cluded everything, lab work, everything.

Dr. WI Isom Now, there would be some question there about the
percentages of white versus nonwhite and percentages of married
versus nonmarried. Most of the nonmarried qualified for Medicaid.

Senator CHILES. This is interesting. I am looking at the figure,
the lowest birth weight you had was 1 pound 1 ounce, and that was
not a survivor. The lowest surviving birth weight was a 3 pound 4
ounce.

You did not have a survivor less than 3 pounds?
Ms. NELSON. We didn't have another one below that.
Senator CHILES. Oh, you didn't. Well, that's good.
Dr WILSON That's the lowest figure besides the 1 pound 1 ounce.
Senator CHILES. What you are showing now is of your clients, so

this doesn't necessarily reflect what would be out there in total
pregnancies?

Ms. NELSON. No. This is just the IPOP Program.
Senator CHILES. So this is showing basically your IPOP clients,

the ones that went through your early pregnancy tended to have
birth weights 3 pounds and above?

Ms. NELSON. We have very few low birth weights, very few.
Senator CHILES. The highest is 9 pounds 9 ounces. You don't have

an average?
Ms. NELSON. No, I sure don't.
The highest one on the first group was 11 pounds 14 ounces.
Dr. WILSON. We had that 1 pound 1 ouncer in this phase, that

brought the average down. If you don't count that one, and the 3
pound 4 ouncer was also the smallest in the group besides the one
that didn't make it, our average birth weight was around 71/2
pounds, just a rough guess.

Senator CHILES. And the oifi..ial for low birth weight is --
Dr. WILSON [interposing]. Five pounds and eight ounces.
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Senator CHILES. Five pounds eight ounces, right.
Dr. WILSON. And taking that figure--
Senator CHILES [interposing]. The figure I used, 2 pounds, is the

cutoff for very high incidence of either death or handicapping prob-
lems.

Dr. WILSON. Right, absolutely. We had very few problems with
our 51/2 pounders. They did quite well. In fact, 51/2 pounds often-
times, for statistical purposes, is considered low birth weight.

In point of fact, most of those are small for gestational age
rather than being premature by gestational are..

MS. NELSON. Out of 210 babies that we've had delivered, we've
only had two deaths.

Senator CHILES Out of 210?
Ms. NELSON. Deliveries, yes.
Ms. WENDT. What was the low surviving birth weight in your

phase 1?
Ms. NELSON. The lowest birth weight we had was the 5 pound 10

ouncer, and all the babies made it that year. We've only had two
deaths since we started.

Dr. WILSON. Quickly show their, phase 3.
Ms. NELSON. We aon't have the totals on it yet, because we just

started it July 1, so we just have what the total we spent today. We
haven't got an average yet, because we just started it.

Dr. WILSON. I think our figures are running pretty close to form.
Senator CHILES. Doctor, how do you get information about your

program out; do you think everybody knows about it in this area?
Dr. WILSON. I think Melissa will attest to the fact that she gets

the feeling that everybody knows about it.
I honestly don't think everybody does know about it, but I think

word of mouth is one way of doing it, and it seems to be the most
successful way that we have of letting people know about. I think
most people know about it.

Senator CHILES. Well, do you think that you are serving the need
that is out therf?

Dr. WILSON. Well, we have a limited budget, and so what hap-
pens is, since we have a limited budget, we oftentimes have to turn
people away as we get toward the end of a fiscal year. We have had
some "carry over" from 1 fiscal year to another, which has caused
a little bit of unrest, but so far we have been able to pull that off
without too much difficulty. But because we have a fixed budget,
then we cannot overspend the budget, and, therefore, we figure
what the cost of each baby is going to be, therefore we know how
many we can serve in a year.

So I think it goes without saying, I think Sally's figure of 65 per-
cent may be a good one, and when you look at those figures of so-
called drop ins at Sacred Heart, it may be less than that. It may be
less than 65 percent of them being served.

Senator CHILES. You still know that there is some pregnant
ladies showing up on the doorstep at the emergency room, so, obvi-
ously, you are not hitting them all.

It sounds like what you are saying, doctor, is if you bad a few
more dollars you could save a lot more dollars.

Dr. Mum Absolutely. Let me get on with it, because I have
gotten a cryptic note from one of my former pediatric patients.
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I would like to introduce to you Ms. Marion Ford, who is the
nursing supervisor from the health unit that is in charge of that
IPOP Program, and she, in turn, will introduce our guests.

TESTIMONY OF MARION FORD, SUPERINTENDENT OF NURSES,
ESCAMBIA COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT

Ms. FORD. I would just like to say that with the IPOP Program,
this program was designed tothe target population was the popu-
lation that was not being served by Medicaid, not considered high
risk by high-risk standards, and certainly a population at risk
standards, and certainly a population at risk because they could
not afford the care. Young couples just getting married, or we have
found in many instances it was husbands who had either lost their
job, the job market was not very good 2 years ago, and in a job
transition many times they had no insurance, they had no medical
coverage for many, many reasons, and they had no alternative.
People just don't have that kind of money in the economy today.

And as we know that our program certainly is not a panacea, but
we felt it met the need at the time. When the hospital for :ova -
income women closed in 1983, there was no care available for these
ladies in this community, in this county.

So on January 1, 1984, we started with IPOP, -father late, be-
cause we had this built in in our county. So we're a little later get-
ting started, because we didn't want to duplicate any services.

And I see probably one of t'le greatest things that this program
has done, with a very limited budget, we cannot pa:, for any kind
of really, really extravagant, extra care for these women. If they
don't have a normal delivery, then they would certainly be having
the bills to manage themselves. We car, only pay for a "normal"
delivery.

And since the high risk criteria is very high, a lot of these ladies,
as local physicians have informed me many times, are nct "low
risk," they're medium risk also, so there are still some expenses
that we are not able to cover for them.

And also with the budgeting, as has been explained to us, with
probably maybe IPOP not covering any hospital stay next year, is
why this year when we looked at our program and got our funding
we are going more to the birthing center concept, where they'll go
in that day and probably come out within a few hours after a
normal delivery.

Senator CHILF',. Just for me and the audience, tell me what a
birthing center concept is. What does tha1. mean?

Ms. FORD. I think Ms. Frazier probably can do that much better
than I. She'll tell you.

Senator CHILES. All right.

TESTIMONY OF CAROL FRAZIER, NURSE MIDWIFE, PENSACOLA
BIRTHING CENTER

Ms. FRA7IER. Well, a birthing center is a type of stepchild, actual-
ly. It doesn't belong anywhere. It's not a free clinic. It is not associ-
ated directly with any of the hospitals. We receive no Federal
funds per se.
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However, it does provide multifaceted care. Besides providing
care for private paying patients, we ca. provide care for Medicaid
as well as, as Mrs. Ford said, the improved pregnancy outcome cli-
ents. This goes anywhere from total care to prenatal care, delivery,
family plannins and whatnot. It also rrovides a site for delivery for
other low risk clients being followed elsewhere.

Now, I stress low risk simply because, again, the birthing center
is not a hospital, while everything-

Senator CHILES [interposing]. If it looks like that you are going to
have a very normal pregnancy and delivery, then somelne can go
to the birthing center?

Ms. FRAZIER. That's correct.
Senator CHILES. I assume that is cheaper?
Ms. FRAZIER. It's much more reasonable all the way around.
Senator CHILES. The time of stay would be much-
Ms. FRAZIER [interposing]. The time of stay is, normally, approxi-

mately 8 to 14 hours after delivery.
Sena-or CHILES. Eight to fourteen hours?
Ms. FRAZIER. Yes, sir.
Senator CHILES. As opposed to a hospital stay would be
Ms. FRAZIER [interposing]. Well, that varies anywhere from 24

hours to 3 days, depending on the pediatrician discharging the
baby and so forth.

But I stress again the low-risk factor.
Senator CHILES. Right
Ms. FRAZIER. And this, again, comes back to patients receiving

good prenatal care.
Senator CHILES. So this isn't a panacea for someone that may

have complications?
MS. FRAZIER. Absolutely not.
And the care at the birthing center is provided by nurse mid-

wives with collaboration and backup by the obstetricians.
And, again, it all goes back to the clients receiving prenatal care,

because if a patient does not receive prenatal care they are auto-
matically disqualified.

Senator CHILES. So what you are saying is if IPOP and these
other things have done their job, then the chances are that the
mother could go to the birthing center, and that will be a savings
to the family and it will also be a savings to the community if
these people are indigent or do* 't have the wherewithal?

Ms. FRAZIER. That's right, that's exactly right.
Senator CHILES. And this is a part of what should be the total

care available to the patient?
Ms. FRAZIER. Exactly.
Senator CHILES. And then you would have the neonatal clinic for

the high risk, and you have a mid risk, and then you could have a
low risk?

Ms. FRAZIER. That's right.
Ms. WENDT. You do link into the hospital though if you have a

problem?
Ms. FRAZIER. Absolutely. We have an arrangement with the hos-

pital where if we have problems at any time during delivery or
afterwards the patient and/or baby are transferred to the hospital.
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And the other thing that I think is of note is that the neonatolo-
gists from Sacred Heart Hospital check all our babies prior to dis-
charge from the Birthing Center, so they are not just delivered and
then sent home.

Senator CHILES. Now, at the birthing center, for those people
that are recommended to go there, are your statistics as good that
there is going to be a good outcome?

Ms. FRAZIER. Our statistics are excellent.
Senator CHILES. That the mother is not going to have complica-

tions?
Ms. FRAZIER. Statistics have n-oven that patients who have P

perfectly normal prenatal course have a very, very low incidence of
anything happening at the time of delivery or afterwards.

Senator CH!LES. I know there is still some problem in that moth-
ers aren't sure of a birthing center and say, "Well, I think I'll go to
the hospital," whether they can afford it or not, because they think
that care would be better.

Ms. FRAZIER. That's right. It's a new concept, and it's only slowly
being accepted by the community, but it definitely is being accept-
ed.

Senator CHILES. But the figures show. Doctor, that it is perfectly
safe for those people that are recommenad to go here?

Dr. WILSON. Yes.
Ms. FORD. And I might add, Senator, that our ladies with the

IPOP Program will be delivered by physicians. They will be deliv-
ered at the Birthing Center, but by physicians.

I would like to introduce at this time one of our clients, Mrs.
Kimberly Fussner, and I think she will just be telling you about
her circumstances and about the delivery of her son.

Senator CHILES. Thank you very much. I see you have got an
active son there. What is his name?

TESTIMONY OF KIMBERLY FUSSNER, A CLIENT

Ms. FUSSNER. His name is Joshua Heath, we call him Heath, and
he was born on April 29.

And I went through the IPOP Program, and I found out about it
through a friend. I was a working lady, and I didn't have the finan-
cial funds to go to a regular physician and to the hospital and pay
all the money. So one of my friends at work told me about the pro-
gram, because she had gone through it before. And I went down
and applied for it, and I received their help.

Senator CHILES. And tell me, do you think that the information
that you got with the program helped you in your pregnancy and
helped you have this fine young man?

Ms. FUSSNER. I'm positive it did, it really did.
Senator CHILES. Did they talk to you about what you should be

eating and what your habits should be as far as smoking and how
you should take care of yourself?

Ms. FUSSNER. And they also provided classes for baby care.
Senator CHILL?. Classes for baby care?
Ms. FUSSNER. I don't think that they pay for them, but at Baptist

Hospital you could go to the classes there.
Senator CHILES. Where did you deliver?
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Ms. FUSSNER. At Baptist Hospital.
Dr. WI ism. Senator, let me just interject here that up until

about, I guess, August we were contracting the serviceswe don't
render prenatal care, or natal care for that matter, froi the health
unit itself. We contract the services. And up until about August of
this year, it was done on a rotation basis in the community, those
physicians who would take our clients.

Beginning about August, we began to utilize the services of the
community OB -GYN Program that is tied up with primarily
Sacred Heart. That's a residency service, they're under a lot of su-
pervision. And we have begun to use the birthing center for the de-
livery.

Prior to that time they were delivered on a rotation basis. And
as she mentioned, her baby Wi.3 born at Baptist by the physician
that we either picked for her or she picked herself.

Ms. FUSSNER. They chose it. It was on the rotation.
Senator CHILES. Kimberly, there was nothing in your history that

showed that you might not have a normal pregnancy, and you just
followed the directions?

Ms. FUSSNER. Right. I did have to have a Cesarean birth though.
It was just one of these things, because all though my pregnancy
everything was normal, everything was fine, and then something
happened.

Senator CHILES. I see, but they were right on top of that?
Ms. FussNER. Right. There was no problem.
Ms. FORD. Thank you, Kimberly.
This is Mrs. Lisa Clark. This is her fine, fine son And she would

like to tell you about her circumstances.

TESTIMONY OF LISA CLARK, A CLIENT
Ms. CLARK. This is Shawn.
Your Honor, when I was 17, I lived in Biloxi, and I ha-..' a child 6

years befoi e Shawn, and it was a stillborn. And the care that I got
was from Medicaid, and the child died from circumstances un-
known. They still don't know, and couldn't do an autopsy.

When I moved here, I had Shawn andno, I didn't have Shawn.
Wait a minute. I'm nervous.

I went to the Alpha Center and they told me about IPOP. Well, I
called and they said that I could get on IPOP. And I received every
month treatment with Shawn at the Sacred Heart clinic, at the
perinatal clinic.

And at 6 months there became a problem. Shawn wasn't growing
at the ru- tural rate. Well, then he started growing too fast.

Well, they said, "Well, I don't know what's happening." So I had
like five ultrasounds, and IPOP paid for three of them, which I
couldn't have paid for them myself.

And I've got to say that everybody there was extremely good.
They were-

Senator CHILES [interposing]. Ultrasound is this new way that we
have of trying to take a look at Shawn while he is in the the womb
and trying to determine what is going on there?

Ms. CLARK. Right. And they can see the baby full length, the
baby is stretched out.
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And he seemed nor--al, but yet he speeded up in growth at the
last few months. And I came in delivery before the doctors thought
I would, but it wasn't premature. Shawn was full grown. He was 9
months.

I went to the doctor on Monday, and the doctor said, "Wait, you
can't go anywere." I was 5 centimeters dilated.

Well, I stayed, and I was 12 hours at home in labor. And I stayed
with Shawn 30 hours in the hospital, because he was stubborn and
didn't want to move down, but I got extremely good care there.
Thought I was going to have a fit, because every 10 minutes some-
one was saying, "Are you OK?" But, I mean, it was like family.
They're really good to you there. And Shawn was delivered fine.

And I've got to say that this pregnancy was a lot better than the
other, because I did have IPOP. And after Shawn was born, I got
on WIC, which is Women, Infants and Children. And they do have
reduced fee at Sacred Heart, which if you can't afford it and you
can't get on IPOP, they will help you and work with you so you
can afford it.

Senator CHILES. What information did you get about smoking;
were you a smoker before?

Ms. CLARK. Oh, right. I was smoking when I was pregnant with
Shawn, and the doctor said, "Wait, don't smoke. Your baby could
be hurt by that." And being I didn't want to hurt my baby, I lis-
tened. I didn't drink when I was pregnant. Drugs are way out of
the way. You're not supposed to even do drugs as far as I'm con-
cerned.

But with WIC, they provide Shawn's formula, and they provide
things for the mother too. And they alsoit's for people who are
needy and can't afford to buy the icirmula, which formula is very
expensive, and it's like $1.25 a can. And no mother almost, unless
they are in that middle income, can afford that.

Senator CHILES. So without the Women Infants, and Children
Program you would not be able to provide Shawn formula?

Ms. CLARK. No, I wouldn't be able to provide for Shawn which
they had been really good about it.

Senator CHILES. He looks like a pretty healthy young man.
Ms. CLARK. His is, thank goodness.
Senator CHILES. We thank you all very much.
Ms. CLARK. Thank you, Your Honot .
Senator CHILES. Our next panel will be with the Children's Home

Society, and we have Ms. Peggy Walker, the director of the society;
Ms. Patsy Hudson, a counselor; and they have a couple of clients,
Ms. Julie Danforth and Ms. Lizette Jones.

Do you want to start off, Ms. Walker?

TESTIMONY OF PEGGY WALKER, DIRECTOR, CHILDREN'S HOME
SOCIETY

Ms. WALKER. Yes; it's a pleasure to be here, and I'm sure, Sena-
tor, you are aware of Children's Home Society of Florida.

Senator CHILES. I am aware of the Children's Home Society. I
used your catalog one time for my fourth child.
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MS. WALKER. The Children's Home Society is a private nonsec-
tarian, statewide agency in the State of Florida. It s been a child
welfare agency for some 83 years now.

The divisions in the State have different programs according to
the needs of their areas, and I must say that here in the western
division, we have the largest teenage pregnancy program in the
State.

I would like to think that we are a part of that difference, we are
a part of that doing something right in northwest Florida.

Senator CHILES [interposing]. What you are saying is that teen-
age pregnancy program has something to do with the figures as to
why Escambia County and this portion of the Panhandle has a
lower infant mortality rate?

Ms. WALKER. We would like to think so. I'm sure you are aware
that statistically it is not possible to infer a direct relationship.

Senator CHILES. Absolutely.
Ms. WALKER. I think that mos,, of the audience is aware that 20

percent of all the babies born in the United States according to
1983 statistics were to unwed mothers, most of them being teen
mothers. And teenagers comprise 17 percent of our population, but
they deliver 30 percent of the low birth weight babies according to
the National Center for Health Statistics.

Senator CHILES. That's a pretty strong figure.
MS. WALKER. Yes, it is.
Senator CHILES. Seventeen percent of the population, but 30 per-

cent of the low-birth-weight babies?
MS. WALKER. Yes.
Senator CHILES. And that is a figure that is constant throughout

the country, and really point: out, as we are trying to deal with
this problem, one of the major areas is to deal with teen pregnan
cies.

Ms. WALKER. Right. And, of course, these low-birth-weight babies
are three times n_pre likely to have neurological and development
handicaps than infants born of normal weight according to figures
from the Florida Healthy Mothers, I:ePlthy Babies Coalition.

Childhood mortality between the ages of 1 and 4, is 41 percent
greater for children born to adolescent mothers than it is to chil-
dren born to older mothers, and this is generally still the result of
poor prenatal care. (Gordei:, Sea:es, and Ever ly. The Sexual Adoles-
cent. Duxbury Press, Massachusetts, 1979.)

Senator CHILES. Poor prenatal care?
MS. WALKER. Yes.
Senator CHILES. It is probably poor postnatal care as well, don't

you think?
MS. WALKER. Yes, I would think so.
Senator CHILES. If they don't have the understanding or don't

have the knowledge and don't know how to care or feed that child
properly?

Ms. WALKER. I agree.
In Florida, 25,000 to 30,000 teenagers become pregnant each

year, and about half of those pregnancies are terminated in abor-
tion. These figures come from the Florida Center for Children and
Youth in Tallahassee.
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In Escambia County, birth to teens, age 15 and under have risen
from 45 in 1982 to 61 in 1983 to 88 in 1984. We Lre extremely con-
cerned about this serious increase in the birth rate to the age 15
and under population.

In the panhandle, the percent of women under 19 to have babies
in 1983 ranged from 25.2 percent in Santa Rosa County to 39 per-
cent in Calhoun County.

The Children's Home Society program does not deny service to
anyone. If we know of a pregnant teen, if one comes to our atten-
tion, they are served by our agency.

Ninety-sewn percent of all teens, keep their babies. As you
know, Children's Home Society has a large adoption program. We
determined in 1978, that so many teens were keeping their babies
that it was extremely important to develop a program specifically
designed for girls who were keeping to help them be the best moth-
ers tney could be, to help them with the development of their chil-
dren, to help them obtain the educational, medical ani social serv-
ices that they needed.

Some of the babies that are released to us are low-birth weight,
and, of ccurse, our agency does have the problem of finding homes,
permanent homes, for those children. We not only place health in-
fants, but we also place special needs infants.

If the Children's Home Society has worked with the young
woman toward release for adoption, regardless of the condition of
her child when born, we accept that child, even though it may be
low-birth weight and have very serious physical and developmental
problems.

We feel that the need is, No. 1, to prevent teen pregnancy, and
we have worked very hard with our school system and in the
Cyesis Center here. Cyesis is a Greek work meaning prevancy.
Our social workers work in the special classrooms with pregnant
teens her3. We certainly promote sex education, make many, many
referrals to the health department family planning clinics, and
urge utilization of the family planning clinics. The Children's
Home Society provides very comprehensive social services and
make referrals for educational, vocational, financial and education-
al services for all of our pregnant teens.

One of the things we are quite concerned about is followup on all
female school dropouts. We do not have the staff, we do not have
the funds, but we know that most girls drop out of school because
they are pregnant. It would be very importantsince our program
serves less than half of the pregnant teens in our county. according
to the county health department statisticsto follow up on every
female drop_ut if we had the resources to do so.

Senator CHILES. What you are saying, less than half have any
kind of follow up, and that the vast majority of them do drop out?

Ms. WALKEI:. Yes, they do.
Senator CHILES. I am trying to determine now what that means.
Chances are if they drop out, ilat means they are not going to

have any employment skills?
Ms. WALKER. True That means we will not be able to follow

them or their families in a comprehensive way. When a pregnant
teen comes to our attention, we make home visits, work with the
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family, and help them get health care through all of the programs
available

Senator CHILES [interposing]. Once they have dropped out of
school, aren't the statistics pretty strong that within 1 year, 11/2
years, they will be pregnant apin, and that will be a cycle that
will repeat and repeat and repeat even though . --v have no skills,
and so in effect they are going to be on welfa' mething?

Ms. WALKER. Yes, at least 85 to 50 percet esquire public as
sistance. Depending upon the study that you .,1, 35 o 45 percent
of those girls will be pregnant again within one year.

Senator CHILES. But the studies would also sh' w, would they not,
that if -^., could xeep that child in school, that mother, there will
not be the incident of return pr4nancies or not anyrN here near on
the frequency?

Ms. WALKER. I am not sure if it's a matter of keeping her in
school or if it's a combination of things like keeping her in school,
giving her family planning-

Senator CHILES [interposing]. Well, i think that's right, continu-
ing to follow up, let's say, it is not just the school, but being able to
continue to follow up with 1'er.

Ms. WALKER. ''ght. For girls who have been through our pro-
gram since 1978, we have maintained a pretty constant, just under
4 percent, repeat pregnancy rate within 1 year. We are qui4-e proud
of that, and obviously beat the national average.

Senator CHILES. Under 4 per crsrit?
MS. WALKER. Yes, sir.
Senator CHILES. And what would the general average be where

there is a teen pregnancy, 35 to 40 percent?
Ms. WALKER. Thirty-five to forty percent, depending upon the dif-

ferent studies.
Senator CHILES. Within 1 year?
Ms. WALKER. Within 1 yea-
Senator CHILES. So if WE !4gain, looking at cost effectiveness

of the program, 4 percent .., r;rposed to 35 or 40 percent, and,
again, as we say, without the pregnancy there will not be the low-
birth-weight child.

Ms. WALKFR. That's right. Our program is comprehensive, and I
think that the best people t5 tell you about it are the people who
are in the field actually doing it. And I would like to introduce
Patsy Hudson, who is our teen pregnancy coordinator for the Chil-
dren's Home Society here in Pensacola.

Senator CHILES. Thank you, Ms. Hudson, for being here. We are
delighted to have your testimony.

TESTIMONY OF PATSY HUDSON, COUNSELOR, CHILDRE7 HOME
SOCIETY

Ms. HUDSON. I would like to tell you, Senator, a little bit about
the services that we provide to individuals in this area.

We have three major areas that we vork in as social workers,
and the first is in prevention. We do .)resentations on the teen
pregnancy problem as a crisis to families. Last year we presented
to the life management skills classes and family living classes in
the public school system. We also presented to civic, community
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and church groups, and to college students at Pensacola Junior Col
lege and the University of West Florida. Last year 4,987 peopl
heard us talk about the problem of teen pregnancy.

The second area in vhich we work is in direct services. We do
pregnancy testing, and pregnancy counseling. If a girl is pregnant,
we assist in talking with both her parents and her boyfriend, if she
request us to do so. The young lady is our client, but if she requests
us to talk with her parents about the pregnancy and with the boy-
friend, when we will work with the entire family concerning the
alternatives that they see as appropriate for their situation. We
use a film called teenage rather to work with the father of the
baby. We discuss rights ar. ' .esponsibilities with the father. We see
education as a top priority, so we refer the girls to the Cyesis class-
es in the public school system.

Senator CHILES. Non, tell me what that means.
Ms. HUDSON. Cyesis is a Greek word that means pregnant.
These classes were started at Children's Home Society in 1978,

quickly outgrew the conference room at Children's Home and
moved into a local church, and then into the public school system.

The Cyesis Program offers classes in academic courses for grad-
uation from high school. In addition, teens are taught prenatal
care, nutrition, labor and delivery, infant care, and parenting skills
by social workers from Children's Home Society. We have group
counseling sessions regarding self-esteem, communication, personal
goals and values, and family relationships.

The Cyesis curriculum and services are also presented to those
girls who elect to remain in their own high school. The guidance
counselors refer those girls to us, and then we contact them at
home, and give them the same bentlits of counseling and education
on nutrition self-esteem, parenting skills, and labor and delivery.

We also assist with making arrangements for layette sets and
other infant equipment. As Peggy has said, 97 percent of the girls
keep their babies. We are working with them toward getting the
things they need, as well as coordination of services with the
health department, medical care, HRS services such as WIC and
AFDC, and child support enforcement. Pregnant teens and their
families are provided with emotional support as they progress
through their pregnancy.

The third area of our program is the followup. We continue the
opeii case for at least 6 weeks after delivery. At 6 months and at 1
year we make a home ,risit, at which time we do a Denver develop-
mental screening, an immunization check, and a progress review
with the mother. We discuss planning for education and birth con-
trol. Referrals regarding child care, health care and family rian-
ning are made during the home visits. We think that one of the
main reasons our recidivism rate is 4 percent is because we do
have this followup program.

We've heard a lot of statistics, and I would like to tell you just
how many girls we served. In 1984 we had 341 teenage mothers in
active caseloads. We had two social workers.

Senator CHILES. Did I get a figure that you think you h s. oerving
about half of what is out there?

MS. WALKER. Yes.
Senator CHILES. So if you are serving 340, there is 700 or more?
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MS. WALKER. Yes; actually, 744 in Escambia County in 1984.

Ms. HUDSON. We think that our caseload should increase this
year, because we are now working with the Sacred Heart perinatal
clinic.

Senator CHILES. And, Ms. Walker, you did give me some figures
that show that the incidents of teenage pregnancy are still very
much on the increase?

ME WALKER. Yes, they a-e.
Senator CHILES. So we are not dealing with a constant here, we

are dealing with something that is literally epidemic in the in-
, rease?

Ms. WALKER. Yes; unfortunately, the girls we work with are al-
ready pregnant. We try to reduce second pregnancies. Obviously
there is a great need to be doing prevention work prior to that first
pregnancy.

Ms. HUDSON. We are now working with the Sacred Heart perina-
tal high risk clinic, where all the girls who are under age 15 are
eligible for medical services. We are also working with the OB-
GYN clinic in screening those girls under age 18 about what they
are doing educationally and about their plans for the baby.

We talked to 11 fathers regarding their involvement in the preg-
nancy.

We had 177 teenage females that were in the Cyesis Program
last year.

We talked with 283 teenagers regarding the use of contracep-
tives.

Out of our 341, we had six premature infants that were under 38
weeks gestation, that were born with low birth weight, two infant
deaths. We feel that it's not easy being a teenager, especially when
you are pregnant. These girls can attest to that. We feel that our
program is meeting some needs that reduce the number of low
birth weights.

Senator CHILES. What steps could you take to reach more of this
population, more of the girls that are out there?

Ms. WALKER. I think following up on all female school dropouts,
and certainly doing more in the middle schools.

Senator CHILES. You say you are not able to. You just don't have
the funds to follow up?

Ms. WALKER. We do not have the funds or the staff. You can see
from the case loads and having at this point in time only two-and-
a-half social workers, it isn't possible for us to do that.

Senator CHILES. Is the county through the public health service
doing any follow up on school dropouts, do you know?

Ms. WALKER. I don't know.
Ms. HUDSON. I would like to introduce to you Lizette Jones and

Julie Danforth. Lizette and Julie are waiting for you to ask them
questions.

Senator CHILES. I want to thank you both for coming. I appreci-
ate your coming and giving us a chance to talk to you. Unless we
car. talk to some teenagers too, we are not going to understand
much about this problem, so you are performing a service for us.

Julie, just kind of tell me, if you will, how you found out about
the program and what that has meant to you, and I would like you
to tell us what your feelings were when you found out you were
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pregnant. Was that something you planned? Just tell me that to
start with.

TESTIMONY OF JULIE DANFORTH, A CLIENT

Ms. DANFORTH. I was 15, just turned 15, when I 3und out J was
pregnant. And I went and I talked to my counselor at my regular
high school, and she referred me to Children's Home Society. And
from Children's Home Society, I got all the information T needed
on if I would like to keep my baby and alternatives to what I could
do and help I could receive from them and other agencies in town
they referred me. They referred me to the Cyesis Program, and
from there I enrolled in that.

Senator CHILES. That is the program to allow you to stay in
school while you are pregnant?

Ms. DANFORTH. Yes; I very much wanted to finish my education,
and I wanted to keep my baby and raise my son, and they helped
me do that by getting me enrolled and helping me out ail through
that time. They were explaining things on labor and delivery, and
what would happen to me. And they were counseling m7 family,
me and my baby's father at the same time. They were helping us
all understand.

They referred me to Child Support Enforcement, and from
thereI'm in that process now. They've really helped me in every-
thing.

And Sacred Heart Hospital, I couldn't have done it without
them.

Senator CHILES. So you are now trying to get support from the
father?

MS. DANFORTH. Yes, sir.
Senator CHILES. That hasn't been voluntarily forthcoming?
Ms. DANFORTH. No; I couldn't haven't got prenatal care if it

wasn't for Sacred Heart Hospital, because I wouldn't have the fi-
nancial help if it wasn't for them. But they were so kind, every-
body there was jeqt super nice. They were so willing to help, and
they always just-- -

Senator CHILES. So you followed that advice; you didn't smoke
during pregnancy?

Ms. DANFORTH. No, sir, I did not.
Senator CHILES. Didn't have anything to drink?
MS. DANFORTH. No, sir.
Senator CHILES. Had a normal delivery?
Ms. DANFORTH. Yes; I gave birth to an 8-pound-6-ounce boy.
Senator CHILES. And tell me, if you can, what sort of problems or

changes have occurred in your life as a result of being a 15-year-old
mother or, I guess, you are 16 now?

Ms. DANFORTH. Yes, rin 16 now.
Well, I would like to go back to my regular high school, but when

you get pregnant and you have a baby it's amazing how much you
grow up. You really start to get ahold of yourself and you realize
the responsibility you are now going to have, you really grow up a
lot.

And if I go back to my regular high school and you were back
with your friend, and they say like after school let's gn grab a ham-
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burger or something and you tell them that you can't, you have got
a son at home, a child at home that you are responsible for that
you have to take care of, they're going to think you don't want to
be with them, and they are going to shy away from you, they're
going to think that you just don't want to be with tnem. And that's
not true, because you have a responsibility that they don't have. So
it's hard in some ways, but it's very rewarding in others.

Senator CHILES. What you are really telling me is that you gave
up some of your childhood in a way?

Ms. DANFORTH. Yeah.
Senator CHILES. You had to become a mature adult a lot sooner

than your years would have given you?
Mc DANFORTH. Yes, sir.
Mo. WENDT. Before you got pregnant, Julie, did you have access

to any kind of information about birth control?
Ms. DANFORTH. No, ma'am. I didn't know anything about sex,

birth control. I didn't know anything, I honestly didn't.
Mr. WENDT. There is nothing offered at the school?
Ms. DANFORTH. No; it's not allowed in public schools on sex edu-

cation or birth control, they're not allowed to talk about it.
Ms. WALKER. That's an important part of our program, because

we are not employed by the school district, at least with girls who
are already pregnant, we do some strong teaching in family plan-
ning and birth control methods, and, of course, make referrals to
the county health department.

Senator CH'',ES. Julie, do you think the followup and the counsel-
ing that yot..,ave had now has helped you in that area?

Ms. DANFORTH. Yes, Sir.
Senator CHILES. You have the knowledge now that you can kind

of plan your future, is what I am saying?
Ms. DANFORTH. Yes, now I can plan other children later in my

life.
Senator CHILES. So your planning is now more in your hands or

your fate now is more in your hands?
Ms. DANFORTH. Yes, sir, thanks to Children's Home Society.
Senator CHILES. What would you say that we ought to be trying

to do with the tremendous increase in teenage pregnancies that is
out there; what advice would you give us?

Ms. DANFORTH. I think what would really help would be to have
like a sex education class in middle school, because family plan-
ningI mean family living, which is a senior course in high school,
will talk about marriage and planning families later in life, but by
the time a lot of teenagers reach 12th grade they've already gotten
pregnant and have children, and that's too late, so really I think
middle school would be the best time to have a sex education pro-
gram, if it was allowed.

Senator CHILES. That has been a real dilemma for us in the
schools and, really, how to deal with that in one of the thorniest
problems, I guess, that we have.

We thank you very much.
Ms. WALKER. Lizette, perhaps you want to tell the Senator a

little bit about your situation.
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TESTIMONY OF LIZETTE JONES, A CLIENT

Ms. JONES. OK. I'm 8 months pregnant now and my baby is due
in November, and I attend the Cyesis classes at Beggs, and I'm also
a client at the perinatal clinic at Sacred Heart. And once I was re-
ferred to the clinic from the children's clinic at Sacred Heart, I was
told about the Cyesis classes at Beggs. I didn't know much about
them. And they enrolled me in the Cyesis classes, and I still attend
the Cyesis classes.

Senator CHILES. So you are going to school right now in your
eighth month and will be able to stay in school?

Ms. JONES. Yes; and once the baby is born and I can get child
care, I will be back in school and continue my education until I can
graduate. And I can go back to my regular school or whatever and
just continue my education and get my high school diploma.

They have helped me a lot, because they come into the classes
and they talk to us, and they counsel us on different things, and
they just give us a lot of psychological support and emotional sup-
port if we need it, and other kinds.

They refer us to a lot of different places. I was referred to Alpha
Center and to WIC and HRS. I wasn't referred to CSE, Child Sup-
port Enforcement, because I do have support. I was referred to any-
thing that I might need.

Senator CHILES. So the prospective father of your child is going
to do his part?

Ms. JONES. Yes.
Senator CHILES. Good.
Ms. JONES. So they made sure that anything that I needed was

given to me or it was at my reach, and they made sure that I had
everything I need. And they talked to us about labor and delivery
and how to take care of ourselves, so that we can have healthy
babies. And they are so emotional with us, and they talk to us
about nutrition and keeping our bodies right during and after preg-
nancy. And they followup after the pregnancy, and talk to us about
more nutrition.

Senator CHILES. You followed their advice about what you should
be eating and how you should be taking care of yourself?

Ms. JONES. Yes.
Senator CHILES. Do you smoke?
Ms. JONES. No, not at all.
And they really help us a lot. And I was referred to them

through perinatal clinic at Sacred Heart, and I have been helped a
lot by them too. I couldn't have done it without them either.

Senator CHILES. Do you think the information that you are get-
ting now is going to help you sort of have control of your destiny in
the future?

Ms. JONES. Yes, sir, it will, definitely will.
Senator CHILES. Is child care a potential problem for you?
Ms. JONES. Yes; hat's what I was discussing. It seems like most

teenage girls drop out after the baby. They stay in up until the
birth. Afterwards they don't have child care, and there is no way
that they can attend school, because there is no way for them to
get child care. And that's one main reason why they drop out, they
don't have that backup behind them.
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And then they usually don't be able to support the child, and
then that leads to neglect of the child in later life. It's hard on
most of us. And a potential problem to most of the teenagers that
do give birth is usually child care and financial care, and they just
don't have that.

Senator CHILES. How old are you?
Ms. JONES. I'm 16 now.
Senator CHILES. You are 16?
Ms. JONES. Yes; I was 15 when I found out I was pregnant, and I

was referred to the perinatal a day before my 16th birthday, and I
was accepted into their program.

Senator CHILES. How did you find out about it; was the pregnan-
cy kind of a surprise to you?

Ms. JONES. Yes, it was, but I was attending the children's clinic
at Sacred Heart, the adolescents clinic, I went there, and from
there I was referred over to perinatal because I was high risk. And
they made sure that I was referred toand from there I was re-
ferred to the Children's Home Society and Cyesis, and they all just
worked together with me and helped me out a lot.

Senator CHILES. What kind of information did you have before
your pregnancy in regard to birth control, where babies come from
or anything like that?

Ms. JONES. Well, at one time I was on birth control through the
health department, but I just stopped, I just stopped, I didn't use
them any more.

And now I learned more than I thought I knew about contracep-
tives, but before I didn't know about it. It was there for me, but I
just didn't use it.

Senator CHILES. Do you think you know something now as to how
to control your own fate, to make your own decisions in the future?

Ms. JONES. Yes.
Senator CHILES. Now, both of you decided to have your children.

You were encouraged to have your children, were you not, and not
to consider an abortion, not to think about that?

Ms. JONES. Well, when I first found out I was pregnant, I never
considered abortion or adoption, because I wanted my baby and I
wanted to keep him. It was talked about, but only if I wanted.

Senator CHILES. But this made it easier for you, the fact that you
had these- -

Ms. JONES [interposing]. Yes; they introduced the options to me,
but only if I wanted them. And I made it clear that I didn't want
them, so they didn't say anything else about it to me. They just
said, "It's here if you wan it," and it was introduced to me.

Senator CHILES. We thank you very much for your testimony.
Our last panel we have will be from the eastern Panhandle. And

we have Ms. Linda Shaw, who is a nurse midwife in Bay County
Birthing Center in Panama City, and Ms. Ruth Wade, the Nursing
Director of Franklin County Health Department.
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TESTIMONY OF LINDA SHAW, NURSE MIDWIFE, BAY COUNTY
BIRTHING CENTER, PANAMA CITY

Ms. SHAW. I would like to talk to you first about the Child Birth-
ing Center and give you a brief history, because we are somewhat
unique in the programs that are offered.

Senator CHILES. Fine.
Ms. SHAW. In approximately 1976-77 in Bay County, it was noted

that there was absolutely no care for women who had no income.
There was no public health clinic. There was no hospital clinic.
There was a front porch at a doctor's office, but that was it.

At the same time the March of Dimes began advertising that you
needed prenatal care. The executive director of our local March of
Dimes chapter, plus some local advisory people on the March of
Dimes, local doctors, got together and formed a private clinic that
then was funded for salaried personnel through the National
Health Service Corps.

This clinic has grown from a little sleepy clinic, just as Bay
County has grown, and doubled in population to a very large func-
tioning clinic that is an IPO contractor. We have just recently
merged with county hospital, and we give traditional deliveries at
the hospital and clinic care. We are not actually a birthing center.

Our delivery rates in the past year have risen from 16 a month
to, I suspect, this year we will be very close to 40 deliveries a
month. We delivered 400 babies last year, we expect to deliver over
500 this year at a very modest growth rate projection. Thirty-five
percent of our four hundred patients were teenagers.

Senator CHILES. Thirty-five percent?
Ms. SHAW. Thirty-five percent of them.
We see all risk categories at our clinic, and yet two nurse mid-

wives attended 74 percent of the births.
Our physicians are all private physicians who have until recently

totally volunteered their time. We have gotten some funds for re-
imbursement to the physicians now. They attended 24 percent of
our births.

Two percent of our births were at Sacred Heart through mater-
nal transport because of high risk.

Senator CHILES. So if it looked like you really had a high risk pa-
tient, you transferred some of those out?

Ms. SHAW. Right. If we felt that the baby would be better served
being born at Sacred Heart, the best transport incubator is his
mother or her mother.

As far as preterm goes, we became involved in the Creasy pro-
gram when it was introduced statewide 2 years ago. Prior to that
our low-birth-weight rate was approximately 11 percent of our
babies were under the 51/2-pound range.

Last year when we did our statistics for the State, we found that
6 percent of our babies were under 51/2 pounds, therefore, we have
cut the low-birth-weight rate in half. I m not real happy with it
still.

We do continue to have at least 16 percent of our patients who
are at high risk for preterm birth, so the percentage of women who
are at high risk is as great, the percentage that have actually deliv-
ered low-birth-weight infants has reduced.
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Senator CHILES. Again, that's because of the care through the
pregnancy?

Ms. SHAW. I think so. I think it is through our recognition of
what can and will happen.

Senator CHILES. So the screening is not all good, because there is
some problems out there being able to follow up?

Ms. SHAW. But it's getting better, and we are still working on it.
We have only served Bay County. The 400 deliveries we did last

year were from Bay County.
In joining with the hospital, we looked at some statistics and re-

alized that 115 of the babies born at Bay Medical Center were from
Gulf and Franklin County. These women, 90 percent of them, were
indigent, and a good majority of them did not have adequate prena-
tal care. We have contracted to provide services for 40 of these pa-
tients. This is all the money that has been provided for IPO serv-
ices, yet last year there were 115 deliveries

Ruth is going to talk to you some more about the problems we
have with the outlying climate.

Senator CHILES. Are you getting support money from these coun-
ties?

Ms SHAW. The counties themselves are not giving us any support
money at this point. The poverty level in these counties is very
high. The county funds are not there. The only support moneys we
have for the program and the outreach right now is coming from
state IPO funds. We try to qualify as many patients as possible for
Medicaid, but then we can only accept 40 within the IPO Program,
because this is what has been paid for. There are many problems
with this.

Ruth's clinic is 60 miles from my clinic. We have all the prob-
lems of distance and transportation. In 1 week Ruth has registered
five patients for us, three of them had Creasy preterm scores above
13, so already we know we have high risk patients over there.

Senator CHILES. When you say that scores above-
Ms. SHAW [interposing]. Above 10 is at high risk.
Senator CHILES. Thank you.
Ms. SHAW. So we have all the problems of distance.
The other problem I mentioned before was that we had two

CNM'scertified nurse midwifewho delivered 74 percent of 400
patients last year. We have a personnel crunch, and this is all in-
volved in training programs and getting the people trained so hat
we can hire them. I am recruiting.

Briefly, that is essentially what our program is. We work hand in
hand with the Bay County Health Department, the Franklin
County Health Department and the Gulf County Health Depart-
ment. Our patients are worked into family planning straight from
delivery, we work with Children's Home Society in their teenage
program, we work with WIC and Catholic Social Services, and the
mental health unit. We have obtained child abuse prevention funds
to teach parenting to our

Senator CHILES. What percentage of the need would you say that
you are meeting in Bay?

Ms. SHAW. In Bay County we are meeting a grate deal of the
need. I think we are just at about 80 percent, 80 to 90 percent of
their need, because the publicity has been good and we are getting
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so many referrals into the clinic. We are not going to be meeting
half the need in the other county.

I would like to quicklyI could not bring patients, the distance
and their situat'on. I have three patients though that wanted to be
introduced to you by me.

Senator CHILES. Fine.
Ms. SHAW. Sue is a 27-year-old patient. This is her fourth preg-

nancy.
She had a 32-week delivery of a 3-pound baby with the first preg-

nancy. The baby was seen at Sacred Heart and cared for their for
respiratory distress syndrome.

She was able to carry her second pregnancy 38 weeks, and deliv-
ered a 6-pound-8 -ounce infant.

Her third- -
Senator CHILES [interposing]. Did the first baby survive?
Ms. SHAW. Survived.
Senator CHILES. But he or she has-
Ms. SHAW [interposing]. We don't know what learning disabilities

he may have yet, he's still preschool, but does not seem to have a
real neurologic deficit that we can see.

She was very lucky with her third baby. It was also born at 32
weeks, weight 3 pounds 151/2 ounces, and has had no major prob-
lems.

Senator CHILES. Now, what kind of care did she have prior to
these deliveries?

Ms. SHAW. The third pregnancy she had come into our program,
but she had come into our program before we knew about how we
needed to recognized preterm birth. And that delivery was a sur-
prise to us. It shouldn't have been, but it was, and we know so
much more now. The other two pregnancies was very low prenatal
care.

She is currently 33 weeks pregnant. She has been hospitalized
twice in preterm labor, and we have her on medication that is very
expensive. We expect if we can carry her 3 more weeks, it's been
close to $200 for her oral medication at home. She's in bed. The
jury is still out. We may still have to transport her to Sacred Heart
for delivery.

Senator CHILES. But, again, with these kind of complications
without the medication, without the-

Ms. SHAW [interposing]. She would have had this baby 2 weeks
ago, at 31 she would have already delivered.

Bonnie is 23 years old. This is her fourth pregnancy. She has
never had a full term baby. She has had a 5-pound-51/2 -ounce baby,
and a 4-pound-9-ounce baby. The second one went to Sacred Heart
for respiratory distress syndrome. She has not had adequate prena-
tal care until this pregnancy. She's had one spontaneous miscar-
riage. She is currently 33 weeks pregnant and complaining about a
heavy pregnancy and getting late pregnancy miseries, and we are
thrilled to death.

And Sherry sent a letter to you. She just completed her fifth
pregnancy and wanted to come, but her daughter is only 2 weeks
old. She had two spontaneous miscarriages. she had one normal
term delivery. The last pregnancy was a 5-pound-15-ounce some-
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where around 34 weeks, who also needed premature care but was
able to remain in Bay County.

We saw her the first time at midpregnancy, 19 to 20 weeks. At
that time she was beginning to go into labor. We put her on bed
rest, gave her a class on contraction recognition. Within 1 V2 weeks
she was recognizing regular contraction. We hospitalized her. The
doctors placed her on oral medication. We maintained her for the
next 10 weeks on bed rest and orgal medication. She started labor
again, was again hospitalized. Finally we were able to hold her
until 35 weeks, and 11/2 week ago she delivered a 5- pound- 15'/2-
ounce girl. This is not a large baby, but it is an alive baby that
would have not have been there at 21 to 22 weeks.

She stated, "I was a candidate for preterm labor. I was at high
risk. I've had two miscarriages at 12 weeks before my first two chil-
dren. With this child everything started out fine until about 22
weeks along, and I started having contractions, and my cervix
started dilating. Without Linda and Lila I would have not made it
through this pregnancy. I was prescribed a drug called Tributaline,
which closes the cervix."

It doesn't actually do that, but it stops the contractions and the
cervix may reform, and along with bed rest.

"Without this I would have lost my baby. It was depressing and
boring, but believe me it was worth it in the long run. At about 32
weeks I started dilating again, went up to 3 centimeters, was in the
hospital on intravenous medication and then continued bed rest
and medication at home.

"I delivered at 35 weeks and had a baby girl 5 pound 103/4
ounces. She was a little jaundice, but beautiful. I really appreciate
what this has done for me."

Senator CHILES. Thank them all for their letters.
Ms. SHAW. I was told in graduate school that the United States

had the highest success in dealing with low, very low, birth weight
infants.

And then Dr. Al Brand said, "You need to look at that statistic.
This mean we've had more very low-birth-weight infants to deal
with or we wouldn't be so successful."

And I firmly believe that just as it's the right of all our kids to
have a public education, it is the right of all our unborn children to
get the adequate care they need to grow well.

Senator CHILES. Thank you very, very much. You are doing the
Lord's wcrk.

Ms. WEND'r. The Creasy program that she is referring to is a spe-
cial program that we have here in Florida that no other State is
doing in the country. And it is a special screening program where
we try to identify whether you are in danger of premature birth.
And then there is a special protocol to be followed after these
women are identified, which Ms. Shaw is saying has reduced the
number of low-birth-weight babies by half.

Senator CHILES. So by being able to screen and look at that pro-
gram, you have been able to reduce those figures. That is a tremen-
dous gain. You say you are not totally satisfied, you can do better.

Ms. SHAW. I'm like a chicken in every pot, I want a 7 pound
infant in every bassinet.

Senator CHILES. Thank you.
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Ms. Wade.

TESTIMONY OF RUTH WADE, NURSING DIRECTOR, FRANKLIN
COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT

Ms. WADE. Franklin County is in a very unique situation. We're
way out from everywhere, and it's not on the road to anywhere.

Senator CHILES. And I've got a problem with your oyster beds.
Ms. WADE. Which is our main source of income.
Senator CHILES. Right.
Ms. WADE. Since Elena came she covered up our oyster beds, and

we're looking at maybe 18 months before they'll be able to get any
oysters out of there again.

We have a lot of people who depend solely on oystering for a
living. We have a lot of uneducated people who thought that they
could do just what their daddies did and made a good living. With
the oyster beds covered up, they're not candidates for the job
market. They have no other marketing skills, so we have a lot of
people with no moneys coming in.

They were all looking forward to September when the oystering
season would start. A couple working together can make a thou-
sand dollars a week. Well, Elena took care of that.

These people still have to pay their utilities, send their children
to school, buy food and clothing and life still must go on. A lot of
these people were pregnant before this happened.

It falls to us who care to see that these people's health needs are
met. By monitoring these pregnant ladies medically and nutrition-
ally, we help to prevent birth defects and, therefore, more expense
to the system in years to come.

At the Franklin County Health Department, we monitored 42 pa-
tients in the 1984-85 year, 28 were IPO patients, 12 were Medicaid
patients and we had two home deliveries by lay midwives in Frank-
lin County, which we don't really encourage because we are so far
away from everything. There is not a delivering hospital or physi-
cian within at least 60 miles from Apalachicola.

Some of the ladies without our help would have had a normal,
uneventful pregnancy, and would have had normal full-term
babies. A lot of these would not have. Most of them would not
have. At least they would have had an undernourished, undersized
baby.

Sixteen of the ladies we took care of were from 15 to 18 years of
age at the time of delivery, so that tells us that a lot of them got
pregnant at the age of 14.

We have been accepting patients this year already for a little
over a week, and we have already enrolled five patients. We have
more on the book to be worked up next week. We were allotted
money for only 20 patients for the entire year, so we're going to
run out of money a long time before we run out of patients in need.

We delivered our last IPO patient with our last funding on Jan-
aury the 22, 1985, so we have been since January without IPO
funding. We have had many calls for the services, but we have just
not been able to provide it.

Senator CHILES. The IPO, that is State funds?
Ms. WADE. Right. I call it IPO, it's the same thing as IPOP.

12J
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We always refer our patients to the WIC so that they get nutri-
tional counseling. Even if we can't provide the prenatal care, we
always refer to WIC. And when we can provide the prenatal care,
we refer first to Medicaid to see if they can get on Medicaid first. If
they are not Medicaid eligible but they are still of low income, then
we take them.

The obstetricians in our area charge anywhere from $450 to
around $1,200 for their deliveries. That is just for the delivery serv-
ices, that is not for the hospital. That is for a normal vaginal deliv-
ery, not for a C-section. So for a normal vaginal delivery, you are
looking at a cost around $2,300 to $2,400, which our people just
cannot meet.

In 1983 before we had IPO, we had 17 low-birth-weight babies
born from Franklin County citizens.

In 1984, after IPO, we had five low-birth-weight babies.
Senator CHILES. Went from 17 to 5?
Ms. WADE. From 17 to 5.
Senator CHILES. That was pretty cost effective, wasn't it?
Ms. W 1DE. Yes, very well spent money.
This year we didn't get the moneys to see as many patients as we

did in the past, so we really need more funding.
Senator CHILES. So that number is liable to go up is what you are

saying?
Ms. WADE. Right.
Senator CHILES. We will we pay more later, because we are not

paying more now?
Ms. WADE. That's exactly right.
Not only that, a lot of our people don't even have automobiles.

We are working with Linda at the child birth center, and we have
plans in the future for the nurse midwives to come to Franklin
County once a month to monitor these patients with us. Right now
there are only two nurse midwives, so they can't take themselves
away from their clip .cs.

Senator CHILES. They are delivering all the time.
Ms. WADE. Right, so right now, since we're just starting, we don't

have any deliveries imminent. We don't take a patient 6 months or
closer to delivery date, because we are not a delivering service. We
are trying to prevent low-birth-weight babies, and by the time
they're 6 months-

Senator CHILES [interposing]. So what you are telling me, Ruth,
is you have people knocking on your door right now that you can't
give even the counseling service to try to keep them from having
low-birth-weight babies?

Ms. WADE. Right. Well, now we can. We are funded now for IPO,
but 2 months ago we couldn't.

Senator CHILES. And what did they do 2 months ago when they
didn't-- -

Ms. WADE [interposing]. They just go without prenatal care. They
drop-in deliver at Bay Medical Center, or if they are from Carra-
belle, which is on the other side of the countywe have a very
long countythen they usually drop-in deliver in Tallahassee.

Senator CHILES. Well, obviously from what you say, these nurse
midwives are the corps of the prenatal care in a rural area like
yours. You said they were delivering 70-some percent of the babies.
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Ms. SHAW. Right, and we had 400 deliveries of the low-income
babies.

Actually, I saw some statistics from our county, and one of the
years, I think it was 1983, we actually delivered 9.9 percent of Bay
County births, total births.

Senator CHILES. Are there any special problems that the nurse
midwives are facing these days in their efforts to provide care?

Ms. SHAW. Yes, there are. We've lost insurance.
Senator CHILES. I heard that.
Ms. SHAW. I lost my malpractice insurance October 4.
Luckily, in my case, I had already been hired by Bay Medical

Center. Our program had been taken under their umbrella. And
one of the reasons we were taken under their umbrella is so they
could provide us with insurance, and we can practice in that rela-
tionship under the nurse practice act.

So I'm feeling fairly comfortable with that now, however, had we
not gone in this situation or we lose the hospital coverage, then we
have no insurance. And the hospital bylaws read that I must have
insurance to work there, so I'm a catch-22 if I lose insurance.

Senator CHILES. If you lose insurance, then you can't work?
Ms. SHAW. I can't work, I can't see these patients, because I can't

deliver them, and we can't use the hospital's services.
I could probably see them antipartum, if I wanted to take the

risk.
Senator CHILES. Well, we have put $1 million study under way on

the malpractice insurance problem in our 1986 appropriations bill.
I don't know when the answer will be forthcoming, but we do rec-
ognize this a problem across the country now.

Ms. SHAW. The second problem we have is in funding the pro-
grams that train the nurse midwife. The programs that are train-
ing nurse midwives have a very small student body, so that you
can have a 1-to-1, 2-to-2 teacher-student ratio and get good training.

Senator CHILES. Tell me what your training is.
Ms. SHAW. I have a bachelor's in nursing from Florida State Uni-

versity. I had 17 years of nursing experience. And then I want to
Emory University and received a master's of nursing and certifi-
cate of nurse midwifery through the Emory program.

Senator CHILES. So you actually went and did some graduate
work and learned there?

Ms. SHAW. Yes, sir.
Senator CHILES. Now, there are other rays of qualifying as a

midwife?
Ms. SHAW. As a midwife.
Senator CHILES. Excuse me. I want to try to get these distinctions

a little bit.
Ms. SHAW. Basically, we hear about three types of midwives.
The granny midwife is the old, traditional care giver that was

very common in the South. She may or may not have had any
training. At one time when I was at FSU, we actually licensed in
the State granny midwives. They came in once a month for a class
at the health department, and their bags were checked. Granny
midwives are essentially not legal in most of the Southern States,
and they are not legal in Florida.
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The next category that you hear about is the lay mi rife. The
lay midwife m^y or may not have some education. There is a lay
midwifery school, I believe, in Washington State, I'm not as famil-
iar, and possibly one in Texas. Other times women have gotten li-
censes or said they were lay midwives just from on-the-job training.
And the State of Florida, of course, did have a lay midwifery law
that went into sunset.

Senator CHILES. It has sunse ed now?
Ms. SHAW. Yes.
Senator CHILES. Did we grrndfather or grandmother in the lay

midwives that were out there:
Ms. SHAW. They are allowed to , :actice, yes. And many of the

still practicing grannies convert^:1 to t lay midwifery license.
Th' certified nurse midwife is a registered nurse who has experi-

ence in the perinatal field, and then has gone back for graduate
study in the normal obstetric course and nurse midwifery care.

Senator CHILES. We know that there is a problem now with
nurses leaving the field generally; is that a pr_blem with nurse
midwives as well?

Ms. &fem. There have been some statistics from the American
College that state after 10 years there is a large majority of nurse
midwives that are no longer actively practicing nurse midwifery or
no longer actively delivering babies. This would seem to me to state
that there is some burnout, there are nurse midwives that do leave,
and I don't know how many at this point, but they said a lot after
10 years were no longer delivering.

Senator CHILES. How long have you been a midwife now?
Ms. SHAW. I have been a midwife 3 years.
Senator CHILES. You seem to enjoy it.
Ms. SHAW. I love it.
Senator CHILES. Well, that's great.
Thank you all very, very much. We appreciate your testimony as

well.
Ms. SHAW. Thank you.
Senator CHILES. We are going to adjourn our hearing now.

am delighted with the testimony I received.
I think it is pretty obvious why Escamhia and this area is doing

very well. It looks like you have a community that cares.
And certainly through the Sacred Heart Hospital, as well as the

infrastructure from the county health department to the IPO Pro-
gram, IPOP, that a real net has been put together. Something like
that, similar to that, is what we need to try to get across this coun-
try.

Obviously, if we had it all across Florida, we'd have a better pro-
gram. W can see from the testimony we received from the eastern
part of tne panhandle where there are not sufficient funds, were
we are not really meeting the need there, that there is a problem
there. But we will hold further hearings. I know we will be holding
a hearing in Washington.

And I kn'w this is a problem that -43 can do stlAething about.
It's one that we simply must do some.4:ing about.

So we will recess the hearing.
[Whereupon, the hearing was recessed to reconvene at the call of

the Chair.]
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PREVENTING INFANT MORTALITY: INTERGOV-
ERNMENTAL DIMENSIONS OF A NATIONAL
PROBLEM

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1985

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS,

COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met at 9:35 a.m., in the auditorium of Laboure
Hall, Providence Hospital, Hon. Dave Durenberger (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Durenberger and Chiles.
Staff present: Margaret Wrightson, staff director; Robert F.

Harris, minority staff director; Lynn Blewett, Mary Brecht, Rich-
ard Farrell, Carnie Hayes, Celeste DeLorge, professional staff mem-
bers; and Mary Peterson, chief clerk.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR DURENBERGER

Senator DURENBERGER. I am the chairman of the Subcommittee
on Intergovernmental Relations. This is the ranking member, the
Senator from the State of Florida, Lawton Chiles, and we would
like to welcome you to Providence Hospital. We extend our appre-
ciation to the board and trustees of the ho.lpital, to Bob Hutson,
who is the director of the Providence Center for Life, who is acting
as our host here today, to the Catholic Health Association, and to
everyone else who is responsible for making the hearing today pos-
sible.

Our hearing agenda is altered slightly in that Mayor Marion
Barry will not be able to get here until later this morning, prob-
ably in the neighborhood of 11, 11:15.

The topic of our hearing today is S. 1209, a bill introduced by my
colleague from Florida, Senator Chiles, and introduced in the
House as H.R. 3344 by our colleague, Mickey Leland from Texas,
who is here to testify on the bill.

The bill would establish a National Commission to Prevent
Infant Mortality. I have to tell you as a rule that I am not a big
fan of study commissions, but there are some issues which are of
such national importance they call for a truly comprehensive scru-
tiny that only a group of experts can undertake for us in this coun-
try.

(97)
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In 1982, over 42,000 infants died before reaching their first birth-
day. That is more than the entire population of my hometown in
Minnesota, the city of St. Cloud.

As a nation, we have made steady improvement in reducing
infant mortality. In 1982, the last year for which we have official
figures, the rate was 11.5 deaths per 1,000 live births. Some new
quarterly figures indicate that rate has fallen further.

But it is important to remember that as always, statistics are a
lot like a figleaf: What they reveal is suggestive, but what they con-
ceal is vital.

First, our infant mortality rate is still higher than that of more
than a dozen other developed nations in this morld.

In a nation that prides itself on providing the finest medical care
in the world, that spends more than $1,500 a year per person on
health care, which is more than three times as much as any other
nation, it is a national disgrace that we are that low in this world
in infant mortality.

The second point is that Americans are not sharing equally in
the advances that are being made against infant deaths. Women
who are poor, who are black or native American, who have no
health insurance, who live in inner cities, or who live in heavily
rural areas, who live in the Southern United States, are all much
more likely to lose their children it the first year of life, simply
because they don't have the access to prof. ,r health care or to the
information necessary to tell them how to get it.

In a nation that prides itself on equity and compassion, that is a
crime.

Finallyand this is a critical pointit is not just the deaths of
children at issue here today. At issue are also the lives of thou-
sands of infants who survive their first year but with serious and
debilitating illnesses and handicaps, many of which are prevent-
able with good prenatal or neonatal care. These are the kids who
don't show up in infant mortality figures, the kids suffering from
what is known in medical jargon as infant morbidity.

In fact, I would like my colleagues to consider changing the
name of their proposed study commission to the National Commis-
sion to Prevent Infant Mortality and Morbidity, if they wouldn't
object to that.

It is commonly known that there are certain geographic areas in
the country with particularly high rates of infant mortality and
morbidity. Ten out of the eleven worst infant mortality rates
belong to the Southern States.

Who would guess that there are problems in a State like Minne-
sota, known for its quality of life and innovative health care
system? Minnesota has the sixth lowest infant mortality rate
among the 50 States.

But again, if you look behind that statistical figleaf, the infant
mortality rate for that clean and beautiful city of Minneapolis, in
which I now live, is more than 12 deaths per 1,000 live births,
which is above the national average.

For Minnesota's native Americans, the rate is even more star-
tling, more than 25 deaths per 1,000 live births. The rate for blacks
is only a little lower, not only more than twice the national aver-
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age, but more than twice the rate for Minnesota's white popula-
tion.

Maybe the saddest thing of all is that v,e know how to bring
many of these children into this world healthy. S.. much of infant
mortality and morbidity is preventable. A study released by the
University of California found that 26 percent of infant deaths and
50 percent of mental retardation can be prevented. We know, for
instance, that low birth weight, which contributes to two out of
three infant deaths, as well as a variety of health problems, can be
reduced drastically through better prenatal care.

Our witnesses here today will tell us that the best way to pre-
vent infant mortality and morbidity is to prevent very low-birth-
weight infants. How to do that? Very simply, a better allocation of
this Nation's resources.

As a nation, we spend $400 million a year on health care, but
little of it targeted on effective, preventive health care services.
The annual costs in this country for neonatal intensive care ex-
ceeds $1.5 billion. In the Twin Cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul,
we have more than three times as many neonatal intensive care
beds per capita as in Oslo, Norway, and yet their rate of infant
mortality and morbidity is much lower than ours.

It means they are putting their resources to better use than we.
And the cost of special education and long-term care for children
with chronic disabilities in this country can easily reach $400,000
per person.

Now we are taking some action to invest in preventive care, but
we are taking it one small stop at a time. The Senate's budget reso-
lution this year contains a provision added by my Health Subcom-
mittee of the Finance Committee that allows States to provide
more comprehensive prenatal care to poor women through the
Medicaid Program.

These incremental steps are encouraging, but there is much
more to be done if we recognize that the best incubator of all is not
here at Providence Hospital, it is in the womb of the mother.

Today we will hear the many problems that women face in get-
ting access to prenatal seiwices. Lack of insurance coverage is just
one of those; 6 million women in the United States have no health
insurance coverage. Hospitals simply swallow the bill or write it off
as bad debt, a practice that is increasingly difficult as the health
marketplace becomes more price competitive.

Cities I visited recently like Detroit, Cleveland, and Chicago are
spending r lre; the hospitals in those cities are spending more than
$100 milli( per year per community on uncompensated care. Mal-
practice insurance rates are rising so fast that even the best OB,
GYNs are being priced out of the profession, even where their prac-
tice is mostly for healthy or paying patients.

Also aggravating the situation is Government's fragmented
system of delivery. The Federal, State, and local levels of govern-
ments have assumed joint responsibility is assuring each American
access to quality health care.

But as with so many other things, intergovernmental failures
contribute to the causes of infant mortality and morbidity.

These reasons and more dictate that we have a national commis-
sion on infant mortality and, I would hope, on infant me 'ality.

63-363 0 - 86 - 5
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The administration will argue here today that we know what
needs to be done to prevent infant mortality and morbidity. They
will argue that, "We just don't need a commission to tell us; that
we need to be about the task of acting upon what we know." That
is a direct quote.

I would argue that we need a national commission on infant
mortality and infant morbidity to bring the national conscience
and the conscience of this administration into taking action they
seem unwilling to take.

I compliment the Secretary of HHS for the very fine organiza-
tional efforts which Dr. Mason will describe to coordinate our Na-
tion's attack on infant mortality and morbidity.

But the best of these efforts cannot be successful without the ap-
propriate allocation of this Nation's resources to the heart of the
problem. I think that is the best argument for this commission.

[Senator Durenberger's prepared statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR DURENBERGER

I would like to welcome you all to Providence Hospital. My thanks to 11-1) Hutson,
Director of the Providence Center for Life, and the Catholic Health Association, for
making today's hearing possible

The topic of our hearing is S. 1209, introduced by my colleague form Florida, Sen-
ator Chiles. The bill would establish a National Commission to Prevent Infant Mor-
tality. I have to tell you, as a rule I'm not a big fan of Congressional study commis-
sions. But there are some issues which are of such national importance, they call for
the kind of truly comp- :Iensive scrutiny that only a group of experts can undertake
for us. When we are discussing the very lives of our children, we need more than
the independent analyses of 435 congressional laymen.

In 1982, over 42,000 babies died before reaching their first birthday That's the
entire population of my home town, St. Cloud, Minnesota

It is certainly true that, as a nation, we've made steady improvements in reducing
infant mortality. In 1982, the last year for which we have official figures, the rate
was 11.5 deaths per 1,000 live births. Some new quarterly figures indicate that rate
has fallen even further.

But it's important to remember that, as always, statistics are a lot like a fig leaf:
What they reveal is suggestive, but what they conceal is vital.

First, our infant mortality rate is still higher than more than a dozen other devel-
oped nations.

In a nation that prides itself on providing the finest medical care in the world
and spends more than $1,500 per person on health care each yearthat is a nation-
al disgrace.

Second, Americans are not sharing equally in our advances against infant deaths.
Women who are poor . . . who live in inner cities or heavily rural areas who
live in the southern United States . . . These women are much more likely to lose
their children in the first year of life, simply because they don't have the access to
prorer health care or to the information telling them how to get it.

In a nation that prides itself on equity and compassion, that is a crime
Finallyand this is a critical pointit's not just the deaths of children at issue

here today. It is also the thousands of infants who survive their first year, but spend
their lives with serious and debilitating illnesses and handicaps, many of them also
preventable with good prenatal and neonatal care. These are the kids that don't
show up in the infant mortality figures, the kids suffering from what's known in
medical jargon as "infant morbidity "

In fact, I d like Senator Chiles to consider changing the name of the proposed
study commission to "The National Commission to Prevent Infant Mortality and
Morbidity," if he doesn't object

It's commonly known that there are certain geographic areas in the country with
particularly high rates of infant mortality and morbidity Ten out of the eleven
worst infant mortality rates belong to southern states

And who would guess that there are problems in a state like Minnesota, known
for its quality of life and innovative health care system9 Minnesota has the 6th
lowest infant mortality rate among the 50 sates.
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But again, look under the statistical fig leaf The infant mortality rate for the
clean and beautiful City of Minneapolis is more than 12 deaths per thousand live
birthsfar above the national average.

For Minnesota's Native Americans the rate is even more startlingmore than 25
deaths per thousand live births. The rate for blacks is only a little lower Not only
more than twice the national average, but more than twice the rate for Minnesota's
white population.

Maybe the saddest thing of all is that we know how to keep many of these chil-
dren alive and healthy So much of infant mortality and morbidity is preventable

A study released by the University of California found that twenty-six percent of
infant deaths and fifty percent of mental retardation can be prevented. We know,
for instance, that low birthweight, which contributes to two out of three infant
deaths as well as a variety of health problems, can be reduv.d drastically through
better prenatal care.

The most basic problem is misallocation of resources As a nation we spend $400
billion a year on health care, but we don't target enough of that - ioney to preven-
tive health services. The annual cost for neonatal intensive care alone exceeds $1.5
billion. In Minneapolis-St. Paul alone, there are three times as many neonatal in-
tensive care beds per capita than in Oslo, Norway.

And the cost of caring for children with chronic disabilities is huge. The price of
special education and long-term care for the life of each one of these children can
easily reach $400,000.

We are taking action to invest in preventive care, one small step at a time. The
Senate's budget reconciliation package contains a provision, added by my Health
Subcommittee of the Finance Committee, to allow states to provide more compre-
hensive prenatal care to poor women through the Medicaid program. These incre-
mental steps are encouraging, but there is so much more to 1 done.

The point is simply this Of course, we have to have enough resources to care for
children with illnesses after they're born. But doesn't it make sense to put our
money up front in preventive care to see that more children get a healthy start?
The world's best incubator isn't here in this hospital, it's in the mother's womb.

Today we will hear the many problems women face in getting the access to prena-
tal services they need. Lack of insurance coverage is one of the primary financial
barriers. Over six million women in the U.S. have no health insurance coverage.
Hospitals must simply swallow the bill or write it off to "bad debt"a practice that
is increasingly difficult as the health marketplace becomes more price-competitive.

Another rising problem is the reluctance or refusal of obstetricians to take on
low-income patients. Even if covered under Medicaid, the Medicaid rates are often
too low to cover the physician's costs of treating the patient. A major factor in those
costs are malpractice insurance rates, rising so high that OB/GYNs are being priced
out of the market, even for healthy and paying patients.

Also aggravating the situation is government's fragmented systeri of service deliv-
ery. The federal, state and local levels of government have assumed joint responsi-
bility in assuring Path American access to quality health care But as ith so many
other things, intergovernmental failures contribute to the causes of infant morality
and morbidity.

For all of these reasons, we are calling for a National Commission on Infant Mor-
talityor Infant Mortality and Morbidityand for all of these reasons we are
having a hearing today Again, I thank you all for coming here to witness and take
part in this important discussion.

Senator DURENBERGER. I congratulate my colleague ...d intro-
duce him to you now for his authorship of this legislation.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHILES

Senator CHILES. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appreci-
ate your calling this hearing, and certainly, your cosponsorship of
S. 1209, as well as Congressman Leland's sponsorship of H.R. 3344
in the House. You have certainly demonstrated your concerned
leadership in the field of providing proper health care for our citi-
zens, and certainly, your proposal regarding access to health care is
consistent with your interest it, health problems in this country.

I join you expressing my appreciation to the officials and staff of
Providence Hospital and their Center for Life. I noted in their liter-
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ature that they are committed to serving people without regard to
race, religion, national origin, or economic status.

Mr. Chairman, I think that last term, "economic status," is very
important. A lot of institutes and organizations are willing to serve
people in every other categoryrace, religion, nationalitybut if
they are poor, then they have a problem with service. I want to
commend Providence Hospital and their commitment to seivilig
the poor.

The hearing is for me, today, a culmination of the beginning
phase of raising public awareness to the seriousness of infant mor-
tality, and I like your term, morbidity, Mr. Chairman, in this coun-
try. In two hearings held in Florida this summer, I have heard
from approximately 25 witnesses. Those witnesses included health
care delivery specialists, elected public officialF, health and medical
officials, and individuals who experienced some of the problems of
trying to get proper medical care during pregnancy.

I have also, in my State, visted clinics and hospitals in Tampa,
Jacksonville, Tallahassee, Fort Myers, and Fort Lauderdale trying
to see what our State and local governments are providing in the
way of services for pregnant women and their babies. Many of
these places have implemented programs which make some inroads
toward progress in this situation. But there is still much to do.

I want to take a moment to talk about S. 1209 and what I hope
the legislation would accomplish. First of all, let me assure every-
one that I don't see the commission that will be created by this law
as one who will issue a report and that will be it. I agree with
those critics who say study commissions that tell us the obvious are
not worth the ink that it takes to create them.

What S. 1209 would do is create a commission with a clear man-
date for legislative and administrative action designed to vigorous-
ly attack the problem before us. The commission would coordinate
and focus the efforts of many groups that have been working in
this vineyard for many years. Also, a commission created by the
Congress as a focal point for action cannot be easily ignored. Right
now vie have organizations and groups who come out with reports
and findings which sometimes initiate some interest among Mem-
bers of the Congress, but it is difficult to get a large block of Mem-
bers interested simultaneously.

The advantage of having a congressionally mandated commission
is that you already have some Members interested right from the
beginning. Presently, as cosponsors of our bill, there are cosponsors
that are committee chairmen and ranking members committed to
effectively seeking solutions to the problem of infant mortality.

When this 1).11 passes and becomes law, it will be our commis-
sion, Congress' commission. It is easy to ignore someone else's baby
crying um there, but it is a little bit harder when that baby crying
is your own baby, and this is going to be Congress' holly.

In 1984, we know 39,000 infants died in this country before their
first bandays. That is a provisional infant mortality rate of 10.6
percent.

I am told these figures have improved some over the last year,
and that is important, but we know that that improvement is mar-
ginal, and we also know that the rate of improvement has slowed
down.
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If a child is born in the United States, his or her chances of sur-
vival are less than those of a child born in Japan, Australia, Spain,
or many other nations. The United States can't seem to improve
compared to the rest of the world because we still have this tre-
mendously high number of low-birth weight babies. No matter how
much advanced technology is at our Nation's fingertips, if we can't
get our babies growing healthier from the beginning, the United
States will continue to hang back from other developed countries
with infant mortality.

Moreover, we can't ignore the fact that infant mortality rates do
fall, the gap in infant survival between blacks and whites widens.

In 1950, black rates were nearly 65 percent higher than white
rates for infant deaths. By 1965, the gap had gone to 95 percent. It
fell back to about 85 percent in 1975. It is back to 95 percent in
1983.

Relative to whites, blacks have made no gains in infant mortality
since 1950; in fact, they are actually falling behind.

In 1912, the Federal children's bureau issued this statement re-
garding infant mortality: "The coincidence of a high infant mortali-
ty rate with low earnings poor housing and large families was indi-
cated in these studies." And that report also talked about the
impact of social and economic conditions, as well as good prenatal
and infant care.

Our future must be brighter than our past. In most areas of na-
tional concern, we are a leader. In that case of infant mortality, we
are a loser.

In countries exceeding 2 million in population, in the 1950-54
period, we were in 7th place; 10 years later, 1960-64, we were in
11th place; 10 years later, 1970-74, we were in 16th place. In 1982,
we were 17th. In Olympic game terminology, "You don't win no
medals being 17th."

Again, we are not satisfied with our position or relationship with
respect to the rest of the world. We are not satisfied with our fail-
ure to respond adequately on these issues.

I certainly look forward to hearing from our impressive list of
witnesses in the hope that one day we will be a world leader in pre-
venting infant mortality.

We know that from them that have much, much is expected. We
are expected to do better.

[Senator Chiles' prepared statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHILES

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your calling this hearing and also your
cosponsorship of S 1209 You have certainly demonstrated concerned leadership in
the field of providing proper health care for our citizens C rtainly your proposal
regardiag Access to Health Care is consistent with your interest in health problems
in this country.

I join you in expressing my appreciation to the officials and staff of Providence
Hospital and their Center for Life. I noted that in their literature they are commit-
ted to serving people without regard to race, religion, national origin, or economic
status. Mr. Chairman, I think that last term, "economic status," is very important
A lot of institutions and organizations are willing to serve pe.,ple in every other cat-
egoryrace, religion, nationalitybut if you're 2oo . then they have problems with
service So I want to commend Providence Hospital for their commitment to servingthe poor
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This hearing today is for me, the culmination of the beginning phase of raising
public awareness about the seriousness of infant mortality in this country In two
hearings held in Flonda this summer, I heard from approximately 25 witnesses
Those witnesses included health care delivery specialists, elected public officials,
health and medical officials, and individuals who had experienced some of the prob-
lems of trying to get proper health care during pregnancy.

I also visited clinics a.id !tormitals in Tampa, Tallahassee, Ft. Myers, Jacksonville,
and Ft. Lauderdale to see what the state of Florida provides in the way of services
to pregnant women and their babies Many of those places have implemented pro-
grams which make some inroads toward progress on this issue, but there is much
more to do.

Let me take a moment to talk about S. 1209 and what I hope the legislation will
accomplish. First of all, let me assure everyone that I don't see an Infant Mortality
Commission that will be created by law, issue a report, and that's it. I agree with
critics who say that study commissions who tell us the obvious are not worth the
ink it took to create them. What S. 1209 would do is create a commission with a
clear mandate for legislative and administrative action designed to vigorously
attack the problem before us. The commission would coordinate and focus the of-
forts of many groups who have been working in this vineyard for many years Also,
a commission created by the Congress as a focal point for action cannot be easily
ignored. Right now we have organizations and groups who come out with reports
and findings which sometimes initiate some interest among members of Congress,
but it's difficult to get a large block of member; interested simultaneously

The advantage of having a congressionally mandated commission is that you al-
ready have some members interested right in the beginning Presently on S. 1209,
there are cosponsors who are Committee Chairmen and Ranking Members who are
committed to effectively seek solutions to the problem of infant mortality.

When this bill passes and becomes law, it will be our Commission, Congress' Com-
mission. Its easy to ignore somebody else's baby crying in the nightits a lot harder
to ignore your own. This will be our baby, and I expect Congress to heed its cry.

In 1984, over 39,000 infants died in this country before their first birthdays.
That's a provisional infant mortality rate of 10.6.

I'm told that the figures have improved over the last year. That improvement, if
it's true, is still marginal. However, ; .n aware that preliminary figures for 1984-8t;
show the rate staying constant. In fact, the figure for all babies dying between 28
days and one year has increased by 3 percent in 1984.

Last year in Florida, 1,816 babies did not celebrate their first birthday. To me
that figure is devastating. My state is still one of the worst in the South. The South
still has one of the highest rates in the United States, nd the United States still
has one of the highest rates among industrial nations in the world.

If a child is born in the USA, his or her chances of survival are less than if that
child was born in Japan, Australia, Spain, and many other nations. The U.S. can't
seem to improve compared to the rest of the world because we still have a high
number of low birthweight babies. No matter how much advanced technology at our
nation's fingertips, if we can't get our babies growing healthier from the beginning,
the U.S. will continue to hang back from most other developed countries in infant
mortality.

Moreover, we cannot ignore the fact that when infant mortality rates do fall, the
gap in infant survival between Blacks and Whites widens In 1950, Black rates were
nearly 65 percent higher than the White rates for infant deaths. By 1965, that gap
had widened to 95 percent higher infant mortality for Blacks. And after decreasing
to 85 percent in 1975, it was back up at 95 percent by 1983. Relative to Whites,
Blacks have made no gains in infant mortality since 1950 in fact, they are falling
further behind.

In 1912, the Federal Children's Bureau issued this statement regarding infant
mortality"The coincidence of a high infant mortality rate with low earnings, poor
housing . . . and large families was indicated in these studies." And that report also
talked about the impact of social and economic conditions as well as good prenatal
and infant care.

Our future mut_ be better than our past. In most areas of national concern we are
a leader. In the case of infant mortality, we are a loser

In countries exceeding two million in population, in the 1950-54 period, we were
in seventh place. Ten years later, in 1960-64, we were in eleventh place, ten years
after that, in 1970-74, we were in sixteenth place, and in 1982 we were seventeenth.
In Olympic game terminology, "They don't give medals for seventeenth place."

Again, we are not satisifed with our position in relationship to the rest of the
world, and we're not satisfied with out failure to respond adequately on this issue. I
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look forward to hearing from our impressive list of witnesses in the hope that one
day we'll be a world leader in preventing infant mortality

Senator DURENBERGER. Lawton, the 71k you very much.
Our first witness today is the Honorable Mickey Leland, U.S.

Representative, Houston, TX. Mickey, we welcome you.

TESTIMONY OF HON. MICKEY LELAND, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS

Representative LELAND. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman,
and let me thank you, Mr. Chairman and Senator Chiles, both of
you, for your very thoughtful and compassionate statements. I
want to thank you, too, for inviting me here to testify before the
subcommittee on the need to establish a national commission to
prevent infant mortality and hopefully, amended to be and morbid-
ity.

On September 18, I introduced H.R. 3344, the companion bill to
S. 1209, Senator Chiles' legislation. I am pleased that like S. 1209,
H.R. 3344, with 36 cosponsors, has received bipartisan support from
Members representing vastly different parts of our country.

Mr. Chairman, I commend you for your support of Senator
Chiles' bill and for your sponsorhip, and particularly, for holding
these hearings this morning.

Mr. Chairman, I join you today as a fellow Member of Congress,
as chairman of the House Select Committee on Hunger, and as a
member of the Subcommittee on Health and the Environment,
which will consider H.R. 3344. But more importantly, I appear as a
concerned American who knows of the urgent need to improve our
maternal and infant health care delivery system.

According to recent statistics from the Naticnal Center for
Health Statistics, the national infant mortality rate in 1983 was
11.2 per 1,000 live births; that is 40,627 young lives. This abysmal
situation is intolerable. It is imperative that we mobilize our efforts
to end this national disgrace. I believe establishment of a national
commission to prevent infant mortality and morbidity will focus
much-needed attention on the issue and serve as the beginning ofa
concerted, coordinated natior, vide effort to reduce infant deaths.

Mr. Chairman, while infan' mortality and low birth-weight sta-
tistics have improved over the past 2 decades, it is important to
carefully examine the rue nature of these statistics. The neonatal
mortality rate, deaths of infants up to 28 days of age, has dropped
significantly with the advent of new technology and intensive care
nurseries. But the rate of postnatal mortality, deaths from 28 days
to 1 year of age, increased between 1982 and 1983. During the past
10 years, such an increase has occurred only once before. This tells
me that in a significant number of cases, new technology does not
save babies' lives, but only allows premature and low birth-weight
infants to be kept alive longer than what was possible in the past.

Overall, between 1960 and 1983, tne infant mortality rate de-
crcased from 26 per thousand live births to 11.2. Again, we must
I eep in mind this improvement is largely a result of technological
advances. Additionally, the advent of programs to aid the poor,
such as Medicaid, contributed to our progress. Recent cutbacks in
these programs have retarded this progress.
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Unfortunately, this overall statistical improvement is a shield
against the sobering truth: Our existing health and nutrition care
system to prevent infant mortality is woefully inadequate. Aggre-
gate statistics mask the ever-increasing suffering of tens of thou-
sands of mothers, babies, and families. We must close the chasm
which claims the lives of so many.

Low-income infants, particuarly those from ethnic and racial mi-
nority groups, suffer from low birth weight and infant mortality
rates far above those of other populations. For example, the black
infant mortality rate in 1982 was 19.2 per 1,000 live births. Thus, a
black child born in this country has almost double the risk of dying
compared to a white child. According to the date from the NCHS,
this black-white infant mortality gap is widening.

Let me make a note here, however, Mr. Chairman, if I may. I
recall that in 1979, when I first came to Congress, I recognized the
gap between white and black infant mortality rates and was con-
tacted by one of my coastittiems who happened to be white. She
said, "Weil, whey are you so concerned about just the black infant
mortality rate?' Let me make this perfectly clear: that I care about
babies dying period, regardless of what color they are.

In Ilouston, where my own congressional district is located, final
1984 infant mortality data revealed that from 1982 to 1984, the gap
between the black and white infant mortality rates in Houston in-
creased 16 percent.

The infant mortality rate gap between the rural poor and the
rest of the nation grew an alarming 39 percent between 1981 and
1983.

I am very deeply troubled by these numbers and personal expe-
rience has motivated me further. As the only pharmacist in Con-
gress, I have worked in the health care field and have heard testi-
mony from public nealth and medical professionals. The message I
have witnessed and the message the professionals deliver is clear:
Comprehensive prenatal care, social services, nutritional services,
and health education is the most cost-effective means for prevent-
ing infant mortality and low birth weight.

According to the intstitute of medicine report issued recently, for
every dollar spent on prenatal care, $3.38 is saved from costs which
accompany the extraordinary methods which must be utilized for
low-birth-weight babies.

In July 1984, the Select Committee on Hunger toured the inten-
sive care infant nursery at the University of California Medical
Center in San Francisco. The low-birth-weight infants we saw were
tiny, frail, their lives wholly dependent on the intricate machinery
to which they were attached. Most of these little citizens were un-
likely to survive. The chief of neonatology at the hospital told the
committee that many of the mothers of these undersized i tbies suf-
fered from malnutrition during preganancy. We were told first-
hand that hundreds of mothers, at this hospital alone, do not re-
ceive early comprehensive prenatal care. National data from the
NCHS bear out this fact.

Mr. Chairman, it is inconceivable that although we know how to
prevent infants from dying, as you have indicated, the United
States still lags behing 14 other countries or, as Senator Chiles has
noted, possibly 16 other countries.
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Nine European nations, Japan, Canada, Australia, New Zealand,
and Singapore have lower infant mortality rates than the United
States. A concerted effort to assure all women and infants in need
receive proper comprehensive prenatal and postnatal care can and
will make a difference. A national commission to focus attention
and coordinate efforts is the first step to reach this goal.

The mandate of the National Commission to Prevent Infant Mor-
tality and Morbidity would be to make specific recommendations
within 1 year of its formation for changes needed with in Federal
programs to achieve an effective national role to reduce infant
deaths. It would recommend a national policy to coordinate and im-
prove State and local and private efforts to prevent infant mortali-
ty.

The combination of declining health status among low-income
pregnant women and new-born infants, a fiscal crisis, and in-
creased taxpayer concern has set the stage for a national coordinat-
ed effort to implement cost-effective changes in our maternal and
child health care system. The establishment of a National Commit-
tee to Prevent Infant Mortality and Morbidity will help achieve
this goal.

Again, Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear
before you this morning. I look forward to working with you
toward our mutal goal of establishing a national commission.

Thank you very much.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much. I have just one

question. You were in the Texas legislature, weren't you?
Represenative LELAND. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DURENBERGER. Somewhere right near the end of your

testimony you were saying one of the reasons we have a commis-
sion is to tie together Federal, State, local, and private efforts. I
think that is where I come down, too.

I read Dr. Mason's testimony, which we are geing to hear short-
ly, I think the administration's statement is that we don't need
commission and then it goes on to outline all the things that we
ought to be doing.

There is a reason why I am here today, not as chairman of the
Health Subcommittee of Finance, where we deal with Medicare,
Medicaid, and MCH and a lot of these other things, but as chair-
man of the Intergovernmental Relations Subcommittee. One reason
is to make sure that Lawton gets here as an official member of the
committee, because he is not on Finance. [Laughter.]

But the other one is because it strikes me that the most impor-
tant function of a commission is not to deal with so much what we
ought to do by way of specific health delivery, and health care sys-
tems, but how all of us actors who are in charge of these multibil-
lion dollar resources can be better used to make sure that we don't
have the problem of infant mortality and morbidity that a much
lesser developed nation might have to experience because it doesn't
have those kinds of resources.

You have Medicaid jurisdiction over in the Envirt-Jument and
Health Subcommittee of the Energy and Commerce Committee.
Tell us a couple of the things that are sort of going wrong in this
intergovernmental system right now that aren't getting this combi-
nation of the Federal commitment, the State commitment, ana the
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local commitment out there in terms of service dollars, particularly
to the indigent.

Representative LELAND. Having served both in the legislature
and then arriving in Congress, I found it necessary to do something
about infant mortality in the State of Texas. More than anything
else, Mr. Chairman, we found in 1979, maybe 1980, after we had
established an infant mortality task force in the State of Texas
under my leadership, one of the gravest problems that we found
was that there was no real communication on the issue of infant
mortality between and among city and county officials, and county
and State officials on the issue.

Then we found, too, that there was no real data bank available
for the State/intra-State agencies to draw on or to show real statis-
tics to inform local and State officials as to where the problem was
in the gravest sense or where the least of the problem was.

We found, too, after having my chairman, Henry Waxman go
down to Houston for hearing on infant mortality, that there was no
real coordination between the Federal Government and State gov-
ernment and local governments on the issue of infant mortality.

So the problem that we have just laid out of intergovernmental
relations and information, providing a data base establishment is a
real problem, more than anything else.

The task force was bound and determined, through a covenant,
that we were not going to try to reinvent the wheel or to produce
another study that would just sit on the shelf. But rather, what we
would tlo would be to take all the available information, correlate
it, and boil it down to the facts that were necessary in order for us
to solve the problem. The commission can accomplish this on a na-
tional level.

Senator CHILES. I think this point is so important, because it is
interesting. In going around my State and seeing who was doing
something right and where it was working, the most effective serv-
ices are where there were sort of layered services in which you had
WIC playing a part and the improved pregnancy outcome program
playing a part, and some of the charitable situations playing a
part, in which there was a county effort in the county health serv-
ices, in which there were these layered services, and the people
would be picked up in one of those layered services.

We had Senator John Traeger from your State testify at our
hearings in Miami, and he talked about how he, sort of an old con-
servative reactionary fellow, had to sort of get educated a little
himself with this problem and then use that education that he got
to go convince other people.

One of the problems again, that I see in my State, Mr. Chairman,
is this is cost effective. We know that. We know that for every
dollar we spend in preventive care, especially at the front end of
these services, in giving the screening to these mothers, it saves up
better than $3, probably up to $10 when we have these infants in
neonatal intensive care. And yet county commissions will not fund
the services adequately in these things, because they haven't been
convinced.

Senator DURENBERGER. I see this national commission as being
able to mobilize this information and support and to help focus on
this problem. We don't need to study it. We know our principal of-
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fender is the low birth weight. How do we deal with it? How do we
build the army of support to do that? You really reinforced my
thinking on this.

What you have seen in Texas is what we need to do nationally,
and I don't think we are talking about a tremendous role of Feder-
al dollars. But we need to see that there are these layers of serv-
ices. We need to see that women can get these services no matter
where they are, and I think we need to generate the kind of sup-
port that brings in these county and local governments and the
state governments for them to see it is cost effective for them. It
makes sense for them to get in and do it.

Representative LELAND. Precisely. Under our current fiscal con-
straints, I refer back to the opening statement made by the chair-
man about how we need t-3 reorder our priorities within the area of
spending our health dollars. I think that this is an area that needs
to be targeted. With this commission, I think that we can prove
that infant mortality is, indeed, an area where we really ought to
refocus and reorder our priorities.

Senator DURENBERGER. I think that is the frustration of the
chairman of the Budget Committee, or the ranking member of the
Budget Committee. I hope he stays that way for awhile. [Laughter.]

Representative LELAND. What kind of Freudian slip is that?
Senator DURENBERGER. It is two to one here, right?
But the frustration in dealing in this area is that in the budget-

ary sense, first we are facing the great, big deficit. Nobody wants to
spend any more money to do anything right, and in prevention,
you have got to spend a few dollars in order to make a lot of dol-
lars, but you don't get any credit for a lot of dollars that you save
in the budget process. You know, you get knocked because you are
going to spend an extra $100 million here, or in Medicaid, and it
shows up as a cost figure of some kind.

But nobody is able to credit us --
Senator CHILES. Right.
Senator DURENBERGER [continuing]. For the larger dollar savings

that comes from that. That gets to be the frustration of having to
live with a huge deficit and the rest of those problems that you
can't get to do anything about.

Representative LELAND. Mr. Chairman, if I may, I would like to
make one final note, and that is that I understand that the admin-
istration does oppose the creation of this commission. I would hope
that the administration would soften its opposition here, because I
think that we in the Congress want to work in partnership with
the Federal agency, HHS, in order to resolve this very critical prob-
lem, and I think that in the long term it would prove to be just
what you have said, cost efffective as well as saving a lot of lives in
the future.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you.
Lawton, do you have any questions?
Senator CHILES. We are just delighted to have your testimony

today and your experiei,ce in this already in Texas. Texas has
taken a leadership role has already seen some results.

That, again, is a coordinated effort between the Federal, the
State, and the local people, and it is an educational effort. I think
that is much of what we are about here today. In this early care
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that we must give to these pregnant women, so much of that is just
pure education, just trying to get them to see and understand the
kind of steps that they need to take so that they won't have a low-
birth-weight baby.

We find that so critically important, and we are just delighted to
have your sponsorship in the House.

Mr. LELAND. Thank you very much. I look forward to working
with both of you.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much.
Senator CHILES. I have a statement from Congressman Charlie

Rose that I wculd like accepted for the record.
Senator DURENBERGER. It will be made part of the hearing

record.'
Out next witness is Dr. James 0. Mason, Acting Assistant Secre-

tary of Health, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services,
accompanied by Dr. Hutchins, the Health Resources and Services
Administration of the division of maternal and child health; Dr.
Berendes of the National Institute of Child Health end Human De-
velopment; Dr. Joel Kleinman of the National Center for Health
Statistics, and Dr. Jim Marks of the Centers for Disease Control.

Gentlemen, we welcc-ne all of you, and we are vary grateful for
all of you being here. I know Jim crn handle this all on his own,
but this variety is going to add to the spice of our morning, I am
sure', and I think on behalf of both of us, we really appreciate it. I
have tried to reflect in my opening statements that I appreciate
the kind of commitment that the Seer& .a-y has made to this issue.
She may not have made it, for one reason or another, to a commis-
sion, but she certainly has her heart in the right place as far as
her commitment and that of the Department to the issues of infant
mortality and morbidity.

We are just here to maybe argue that we can do a little better
with another technique that the Senator from Florida has suggest-
ed to us, and we can broaden all of our understandings of the
issues we care a lot about.

We will make your statement, Dr. Mason, and any other written
comments a part of the record of this hearing, ant. you may pro-
ceed nt.',v to abbreviate in whatever way you deem appropriate.

TESTIMONY OF JAMES 0. MASON, M.D., ACTING ASSISTANT SEC-
RETARY FOR HEALTH, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HE? 7111 AND
HUMAN SERVICES, ACCOMPANIED BY VINCE HUTU...NS, M.D.,
DIV _SION OF MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH, HEALTH RE-
SOURCES AND SERVICES h.. IINIS"'RATION: HEINZ BERENDES,
M.D., NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CHILD HEALTH AND HUMAN DE-
VELOPMENT, NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH; JOEL KLEIN-
MAN, PH.D., NATIONAL CENTER FOR HEALTu STATISTICS, AND
JAMES MARKS, M.D., CENTERS FOR DISEASL ,ONTROL

Dr. MASON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am delighted
to be here and to be accompanied by the gentlemen you have al-
ready introduced

' See p. 320.
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I don't think we have a great deal to argue about. Most of the
things that have been discussed prior to my testimony we agree to,
and when -de really come down to the matter, it is whether we
need a commission or not and how to proceed rather than whether
there is an unacceptable situation staring us in the face.

My testimony today will briefly outline the major trends in
infant mortality and related statistics in the United States, why
such trends are occurring and the activities the Department of
Health and Human Services is taking in these areas.

Some of the challenges I will be highlighting have been with us
for some time, and others are of more recent origin. Thiese issues
have already been carefully examined numerous times by many in-
vestigators, task forces and prominent organizations, as well as by
the Department.

Undertaking yet another commission to study the prevention of
infant mortality as proposed by S. 1209 seems, in the light of what
has already happended, to be of little value. Therefore, the admin-
istration opposes this legislation, because we fell the proposed legis-
lation is unnecessary. We need to be about the task of acting upon
what we know and seeking new knowledge to fill the gaps in our
understanding in order to achieve further progress that we all
desire.

We don't want things to stop ..t the State, and local level while
they await a commission at the national level taking action. We
need to decide at all levels, Federal, State and local, that current
infant mortality is unacceptable and the gap between black and
white infant mortality is unacceptable. We then need to proceed,
without blaming the victim or without putting blame on any level
of government. We need to get going using information already
available.

Senator CHILES. How the heck do we do that?
Dr. MASON. There is plenty of information on exactly what we

need to do.
Senator CHILES. I don't disagree with that at all, but how are we

going to go about doing that? You say we need to do this and we
need to do that, and how do we go? How do we start acting? Are we
acting now?

Dr MASON. Yes, we are acting now, but we are not doing enough.
We all agree with that. Congressman Leland who preceded me, told
of experience in Texas. He outlined that when Texas decided that
what was happening was unacceptable, then they began to do
things at the State and local levels. It isn't until we get down to
the local level with knowledge and planning that we are going to
make progress in doing something about this problem.

Senator CHILES. How do we trickle down to the local level?
Doctor, you have said in -tatements before that you think this is a
problem of the State and local governments and that they ought to
be solving the problem.

Dr. MASON. I think is a problem for all of us, but we have seen
in this Nation that w ..en the community decided that this problem
is unacceptable and then when they organize themselvesand it
has already been saidit isn't just a matter of resources. It is a
matter of deciding that ' hat is going on is unacceptable arid then
organizing to do something about the problem.
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Senator CHILES. Have you decided it is unacceptable?
Dr. MASON. Yes, we have.
Senator CHILES. What have you been doing about it? What has

your agency been doing about it, last year, the year before that?
How much money, how many people, personnel, are we putting
into this problem?

I don't sense that kind of commitment. I haven't sensed it at all.
That is one reason that I thought we needed something to organize
it.

Dr. MASON. Can I proceed with my testimony?
Senator CHILES. Yes, sir.
Dr. MASON. Since we, I think, all agree on the statistics, I will

spend very little time on that. We have attached to our testimony
charts on infant mortality, and we agree that the rate among black
infants continues to be almost twice that of white infants. During
the decade of the seventies, the average annual decline in the
infant mortality rate was 4.5 percent. In contrast, provisional data
from 1983 through the first 6 months of 1985 shows that the infant
mortality rate declined by an average of less than 3 percent.

So there has been slowing down. We recognize that factors influ-
encing these statistics are very complex, and they include demo-
graphic, medical, physical, environmental, educational, behavioral,
attitudinal, and resources, and all of these need to be considered.

At this point, we can say that the major improvement in infant
mortality is attributable to advances in neonatal intensive care,
and we believe that the recent trends may, in part, be the result of
changes in the infant's age of death. Over the past decade, the
neonatal mortality rate, that is infant deaths under 28 days, has
declined faster than the post-neonatal mortality rate. Regionaliza-
tion of perinatal services, the technology of newborn intensive care
units, and more accessible prenatal care have mtributed to the
improved rates.

F',..al data for 1983 indicate that the neonatal rate continues to
show a substantial decline. However, the postneonatal rate in-
creased to 3.9 from a rate of 3.8 in 1982.

Senator CHILES. Is that basically saying that, with our techn,logi-
cal advances or technology, we can keep them alive that first 28
days better, but then we lose them after that?

Dr. MASON. Well yes. That is what we can conclude. We are get-
ting to the point of maximum achievement in terms of technology
doing the job. We have long recognized the relationship between
infant mortality and low birthweight. That has been commented
about earlier. More than two-thirds of deaths in the neonatal
period occur among low-birth-weight infants.

The link between birth weight and death in the postneonatal
period is less pronounced but still substantial. Low-birth-weight it
fants are several times more likely than normal-birth-weight in-
fants to die later in the first year and more than 20 percent of post-
neonatal deaths occur to low-birth-weight infants. The varying
rates of low-birth-weight groups among subgroups are a =jot- con-
tributor to the difference in infant mortality found, particularly
among blacks.

In 1983, 6.8 percent of births in the United States W4 re low birth
weight. This represents only a 14-percent decline si. ,e, 1970. There
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has been no change in the low-birth-weight rate since 1980. Again,
blacks are more tnan twize as likely as whites to deliver a low-
birth-weight infant.

Even when several factors such as age, marital status, month
prenatal care began and educational level are controlled simulta-
neously, black women continue to be twice as likely as white
women to have low-birth-weight infants.

There is little question about the value of quality preratal care
and its contribution to the health of pregnant women and prevent-
ing or reducing the complications of pregnancy and labor.

We need to better understand the content and components of
prenatal care that aie most important and effective. For example,
while research is clearly established- -

Senator CHILES. Doctor, you skipped a part there where you say
in your statement, "- -the effectiveness of prenatal care for improv-
ing fetal health and .educing low birth weight is unclear."

Is there some reason you sk'sved that?
Dr. MASON. I am trying to L .ke my testimony more concise for

time.
Senator CHILES. I just wonder how that line got in your state-

ment to start with. I was hoping you had struck it. It is pretty
clear, is it not, that prenatal care has a lot to do with improving
low birth weight?

Dr. MASON. You are absolutely right. We are talking about the
components, what we need to build into quality prenatal care. That
is what is unclear, not the value of prenatal care. So I don't think
we disagree there at all. What can we do to prenatal care to make
a difference? We are interested in the outcome, and that is where
we see the lack of clarity.

For example, while researchers clearly estaolished smoking to be
the most important known risk factor for low birth wcigh,, we
have, at present, limited knowledge to affect smoking behavior, es-
pecially among those at highest risk for low birth weight. This is
also true for beh,:vior relating to alcohol, to drugs, to teenage preg-
nancy and unwanted pregnancy. All of those are complex.zies tha,
we need to effectively deal with if clr prenatal care is going to
have an effect upon outcome.

Nevertheless, if we arc to f 'ed in preventing untoward ou
comes, an; intervention muss it t'ae prenatal period. Yet in
1983, only 76 percent of all v Ave.-.g a live birth entered pi
natal care in the first trimek rthermore, only V percent of
black mothers began care in t , rst trimester, compared to 79
percent of white mothers.

Effective methods to optimize women's utilization of the health
care system such as seeking prenatal care early or adhering to the
scheduled prenatal care visit.: .are needed, and we need to help
women comply with the kind of instructions and information they
are going to get during those prena.al care visits.

Now, in the remainder of my time, I will briefly outline some of
the activities that are under way withi. .,e Health and Human
Services Department.

First of all, the Secretary established a black and minority
health task force in 1984, which included a Subcommittee on
Infant Mortality. The task force provided recommendations on Fed-
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eral service and research programs in order to narrow health dif-
ferences between minorities and whites and suggested ways in
which the public and private sectors could cooperate to bring about
improvements in the health status of minorities. The Secretary has
established a new office under my direction to help implement the
recommendations in the report.

Second, a PHS low-birth-weight prevention work group was es-
tablished early in 1984. This group is comprised of representatives
of HHS agencies and it is chaired by the Director of the Division of
Maternal and Child Health and cochaired by the Director of the
National I. stitute of Child Health and Human Development. This
group has broad responsibility for providing scientific analysis and
coordinating infant mortality and low-birth-weight prevention ac-
tivities.

The Public Health Service administers programs relating to ma-
ternal and child health, and I won't go into the facet of the block
grants, the community health centers, migrant health projects, and
the Indian Health Service and its activities to lower the problem.
The National Health Service Corps has been placing substantial
numbers of obstetricians and pediatricians to provide direct serv-
ices in underserved at-risk areas.

In addition to these PHS 3fforts, other programs, such as Medic-
aid, devote substantial resources to improving infant health. With
regard to research, the National Institute of Child Health and
Human Development has implemented special research initiatives
focused on the prevention of low birth weight and its etiology. The
Division of Maternal and Child Health is supporting studies relat-
ing to utilization of prenatal care involving Medicaid, Medicare,
and other systems that are used to help pay for these services.

Data efforts are underway. The National Center for Health Sta-
tistics is now studying the logistic and methodological problems in-
volved in creating a national system which links infant death and
birth records. Such a system is crucial to our ability to effectively
monitor trends and identify high-risk populations. I won't go to
other data efforts in terms of time.

In the role of encouraging expanded public and professional com-
munication, we have activities such as the Healthy Mothers and
the Healthy Babies Coalition. Each PHS regional office sponsored
infant mortality conferences during 1984 and 1985, tailored to the
problems and needs of each region. Many State action plans were
developed as part of these recent meetings.

To this substantial list of activities, I would like to add the provi-
sion of technical assistance and consultation to State and local
health agencies which is going on. We are assigning epidemiolo-
gists to States to bee up the epidemiologic capacity of State, mater-
nal, and child health programs.

Finally, the Public Health Service is assembling teams of health
professionals, referred to as infant mortality review teams, to pro-
vide, upon request, expert assistance to States in reviewing infant
mortality and morbidity data.

Senator CHILES. How many of those teams have we got, Doctor?
Dr. MASON. A have to ask Dr. Hutchins.
Dr. HuTcHiNs. There have been three Nisits made.
Senator CHILES. Three visits? How many teams are there?
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Dr. HurcinNs. We put the team together for each State that re-
quests a visit, so the teams are made up of people from the Public
Health Service as well as consultants from outside the Govern-
ment. And the three that we have cone so far have not had the
same composition.

Dr. MASON. We can provide that consultation to all 50 States, if
those requests come in.

Senator DURENBERGER. Simultaneously?
Dr. MASON. Not simultaneously.
Senator DURENBERGER. That is probably his question.
Senator CHILES. Three in what period of time?
Dr. HurcinNs. Since midsummer of this year.
Dr. MASON. But we have responded to all those requests that we

have received, is that not true?
[Dr. Hutchins nodded affirmatively.]
Dr. MASON. There are not easy answers to reducing infant mor-

tality and preventing low birth weight. These are national, State,
and community problems, requiring efforts of all segments of our
society for a solution.

Over the years, numerous efforts by both the public and private
sectors have been directed toward the resolution of maternal and
infant health problem.. That is why we are delighted to be here
today to share our ideas and direct our energies to assure healthy
pregnancies and improve our children's chances for a healthy birth
and a healthy life.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much. I will let Lawton

get to his questions, the ones that he may have left. [Laughter.]
I have been sitting here trying to figure you out. If the President

were here, I have already figured him out. [Laughter.]
I know how I would ask my questions. I would say from my pre-

vious experience with the Public Health Service and with several
of you individuals, that you really mean what you say. I mean, you
are doing your best. You keep finding better ways to do things, and
you try to get the things done that need to get done.

So it strikes me as somehow a little unfair, to jump too hard on
you because you are the one that has to make the statement Laat
we don't need a commission.

And yet, you seem to have handled some of Lawton's little inter-
ruptions pretty well. I wonder if maybe you don't really believe
that we don't need to mobilize this country, not just the Public
Health Service, not just HHS, not just the infant mortality review
teams but the whole country to deal with this problem,

Because the reality is, you are absolutely right: Technology in
this country, in which we have poured billions of dollars, is bring-
ing 1 pound people into this world.

So this great technology and all these billions of dollars have pre-
sented us with a unique problem in the history of society. It strikes
me that if everybody in the country understood the nature of the
problem and some of the contributing factors, that you could more
easily get people ginned up to do something about it.

If I understand something about what the Senator is contemplat-
ing with a national commission, it is really to get the majority of
the people in this country to care about 42,000 situations a year,
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which is almost an unobservable statistic, in this covatry of 232
million people.

So yes, you can keep going after the 42,000 and you can keep
sending your teams out.

Why do you personally feel that we shouldn't do something more
-;ble to focus the people of this country on the fact that they

h.. ? to devote some resources to helping us solve this problem of
mortality and morbidity?

Dr. MASON. Can I respond to that?
Senator DURENBERGER. Yes, of course. It was a question, it

wasn't a statement. [Laughter.]
Dr. MASON. I agree totally that we need to do something, but

often, a national commission is an easy solution. Everyone sits
back and says, "Now we have created a national commission, and
we don't need to worry about it down in community X, Y or Z."

Senator DURENBERGER. You wouldn't do that. You wouldn't lie
back, would you? Would you go to sleep for 12 months while this
commission operated?

Dr. MASON. Well, that is one of the fears with the Secretary's
Black and Minority Task Force, and with working out a lot of
things that we have going, the working at the local level. I don't
want anyone to lie back and say, "Well, let's wait and see "

Senator CHILES. Doctor, do I impress you as someboay that is
looking for an easy solution and looking for this commission to be
an easy solution?

Dr. MASON. I am just answering that we need to be careful.
Senator DURENBERGER. That is one of your objections.
Dr. MASON. We have a lot of governments.
Senator DURENBERGER. That people will lie back. What else other

than that?
Dr. MASON. We ' ave a lot going for us. Where this problem is

going to be engaged is not just at the Federal level. I agree that the
Federal Government has significant, a highly significant role.

But what is needed is getting the States, getting the communi-
ties, getting the cities, getting the counties to say what is going on
is unacceptable.

Senator DURENBERGER. That iS right.
Senator CHILES. Absolutely.
Senator DURENBERGER. And I went to Detroitand I use Detroit

as an examplea couple of months ago, and we have got some
people from Michigan here. I met with the hospital administrators.
They told me about the $100 million-plus of uncompensated care in
the hospitals, and they are scared to death becau3e we are using
competition and consumer choice to get competition in the hospital.

The administrator of hospitals in Detroit said, "Senator, do you
know what the largest killer of children was in America last
year?"

I said. "No, what is it?"
He said, "Poverty. Ten thousand kids died of poverty," he saia.
Now, I am the only one that knows that. Now a few more people

do, but the country doesn't understand it that way. They think it is
something else. It is a black, or a Southern problem.
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But here is a person who is s;-,ying it is poverty. Maybe it is only
9,500 that died of poverty. Maybe you could argue that it isn't pov-
erty, it is something else.

But if you say it is lack of education, I wonder if that doesn't
have something to do with poverty. If you say it is hunger, the lack
of nutrition, I wonder if that doesn't have something to do withpoverty.

I could say it is environmental, around the mother, and I wonderif a lot of that doesn't 'lave something to do with poverty. Then I
would say, in an intergovernmental sense, why is it that in certain
parts of the country, why is it that in urban areas, why is it that in
certain populations we see this problem presented in much greater
detail than in other populations?

It see,As to me to come back to poverty. Whenever it comes back
to poverty, I wonder if you are the right person to represent the
administration. Maybe it is because you care about all these kids.
Maybe it ought to be somebody that doesn't care about poverty in
this country. Maybe it is somebody who believes people ought tovote with their feet, and, "If you don't like it here, go someplace
else."

Maybe you are not the right person to 'peak for the administra-
tion; maybe it is somebody who can tol rate using deficits to cut
the legs out from under State and local government efforts to do
something about this.

')on't you think poverty has quite a bit to do with prenatal care
and the lack of prenatal care?

Dr. MASON. I mentioned in my testimony that this is a very com-
plex issue. It does not depend just on availability of prenatal or ter-
tiary care. It depends upon all of the items that you talked about.
We couldn't be in better agreement.

Senator DURENBERGER. Lawton?
Senator CHILES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Again, let me say

that perhaps I am railing out at you, Doctor, and you might not be
the person I should be railing at. I don't know who you had to clear
your statement with or what you had to do on that versus your
personal concern. The concern of your team for trying to provide
good ca e may be something that is very strong.

But I will have to say from my education, which is late to this
field of understanding, I am ashamed of our country. I am ashamed
of a country that has the resources and is blessed with all of God's
gifts that this country has a record so abysmal in this area.

I am impatient to see that we do something about it, and by
gosh, I am going to see with other people that are concerned about
this, too, that we do do something about it. I can't stand it when I
hear someone say, "This is a very complicated problem; it is going
to take a long time to get to the bottom of it, "when we know that
we don't need to study low birthweight.

We know what the principal offender is, and we know, with
giving some kind of education and a little nutritional help, we can
do so much about low birthweight. When I go to Liberty City and I
see the death rate in that city among blacks in that portion ofMiami is one of the highest that we have in the State, it is double,
more than double what the State average is. And yet we have got
one lady there that set up a program, and she has reduced it to two
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per 1,000 in her program, and she has very few bucks to do it. But
she is educating those young black girls. She is telling them what
they need to eat. She is telling them that they shouldn't smoke,
that they shouldn't drink. She is giving them a screening process.
Aixl so she has gone from more than double the national average
in the rest of the city down to two.

It is a cost-effective program. It works. It can be done, and the
question is, how in the world do we get that coordinated across the
country? I think the National Government has got to play a role in
that. I don't think we can stick our heads in the sand and say,
"That is a State and local problem."

Dr. MASON. I agree with you, totally. I think what we are dis-
agreeing about is the process, not the outcome. When someone be-
comes concerned at the local level and gets things organized, things
really happen. You are absolutely right.

Senator CHILES. But you say in your statement, "We need to be
about the task of acting on what we know."

Doctor, I don't think we are about that task. I don't think any-
body is in charge or anybody is about that task.

Tell me, is there a coordinated plan now to get this information
out, to bring together the State and local governments, to convince
those people that this is cost effective as well as humane; that it
makes sense for us as a country; that we don't want to create this
morbidity problem out there where we have to care for these chil-
dren that survive. We have the machines that we can put them on
for the first 28 days, but then we care for those, take care of those
children and -_- it them in the welfare system and the other systems
and pay for them the rest of their lives.

This makes sense. I can sell it to the rankest conservative or the
bleeding heart liberal, because it makes sense for both sides. But
there is no attack plan.

Dr. MASON. There is within the Public Health System a coordi-
nated attack plan, and I agree with-

Senator CHILES. What the hell good does it do within the Public
Health System if it isn't out there in the world?

Dr. MASON. What I am saying, we are delivering it out there. We
cannot act as comprehensively as Senator Durenberger has said,
because we are only one department of the Federal Government, I
agree that poverty certainly is more far reaching than health
alone.

But from a standpoint of Public Health Service outreach, I think
all of the activities that we are undertakingsuch as meeting with
State l'ealth officers and local health officersshow that that part
of the plan is well in place.

Senator CHILES. Doctor, it is county commissioners that are hold-
ing up the funds. It is State senators who think that they should
not be spenc.ng the money that are holding up the funds. It is city
leaders who don't want to see their elected officials putting out
some more money there if they think it is going to be wasted.

Are we getting to those people? You are dealing through your
bureaucracy, through your health officials, and we don't see the
charts charging that much. Do we see the numbers? Are we going
to meet the Surgeon General's goal of 9 deaths per 1,000 by 1990.
Do you think that, truly believe that?
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Dr. rasort. We project about 9.2 deaths per 1,000 so no, we
won't reach the 1990 goal. We are going to be a little above that.

Senator CHILES. I am glad you at least felt we weren't going to
reach the nine, because I don't think there is any way we are going
to reach the 9 per 1,000.

Dr. MASON. The goal for minorities is 12.5 deaths per 1,000 and
we are not going to reach it.

Senator CHILES. And it should be, because we see the figures, as 1
stated in my statement, are actually going the other way since
1950, and we see these charts up here. That is something, again, as
a nation that we have got to be tremendously concerned about, the
red line showing our black infant mortality, and we see that was
coming down. But now we are beginning to see the leveling on that
chart.

So we are not making progress, and as you said in your state-
ment, the progress that we are making was more in our medical
technology than in the other things that we have to do something
about, low birthweight. We have not made the kind of progress in
low birthweight that we have made by being able to have the ma-
chines and being able to keep the infants alive longer through tech-
nology.

Senator DURENBERGER. Is there a reason why you are going to
fall substantially short of the Surgeon General's goal with regard
to black mothers than the other average?

Dr. MASON. I think you have outlined the reasons. It is all of
those issues that surround poverty. We see the effect today of to-
bacco affecting women more than it ever has beforeaspects of al-
cohol, drugs, unwanted pregnarry, teenage pregnancya whole
series of complex social issues.

Senator CHILk.s. Part of that, I think, can be shown on this low
birthweight chart, Mi. Chairman. If you look at that, you will see
that the chart for blacks literally is not going down at all on low
birthweight. That is two-thirds of our problem or more, is the low
birthweight infants.

Dr. MASON. I want to say that concerning these statistics, we are
in total agreement. The Nation needs to know that we are not dis-
agre6ing over which way this is going and how it ought to go.

Senator Onus. We are not arguing over the numbers, Mr.
Chairman.

Senator DURENBERGER. No, we are not arguing over the num-
bers.

Senator CHILES. Mr. Chairman, I know we have got a lot of other
witnesses. I thank the panel for coming. I would have to say that
this sort of statement here reminds me a little of the street poem
that goes like this:
"The home team was in quite a bind.
"It was the fourth quarter, and they were still behind.
"But a chant came from the crowd and it was persistent, and it

was loud. 'Give the ball to Calhoun, give the ball to Cal-
houn.'

But a hush over the c.owd did fall when the quarterback shouted
back, 'Calhoun say he don't want the ball." [Laughter.]
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Senator DURENBERGER. Are you going to give Howell Heflin
credit for that? [Laughter.]

Are you going to take credit for that yourself?
Dr. MASON. Senator, we want raft of the ball. We want the

health part of it.
Senator DURENBERGER. For the record, Doctor, and for all of you,

there is a series of questions that, as Lawton said, for sake of time
we could not ask.

Senator CHILES. I have some, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DURENBERGER. Senator Chiles has some, and I will have

some. They will deal with things we haven't done as a Federal Gov-
ernment that you, I think, would urge us to do, and we haven't
done them because, "we don't have the money" at the Federal
level.

I had the experience with regard to the so-called tobacco tax of
suggesting what Lawton was getting at with what he said about
county commissioners and city councils in places like Miami who
are burdened with revenue squeeze and illegal immigrants and are
having to decide between 100,000 people over here and 1,000 over
there, and then are deciding in favor of the 100,000.

But I had the experience of suggesting that if we are going to
raise the tobacco tax, we take 8 cents of it and add it, in effect, to
the maternal child health block grant and related program groups.
We then could send it back to the State and local governments.

To that extent, could I get any help from the administration? Of
course not. Of course not. I couldn't get any help. Did I get any
help on modifying Medicaid so that those county commissioners
who had to spend this Medicaid money could spend some money on
smoking prevention for mothers without having to spend money on
education for Medicaid recipiente Did I get some help from the ad-
ministration saying, "Right on, Senator, do it"? Hell, no, because it
cost $40 million to do it.

So they said, "You can't do that, then."
I nave a list of questions that I can only send you because you

are the guy that showed up here. So I would like all five of you to
put your heads together and try to respond, withoutand I don't
know whether you have to clear answers to questions with OMB or
somebody else. Isn't it like if you were here, you don't have Jim
Miller or somebody else to clear this stuff with. [Laughter.]

So if we could do the questions and answers without having to
clear them with somebody else, I think it would make for a more
complete record. I don't o,hether it helps Lawton and his pro-
posal to go along this line, but those are the kind of questions for
the records of the Intergovernmental Relations Subcommittee that
I need to have.

Thank you all very inuch for being here. I appreciate it a great
deal.

Dr. MASON. Thank you for inviting us.
[Dr. Mason's prepared statement, with attachments, and re-

sponses to written questions from Senators Durenberger and Chiles
follow:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES 0. MASON, M.D.

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE.

I AM HERE TODAY TO DISCUSS AN ISSUE OF GREAT CONCERN TO OUR

NATION -- INFANT MORTALITY. I AM ACCOMPANIED BY DR. VINCE

HUTCHINS OF THE DIVISION OF MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH, HEALTH

RESOURCES AND SERVICES ADMINISTRATION; DR. HEINZ BERENDES OF

THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CHILD HEALTH NND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT,

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH; DR. JOEL KT"-NMAN OF THE

NATIONAL CENTER FOR HEALTH STATISTICS; AND DR. JAMES MARKS OF

THE CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL.

MY TESTIMONY TODAY WILL OUTLINE THE MAJOR TRENDS IN INFANT

MORTALITY AND RELATED STATISTICS IN THE U.S., THE FACTORS

AFFECTING SUCH TRENDS, AND THE ACTIVITIES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF

HEALTH AND HHMAN SERVICES IN THESE AREAS. SOME OF THE

CHALLENGES I WILL BE HIGHLIGHTING HAVE BEEN WITH US FOR SOME

TIME AND OTHERS ARE OF MORE RECENT ORIGIN. THESE ISSUES HAVE

BEEN CAREFULLY EXAMINED NUMEROUS TIMES BY MANY INVESTIGATORS,

TASK FORCES, AND PROMINENT ORGANIZATIONS AS WELL AS BY THE

DEPARTMENT. UNDERTAKING YET ANOTHER COMMISSION TO STUDY THE

PREVENTION OF INFANT MORTALITY AS PROPOSED BY S. 1209 SEEMS OF

LITTLE VALUE. THEREFORE, THE ADMINISTRATION OPPOSES THIS

LEGISLATION BECAUSE THE PROPOSED COMMISSION IS JNNECESSARY. WE

NEED TO BE ABOUT THE TASK OF ACTING UPON WHAT WE KNOW AND

SEEKING NEW KNOWLEDGE TO FILL THE GAPS IN OUR UNDERSTANDING IN

ORDER TO ACHIEVE FURTHER PROGRESS.
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NATIONAL TRENDS IN INFANT MORTALITY

THERE ARE 52 MILLION WOMEN OF REPRODUCTIVE AGE IN THIS COUNTRY

AND 3.6 MILLION BIRTHS. THE PROVISIONAL INFANT MORTALITY RATE

FOR 1984 IS 10.6 DEATHS PER 1,000 LIVE BIRTHS, THE LOWEST RATE

YET RECORDED.

WHILE WE CAN BE PROUD OF THIS ACHIEVEMENT, OUR WORK IS BY NO

MEANS FINISHED. THERE REMAINS A DISPARITY BETWEEN BLACK AND

WHITE INFANT SURVIVAL RATES, AND MOST RECENTLY, THE LATEST

NATIONAL DATA INDICATE A SLOWDOWN IN THE RATE OF DECLINE OF

INFANT MORTALITY.

THE INFANT MORTALITY RATE AMONG BLACK INFANTS CONTINUES TO BE

ALMOST TWICE THAT OF WHITE INFANTS. IN 1983, THE LATEST YEAR

FOR WHICH RACE-SPECIFIC DATA ARE CURRENTLY AVAILABLE, THE

NATIONAL INFANT MORTALITY RATE WAS 11.2 DEATHS PER 1,000 LIVE

BIRTHS. THE INFANT MORTALITY RATE FOR WHITE INFANTS WAS 9.7,

WHILE IT WAS 19.2 FOR BLACK INFANTS.

DURING THE DECADE OF THE SEVENTIES THE AVERAGE ANNUAL DECLINE

IN THE INFANT MORTALITY RATE WAS 4.5 PERCENT. IN CONTRAST,

PROVISIONAL DATA FROM 1983 THROUGH THE FIRST SIX MONTHS OF 1985

SHOW THAT INFANT MORTALITY DECLINED BY AN AVERAGE OF LESS THAN

THREE PERCENT.
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WE RECOGNIZE THAT FACTORS AFFECTING INFANT MORTALITY ARE VERY

COMPLEX. THESE FACTORS INCLUDE DEMOGRAPHIC, MEDICAL, PHYSICAL,

ENVIRONMENTAL, EDUCATIONAL, BEHAVIORAL, ATTITUDINAL, AND

RESOURCES. AT THIS POINT, WE CAN SAY THAT THE MAJOR

IMPROVEMENT IN INFANT MORTALITY IS ATTRIBUTABLE TO %OVANCES IN

NEONATAL INTENSIVE CARE AND WE BELIEVE THAT THE RECL1 TRENDS

MAY, IN PART, BE THE RESULT OF CHANGES IN THE INFANT'S AGE AT

DEATH.

OVER THE PAST DECADE, THE NFr,NATAL MORTALITY RATE (INFANT

DEATHS UNDER 28 DAYS) HAS DECLINED FASTER THAN THE POSTNEONATAL

MORTALITY RATE (THOSE INFANT DEATHS BETWEEN 28 DAYS AND 1

YEAR). REGIONALIZATION OF PERINATAL SERVICES, THE TECHNOLOGY

OF NEWBORN INTENSIVE CARE UNITS, AND MORE ACCESSIBLE PRENATAL

CARE HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO THESE IMPROVED RATES. FINAL DATA FOR

1983 INDICATE THAT THE NEONATAL RATE CONTINUES TO SHOW A

SUBSTANTIAL DECLINE. HOWEVER THE POSTNEONATAL MORTALITY RATE

INCREASED TO 3.9 FROM A RATE OF 3.8 IN 1982. THE FACTORS

UNDERLZING THIS CHANGE ARE ALSO BEING INVESTIGATED. IT MAY BE

THAT WITH IMPROVEMENTS IN SURVIVAL OF LOW BIRTH WEIG3T NEONATES

THROUGH NEONATAL INTENSIVE CARE, A HIGHER PROPORTION OF THE LOW

WEIGHT INFANTS SURVIVE THE NEONATAL PERIOD AND ARE AT INCREASED

RISK OF DEATH IN THE POSTNEONATAL PERIOD. PRINCIPAL THREATS TO

INFANT SURVIVAL IN THE POSTNEONATAL PERIOD ARE SUDDEN INFANT
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DEATH SYNDROME (SIDS), CONGENITAL ANOMALIES, ACC1.''ENTS, AND

INFECTIONS. THE LATTER TWO CAUSES '4OULD SEEM THE MOST AMENABLE

TO PREVENTION.

NATIONAL TRENDS IN THE INCIDENCE OF LOW BIRTHWEIGHT (LBW)

WE HAVE LONG RECOGNIZED THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INFANT

MORTALITY AND LOW BIRTH WEIGH., THAT IS WEIGHINg LESS THAN 2500

GRAMS. MORE THAN TWO- 'RDS OF DEATHS IN THE NEONATAL PERIOD

OCCUR AMONG LBW INFANTS. THE LINK BETWEEN BIRTH WEIGHT AND

DEATH IN THE POSTNEONATAL PERIOD IS LESS PRONO..NCED, BUT STILL

SUBSTANTIAL. LOW BIRTH WEIGHT INFANTS ARE SEVERAL TIMES MORE

LIKELY THAN NORMAL BIRTH WEIGHT INFANTS TO DIE LATER IN THE

FIRST YEAR AND MORE THAN 20 PERCENT OF POSTNEONATAL DEATHS

OCCUR TO LBW INFANTS. THE VARYING RATES OF LOW WEIGHT BIRTHS

AMONG SUBGROUPS ARE A MAJOR CONTRIBUTOF TO THE DIFFERENCES IN

INFANT MORTALITY FOUND PARTICULARLY AMONG BLACKS.

IN 1983, 6.8 PERCENT OF BIRTHS IN THE U.S. WERE LBW. THIS

REPRESENTS ONLY A 14 PFRCL.- DECLINE SINCE 1970. THERE HAS

BEEN NO CHANGE IN THE LBW RATE SINCE 1980. AGAIN, BACKS ARE

MORE THAN TWICE AS LIKELY AS WHITES TO DELIVER A uni BIRTH

WEIGHT INFANT (12.6 VERSUS 5.7 PERCENT RESPECTIVELY). EVEN
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WHEN SEVERAL FACTORS SUCH AS AGE, MARITAL STATUS, MONTH

PRE';TAL CARL' BEGAN, AND EDUCATIONAL LEVEL ARE CONTROLLED

SIMULTANEOUSLY, BLACK WOMEN CONTINUE TO BE TWICE AS LIKELY AS

WHITE WOMEN TO HAVE LOW BIRTH WEIGHT INFANTS.

THERE IS LITTLE QUESTION PS TO THE VALUE OF QUALITY PRENATAL

CARE IN CONTPIBUTINC TO THE HEALTH OF PREGNANT WOMEN AND

PREVENTING OR REDUCING THE ZOMPLICkTIONS OF PREGNANCY AND LABOR

SUCH AS ECLAMPSIA, BUT THE EFFECTIVLNESS OF PRENATAL CARE FOR

IMPROVING FETAL HEALTH AND REDUCING LOW BIRTH WEIGHT IS

UNCLEAR. WE NEED TO BETTER UNDERSTAND THE SYSTEM FOR EFFECTIVE

DELIVERY AND THE COMPONENTS OF PRENATAL CARE THAT ARE MOST

IMPORTANT IND EFFECTIVE. FOR EXAMPLE, WHILE kESEARCH HAS

CLEARLY ESTABLISHED SMOKING TO BE THE MOST IMPORTANT KNOWN RISK

FACTOR FOR LOW BIRTH WEIGHT, WE HAVE AT PRESENT LIMITED

KNOWLEDGE TO AFFECT SMOKING BEHAVIOR ESPECIALLY AMONG THOSE AT

HIGHEST RISK FOR LOW BIRTH WEIGHT.
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NEVERTHELESS, IF WE ARE TO SUCCEED IN PREVENTING UNTOWARD

OUTCOMES, ANY INTERVENTION MUST BEGIN IN THE PRENATAL PERIOD.

YET, IN 1983, ONLY 76 PERCENT OF ALL WOMEN HAVING A LIVE BIRTH

ENTERED PRENATAL CARE IN THE FIRST TRIMESTER. FURTHERMORE,

ONLY 62 PERCENT OF BLACK MOTHERS BEGAN CARE IN THE FIRST

TRIMESTER COMPARED TO 79 PERCENT OF WHITE MOTHERS. EFFECTIVE

METHODS TO OPTIMIZE WOMEN'S UTILIZATION OF THE HEALTH CARE

SYSTEM SUCH AS SEEKING PRENATAL CARE EARLY OR ADHERING TO THE

SCHEDULED PRENATAL CARE VISITS ARE NEEDED. THERE ARE SEVERAL

PROJECTS UNDERWAY INVESTIGATING THIS ISSUE.

ACTIVITIES

IN THE REMAINING MOMENTS, LET ME HIGHLIGHT SOME OF THE

IMPORTANT DHH3 ACTIVITIES AND STRATEGIES DIRECTED TO IMPROVING

REPRODUCTIVE OUTCOME AND INFANT HEALTH.

0 THE SECRETARY E;TABLISHED A BLACK AND MINORITY HEALTH

TASK FORCE IN 1984, WHICH INCLUDED A SUBCOMMITTEE ON

INFANT MORTALITY. THE TASK FORCE PROVIDED

RECOMMENDATIONS ON FEDERAL SERVICE AND RESEARCH

PROGRAMS IN ORDER TO NARROW HEALTH DIFFERENCES BETWEEN

MINORITIES AND WHITES AND SUGGESTED WAYS IN WHICH THE
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PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTORS COULD COOPERATE _0 BRING

ABOUT IMPROVEMENTS IN THE HEALTH STATUS OF

MINORITIES. THE TASK FORCE REPORT WAS RELEASED

OCTOBER 16TH. THr SECRETARY HAS ESTABLISHED A NEW

OFFICE UNDER Y DIRECTION TO HELP IMPLEMENT THE

RECOMMENDATIONS IN THE REPORT.

o A PHS LOW BIRTH WEIGHT PREVENTION WORK GROUP WAS

ESTABLISHED EARLY IN 1984. THIS GROUP IS COMPRISED OF

REPRESEATATIVES OF HHS AGENCIES AND IS CHAIRED BY THE

DIRECTOR, DIVISION CF MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH (DMCH)

AND CO-CHAIRED BY THE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF

CHILD HEALTH AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT (NICHD). THIS

GROUP HAS BROAD RESPONSIBILITY FOR PROVIDING

SCIENTIFIC ANALYSIS AND COORDINATING INFANT MORTALITY

AND LOW B ATH WEIGHT PREVENTION ACTIVITIES. FOR

EXAMPLE, THROUGH CAREFUL SURVEILLANCE AND CLOSE

COLLABORATION AMONG THE INTERDISCIPLINARY EXPERTS ON

THIS GROUP, EARLY SUGGESTIONS OF A CHANGE IN THE RATE

OF REDUCTION OF THE MART MORTALITY RATE WERE

RECOGNIZED AND THIS GROUP BEGAN TO CONSIDER AND

IMPLEMENT SOME OF THE NEWER ACTIONS I WILL NOW

DESCRIBE.
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SERJICE ACTIVITIES

THE PHS ADMINISTERS SERVICE PROG.-AMS AND THE MATERNAL AND CHILD

HEALTH BLOCK GRANT.

O THROUGH THE MATER,,,IL, AND CHILD HEALTH (MCH) BLOCK

GRANT, EACH STATE RECEIVES FEDERAL SUPPORT TO PROVIDE

MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH SERVICES BASED UPON THE

STATES' OWN NE'DS AND PRIORITES. GRANTS FOR SPECIAL

PROJECTS OF REGIONAL AND NATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE

(SPRANS) ARE ;AO FUNDED BY TITLE V IN ORDER TO

TARGET GAPS IN THE SERVICE SYSTEM TO IMPROVE HEALTH

STATUS OUTCOMES FOR MOTHERS AND CHILDREN.

O COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTERS, MIGRANT HEALTH PROJECTS AND

THE INDTAN HEALTH SERVICE \LSO PROVIDE PRENATAL CARE

TO SPECIAL POPULATIONS AND MEDICALLY UNDERSERVED

PREGNANT WOMEN.

O THE NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE CORPS (NHSC) HAS BEEN

PLACING SUBSTANTIAL NUMBERS OF OBSTETRICIANS AND

PEDIATRICIANS TO PROVIDE DIRECT SERVICES IN

UNDLPSERVED AT-RISK AREAS.
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IN ADDITION TO THESE PHS EFFORTS, OTHER PROGRAMS SUCH AS

MEDICMD DEVCIE SUBSTANTIAL RESOURCES TO IMPROVING INFANT

HEAL. .

RESEARCH AND DATA ACTIVITIES

IN ADDITION, DHHS SUPPORTS RESEARCH AND DATA COLLECTION AND

ANALYSIS ACTIVITIES.

RESEARCH

o THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CEILD HEALTH AND HUMAN

DEVELOPMENT (NICHD) HAS IMPLEMENTED A SPECIAL RESE)-RCH

INITIATIVE FOCUSED ON THE PREVENTION OF LBW AND ITS

ETIOLOGY. CURRENT ACTIVITIES INCLUDE:

SUPPORTING A MULTI-CENTER CLINICAL TRIAL TO

ESTABLISH WHETHER ASYMPTOMATIC GENITOURINARY

INFECTIONS INDUCE PREMATURE LABOR AND THE EFFECT

OF ANTIBIOTIC TREATMENT ON THESE INFECTIONS IN

PREVENTING PREMATURITY.
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ORGANIZING NETWORKS OF 6-10 LEADIA%. OBSTETRIC

MATERNAL-FETAL MEDICINE UNITS AND 6-10 NEONATAL

INTENSIVE CARE UNITS THAT WILL BE ESTABLISHED TO

FACILITATE CONDUCT OF CLINICAL TRIALS OF NEW

THERAPIES THROUGH USE OF COMMON PROTOCOLS TO

TRANSLATE RESEARCH RESU,AS INTO CLINICAL

INTERVENTIC"C IN SUCH AREAS AS PREVENTION AND

MANAGEMENT OF PREMATURE RUPTURE OF FETAL

MEMBRANES, MANAGEMENT OF PREMATURE LABOR, AND

MANAGEMENT OF MULTIPLE PREGNANCIES.

o THE DIVISION OF MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH (DMCH) IS

SUPPORTING STUDIES RELATED TO UTILIZATION OF PRENATAL

CARE.

ONE TO DETERMINE WHETHER DIFFERING LEVELS 01.

MEDICAID/AFDC COVERAGE AFFECT USE.

ANOTHER TO DEVELOP SPECIFIC METHODOLOGIES TO

INVESTIGATE BEHAVIORAL ISSUES ASSOCIPTED WITH

ENTERING PRENATAL CARE.

PLANS ARE IN PROGRESS FOR AN INVESTIGATION TO

DETERMINE OPTIMAL PRENATAL CARE AND THE BEST

ME/CS TO DELIVER IT.

1! 7
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DATA EFFORTS

O A NATIONAL SYSTEM WHICH LINKS INFANT DEATH AND BIRTH

RECORDS IS CRUCIAL TO OUR ABILITY TO EFFECTIVELY

MONITOR TRENDS AND IDENTIFY HI(,H RISK POPULATIONS. THE

NATIONAL CENTER FOR HELTH STATISTICS (NCHS) IS NOW

STUDYING THE LOGISTIC AND METHODOLOGIC PROBLEM:

INVOLVED IN CREATING SUCH A NATIONAL SYSTEM OF LINKED

RECORDS. CURRENT PLANS ARE TO HAVE AN ONGOING

NATIONAL SYSTEM OPERATIONAL BY 1987.

O IN TIE INTERIM, SPURRED BY THE IMPORTANCE OF THE

INFORMATION FROM LINKED BIRTH AND DEATH RECORDS AT THE

NATIONAL LEVEL, THE PIS INITIATED A NATIONAL INFANT

MORTALITY SURVEILLANCE JOINTLY SPONSORED BY THE

CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL (CDC) NICHD, NCHS, AND

DMCH. THIS SYSTEM WILL PROVIDE A MEASURE OF SURVIVAL

LIKELIHOOD FOR SPECIFIC BIRTHWEIGHT CATEGORIES AND

MATERNAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR EACH STATE AND THE NATION

AS A WHOLE. A NATIONAL CONFERENCE FOR STATE MCH AND

VITAL REGISTRAR STAFF CONSIDERING THE IMPLICATIONS OF

THESE DATA IS PLANNED FOR SPRING 1986.

O IN ADDITION, THE CDC, DMCH, AND NICHD PROVIDE

EPIDEMIOLOGIC AND ANALYTIC ASSISTANCE AT THE REQUEST

OF STATES AND LOCAL Hr::.TH AUTHORITIES.

63-363 0 - 86 - 6
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PUBLIC AND PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION/EDUCATION

IN THE ROLE OF ENCOURAGING EXPANDED PUBLIC AND PROFESSIONAL

COMMUNICATION, ACTVITIES INCLUDE:

0 HEALTHY MOTHERS, HEALTHY BABIES (HM,HB) - IN

ADDITION TO THE EFFORT TO DEVELOP PUBLIC EDUCATION

MATERIALS DIRECTED TOWARD LOW INCOME WOMEN TO PROMOTE

HE.:ITHY BEHAVIORS, CURRENT EMPHASIS IS DIRECTED TOWARD

THE DEVELOPMENT OF STATE COALITIONS TO PROMOTE

RELEVANT ACTIVITIES AT LOCAL LEVELS. MASS MEDIA

MATERIALS ARE BEING PROVIDED TO THESE STATE COALITIONS

TO CONDUCT LOCALLY RELEVANT PRENATAL CARE CAMPAIGNS.

0 EACH PHS REGIONAL OFFICE SPONSORED INFANT MORTALITY

CONFERENCES DURING 1984 AND 1985 TAILORED TO THE

PROBLEMS AND NEEDS OF EACH REGION. MANY :ATE ACTION

--LANS WERE DEVELOPED AS PART OF THESE MEETINGS.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND CONSULTATION

TO THIS SUBSTANTIAL LIST OF ACTIVITIES I WOULD LIKE TO ADD OUR

PROVISION OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND CONSULTATION TO STATE AND

LOCAL dEALTH AGENCIES.
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O IN VIEW OF THE HEIGHTENED PROBLEMS IN THE AREA OF

PREGNANCY AND INFANT HEALTH, A NEW ORGANIZATIONAL UNIT

HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED WITHIN THE DMCH TO PROVIDE

ADDIT1ONAL RESOURCES FOR ASSISTANCE IN THIS PROGRAM

AREA. THE MATERNAL AND INFANT HEALTH BRANCH WILL HAVE

RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE PROVISION OF EXPERT

CONSULTATION AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND THE ANALYSIS

AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA AND INFORMATIDN WHICH

RELATE TO INFANT MORTALITY AND PERINATAL HEALTH CARE.

o OVER THE YEARS, DMCH AND THE HEALTH CARE FINANCING

ADMINISTRATION (HCFA) HAVE COLLABORATED TO DEVELOP

GUIDANCE MATERIALS FOR STATE MEDICAID AND STATE MCH

STAFFS.

O IN THE FIELD, ONE OF THE ACTIVITIES SPONSORED BY DMCH

AND CDC IS THE PLACEMENT OF AN EPIDEMIOLOGIST TO

PROVIDE NEEDED ANALYTIC AND EVALUATIVE CAPABILITY IN

THE STATE MCH PROGRAM IN SOUTH CAROLINA. IN THE NEXT

FEW YEARS WE HOPE TO EXPAND THIS OPPORTUNITY IN AN

EFFORT TO BUILD THE EPIDEMIOLOGIC CAPACITY OF STATE

MCH PROGRAMS.
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0 AND FINALLY, THE PHS IS ASSEMBLING TEAMS OF HEALTH

PROFESSIONALS, REFERRED TO AS INFANT MORTALITY REVIEW

TEAMS, TO PROVIDE, UPON REQUEST, EXPERT ASSISTANCE TO

STATES IN REVIEWING INFANT MORTALITY AND MORBIDITY

DATA AND INVESTIGATING THE CONDITIONS, E.G., MEDICAL,

PUBLIC HEALTH, SOCIAL, BEHAVIORAL, ENVIRONMENTAL AND

SYSTEM FACTORS, ASSOCIATED WITH HIGH OR CHANGING

INFANT MORTALITY. THUS FAR, TWO PLANNING VISITS TO

SOUTH CAROLINA AND MISSISSIPPI AND A STATE PERINATAL

REVIEW IN ILLINOIS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED. REQUESTS FROM

OTHER STATES ARE CURRENTLY BEING PROCESSED. THE SCOPE

OF ACTIVITY VARIES FROM A VERY TARGETED INFANT DEATH

INVESTIGATION OR CASE APPROACH TO A BROAD REVIEW OF

STATE PROGRAMS. OUR GENERAL APPROACH IS DESI;NED TO

ASSIST STATE AND LOCAL HEALTH DEPARTMENTS IN GAINING A

BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE NATURE OF THE DIFFICULTIES

IN REDUCING INFANT MORTALITY AND TO GATHER PRECISE

INFORMATION CONCEHN,-NG LOCAL MATERNAL AND INFANT

HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVEMENT.
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THERE ARE NO EASY ANSWERS TO REDUCING INFANT MORTALITY AND

PREVENTING LOW BIRTH WEIGHT. THESE ARE NATIONAL PROBLEMS

REQUIRING EFFORTS OF MANY SEGMENTS OF OUR SOCIETY FOR SOLUTION.

OVER THE YEARS, NUMEROUS EFFORTS BY BOTH THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE

SECTORS HAVE BEEN DIRECTED TOWARD THE RESOLUTION OF MANY

MATERNAL AND INFANT HEALTH PROBLEMS. THAT'S WHY WE ARE HERE

TODAY - TO SHARE OUR IDEAS AND DIRECT OUR ENERGIES TO ASSURE

HEALTHY PREGNANCIES AND IMPROVE OUR CHILDREN'S CHANCES FOR A

HEALTHY BIRTH AND HEALTHY LIFE.
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RESPONSES 10 WRITTEN QUESTIONS FROM SENA1OR DORINBERGLR

Question 1:

What happens to the critically ill newborns who survive the neonatal
intensive care? How many are developmentally &babied? What is the cost for
taking care of these kids?

Answer:

Babies who receive caze in neonatal intensive care units (NICU's) obviously
represent a concentration of extremely high-risk patients. The number of

tically ill" newborns who are discharged from NICIPs and survivo the
newborn period is not known on a national basis. We are making an attempt to
collect and analyze the limited information available on these children. The
repo! .%Iternatives to Hospitalization fo: Technology Dependent Children,"
is being completed by the Maternal and Child Health sponsored project,
"Fiture Directions of State CCS Programs". This project, which is conduct..d
by the Iowa Crippled Children's Program, summarizes information from a small
number of states which have programs for these children

, such as the number
of children served and costs of care in these programs. Their report should
be available by January and bill summari- The limited available data. It is
our understanding that the Congressional fice of Technology Assistance is
also pursuing a study on this population.

NO cost data are available at this time. Several grantees of the Digision of
Maternal and Child .:earth's Speci Projects of Regional and National
Significance (SPRANS) are pursuing this question in terms of national data
Pets available and la terms of a pilot study of six s'lected conditions,
inclding the developmental disability of mental retardation and the chronic
411nesses of hemophilia, spina bifida, and cystic fibrosis.

QUESTION 2:

I read recently that Secretary Heckler requested at additi it

$134 million in fund.ng to reduce infant mortality in her J-et
request for FY 1987. What plans do you have for these add
tional funds? Are you likely to get them?

ANSWER:

As you know, the budget development process in the Executive
branch is confidential and determinations are not -!leased until
the budget is submitted to Congress early -..xt year. Proposals
and recommendations for fiscal year 198' nein tentative at
this time.

We can say, however, that reduction of national inant mortality
rates has been a major initiative of the Public Health Service
since the 1990 Objectives for the Cation werr compiled in :,A0.
Curn2nt and future research efforts will be directed at lo%.
birth weight, sudden in:-n. death syndrome, bir h defects aid
pregnancy complications. In addition, more work will be dore
over the next several years in compiling comprehensive ir.fant
mortality data, surveying morr intensely high risk popul.,ions
building better epidemiologic capacities in maternal and child
health agencies, and preventing smoking during pregnancy.
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RESPONSES TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR CHILES

Question 1:

You have mentioned that HHS is concentrating on the problem of infant
mortality by helping states improve their data collection and by supporting a
national healthy mothers healthy babies campaign. Could you tell us how much
the operating budgets for each of these efforts is and how much staff people
are involved in each ? How many states have you helped in data collection?

Answer:

A variety of coordinated activities have be,a undertaken with :expect to
helping States improve their data collection surrounding perinatal events.
These range from:

the Centers for Disease Control's efforts whit' include surveillance
(nutrition, infant mortality, birth defects) activities, technical
assistance regarding surveillance and research surveillance methods in 3C
States using approximately 31 staff at an estimated cost of 1.4 million
dollars,

to the National Center for Health Statistics' activities related to the

ongoing 9 States feasibility study (described more fully in Question 8)
involving 1 FTE at a cost of $50,000 and to the technical assistance
provided to all States regarding registration method and the improvement
in registration of births and infant deaths,

to the Division of Maternal and Child Hc--zh's efforts which include

supporting 8 grants focused on developing or improving data collection

methods and systers which actively involve 21 States and 2 grants
relating to all 50 states and D.C. at an approximate cost of 2 million
dollars.

The Public Health Servic,, a founding member of the four-year-old Healthy
Mothers, Healthy Babies Coalition, supports the Coalition's Executive
Secretariit under a grant of approximately $90.000 for FY86. An additional
$42,000 has been proposed for direct support of the Healthy Mothers, Healthy
Babies national campaign a'o"6 with a staff commitment of approximately one
FTE.
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Question 2:

We are all aware of the excellent and timely report done by the yrcitigious
Institute of Medicine on preventing low birthweight. In th4c report, several

recommendations were directed to HHS. Are you aware of them? For example,

one of the recommendations was for HES to convene a task force charged with
defining a system for making prenatal care fully available to all pregnant

women. This would not necessitate new funds, but would use in-house
resources. Has HHS followed this recommendation? If not, do you plan ,o in

_he future? Another of the DAM recommendations to HIE was to have the
Divisior of Maternal and Child Health define a model of services to be used
in publirally financed facilities providing prenatal care. Has this been

done? Have any of the IOM suggestions been acted upon? If nut, why?

Answer:

We are well aware of the recommendations from the report "Preventing Low
Birthteight" by the Institute of Medicine (IOM). The Public Health Service
(EnS) Low Birthweight Prevention Work Grcip has reviewed the recommendations

and a number of actions have been taken:

Ensure Accessibility to Prenatal Care

o Fund demonstration programs/remove financial barriers -

- a multidimensional program to promote Effective Pregnancy and Infant
Care (EPIC) was initiated by the Health Resources and Services
Administration. Under this initiative the Division cf Maternal and
Child Health (DMCH) awarded approximately $3 million dollars in Pi 85
for new projects focused on improving State level services and V:
delivery system for pregnancy and infant care. Five projects are
directed toward removing barriers (financial and non-financial) to
prenatal care ani facilitating access.

- support for the Southern RegionR1 Task Forc on Infant Mortality is
being provided by the DMCH. The Task Force has identified model
initiatives options available ender existing Federal programs and

other creative State programs - Within these 19 States which pertain
to improving access to prenatal :are and preventing infant mortality.

the DMCH and the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) are
exploring issues urrounding Medicaid waivers and other eligibility
options for the perinatal population. GuidR,ce materials are being
developed jointly to assist States interc,sted in applying for
waiver or looking for other options. The first guidance piece will

focus on the 1915(b) "Freedom of Choic. waivers and their
applicability to perinatal .ervices.
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o Support pertinent training

a commitment to promoting the availability of nurse -midwives is

evident through the support of nurse-midwifery training programs ,y

Title V and Nurse Training Act funds.

O Provide Tnept technical consultation regarding prenata. services

technical assistant, upon request regarding prenatal care and service
has Always been par: cf the PHS mission. Examples of recent

consultation visits include the following:

at the invitation of the State of Illinois and City of Chicago, a

Perinatal Consultation Team (comprised of Federal and non-Federal
members) went to Illinois in August to review services and systems

of care for mothers and infants, with particular attention paid to

the population with limited or nc access to health care.

at the invitation of the Governor of Arkansas, a team visited the

State in September to provide consultation regarding provision of

risk-appropriate prenatal and delivery care.

Improving the Content of Prenatal Care

o Define a model o: services -

when developitc; materials for the health professional or the health

care system on standards or mo,,els of care, we rely in the main on

standards set by pertinent professional organizations. A current

perinatal initiative in the Bureau of Health Care Delivery and
Assistance focuses on increasing the availability of high qualitl
prenatal care services in the publicly funded Community Health

Centers and Migrant Health projects. Policies stipulated for this

initiative require that prenatal services provided conform to the
Standards for Ambulatory Obstetrical Care of the American College of

Obstetricians and Gynecologists. A description of minimum
expectations for what services should he provided and options for
structuring and supporting a comprehensive perinatal service within a
total system of perinatal care is presented in "Perinatal Care: How

to EscaUlish Perinatal Services in Community Health Centers

published in '".gust 1985. A companion document due to be published

in 1986 "Reducing Perinatal Risks in Rural Areas: A Provider's

Manual," will focus on rural providers and will also discuss model
services.

o Establish high priority for research on smoking and pregnancy -

in FY 1986 the Centers for Disease Control will he pilot testing in
one State smoking cessation programs in public prenatal clinics to
determine the effectivEness and feasibility of such programs in
reducing a very important known risk factor affecting low birth

weight.

1 8
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o Assess content of and encourage change in prenatal care -

four regional Consensus Conferences an Access to Prenatal Cale and
Low Birth Weight, sponsored by the DKCH and the March Gf Dimes Birth
Defects Foundation, are planned for early 1986. The conferences are
designed to identify (1) the strategies to reduce the nonfinancial
barriers to prenatal care and (2) the components of prenatal care
most effective in reducing the incidence of LBW and determine their
health policy implications. Conference participants will be selected
frcm a wide array of experts in both private and public sectors.
Attention will be given to including individuals having experience

working with populations at risk for accessing prenatal care.

- the 'HS Low Birth Weight Prevention Work Group is planning a meeting
to explore effsacious components of quality prenatal care. The
projected date of the meeting has been tentativly scheduled for the
Sprint of 1986.

- the PHS Low Birth Weight Prevention Work Group is developing
luestiona on prenatal care content to be i-ecommerded for inclusion in
the 1988 National Natality Follow-Sack Survey to be ,arried out by
National Center for Health Statistics.

Question 3:

We discussed the differences '.'hite and blad, infant mortality rates in this cou.itry.
I have also been told that wt Americans, when compared with white Europeans of
similar social and economic backgrounds, still have a higher rate of infant mortality.
Why is this',

Answer:

In 1982, the United States ranked 14th in infant mortality among countries with at
least 1 million population and complete counts of live birth and infant deaths.
Although nine European countries achieved lower rates, there were also several
European countries with higher rates (e.g., East and West Germany, Belgium, Italy, and
Greece). It is ;rimarily the Scandinavian countries which have substantially lower
infant mortality rates than the U.S. (Finland, Sweden, Norway, and Denmark). it is
difficult to obtain reliable data comparing white Americans with "white Europeans of
similar social and economic backgrounds." However, in a study of 1980 live births ane
iii,nt death; from nine States in the U.S., the Centers for Disease Control found that
the infant mortality rate among white women 20 years of age and over with 13 or
more year education was 7.4 per 1,000. In 1980, the overall infant mortality rateswere 6.5 ...)r Sweden, 7.6 for P'inland, 8.1 for Norway, and 8.5 for Denmark.
Furthermore, several studies have shown that the higher infant mortal.ty rate in the
U.S. is due to a higher incidence of low birth weight babies. On a birth weight specific
basis, the U.S. has among the lowest infant mortality rates in the world.
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QUESTION 4:

You mentioned I your testimony that you have issued a report on
minority health. How does this report specifically address the
black/white gap in infant mortality? What knid of budget and
staff have you given this effort?

ANSWER:

As I indicated in my testimony, the Secretary's Task Force on
Black and Minority Health recently completed its study and
issued a report. This report, entitled Volume I: Executive
Summary (copy enclosed), summarizes the work and findings of
the Task Force, ink iuding the Infant Mortality and Low Birth-
weight Subcommittee. A complete report of the Subcommittee
is in production and is expected to be published in the near
future. The Eubcommittee specifically addressed the issue of
the disparity between blacks and Whites in terms of infant
mortality. This disparity exists despite the fact that the
infant mortality rates for both groups are at their lowest
levels ever for the U.S. The complete Subcommittee report
addresses a number of sources of that disparity including
reproductive patterns, use of prenatal care, and the incidence
and survival of low birthweight babies. In addition to an
analysis of current data, the complete Subcommitte- report
develops an extensive set of recommendations relatin, to the
disparity in infant mortality by race/ethnic groups.

An Office of Minority Health is being established in the Office
of th Assistant Secretary for Health to oversee implementation
of the study's recommendations. A total of S3 million will be
available for the operation of the office.
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Question 5:

One of the problems S.1209 hopes to address is the lack of coordination amoug
federal programs which already exist to work on 4nfant mortality. Could you
tell us what coordination is there between the Depa-tment of Health and Human
Services offices which run Medicaid, Title V and family planning? What about
those HIS divisions which operate programs affecting maternal and infant
health? What coordinat )n exists between the programs I just mentioned and
the extra efforts you mentioned in your testimony, such as healthy mothers
healthy babies and the infant mortality review teams? What coordination is
there between HES programs and the USDA programs which make a real impact on
low birthweight such as WIC and extension services?

Answer:

The HAS has established a number of coordinating mechanisms to maxiaize
efficiency and minimize redundancy relating to maternal and child health
programs. The first is the Public Health Service Low Birth Weight Prevention
Work Croup. This group is comprised of representatives and experts in
maternal and infant health from the Health Resources and Services
Administration (HRSA), National Institutes of Health (UIH), National Center
for Health Statistics (NCHS), Centers for Disease Control (CDC), Alcohol,
Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administration (ADAMHA), Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), Office of the Assistant Secretary for Health (OASH),
and the Health Car, Financing Administration (HCFA). The Work Croup is
co-chaired by the Director of the Division of Maternal and Child Health
(DMCH) and the Director of the National Institute of Child Health and Human
Development (NICHD). This group is charged with the broad respoAbility for
providing scientific analysis and coordinating infant mortality and low birth
weight prevention activities. The Work Croup meets regularly to share ideas
and program information and to deve' o joint activities relating to low birth
weight prevention and infant mortality reduction.

A second coordinating mechanism focuses around the 1990 Objectives for the
Natioi For each priority area, such as Pregnancy and Infant Health (PIH), a
lead agency and HHS cooperating agencies are identified. As part of the
recent Mid-Course Review of the 1990 Objectives, these cooperating agencies
examined each objective (including the objective promoting early registration
for prenatal care) to assess progress, identify factors enhancing or impeding
progress and determine meaaures to overcome problems. The agencies involved
include: Health Care Financing Administration; Indian Health Service;
Division of Maternal and Child Health; National Institutes of Health; Health
Resources aid Services Administra ion; Centers for Disease Control; Alcohol,
Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administration; and Office of the Assistant
Secretary for Health (National Center for Health Statistics, Office of
Population Affairs, National Center for Health Services Research, Office of
Public Affairs). Among the agencies collaborating on the 1990 Family
Planning Objectives aye the Division of Maternal and Child Health and the
Office of ovulation Affairs.
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There are also othe: examples of collaboration and joint efforts among
Federal programs affecting maternal and infant health:

o The DMCH and HCFA have collaborated to develop regulations and guidance
materials for State Medicaid and State MCH staffs over the years. The

most recent activity regarding eligibility requirements and perinatal
programs is described in the answer to Question 2.

In addition, the twc agencies are co-sponsoring a research activity to
determine the effect of differing levels of Medicaid/AFDC coverage on
prenatal care utilization.

o The OASH sponsored regional conferences on infant mortality during 1984
and 1985. Participating tn this eff ct were the DMCH, HCFA, Office of
Family Planning, Office of Adolescent Pregnancy Programs, Centers for
Disease Control, and the Office of Public Affairs/OASH.

o In the HIS Regional Offices, the Maternal and Child Health and Family
Planning Programs frequently are administered in the same division or
branch. Day to day program efforts are brought together in this
fishion.

o The BHCDA Perinatal 'nitiative identified in the answer to Question 2

has been jointly developed b the Divisions of P-ioary Care Services,
Maternal ani Child Health and the National Health Service Corps.

o The DMCH, the Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services,
and the National Institute of Mental Health have initiated and
continued a number of collaborative efforts to assist in the
development of early identification and intervention programs for
infants and children with disabilities or at risk for disabilities.

o DMCH and other PHS agencies are supporting the Healthy Mothers, Healthy

Babies Coalition activity (see discussion on secretariat in Question
2). Staff members from six USDA, NIAAA, FDA, NIDA, NTH, CDC, DMCH,
HCFA, OASH, OAPI actively participate in the work of the six
subcPmmittees (Substance Use in Pregnancy, Oral Health, Breastfceding,

Genetic Screening, Adolescent Pregnancy, and Low Income Nome-).

o The Work Group, applying the knowledge of multidisciplinary problem
solving to state program development. initiated Infant Mortality Review
Teams (IMRTs). The DIRTs are teams of health professionals that will
provide, upon request, expert assistance to States in reviewing infant

mortality and morbidity data and investigating the conditions
associated with high or changing infant mortality. This effort is
expected to bring about a coordinated approach to problem
identification using analytic e-pertise and problem resolution through
Block Grant and Medicaid coordination at the State level. Beyond the
development of the IMRTs, the Work Group provides input and direction.

I 7ti
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for the implewentation of the DIRT activity. Membership on recent team

visits to South Carolina and Mississippi has been drawn from various
agencies, including the CDC, NCHC and DMCH.

Coordination Activities of HHS and the Department of Agriculture (USDA)
Related to Infant Mortality and Prevention of Low Birth Weight

Historically, there has been on-going coordination between seve,s1 HHS
programs and USDA programs that affect mothers, infants, children and

families. Coordination activities with the WIC program have included:

pre -WIC activities related to design of a supplemental food program to
support maternity and infant care projects and state programs; the
establishment on a collaborative basis of on-going mutual support; design of
food packages (WIC); participation on national advisory committees;
interagency agreement on development of Regional office support systems

USDA/PHS; and attendance and participation in continuing education workshops
and conferences relating to state/regional WIC system design and

technical/education efforts to enhance knowledge, networking, and improved
implementation plane for prenatal and child health services. Recent

workshops have included: "A Right to Grow, Region I ; Perinatal Nutrition,

Region II, and Region IV - Southeastern Conference of all states and related
agencies to focus on nutrition services needs. The intent is to strengthen

collaborative efforts, knowledge, and networking to improve services.

In the area of Nutrition Iducation - The Joint USDA/DHHS Committee for
Maternal and Child Nutrition Publications (Extension, WIC, Headstart,
NICHD, DMCH, IHS) meets regularly to coordinate and collaborate on

publications needed to enhance nutrition priorities whi:h include
emphasis on nutritional needs of pregnant teenagers to promote early
entrance into prenatal care, BA good counseling. Food for the Teenager
During and after Pregnancy - a joint publication - USDHNS/USDA/March of
Dimes Birth Defect Foundation has been distributed (100,000) at

state/local levels. Over 25,00C .alcational packets for rrofessionals

including guides for nutrition educators, outreach suggestions, and
posters (fetal development) have been made available to health care
providers in a collaborative effort by the 3 agencies since 1982.

Technical References: The reference, Alternative Dietary Practices and
Nutritional Abuse.. in Pregnancy, develops by the National Academcy of

Sciences with funding from DMCH, provides a valuable resource for

professionals and agencies, and has formed a basis for past program
efforts with USDA - including a National Tele-A Conference which focused
on substance abuse during pregnancy and related effects on birthweight of
infants.
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Extensisn Service USDA - provides for local/regional resources in
coordination of care. For example, cooperation is ongoing in many
state /.oval prenatal clinics to provide for home followup and assistance
in referral to early prenatal care for low income populations. This is
particuUrly true at county level.

Increasing efforts on data collection as a basis for planning nutrition
and health services especially as related to Healthy People, - Objectives
for the Nation - which includes emphasis on prevention of low birthweight

babies has resulted in several collaborative efforts among agencies and
states. For example: a recent National Conference on Data - Objectives
for the Nation - included several key Federal data systems experts from
NCHS, CDC, USDA to examine systems from several state-based clinic

programs including DMCH, WIC, EPSDT, CHC, Migrant lead screening, and
other child health programs. Prenatal weight gain trends and
birthweights are reflected in these low income populations which lead to
improved program services evaluation and interventions.

The WIC program and rther child nutrition programs are integrated into
clinical sites at C_"munity Health Center, Migrant Services, State Child
Health and Prenatal Services, which includes DMCH supported systems.
Services on either or site or referral systems are in place from these
related programs to maximize care and resources.
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Question 6:

There has been concern voiced in the health care community that the National Center
for Health Statistics (NCHS) does not have a good system in pace to report on key
health status indicators such as infant mortality. Do you plan any improvements in the
reporting system to make more accurate and timely the data for States and localities
to use?

Answer:

Infant mortality data are available from the National Center for Health Statistics in
essentially two forms. First, in order to keep track of the data on a very current
basis, the Center publishes p.ovisional infant mortality rates which are available
within 3 months. For example, the data for August 1985 were published on
November 21, 1985. These provisional data are based on reports of birth and infant
death certificates received at State Vital Statistics Offices on a monthly basis.

Final infant mortality rates are based on computerized data tapes aggregated from
individual birth and death records received from the individual Stabs. The Center
then processes, edits, and comoines these data to produce a national data set. In FY
1985, NCHS completed the Vital Statistics Cooperative Program for birth and death
(demographic) datafor the first time receiving birth and death data on computer
tape directly from all States and reporting areas. This will result in increased
timeliness and data quality. For the 1986 data year, the Center expects to have the
final data released within 18 months of the end of the year -- considerably more timely
than in the past.

It is important to note, however, that this schedule does not preclude States from
compiling and analyzing their on data more rapidly. Indeed, one of the reasons for
the time lag in publication of the national data is that the NCHS must wait until data
from the slowest State is made available. Many States do, in fact, produce their own
reports within a shorter timeframe.

Another important improvement in the data systems available for monitoring infant
mortality is the national linved birth and death data described in question number 8.
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QUESTION 7:

Obviously, one very important aspect of reducing the infant
mortality rate is by stopping teenagers, who have a high rate
of low birthweight babies, from having children. What are you
doing to educate our country's teens not to have babies?

ANSWER:

There is no national sex education policy in the United St..'es.
Rather, the decision on .hat kind of sex education curriculum to
adopt is made in individual States and school districts. This
conforms to the general policy of State and local control over
educational policy and curricula. Further, it insures that
decisions abcut sex educa icn are made with maximum input from
parents and generally reflect local community standards.

Teen pregnancy is a complex issue that is unlikely to be solved
by increased emphasis on sex education alone. Teen pregnancy
is related to many changes in our society, such as increased
divorce and changes in family composition, increased family
mobility, and media messages which equate success and pope arity
with sex. Teen pregnancy reflects one form of the teen risk
taking Jehavior that is also seen in the high rates of taen
alcohol abuse, drug abuse and suicide. It is naive to think
that we are going to ' id any quick or easy answer to the
problem of teen pregnancy when these related problems and
situations continue to exist.

The Department is, however, pursuing some areas that show
promise toward alleviating the problem. In the Adolescrnt
Family Life program, model demonstration projects emphasize
delaying onset of active sexuality and encouraging parents to
take on the role as primary sex educators of ,heir children.
This program is also supporting demonstrations which develop
and provide services to pregnant and parenting teens, designed
to meliorate the effects of too early childbearing on the teen
mother and her infant, and to discourage subsequent teen
pregnancies.

The Title X Family Planning program provides contraceptive
services to more than 1.3 million sexually active teens
annually, and the National Institute for Child Health and Human
Development is supporting a major initiative which is focusing
on those behavior factors that affect the abi' ty of sexually
active teens to practice contraception effectively.

1 7
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Question 8:

Is HHS working on any plan to help States match birth and death records of babies to
better ascertain the particulars of a baby's death",

Answer:

The National Center for Health Statistics is developing a national computerized file of
infant death certificates linked to birth certificates. A pilot phase of this plan is
currently being implemented in nine States (Illinois, Indiana, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Missouri, ivy w Hampshire, Vermont, Wisconsin, and Texas) in order to develop
effective and efficient methods of linkage, especially for records involving different
States of birth and death. Results of this study will available by Summer 1986. If
current plans proceed as expected, NCHS will have a national system of linked records
available for the 1983 birth cohort by Fall 1987.

In 1982, the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) began an interim project to fill the
existing data gap as expeditiously as possible. With support from the National
Institute of Child Health and Human Development, the National Center for Health
Statistics, and the Division of Maternal and Child Health, the Division of Reproductive
Health, CDC, has worked with the Association of Vital Registrars and Health
Statisticians, the Association of State and Territorial Health Officers, and the
Association of State Maternal and Child Health Directors, to compile a report based
on all 50 States, the District of Columbia, New York City, and Puerto Rico. This
project, the National Infant Mortality Surveillance (NIMS) Project will result in a
national report describing the maternal and infant factors related to birth weight that
are associated with neonatal and postneonatal mortality.

A chief purpose of NIMS :s to provide expertise to guide and assist the development of
ongoing State and national surveillance and research on 'Maui mortality. The amountof effort to participate in the NIMS project was not equal for all States. Some States
already had linked record files and had the capacity to readily produce birth weight-
specific infant mortality statistics. Other States, however, had neither linked record
files nor the capacity to readily produce birth weight-specific infant mortality
statistics, even if linked files were available.

CDC staff worked closely with State health department staffs to resolve a myriad of
definitional and operational problems. This effort included over 500 individual
telephone contacts for technical assistance before all States could respond with data.
For States with comparatively poor or nonexistent systems for creating a linked birth-
death data base, NIMS provided the impetus for the health department to invest the
resources necessary to move :orward with defining their infant mortality data needs
and implementing or improving their data system. For States with comparatively good
systems for creating a linked birth-death data base, NIMS provided an opportunity to
re-examine definitions, linkage procedures, and data quality. In May 1986, lessons
learnt ti will be shard with representatives from vital registry departments and
Maternal and Cmid rleaith Directors from all States at a NIMS Conference.
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Quality of the matched records is also a concern at the State and national level. CDC,
NCHS, and DMCH staff have worked extensively at the request of individual States to
identify problems and develop methodologies for correcting them. Activities have
included the following:

Georgia: Documentation of underreporting of infant deaths for infants born
weighing less than 1500 gms, and implementation of a tracking system to
improve death reporting.

Massachusetts: Examination of the completeness of fetal deat. reporting and
the quality of cause-of-death reporting for fetal deaths, and implementation of a
pilot study to improve the quality of fetal death reporting.

Finally, DMCH and CDC staff have worked with several States, including South
Carolina, Mississippi, Georgia, Tennessee, and Missouri, and Region IV, to develop
better usage of their existing files of linked birth and infant death records for program
evaluation.
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Senator DURENBERGER. I am now pleased to call forward Dr.
George F. Bronsky. chief of clinical 2rvices, Department of Obstet-

ls and Gynecology, Providence Hospital, Washington, DC, accom-
panied by Robert A. Hutron, executive director, Center for Life,
Providence Hospital, and Debi Mason and her son, Richard. Also
appearing will be Dr. Edward Eh linger, director of personal health
services at the Minneapolis Health Department in Minneapolis,
and Dr. Stanley Graven, who appeared in my subcommittee before
in his capacity as pr.:lessor of maternal and child health, College of
Public Health, University of South Florida, Tampa, FL. Where is
Stan? Mrs. Mason.

Your written statements, if we have them, will be made part of
the record, and we will proceed with 5 minutes, if we can stay
within the 5 minutes.

We start with Dr. Bronsky.

TESTIMONY OF GEORGE F. BRONSKY, M.D., CHIEF OF CLINICAL
SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY,
PROV'DENCE HOSPITAL, WASHINGTON, DC, ACCOMPANIED BY
ROBERT A. HUTSON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR LIFE,
PROVIDNCE HOSPITAL, AND DEBI MASON AND HER SON,
WICHARD; Ei;WAII.D P. EHLINGER, M.D., DIRECTOR, PERS91TAL
HEALTH SERVICES, MINNEAPOLIS HEALTH DEPAR11.ENT,
MINNEAPOLIS, MI; AND STANLEY N. GRAVEN, M.D., PR3FES-
SOR, MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH, COLLEGE OF PUBLIC
HEALTH, UNIVr1SITY 01. `JTII FLORIDtt. ,'AMPA, FL
Dr. BRONSKY. Good morning. I am Dr. George Bronsky chief of

clinical services in the department of obstetrics and gynecology A
Providence Hospital.

On behalf of Providence Hospital, we nt very ouch to tnark
you for allowing us to serve as your host this morning. We applaud
you for holding these hearings on th critical issue of infant mor-
tality.

We also applaud Senator Chiles and Senator Bentsen for their
sponsorship of S. 1209 establishing a National Commission to Pre-
vent Infant Mentality. We share your deep concern over the human
suffering and financill burdens caused by America's high infant
mcrtality rate, ani we join in your ,lesire that a national policy be
designed to combat the problem.

Providence Hospital, t1-1 oldest hospital in Washington, was
found,^d by the Daughters of Charity in 1861 with a charter signed
by President Lincoln. Iii 1986, Providence will celebrate its 125th
year of commitment to health carp in the Nation's Capital, a tradi-
tion of caring that has always held as paramount both the dignity
of 1.- and the needs of the urban poor and underserved.

The most -e,,en, expression of Providence Lispitai's service to
the poor is tne Center for Lif- a unique health care outreac:i dedi-
cated to providing positive, concrete alternatives for people facing
medical or moral dilemmas that threaten the dignity of life.

The specific program I want to Fhare with you today is the cen-
ter's Reduced-Fee Maternity Program which provides prenatal and
c slivery care for women who have neither medical insurance cover-
age nor Medicaid eligibility. These are the so-called people who fall
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through the cracks, who must pay for their medical care out of
pocket, care Oat today costs from $3,000 to $3,500 even for a
normal pregnancy. Since the program was establit1 ;n 1977, some
2,200 women have delivered through the reduced-fee program. This
translates to approximately 300 patients per year.

Senator P-..enberger, I would like to commend you for your
often repeated statements linking poverty and infant mortality.
The wide majority of our reduced-fee maternity patients are in the
high-riot category specifically due to their economic status. For ex-
ample, a review of 1,400 deliveries from January 1981 to the
present reveals that 10 percent of the mothers reported annual in-
comes of $5,000 or less-80 percent reported annual incomes of
$10,000 or less. Two out of three were married couplee, many with
other children.

It is also important to note that many of these are families who
make moderate incomes and are not indigent, but simply unable to
afford the cc..t of medical insurance.

Each of the Center for Life reduced-fee patients pays ca a sliding
scale, based on income and dependents. Many pay only the ba,e
rate of $425; the overall aye rage price is $700. This means that
nearly $3,000 in hc.3pital costs is contributed as uncompensated
care on every case. Annually, this amounts to a maternity writeoff
for Providence Hospital of nearly $1 million.

The need for this kind of maternit, care is clear. A recent study
showed that one in four women between the ages of 18 and 24 lack
insurance coverage for maternity. Fifteen percent of women be-
tween the ages of 25 and 29 are also without coverage. These two
groups alone account for 75 percent of all of the births in the
United States.

And the neeo for this type of care is escalating. In 1982, we re-
Goived about 800 inqi calls for reduced-fee maternity care. By
1984, the number had more than doubled to 1,900 calls. The
n,..mber in 1985 is most likely to approach 2,500 calls for reduced-
fees maternity care. All of this activity is being generat 1 solely by
referrals from grass-roots pregnar "v assistance agencies and by
word of mouth. The hospital does J advertising for the red,-_;ed-fee
maternity program, because the hospital subsidize only 300 de-
liveries per year.

While Providence Hospital's commitment to early, simply unable
to afford the cost of medical insurance.

Each of the Center for Life reduced-fee patients pays on a sliding
scale, based on income and dependents. Many pay only the base
rate of $425; the overall average price is $700. This means that
nearly $3,000 in hospital costs is cc, tributed as uncompensated
care on every case. Annually. this am. unts to a maternity charity
write-off for Providence Hospital of nearly $1 million.

The need for this kind of maternity care is clear. A recent study
shoved that one in four women between the ages of 18 and 24 lack
insurance coverage for maternity. Fifteen percent of women be-
tween th3 ages of 25 and 29 are also without coverage. These two
groups alone account for 75 percent of all of the births in the
United States.

And the need for this type of care is escalating. In 1982, we re-
ceived abou 890 inquiry cells for reduced-fee maternity care. By
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1984, the number had more than doubled to 1,900 calls. The
number in 1985 is most likely to approach 2,500 calls for reduced-
fee maternity care. All of this activity is being generated solely by
referrals from grass-roots pregnancy assistance agencies and by
word of mouth. The hospital does not advertising for the reduced-
fee maternity program, because the hospital can subsidize only 300
deliveries per year.

While Providence Hospital's commitment to early, accessible ma-
ternity care remains constant, the resources needed to maintain
that commitn ent are shrinking every year.

The health care system is undergoing revolutionary charges, as
both private and public purchasers of health care services Maneu-
ver to control their own costs.

The result is that the economic cross-subsidies which in the past
have enabled hospitals to meet valued societal needs including
health care for the uninsured and underinsured, are being eroded.

The simple fact is that Providence Hospital's ability to meet
today's needs for prenatal care services fe, these women who are
falling through the cracks, le* alone tomorrow's needs, is directly
threatened.

Let me return to the main point of this hearing, the reduction of
infant mortality in this country. I want to share with you my ob-
servations as a perinatalogist, who specializes in the high-risk care
of high risk pregnancies.

I cannot stress too strongly how critically important it is that
adequate prenatal care be provided to mothers early in this preg-
nancies.

The central point of our testimony has been to demonstrate how
the lack "f financial resources forms a barrier for too many moth-
ers in obtaining this vital care. If more pregnant women had access
to adequate and early maternity care, we would not only avoid
untold human suffering, but would also save millions of dollars in
expensive neonatal care for such infants and mothers.

However, I would draw your attention to two additional factors
which impact negatively on the problem of infant mortality and
which should be given serious consideration.

The first factor relates to hospitals. Here, I would imply reiter-
ate how difficult it is for a hospital like ours to maint ,ii its strong
commitment to affordable maternity care in the face of shrinking
financial resources. The difficulties in providing this charity are in-
creasing and will only get worse in the face of e Tr-tightening
health care budgets.

The second factor is the decrea.,ing pool of obstetricians "available
to provide prenatal care for people with limited resources. Many
physicians will no longer accept Medicaid patients, because the re-
imbursement provided is legs than the physician's cost to provide
the care. Obstetrician, are also operating in a malpractice climate
in which the obstetrical patient at most risk of infant mortality is
ilso the patient who presents the highest risk for medical liability
"laims. The result is that obstetricians are choosing not to accept
these high-risk, high-liability patients or, in some cases, are drop-
ping the obstetrical side of their practice entirely.

Senator DURENBERGER. That is another wonderful contribution

1

that tech nology has given us hasn't it: large losses.
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Dr. BRONSKY. I, c ,nclusion, I would like to express our gratitude
to the subcommittee for honoring Providence Hospital and the
Center for Life with its presence here today. We encourage %,he
Congress to do all in its power to reduce and eliminate the `carriers
to adequate health care for pregnant women which contribute sub-
stantially to the high infant morality rate in the United States.

We here at Providence stand ready to assist in any way that we
can, and we will be happy to answer any questions which you may
have.

Senator DURENBERGER. Good. Thank you very much. Is anybody
else going to have any comments?

All right. Ed, thank you for being here.
Dr. EHLINGER. Senator Durenberger, Senator Chiles, I am Dr. Ed

Eh linger. I am director of personal health services for the Minne-
apolis of the Minnesota Public Health Association and a member of
the Minnesota Maternal and Child Health Advisory Task Force.

I appreciate the opportunity to be here today to talk about an
issue that is very dear to me, and, one that is very important.

As you are well aware, the infant mortality rate has traditional-
ly been used as one of the indicators of the health status of the
Nation. Although it has its limitations, the infant mortality rate
has proven to be net only a sensitive barometer of ^ocial and eco-
nomic condition ithin a country, but more importantly, an indi-
cator of governental comnlitment, to the health of children and
pregnant women.

With the recent slowing of the improveinent of the United States
infant mortality rate and the realization that the United States'
rate relative to other industrialized countries is getting worse, ef-
Lofts have been initiated throughout the Nation to examine and
deal with this significant problem.

Although Minnesota, as Senator Durenberger has pointed out,
has tne sixth lowest infant mortality rate among the 50 States, it
has become obvious that certain groups in Minnesota are not shar-
ing equally in the benefits of our health and social service systems.
The extent of the problem in Minneapolis, one of the highezt risk
areas in the State, is highlighted in a report that I have attached
to my written testimony.

The report demonstrates what you all know: That if you are
poor, young nonwhite, unmarried, u .educated, or have had inad-
equate prenatal care, the chances of your baby dying in the first
year of life are two to four times higher than for mothers without
those similar characteristics.

Approaches to the problem of infant mortality ir. Minnesota
have been innovative and varied, and some of them are described
in my written testimony. These include efforts by the Minnesota
Coalition on Health Ca, Costs, the Minnesota Public Health Asso-
ciation, the Urban League, the Urban Coalition, the Minnesota De-
partment of Health, and several HMO's and clinicF.

One major effort to reduce the infant mortality :ate has been un-
dertaken by the Minneapolis Health Department, under the head-
ing of Project LIDlower infant deaths. Project LID has initiated a
review of matched birth and death records to identify the specific
factors associated with infant deaths in Minneapolis. The project is
also developing a media campaign to increase community aware-
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ness of the problem of infant mortality and developing a program
to inform providers of social services of ways to address infant mor-
tal- .r. All of then: efforts are being undertaken by a coalition of
community agencies representing a cross section of Minneapolis
residents.

A direct service activity of project LID is the Minority Child and
Health Improvement Program, MinCHIP. The program, funded by
the Northwest Area Foundation, targets two predr tinantly black
neighborhoods in Minneapolis for neighborhood-b, ed services to
decrease adolescent pregnancy and improve infant health. The
services include block nurses and peer-oriented parenting educa-
tion. MinCHIP has been well received by the black community, and
has stimulated other agencies sei iing minorities to initiate similar
programs.

Project LID and Min CHIP are recent addition; to long standing
efforts at the Minneapolis Health Departn.ent to improve the
health of children and pregnant womer. Since the 1960's, the De-
partment has provided prevention-oriented comprehensive materni-
ty, family planning and childhood services with funding provided
by Title V of the Social Security Act. Not only have these public
health-oriented clinical programs demonstrated their ability to im-
prove birth outcomes among high risk populations, but they have
also served as a model for the development of other high quali'i'
maternal and child care services.

From these programs and from similar efforts thorughout the
country, a cl tarer picture of the causes of infant mortality is start-
ing to develop and some solutions are being identified.

It is becoming increasingly evident that the problems and the so-
lutions are not primarily medical in etiology. The technical exper-
tise exists to improve pregnancy outcomes, but expanc' d technolo-
gy is expected to have only a minor effect on infant mortality
rates. The major problem is access to the ex sting health services.
iassurir 'T universal access to reproductive and child health services
would nave a profound impact on infant mortality.

Working against universal access to health services are three
major factors: One, widespread poverty and inadequate education
that make health insurance coverage aid employment unobtaina-
ble; two, multiple barriers that limit the health care options for
some social and ethnic groups; and three, social policies that at
best, place health care in a competitive mode and at worst ignore
government's responsibility for the health of its citizens.

To elim:: ate these factors and make an impact on the problem of
infant mortality, we need to shift our focus from the high cost,
high technology medical aspects of health care to the prevention-
oriented services like education, job training, nutrition, social sup-
ports and comprehensive prenatal care. We need to coordinate our
prevention activities to avoid duplication and identify gaps in serv-
ices. We also need a mechanism to share information for use in
program planning, implementation, and evaluation. A National
Commission t-o Prevent Infant Mortality could be beneficial in
these areas.

Finally, we need to make a commitment to the children of this
country. We need to make children our highest priority and protect
them from the political and economic competition ..oat pervades
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our health and human service systems. Children are completely de-
pendent on us for their health, safety and development. We must
serve as their prutectors, teachers and advocates. We need to do
this as individuals and as a society. The establishment of a Nation-
al Commission to prevent infant mortality would be a positive step
in accepting that responsibility.

The problem of infant mortality in this country is an issue of
social justice. We are a nation wealthy with human and r atural re-
sources. We have the ability to improve the health of the most vul-
nerable segment of our population: Our children. However, to do
that, we must choose to make children a priority and ignore the
economic and political pressures to channel our resources else-
where.

Children have placed their faith and trust in us. Their survival
and grorth depends on our acceptance of that responsiblity. To
ignore t. at responsibility would be an injustice, not only to our
chiiaren, but to our society.

Than ycu.
Senator DURENBERGER. Ed, thank you. I am real proud of that

statement.
Stan Graven.
Dr. GI.AVE: I. Thank you, Senator. I am Dr. Stanley Graven pro-

fessor of maternal child health, University of South Florida in
Tampa, tnd I also came here as a representatsve of the National
Perinatal Association and its president, Sister Jean Myer, who is
also of Tampa, FL. I would like very much to certainly echo the
remarks that you have just heard which were very eloquently
placed before you on the issue of infant mortality and the needs.

I have basict lly four points that I would like to make in this tes-
timony. The written testimony is before you.

The first is that the rate is obviously unacceptably high, but
more importantly, the disparities which have already been high-
lighted are very real. I know Senator Chiles, in his visit to Hillsbor-
ough County in Tampa, FL, got the evidence that even within the
same racial grcap, white or black, between two census tracks, the
disparity was absolutely unacceptable, and it is sitting there; it is
in the data before everyone.

It isn't just black-white. It is a series of other kinds of issues, and
we should not allow that sort of disparity to go on.

Second, the point has just been well made by several of my pred-
ecessor= that it is not new technology that is needel. It isn I wa
don't need researc'i and that there is a need for new knowledge,
but the fact is that the changes that we wish to achieve in mortali-
ty rate and adverse outcome of pregancy can clearly be accom-
plished with the technology that is well in hand. It really is not
technology, but it is making very basic services universally avail-
able, and that can be done.

There are many demonstrations. You have just heard of the dem-
onstrations in Minneapolis that demonstrate that you can do that.
I would like to cite two others. 1 recently completed my time as
program director for the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation on a
program called the Rural Infant Care Program, in which we
worked with 10 projects, nine States, 37 counties, 37 counties w th
the hig'ie A infant nortality rates in the Nation, and were able to
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show that if you just intervene with the basic services, that those
counties can have their mortality rates not only achieve the State
average, achieve the national average, but many of them actually
well exceed those a.,erages in 1 period of just 2 or 3 years.

That entire change can come about, and ;t comes about not with
high technoloagy, but making basic services available.

The third point I would like to make, of course, is the issue of
cost, and as Senator Durenberger is so well aware, my initial lookat this cost war ' "ag Missouri data to the Minnesota ..3otincil onHealth Care Costs to talk about, what does it -ost to have preterm
babies? I used an area of central Missouri which happened to be
a ailable to me to look at the cost of caring for an infant intensive
care versis what it cost to take care of the mother while she was
pregnant. The a_swer was from the 24th week to the 32d week, you
save $100 an hour if you could just keep them pregnant and notdeliver.

Fo you start to think what you do with $100 an hour. You figure
out you can provide a lot of services for $100 an hour.

i ',Rye put the data base at least the materials, in the testimony
and certainly won't review that at this time.

Second, I am now involved in Tampa, FL, with a project the
Junior League of Tampa has taken on, which is to reduce low
birthwe_ght in Tampa. Part of my contribution to the project ha.
been to work and develop the data of the numbers, of where the
people live who have that problem. In looking at that number, we
came to the conclusion that if Hillsborough County, which in many
ways is like Congressman Leland's HoustonI think it would have
many corollariesanyway, a rapidly growing city, a heavy public
health code, an active private delivery system, that our low-birth-
weight rate is still way above the State's average, and the State of
Florida has a higher rate than the NatIon does. If Hillsborough
County alone would just be able to get rid of, if you would, or dis-
place the excess, taking if from above 8 percent tc 6 percent, wi...tre
many States and cities would g-o, the savings is in excess of $4 to $5
million in one county in 1 year. You can 1-,ay a lot of prenatal serv-
ices for $4 million. Yet is is there.

These are the babies that are born, and I am just reporting 1983-
84 in numbers, the cost is absolutely there.

Second, there is technology. I have to report that I h -3 been in
this business 25 years of neonatology and have lived thi ough most
of the technology, including the new ability to save the babies
down to 500 grams or the 1 pound 1 ounce or the 1 pound. always
understanding that it is done at incredibly high cost.

What people have forgotten is the miracle baby who weighed 1
pound and 4 ounces who was in the hospital 6 months, who finally
went home; that a disproportionately large number of those chil-
dren are now handicapped, have permam...it neurological damage.

So the cost of the $100 an hour did not include the medical care
for the damaged children for the next 5 years, 10 yeas 15 years;
the fact that they will need special education. Almost none of them
will be emplt yed and pay taxes, but they, in fact, will be lifetime
care responi ibilities of society or families.

It , indeed, very expensive. I am here, as my fourth point, to
strongly support the Commission. I think the idea of the focus is
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badly needed, and if the chairman would allow, I would like to
direct a remark a bit of Dr. Mason and the group from the Federal
Government, as well as to committee. But those of us whf 3

have gray hair and have been in this business awhile can we_i re-
member the di.cussions and the testimonies that occurred in the
1960's in the early 1970's, about the dispartities in access to educa-
tion for handicapped children.

There were school districts where kids got excellent education,
and if you are handicapped, the system was there. In other places,
there was no way ycu could get them. The Congress passed, 94-142,
and every school district had to deal with it. Until they passed it, it
was a deja vu of what we are describing now.

You have to have the National Commission to figure out how
you make that sort of universal service available for mothers
during pregnancy and infants, because we can't afford that any
more than we could afford no education for 1,ndicapped kids. We
cannot afford it, but it does, in fret.

We have one problem, and that is not all children lived in a
school district so you could assign responsil-ility. I hate to be face-
tious, but all mothers who are pregnant live somewhere, it just
doesn't happen to be in a jurisdiction that necessarily deals with
their health during pregnancy. You have to figure that out.

I would also point out that the lcgislation was national. The im-
plementation was local Kids -3t educated locally.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much.
Lawton
Senator CHILES. Mr. Chairman. I am afraid that I have to leave

you here, and I regret it very much. Our Senate conferees on the
debt conference started meeting at 11 o'clock. You know if we don't
do something about it tome:row, we don't pay people their checks.
It fits in some way. Please excuse me.

I want to say to our distinguished panel we are delighted to have
their testimony. Doctor, I thank you for your efforts in helping us,
in helping educating me some in Florida, and we continue to call
on you all as research personnel.

Doctor, we thank Providence Hospital for allowing us to be here.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you. Lawton, thank you very

much for winging us together here today. If it hadn't been for you,
we wouldn't be here. If it hadn't been for you, we wouidn't be able
to spend the ti. e together.

Let me begin by asking the folks from Providence to deal als- in
an added ..imension that I know Dr. Graven has addressed and I
addressed in my opening statement, an added dimension to infant
mortality, which includes infant morbidity.

From a hospital perspective, describe some of the missed opportu-
nities or the problems that are faced in the hospital that lead us
not lily to the inevitability of infant mortality, but the problems
of infant morbidity, as well. W., have to put names on some of
these kids: development,'I disabilities and some of these kinds of
problems. What is the dimension in the district that y-v, see here
from the eyes of Providence Hospital?

Dr. BRONSXY. I am not certain that I fully understaiid the ques-
tion.
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Senator Du 7NBERGER. I am making the distinction. We came
here to talk about a Commission on Infant Mortality, wh'-h is kids
that don't make it past the first year of life. I suggested ..aat as I
looked at the causes and found those same causes applicable to
what is called infant morbidity, which is people who do live beyond
that period of time but are sick, so sick that they add a substantial
cost, if you will, to society's responsibilities to provide health, edu-
cation, ')ther services.

Is there a basic similarity in the causes of both infant mortality
and morbidity?

Dr. BRONSKY. I think that the phenomena of infant morbidity is
universal throughout the world. Our success in reducing mortality
has as its result an increase in morbidity and the long-term mor-
bidity that accompanies low birthweight and very low birthweight.

I don't think that we can specifically identify an individual
cause. We do know that the main impact that the health care
system can have is in identifyi.tig all women with preexisting risk
factors such as poor nutrition; whether it be i,verweight or under-
weight or inadequate nutrition; patients who have preexisting med-
ical problems such as diabetes; thyroid conditions; heart conditions;
women who hr.ve adverse health habits such as smoking; alcohol
consumption; drug abuse. All of these factors, identified prior,
ileaily prior to conception, that is the emphasis that the obstetrical
world is focusing on today, is preconception counseling.

If we can reduce these risk factors, we feel that will have a sig-
nificant impat , on the reduction of infant mortality, and as a con -
sequence, a significant impact on the reduction of morbidity. long-
term morbidity.

Senator DUW_NBERGER. So you see enough of a connection there
that if we are going to create a National Commission that we prob-
ably ought to deal v,ith both mortality and morbidity, or is there a
reashn to keep them separate?

Dr. BRONSKY. I don't think you can separate the two. They are
interconnected. One is a continuum of the other. They are not sep-
arable.

Senator DURENBERGER. What are your views on that, -:: ce you
raised the subject?

Dr. GRAVEN. Absolutely. I think hi iany ways, the cost of the
now surviving small infant is far greater tha_i the debt costs, and
therefore, to deal with both mortality and the morbidity, we have
to deal with reducing the number who come in, and your analogy
to Oslo, Norway, where I had the privilege of living for a year, is
just overwhelming: That we spend our time and our energy, dol-
lars, and still don't get the outcome.

BO" for DURENBERGER. I know we are sitting here in the middle
of a big city and we have got most of cur witnesses that are either
dealing with big city problems and so forth, but half the people in
this country lil e in some small town someplace or out on a farm. I
wonder, Stan, if yot' wouldn't speak to this issue in terms of the
access issue and sonic of the things that have been done or can be
done in less populated parts of this country. How might that be dif-
ferent in terms of a national approach? Would our approach to
people 'n that part of the country be somewhat different than the
approach we might take in large urban areas?
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Dr. GRAWN. Yes, Senator, I believe there is reason to distin-
guish, and while many of the problems are uncommon and, in a
sense, you can say access is a serious issue, it is a serious issue for
people in an urban area to get to where services are and can be a
serious issue in the rural areas.

I think rural communities, rural areas, rural counties respond,
deal, and work with their problems in ways that are different than
we do in urban areas.

I think wnat the Robert Wood Johnson Program over the last 6
years has demonstrated is that being rural, being sparsely populat-
ed, not having a lot of the services i-aniiot be used as an excuse for
not having good outcome of pregnancy. It ought to be possible in
every county in the United States.

It can be done. We demonstrated that it can be done.
I would add one thing which hasn't been mentioned, but that is

the very positive impa , in of :et, from having the outreach work-
ers, who reach peoplf in their homes and help them solve a variety
of health and nonhealth problems, and you are well familiar with
their program that was in the Tangipahoa Parish north of New Or-
leans and another project up in the Peedee area of South Carolina,
very compelling evidence that just the availability of someone to
work with young mothers, high risk mother', has a profound
impact on the young.

Senator DURENBERGER. Dr. Eh linger, you mentioned you broke
out the problems here into 0 T categories, poverty, and some-
thing to do with barriers, and men social policies. I think I under-
stand the poverty category. I am not sure I understand the other
two.

Would you elaborate a little bit on those two?
Dr. EHLINGER. One if the barriers that is present for racial and

ethnic groups is that you neer' health care providers that knox the
situations from which people _...ne. You need minority p:oviders to
deal with minority issues.

It has been shown throughout the country, with Minneapolis and
Milwaukee being good examples, that by just having minority pro-
viders provide Services to minority groups, access and use of those
services has increased. Also, a lot of people don't speak English,
and you need to have the ability to provide translators for those
individuals.

Those are the kind of barriers that not only come from distance,
transportation, but also from providers that are sensitive to the
language and cultural backgrounds of the patients.

Senator DURENBERGER. Some of those aren't resolved ovrnight.
Dr. EHLINGER. No, tnis takes a llt of education of the providers

and of the community. There is a back-and-forth iteration there.
Senator DURENBERGER. What about social policies?
Dr. Emma- ,. The social policies that I was talking about are

that we are .geeing, as you are well aware, the development of a
competitive health care system, and pregiant women and children
don't compete very well.

They don't have a lot of political power, and they don't have a
lit of economic power. They don't have powerful advocates, and in
a competitive system, not many people want to compete for them.
In that case, they get left put.
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I pointed out that we as a nation really need to act as their advo-
cates, and regardless of the short-term economic benefits that can
be accrued, we need to talk about long-term benefits.

In a competitive health care system, we look at the next quarter,
the next year, how much money we can save over that period of
time. When we are talking about pregnancy outcomes, we are look-
ing at long-term cost savings. Those are harder to identify and
harder to talk about.

The other part of that social policy issue is that I believe that
there is a responsibility for government to have some concern for
the health of its citizens. It is not just an individual responsibility.
It is not just a local responsibility. It is the responsibility of individ-
uals, local areas, States, and of the Federal Government to assure a
healthy population. It is in our best interest to do so.

Senator DURENBERaER. Can any of you briefly describe for me
current Federal programs that are sort of mistargeting resources?
Is MCH just working terrifically and it is only a matter of more
money? Medicaid, how is that working? On other federally funded
programs?

It is a quest'f.m which says, are we spending Goine of the money
in the wrong Pisces, or do we have regulations or mandates that
are irgeting it in the wrong area? What could we be doing within
the existing Federal resources that are going these programs differ-
ently that would target them better?

Dr. EHLINGER. The focus in Medicaid on acute care is where most
of the resou, ces go. As you pointed out .-arlier, the focus on preven-
tion is not there.

Senator DURENBERGER. Plus it is going to the elderly. If you
really look at Medicaid, it is the nursing homes that a.e sucking a
whole lot of that money out of the system, too, is that hot correct?

Dr. EHLINGER. Right, and the shift to the elderly; over the last
several years, has become a greater p - portion of that pot. Less
and less money is going to the children and pregnant womei,, and
more is going to the elderly.

As far as the MCH block grant is concerned, it is nice to get
money down to the local areas, but it is really State control, and
they don't have enough resources to really identify or to deal with
all of the problems. So they h& .'e to use the manure spreader ap-
proach and take a little bit of money and spread it over the coun-
tryside. The areas with highest needs don't eet adequate resources
to do the job that they need to do.

Senator DURENBERGER. Are you speaking of Minnesota, or do you
think that :6 true all across the country?

Dr. EHLINCER. Various States have used different methods, but
in many places, they have used the general distribution approach,
which doesn't really allow targeting across all populations

Senator DURENBERGER. Do any of you folks want to talk to the
manure spreading?

Dr. GRAVEN. In most States, in fact, the 10 or 12 that I have
worked with, that would be the standard; that in general, while
there is some intention to target, and I think some efforts in that
direction, there are a lot of political pressures to distribute, even in
small enough am( unts that you really can do very little with it.
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Senator DURENBERGER. So the notion of the block grant was sort
of to get rid of the mandate. If it is not the part that tells you how
you have to spend the money, that isn't all bad. But 'f you are
doing it in the States rather than doing it down in the local com-
munities, we are spreading it too much where it is not needed. Is
that what I am hearing?

Dr. EHLI 'ER. Right. When the special projects of title V started
in the 1960. direction was from the Federal Government down to
the local level with a Federal delineation of what the priorities
were. Local areas could then res-,ond to the federally set priorities
and you could really target.

Now there are no priorities, and the control is with the State
health departments, and they respond to political pressures to dis-
tribute throughout the State without targeting in the best way pos-
sible.

Senator DURENBERGER. Do you gentlemen want to comment on
that at all?

Dr. BRONSKY. Not at this time.
Dr. GRAVEN. One sort of historical comment: The Improved Preg-

nancy Outcome Program, which was a program of Health and
Human Services, which was to States with the highest h. :ant mor-
tality rates to improve outcome of pregnancy, and the track record
was an interesting one. Some States took a t money and very
clearly targeted on it.

Others used it to sort of supplement their general States' budgets
in ways that would be very hard to figure out. Your neighboring
State of South Dakota, as you know, took that block of 4 years and
went from 43d in the Nation with neonatal mortality to 2 in 3
years, with one improved pregnancy block grant.

Senator DURENBERGER. So it can be done.
Dr. GRAVEN. It can be done.
Senator DURENBERGER. OK. Thank you very much for being

here. I appreciate your testimony a great deal. We .nay have ques-
tions. Lawton may hr ve questions, also, that he would like you to
respond to for the record. If so, he will send them to you. Thank
you.

Dr. GRAVEN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator DURENBERGER. Richard, thank you, also. I hate to tell

the rest of your panak but Richard went to sleep.
[The prepared statements of Dr. Bronsky (with responses to writ-

ten quest' -ns) Dr. Ehlinger (with attachments and responses to
written questions) and Dr. Graven (with attachments and rercionses
to written questions) follow:]

63-363 0 86 7 150
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF GEORGE F. BRONSkY, M.D.

L. Introduction

Good morning. I am Dr. George F. Bronsky, Chief of Clinical

Services in the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology of Provi-

dence Hospital in Washington, D.C.

.m accompanied today by Mr. Robert Hutson, Executive Director

of the Center for Life of Providence Hospital, and Mrs. Lynn

Davidson and her baby Guadalupe, recent patients in our

Reduced-Fee Maternity Program.

On behalf of Providence Hospital, we are very pleased to serve as

your host, Senator Durenberger, and we applaud you for holding

hearings on the critical issue of infant mortality. We also applaud

Senator Chiles and Senator Benson for their sponsorship of S.'209

establishing a National Commission to Prevent Infant Mortality. We

share your deep concern over the human suffering and financial

burdens caused by America's high infant mortality rate and we join

in your desire that a national policy be designed to ,ombat the

problem.

II. Providence Hcspital and the Center for Life

Providence Hospital, the oldest hospital in Washington, was founded

by the Daughtets of Charity in 1361 with a charter signed by

President Lincoln. In 1986, Providence will celebrate its 125th year

of commitment to health care in the Nation's Capital, a tradition of

191.
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caring that has always held as paramount both the dignity of life

and the needs of the urban poor and underserved.

The most recent expression of Providence Hospital's service to the

poor is the Center for Life, a uniq .t health care outreach dedicated

to providing positive, concrete alternatives for people facing medical

or moral dilemmas that threaten the dignity of life. The Center's

six major programs address points along the whole human life cycle,

from the moment of conception to the final days of terminal illness.

III. The Reduced-Fee Maternity Program

The specific program I want to share wi'li you today is the Center's

Reduced-Fee Maternity (RFM) Prcgram which provides prenatal and

delivery care for women who have neither insurance coverage nor

Medicaid eligibility. These are the so-called "people who fall

through the cracks," women who must pay for their medical care

out of pocket, care that today costs from $3000 to $3500 even for a

normal pregnancy. Since the program was established in 1977,

some 2,200 women have delivered through the Reduced-Fee

Maternity program, approximately 300 per yea- .

Senator Durenberger, I would like to commend you for your often

repeated statement linking poverty and infant mortality. In this

regard it is important to note that the wide majority of our

Reduced-Fee patients are in the high risk category specifically due

to their economic status. Fc example, a review of 1,400 deliveries

-t-
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from January 1981 to the present reveals that 40% of the mothers

reported annual income of $5,000 or less. In the same group, over

80% reported incomes of $10,000 or less. Two out of three were

married couples, many with other children. It is also important to

note that many of these Are families who make moderate incomes and

are not indigent, but simply unable to afford the cost of medical

insurance.

Each of the Center for Life Reduced-Fee patients pays on a sliding

scale based on income and dependents. Many pay only the base

rate of $425; the overall average price is $700. This means that

nearly $3,000 in hospital costs is contributed as charity on every

case. Annually this amounts to a maternity charity write-off for

Providence Hospital of almost $1,000,000.

IV. Escalating Need for Low-Cost Maternity Care

The need for this kind of maternity care is clear. A recent study

based on Census Bureau statistics shows that one in four women of

prime childbearing age (18-24) lack insurance coverage fox

maternity. Fifteen percent of women in the next major childbearing

age group (25-29) also are without coverage. These two groups

account for about three-quarters of all births in the United States.

And the need is escalating. In 1982, we received about 800 inquiry

calls for RFM care. By 1984, the number of inquires had more

than doubled to 1900 calls, and in 1985, the number of inquiries is

-3-
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likely to approach 2,500. All of this activity is being generated

solely by referrals from grass-roots pregnancy assistance agencies

and by word of mouth. The hospital does no advertising for the

RFM service because the hospital can subsidize only about 300

deliveries each year.

Maternity Needs vs Shrinking Financial Resources

While Providence Hospital's commitment to early, accessible maternity

care remains constant, the resources needed to maintain that com-

mitment are shrinking every year. This is largely due to the

increasing price sensitivity that has entered the health care

marketplace.

The health care system is undergoing dramatic, even revolutionary

structural changes as both private and public purchasers of health

care services maneuver to control their °via costs. The result is

that the economic cross-subsidies which in the past have enabled

hospitals to meet valued societal needs including health care for

the uninsured and the underinsured -- are being eroded.

The simple fact is that Providence Hospital's ability to meet today's

needs for prenatal care services for this woman falling through the

cracks, let along tomorrow's needs, is directly threatened.

-4-
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VI. Professional Observations

Let me return to the main point of this hearing: the reduction of

infant mortality in this country. I want to share with you some

professional observations.

Many of the factors which contribute to infant mortality have been

well delineated, and I cannot stress too strongly how critically

important it is that adequate prenatal care be provided to mothers

early in their pregnancies.

The central point of our testimony has beer: to demonstrate how the

lack of financial resources forms a barrier for too many mothers in

obtaining this vital care. If more pregnant women had access to

adequate and early maternity care, we would not only avoid untold

human suffering, but would also save millions of dollars in

expensive neon atal care for such infants and mothers.

However, I would draw your attention to two additonal factors

which impact negatively on the problem of infant mortality and

which should be given serious consideration by the Commission.

The first factor relates to hospitals. Here I would simply reiterate

how difficult it is for a hospital like ours to maintain its strong

commitment to charity maternity cake in the face of shrinking

financial resources. The difficulties in providing this charity are

-5-
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increasing and will only get worse in the face of ever-tightening

federal budgets.

The second factor is the decreasing pool of physicians available to

provide prenatal care for people with limited resources. Many

physicians will no long accept Medicaid patients because the

reimbursement provided i'- less than the physicians cost to provide

the care. OB physicians are also operating in a malpractice climate

in which the OB patient at most risk for infant mortality is also the

patient who presents the highest risk for a medical malpractice

claim. The result is that obstetricians are choosing not to accept

these high risk/high liability patients or, in some cases, are

dropping the OB side of the OB/GYN practice entirely.

VII. Coaclusion

I would like again to express our gratitude to the Subcommittee for

honoring Providence Hospital and its Center for Life with its pres-

ence here today. We encourage the Congress to do all in its power

to reduce and eliminate the barriers to adequate health care for

pregnant women which contribute substantially to tl.e high infant

mortality rate in the United States.

We here at Providence Hospital stand ready to ass A in any u ay we

can, and I will be happy to answer any questions you may have.

-6-
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1150 varnum street n e
washington, d c 2001;

(202) 269 7000

16 December 1985

Senator Dave Durenburger
Chairman, Subcommittee on

Intergovernmental Relations
United States Senate
Washingto D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Durenberger,

It gives me great pleasure to be given the opportunity to
further discuss the critical issue early prenatal care. You
asked in your letter, "how early does the critical first vi-it
need to be7". The most direct answer to that question is, before
the time of conception. As soon as an individual has decided on
or even contemplated concept:on, an appointment should be made
with a hea-ct care provider for a complete pre-pregnancy consul-
tation. This consultation should consist of a complete medical
history, a thorough physical examination, routine prenatallabor-
atory tests, and a discussion period. At the present time,
these four items are not addressed until after the time of
conception and usually rot until the time of the second missed
period, if not later. This means that the women is at least
eight weeks pregnant by the time she has had her first prenatal
visit. It is during the first eight weeks of pregnancy that the
embryo is most susceptible to the effects of an adverse intra-
uterine environment and is therefore most likely to develop a
malformation.

By establishing as routine, the concept of the pre-pregnancy
visit, it would be possible to detect many maternal maladies such
as, diabetes, hypertension, and thyroid dysfunction to name a
few, prior to conception. It would then be possible treat and
control these illnesses prior to conception and consequently
increase the likelihood of a successful pregnancy. By performing
a pre - pregnancy physical examination, it would be possible to
detect such maternal conditions as cervical polyps or ovarian
cysts, which could better be treated prior to pregnancy than
during pregnancy. Pre-pregnancy prenatal laboratory screening
would allow for the detection of anemia, urinary tract infection,
gonorrhea, syphilis, the abnormal Pap smear, the woman at risk
for Rh-incompatibility and the rubella susceptible woman.

By scheduling time prior to conception, women can be
counselled on risks of smoking, alcohol, drugs, over-the-counter
medications, exercise and occupational hazards as they relate to
pregnancy. At the same time, the benefits of good nutrition,

a daughter of charity hospital serving the washington communitysince 1861
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social habits and education concerning pregnancy can be discus-
sed. Additionally, pre-pregnancy counselling would provide an
opportunity to identify those individuals who are at increased
risk for genetic abnormalities prior to conception. This would
allow for appropriate counselling with regard to risk probability
and alternatives to pregnancy if indicated.

In the final analysis, there are approximately 3.5 million
births in the United States annually. Of these babies born, 7
per cent or 245,000 newborns are born with or develop mental or
physical defects. One-fifth of all infants who die by the age of
4 years die as a result of a congenital birth defect. These
statistics still do not take into account the significant
spontaneous pregnancy wastage which occurs as a result of

developmental defects. Certainly not all of these infant deaths
and miscarriages can be avoided by a pre-pregnancy visit, but
certainly a major impact would be made on reducing the number of
miscarried pregnancies, perinatal and infant deaths, and those
individuals who are "fortunate" enough to survive but remain
handicapped for the remainder of their lives.

With regard to your second question, "How do you decide
which cases to take and what do you tell those you can't help,",
I have spoken with Sister Nancy who is responsible for screening
those individuals that call Providence Hospital to enroll in the
Center for life, Reduced Fee Maternity Prcgrem. file following is
the data which she has provided for the period between 4 January,
1985, and 1 November 1985.

During this time period there were 632 indiviouals
scheduled for appointments.

185 appointments were not kept.
Reasons: - ignorance of need for prenatal care

- unable to pay even the $75.00 deposit.
Other arrangements made due to the waiting
time -equired to get into this program.

- Other unknown reasons.

10 acquired medical assistance prior to their appointment
of realized that they did in 'act have medical insurance
coverage.

20 were found to be over income inr this program.
Example: Family of four with gross annual income of

$16,060. A $1,000 deduction is allowed for
each family member. Outstanding m,...--,1 ex-
penses are also deducted. This adjusted gross
income is then multiplied by a factor of 0.15
to determine eligibility for the Reduced Fee
Maternity Program. In the above example the
method described would equate to, ($16,000
t4,0001 x 0.15 = $1,800, which does not qual-
ify for the Reduced Fee Maternity Program.

15 orted fcr pregnancy ter. ination between the time they
first called and their scheduled first visit.
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50 kept their appointment but found even our cost too pro-
hibitive.

170 received Medical Assistance of insurance coverage dur-ing the course of their pregnancy or dropped out of the
program for various reasons.

Heasonse Delivery in a hospital closer to their home
(this results in two hospital bills).

- Some move out of the metropolitan area.

This leaves a total of 182 individuals who completed the Reduced
Fee Maternity Program between 4 January, 1985, and 1 November,
1985.

the fate of the other 1000 individuals who initially called
the Center for Life, but do not qualify for the Reduced FeeMaternity Program, is much more difficult to describe. This is
of course due to the fact that they were never enrolled in theprogram and therefore we have no way of knowing where theyeventually turned for help. The following is the limited
information, which we can provide regarding these individuals.

Many women request prenatal care too late in their preg-
nancy. At the present time it takes approximately six
weeks from the time of the woman's initial phone call
untie she can be accepted into the program and be seen for
her first prenatal visit. the woman can not be accepted
into the program after the 30" week of pregnancy if she
has had no previous prenatal care, nor can she be accepted
after the 32. Meek of pregnancy if previous prenatal
records are available at the time of the initial inter
view. In these cases the woman is instructed to try an-
other hospital for an earlier appointment, of they are
instructed to go to their local general hospital emergency
room when labor begins.

Because we try to reach the poorest of the poor, the
program does not accept tourist, diplomatic or visitor
visas.

Even though many have only modest a income, the are found
to be above the programs level economically. Our second
hospital program as well as other hospita: programs, which
could serve these individuals, have moderate costs that
must be paid prior to delivery. This pre-deli,,2ry pay-
ment is not a feasible alternative to many of these people
in spite of their income level.

Some individuals are informed that they may qualify for
Medical Assistance and thereiore delay prenatal care be-
cause they have no Income.

The hospital's Charity funds are insufficient to provide
care for all those that request Cale and therefore we must
limit the number of nel patients to 15-20 per week. this
fact keeps timely individuals away because the calender
Fills so quickly.

19i)
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I hope that I nave answered your questions to your
satisfaction. If I may be of any further assistance to you
concerning the issue of infant mortality, please do not hesitate
to contact me.

Wishing you and your family a happy and a healthy Holiday Season.

Sincerely,

4---f-,,A------i,-,0?
George F. Brinsky, M.G.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF EDWARD P FILINGER, M D.

The infant mortality rate has traditionally been used as one of

the indicators of the health status of a nation. Although it has

limitations as a measure of the overall adequacy of a nation's health

care system, the infant mortality rate has proven to be not only a

sensitive barometer of social and economic conditions within a country

but more importantly an indicator of governmental commitment to the

health of children and pregnalt women. With the recent slowing of the

Improvement of the United States infant mortality rate and the reali-

zation that the United State's rate relative to other ihlustrialized

countries is getting worse, efforts have been initiated throughout

the nation to examine and deal with this significant droblem.

People and agencies in Minnesota and particularly in the Twin

Cities metropolitan area are contributino to these efforts. Although

Minnesota has the 6th lowest infant mortality rate among the 50 states,

it has become obvious that certain groups in Minnesota are not sharing

equally in the benefits of our health and social service systems. This

disparity is particularly evident in Minneapolis and St. Paul where

a disproportionate number of Minnesota's high risk individuals live.

A report entitled "Infant Mortality: The Problem in Minneapolis" 25

attached. This report highlights the fact that if you 1.ve in

Minneapolis and are poor, young, non-white, unmarried, uneducated, or

have had inadequate prenatal care, the chances of your baby dying in

the first year of life are 2 to 4 times higher than for mothers without

those characteristics.

Approaches to the problem of infant mortality in Minnesota have

been innovacive and varied. The Minnesota Coalition on Health Care

21)1
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Costs has identified neonatal intensive care units as a major

coatributor to the high cost of health care. They have concluded

that by decreasing the occurence of low weight births, the need for

costly neonatal services would Le reduced. A task force convened

to address this issue will be making recommendations within the next

month. Although the Coalition's goal is to reduce health care costs,

its focus on the prevention of low weight births will also have an

effect on infant mortality.

Many clinics and Health MAin..enance Organizations in Minnesota

are also addressing the problem of low weight births by developing

and implementing prenatal assessment tools to identify women at risk

for delivering a low weight infant. These risk assessments allow

for the targeting of specialized services to the highest risk pregnan-

cies. Infant mortality and health care costs should be lowered by

chese assessments and interventions.

The Minnesota Public Health Association has made Maternal and

Child Health a priority issue and is sup,,ortive of the establishment

of a National Commission to Prevent Infant Mortality. The Association

is also holding prenatal care workshops throughout rural Minnesota

to give health and social service providers up to date infr,rmztion

on the importance of comprehensive prenatal care.

Similarly, a group of agencies, including the Centers for Disease

Control, the Minneapolis and Minnesota Health Departments, the Urban

League and the Urban Coalition are conducting a survey to determine

the barriers to prenatal care. Since prenatal care is known to improve

birth outcomes, these efforts should improve infant mortality rates.

2
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The t..innesota Department of Health's Maternal and Child Health

Advisory Task Force has also made the reduction of infant mortality

a nigh priority issue. In its recently completed Maternal and Child

Health Plan, the task force developed statewide
objectives for infant

mortality, low weight births and prenatal care. Public hearings

throughout the state have increased awareness of the state's priority

to improve Infant health.

Another major effort to reduce the infant mortality rate has been

undertaken by the Minneapolis Health Department under the heading of

Project LID (Lower Infant Deaths). Project LID has initiated a review

of matched birth and death records to identify the specific factors

associate" with infant deaths in Minneapolis. The Project is also

developing a media campaign to increase community awareness of the

protiem of infant mortality. A program to inform providers of health

and social services cf ways to .ddress infant mortality is also planned.

All of these efforts are being undertaken by a coalition of community

agencies representing a cross-section of Minneapolis residents.

A direct service activity of Project LID is the Minority Childhood

Health Improvement Program (MinCHIP). This program, funded by the

Northwest Area Foundation, targets two predominantly Black neighborhoods

in Minneapolis for neighborhood-based services to decrease adolescent

pregnancy and improve infant health. The services include neighborhood

health professionals modeled after the "Block Nurse" concept developed

by the Ramsey County Nursinc, Service and peer-oriented parenting educa-

tion patterned after the MELT' parenting program. MinCHIP has been

well received by the Black community and has stimulated other agencies

serving Blacks to initiate similar programs.
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Project LID and MinCHIP aro recent additions to long-standing

efforts at the Minneapolis H,alth Department to improve the health

of children and pregnant women. Since the 1060s, the Department

has provided prevention-oriented comprehensive maternity, family

planning, and child health services with funding provided by Title V

of the Social Security Act in addition to City, State, and Medicaid

funds. Not only have these public health-oriented clinical programs

demonstrated their ability to improve birth outcomes among high risk

populations but have also served as a model for the development of

other high quality maternal and child health services :n Minneapolis.

These are only a few of tne efforts currently taking place in

Minnesota to address the problem of infant mortality. More could

be described but these examples are sufficient to demonstrate the

high priority given to the problem of infant mortality in Minnesota.

From these programs and from similar efforts throught the country

a clearer picture of the causes of infant mortality is starting to

develop and some solutions are being identified. It is becoming

evident that the problems and the solutions are not primarily medical

in etiology. The technical expertise exists to improve pregnancy

outcomes and expanded technology is expected to have only a minor

effect on infant mortality rates. Tne major problem is access to

the existing health services. Assuring universal access to reproduc-

tive and child health services would have a profound impact on infant

mortality.

Working against univeisai access to health services are 3 major

factors: 1) widespread poverty and inadequate education that make

health insurance coverage and employment unobtainable; 2) multiple
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barriers that limit the health care actions for some racial and

ethnic groups, and 3) social policies ,hat at best ii3 - health

care in a competitive mode and at worst Ignore gov

responsibility for the health of its citizens.

To elim aate these factors and make an imp-ct on the problem

of infant mortality, we need to shift our focus from t.,e high cost

and high technology medical aspects -. health care to the pifention

oriented services like education, job training, nutrition, social

supports and comprehensive prenatal care. We need to coordinate

our prevention activities to avoid duplication and identify gaps in

services. We also need a mec,anism to share information for use in

program planning, imnlementation and evaluation. National Commission

to Prevent Infant Moi.,lity could be beneficial in these areas.

Finally we need to make a commitment to the children of this

country. We need to make children our highest priority and protect

them from the political and economic ,ompetition that pervades our

health and human service systems. Children are completely dependent

on us for their lealth, safety, and development. We must serve as

their protectors, teachers, and advicates_ We need to do this as

individuals and as a society. The establishment of a National Commission

to Prevert Infant Mortality wen, positive step in accepting

that responsibility.

The problem of infant mortality in this country is an issue of

social justice. We are a nation wealthy with human and natural resources.

We have the ability to improve tne hc.alth of the most vulnerable segment

of our population - our children. PJwever, to do that we must choose

2 I; 5
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to make children a priority and ignore the economic and political

pressures to channel our resources elsewhere. Children have placed

their faith and trust in us. Their survival and growth depends on

our acceptance of that responsibility. To ignore that responsibility

could be an injustice not only to our children but to our society.
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INFANT MCWALITY

THE PROBLEM IN MINNEAPOLIS

Infant mortality is a greater problem in the United States tl in many
other industrialized countries. In 1980 the United States ranked sixteenth

among selected countries in the number of infant deaths per 1000 live births.
The U.S. infant mortality rate of 12.6 in 1980 was approximately twice that
of Sweden's first ranked infant mortality rate of 6.7. Furthermore, the U.S.
rate was higher than such countries as Japan, France, Canada and England.
Within the united States there are considerable discrepencies in infant mort...1-
ity rates among racial groups. The national Black infant mortality rate in
1980 was 21.4 oompared to a White infant mortality rate of 11.0. The nationil
health objective regarding infant deaths is to lower the infant mortality rrte
to less than 9.0 by 1990 with no county and no r.cial or ethnic group of the
population having a rate in excess of 12.0.

In Minneapolis there has been a significant reduction in the overall infant
mortality rate during the past quarter century. As shown in Figure 1, the
infant mortality rate in Minneapolis has decreased considerably since 1950 with
the greatest decrease evident during the past decade. The infant mortality
rate in 1982 for all Minneapolis infants was 12.1.

t.

MINNEAPOLIS INFANT MORTALITY RATE
1950-1982
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Although the Minneapolis infant mortality rate has decreased significantly
during the past e,...ade, the rate of decrease has not been uniform for all

racial groups as indicated in Figure 2.

MINNEAPOLIS INFANT MORTkLITY RATE BY RACE
1972-1981

mimuomar

1 _1 I
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The infant mortality rate within tne Mute population in Ainneapolis
decreased 45 3% from a rate of 17.2 in 1972 to 9.4 in 1981. Among the Black

Population the infant mortality rate decreased only 31.5% for the sane period,

from 29.8 in 1972 to 20.4 in 1981. There has Peen essentially no mange ui

the i,fant mortality rate among American Indians m Minneapolis for tne ten

year period. The 1981 American Indian rate of 25.1 was tne highest rate reported.

It is difficult to Take Inferences regarding trends witn Asian-r'acific Islander

infan. ortality because of the recent influx of refugees. In 1981 tne Asian-

Pac Islander infant mortality rate was 14 9.

4ev,-,1!J
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All minority infants in Minneapolis have a greater risk of dying than
White infants. Table 1 depicts the risk of death among Black, American
Indian, and Asian-Pacific Islander infants compared to the risk of death
for White infants.

Table 1 Risk of Infant Mortality for Minority Races
as Compared to the White Race

Minneapolis, 500-1982

Minority Risk Conpared

Pace t, White Risk

Black 2.2 to 1.0

American Indian 2 7 to 1.0

Asian or Pacific
Islander 1 6 to10

Ratio of the infant mortality rate for the minority
race to the infant mortality rate for the wiute race

Inadequate prenatal care is an Important contributor to neonatal deaths
which are deaths that occur before 28 days after a live birth. These early
deaths are often acqo,iated with adverse conditions existing during pregnancy
and with events surrounding the birth of the infant such as premature delivery
and low birth weight. Postrecnatal deaths occur from 28 days to less than
one year after birth and are more often associated with infectious di,PA,Ps
and other physical, sociological, and environmental factors. Neonatal deaths
among Minneapolis infants decreased 37.0% from 1972 to 1981 compared to a
decrease of 27.7% for postneonatal deaths during the same period.

NEONATAL ANO POS7ZZ;TAL MORTALITY RAT,
MINNEAPOLIS 1972-1981

PQA.
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A birth weight of less than 2500 grains (95 lbs.) places an infant at
increased risk of death, particularly during the neonatal period. The pennant
of Minneapolis infants with low birth weight has remained fairly constant
for the past ten years. Figure 4 compares the trend in the MUnneapolis neonatal
death rate and the percent of infants with low birth weight from 1972-1981.

NEONATAL MORTALITY RATE NO r LOW BIRTH wEISHT
MINNEAPOLIS. 1972-1981A

M1M ZInaMMIS TOM.. 416...'
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itr, decline in the neonatal death rate and the relative consistency in the
percent of low birth weight infants over the past ten years reflect unproved
care fnr low birth weight infants but little progress in the prevention Jf
prematurity and fetal growth retardation.

2i1
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Although the percent of low birth weight infants in Minneapolis has
remained relatively stable there is considerable variance with the percent
of low birth weight infants among racial groups as depicted in Table 2.

Table 2 Low Weight Births by Race
Minneapolis, 1982

Total Low Percent Low
Race Births Weight Birth' Weigh, Birth

All Races. 6289 403 6.4

knite 4546 243 5.3

Black 955 109 11 4

American Indian 392 26 6 6

Asian or Pacific
Islander 361 24 6 6

*Low weight birth of less than 250i grams (51/2 lbs )

Includes births with race not reported

All Minneapolis minority populations have a higher incidence of low birth
weigh infants than the White population. Factors that have been associated
with low birth weight infants are multirle gestation (twins or triplets),
maternal infection, poor nutrition, medical conditions of the mother suns as
high blood pressure or heart disPane, and adverse life style factors such as
smoking or excessive use of alcohol.

An indepth analysis was campleted for the 299 deaths which occurred among
Minneapolis infants during the four year period 1979 through 1982 The racial
distribution among these deaths is depicted in Table 3.

Table 3. Infant Mortality by Race
Minneapolis, 1979-1982

'rtier Percent of
Race cf Deaths Total Deaths

All Races 299 100 0

Mute 177 59.2

Black 74 24.7

American Indian 33 11 0

Asian or Pacific
Islander 15 5.0
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Sixty -are and two-tenths percent (183) of the 299 infant deaths were neonatal
deaths and 38.8% (116) occurred during tne postneonatalperiod. Racial discrepen-
cies as to When infant deaths occur is evident in Table 4 which depicts the
neonatal and postneonatal rates by race per 1000 live births.

Table 4. Total Infant, Neonatal, and Pcetneonatal Death Rates
Ry Race, Minneapolis, 1979-1982

Deaths

All Razes Mute bladx
en. Rate.

Mexican
Indian

Asian or
Pacific Ls1.

en. Rate. No. Rate. No. Rate. en. Rate'
All Infants 299 12.4 177 9.9 74 21.0 33 23.1 15 13.6

Neonatal 183 7.6 111 6.2 46 13.1 14 9.8 12 10.8

Postneanstal 116 4.8 66 3.7 28 8.0 19 13.3 3 2 7

Mate per 1000 live births

For all minority groups the neonatal and postneonatal mortality rates are
higher then the White rate except the Asian-Pacific Islander postnecnatal rate.

Of particular interest is that the risk of death among American Indian infants
as canpared to White infants increases form 1.6 to 1 during the neonatal period
to 3.6 to 1 during the postneonatal period.

The major causes of deaf t among Minneapolis infants are delineated in Table 5.

Table 5. Major Causes of
MInneapolls.

Causes

Infant Deaths
1970-1982

Muster Percent
of Deaths of Total

All Causes 299 100 0

Congenital anomalies 64 21 4

Suiclen infant death syndrome 04 18 1

Disorders related to short
gestation and unspecified
Irse birth weight 35 11 7

These three causes accounted for 51.2% of all ttuineapolis infant deaths for the
four year period 1979-1982. Additional significant cause, of infant deaths
Included other perinatal conditions, infective and parasitic diqea,ps, and
accidents.

2
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MINNEAPOLIS NEONATAL M) POSTTCONATAL DEATHS
BY CENSUS TRACT OF RESIDENCE

1979-1982

CENSUS TRACTS

NEONATAL DEATH.

DEATH OCCURRING LESS THAN 28 DAYS OF AGE

DEATH OCCURRING AT AGE 28 DAYS TO LESS THAN ONE YEAR

rfl3TNEONATAI DEATH"

...
MINNEAPOLIS HEALTH DEPARTMENT
HEALTH PLANNING E EVALUATION
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DefinatIons

Infant A baby less than one year of age

Infant Mortality Rate (I.M.R ): The number of infant deaths per 1000

lave births.

Neonatal Mortality Rate (N.M.R.): The number of infant deaths per 1000

live births which occur before 28 days after birth.

Postneonatal Mortality Rate (P.M.R.) The number of infant de the per 1000

live births which occur from 28 days to less than one year after birth.

Low birth weight (L.B.W.): Less than 2500 grams (95 lbs.) at birth.

Perinatal: Relating to events which occur from 20 weeks gestat:on during

pregnancy to 28 days after delivery.
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DR EHLINGER'S RESPONSES TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS

1. Why did the infant mortality in Minnesota increase between
1982 and 1983? What is the trend now?

A. Besides poverty, probably the most significant factor
affecting the infant mortality rate in Minnesota is
entry into prenatal care. From 1979 to 1982, there was
a steady increase in the percent of women with late or
no prenatal care. This risk factor is strongly associa-
ted with infant mortality and was most likely the major
contributor to the rise in infant mortality between
1982 and 1983.

In 1983 the percent of women with late or no prenatal
care decreased for the first time in 5 years. Subsequently
in 1984 the infant mortality rate in Minnesota decreased.
I think this turn around is due to the major efforts that
have been initiated throughout the state to address this
major public health problem. A National Commission to
Prevent Infant Mortality woulc help keep these efforts
going and facilitate sharing cf information about
successful efforts with other states.

2. Were do the dollars come from for your Lower Infant Death
Project? Are there any private dollars available?

A. Project LID (Lower Infant Deaths) is funded partially
by the MCH Block Grant, the Minnesota Community Health
Service Act, and City of Minneapolis general fund dollars.
Recently we've received grants from the national and
local chapter of the March of Dimes. Many agencies have
donated staff time to help in this effort and in April
a city wide meeting on infant mortality will be supported
by hospitals and HMO's.

3. How do you coordinate your activities with existing public and
private programs providing similar or related services?

A. As a public agency, our role is t, facilitate collabora-
tive and cooperative efforts. We provide services only
where gaps exist. We have other community providers on
all of our advisory committees and encourage our staff to
work with other agencies in their program planning activ-
ities. so far we've been able to avoid a lot of competition
and duplication of services among providers.

4. How could we improve cooperation between existing programs?

A. The competitive environment that exists in our health care
system today is not conducive to the sharing of informa-
tion. If we could develop a high priority and highly
visible campaign to address the problem of infant mortality,
I believe most health care providers would join the effort
and be willing to publicize their activities to the
community. It would then be possible to coordinate many
of the existing community efforts and identify what else
needs to be done and who should do it. I believe this is
the role of public health agencies at the state and local
levels.

2 1 7
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Mr. Chairman.

October 28, 1985

RE TESTIMONY SENATE BILL 1209

I am Dr. Stanley N. Graven, Professor of Maternal Child
Health, College of Public Health, University of South Florida,
Tampa. I have been working with the problems of Neonatal
and Infant Mortality for the past twenty years in more than
a dozen states. I am here today to testify in support of
Senate Bill 1209, to establish a National Commission to Prevent
Infant Mortality.

The Infant Mortality rate in the United States remains un-
acceptably high dispite improvement over the past twenty
years. It is particularly distressing to see segments of
our population with infant mortality rates two or three times
the national average. This is true in both rural ar,. urban
areas. These large disparities continue to exist between
rural counties, between differen, urban areas, within urban
areas, between racial groups and within racial groups.

The infant death rate only serves as an indicator of a
long list of problems that result from inadequate care and
services for high risk mothers and infants. For every preventable
infant death, there are several infants who will grow up
handicapped by preventable events during pregnancy and early
infant life Throughout our nation, there have been many
programs and models which have demonstrated beyond question,
that the high risk of adverse outcome, either death or disability,
can be changed with todays knowledge and technology. While
research is still needed, we can achieve great improvements
in the outcome of pregnancy with our present knowledge and
skills.

In the Robert Wood Johnson Foundaton's Rural Infant Care
Program, which is concluding this year, it was clearly demonstrated
that with very modest investment of resources it was possible
to achieve major reductions in mortality and improvement
in care services in thirty seven rural counties in nine
different states. These thirty seven counties had some of
the highest infant mortality rates in the nation

roaurdeammrym^.^,FmmAr.eAeroNeeum.onronruNavommurioN
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The decrease in mortality vas achieved primarly by expanding
the availability and accessability of primary maternity services
and getting high risk mothers to appropriate specialized
services.

There are numerous studies reporting the clear benefits
of appropriate services for the mother and fetus during pregnancy
These studies also show that high risk mothers and especially
high risk low-income mothers need a wide range of services,
often non - medical servicea, than low risk, middle class mothers.
These service. and their availabi" ty are clearly major
determinants of pregnancy outcome and mortality.

Our failure to provide these services in ways that make
th,.m available and assessable dot save money. While
many health and welfare services (1,31 with human need and
suffering, health care for women during -egnancy has a significant
cost saving from the services in addition. Mile there are
savings from reduced mortality rat the moor savings come
from seduction in the number of infant intensive care admissions
and intensive care days.

A-tached is data derived from 1982-83 study in central Missouri.
The cost of care for each of the gestational ages at birth
is shown. The reduction in number of NICU days for each
of the weight groups is shown in the second graph. Fr,
this data it was concluded that there is a cost saving of
at least $100.00 per hour to carry a pregnancy from the
twenty fourth week to the thirty second week of pregnancy.
The grea.sst saving is thru the prevention of very low birth
weight infants, that is those who weigh less than three pounds
six ounces or 1500 gms. The survival of the very small and
premature infant is associated with long and expensive hospital
stays. A significant number that survive have permanent
neurological damage. There is an increasing number of children
with cerebral palsy associated with the survival of smaller
and smaller infants.

Hillsborough County, Tampa Floirda, has over eight hundred
Low 3irth Weight babies each year of which more than one
hundred fifty are less than 1500 gm. (31b. 6 oz). This Places
Hillsborough County above the rate for Florida which is
above the national rate for low birth weight. If the low
birth weight rate in Hillsborough County (Tampa) were reduced
from 8% to 6%, a rate that is achlved in many states, the
savings in cost for reduced number of infant intensive care
days would exceed $4,500,000

21
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This kind of savings can be achieved by exoindinq the avai'ability
and use of the luny services which change the outcome of
pregnancy. Understanding th. savings that are possible in
one county, the potential for savings statewide in Florida
is very large. The cost of the excess frequency of low birth
weight and *dyers, pregnancy outcome in Washington D.C. alone
is even greater than Hillsborough County Florida. The coat
savings would more than cover the costs of the maternity
and infant care services.

I am here in support of Senate Bill 1209. I would only
urge the caumittee to consider extending the term of its
study to at least 18-24 months because of the time necessary
to do this work.

Thank you for tae opportunity to appear before you.

220



CENTRAL MISSOURI: 1982 - 83

GESTATIONAL AGE
AT BIRTH

WEEK COST 1st WEEK TOTAL COST TO DISCHARGE

24 - 25 12,000 - 18,000 110,000 - 150,000

26 - 27 9,000 - 14,000 80,000 - 125,000

28 - 29 7,000 - 12,000 55,000 - 100,000

30 - 31 5,000 - 10,000 5,000 - 75,000

32 - 33 3,000 - 9,000 10,000 - 50,000

34 - 35 1,000 - 6,000 2,000 - 25,000

36 - 37 300 - 3,000 300 - 8,000

Maximum Charges: Daily > $5,000
Weekly > $18,000
Monthly > $60,000
Single Bill >$200,000
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DAYS IN NICU BY WEIGHT CROUP
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DR GRAVEN'S RESPONSES TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS

Question 1 Dr Graven, tell us a bit about the Robert Wood Johnson Rural Infant
Care Program

Answer The Robert Wood Johnson Rural Infant Care Program, was a program
designed to determine if adding a Medical School and major Medical Center to a
relationship with rural countries and State Health Department the mortality rate
for infants aid the outcome pregnancy could be improved Bringing the Medical
Center into the dynamic of the rural county and it's relationship with local health
providers and the health department is one of providing access to high risk care,
providing technical assistance, continuing education program development support
and a variety of services that are often difficult to obtain in the more rural areas
The programs worked most successfully when physicians, nurses and other staff
from the medical centers were able to work through local leadership in the process
of changing access to prenatal and infant care services and the quality of those serv-
ices It was highly dependent upon locating and working with local leadership The
projects in general did not work well or successfully in those areas where such lead-
ership could not be identified or established

Question 2 What type of outreach activities were effective in getting high-risk
mothers early prenatal services?

Answer. What type of outreach activities were effective in getting high risk moth-
ers early prenatal care9 The more important question was getting all or nearly all
mothers into appropriate prenatal services Many mothers became high risk by
virtue of their failure to avail themselves of appropriate services early in the preg-
nancy. The outreach services which were accomplished using experienced women,
successful mothers who combined maturity with understanding and interest in
young mothers were the most successful ingredient ir, the outreach program Such
outreach workers were successful in not only getting mothers in for their prenatal
services early in pregnancy, but persisted with a variety of activities which im-
proved the chances r successful out come of the pregnancy These included such
things as improved nutrition, problem solving of many issues associated with hous-
ing living conditions and relationships with family and others, reduction in smoking
and substance abuse and variety of issues related to living and life style which
would adversely affect pregnancy if not altered The outreach workerswere remark-
able effective in linking these young mothers together in way that produced a vane-
ty of mutual supports all of which impacted on the out come of the pregnancy.
Nearly all of the factors which produced the greatest impact on the pregnancy out-
come were unassociated with the medical care for the particularly high risk mother
Those mothers were referred earlier and more appropriately for high risk services
in this significantly changed the out come as well

Question 3. Are there activities that simply do not work9
Answer What activities simple did not work9 The development of outreach on vis-

iting services and linkages using professionals was only effective around particular
care of particular problems and was not successful in establishing a services which
could be maintained on a cost benefit equation. The professional outreach workers,
community health nurses developmentalist, social workers were not as well received
and nor did they achieve the responses which the more indigenous or community
based outreach Attaching outreach workers to county health units usually resulted
in them being assigned to the clinics and the outreach function discontinued. It was
very difficult to structure community outreach workers into the current public
health administrative structure in any of the states with well developed public
health units.

Question 4. How can what you learned be related to the inner city?
Answer What can be learned that would be related to the inner city9 The inner

city opposes a more complex problem and in some ways an easier problem from the
rural situations described above In the rural situations there was a sense of com-
munity relationships with family often in the same area, which made it possible to
build support systems and to build on relationships which endure over time. In the
inner city particularly in areas of public housing people have no choice over where
they live or who their neighbors are They is little or no sense of community and no
support system. More importantly the stress levels are high, security issues domi-
nate, difficult to have health services organized so that people can avail themselves
of them in keeping with all of the stresses and problems associated with the disorga-
nization of inner city life. The principal of indigenous or local successful mothers is
still very viable and can be worked very successfully in neighborhoods and public
housing areas. It takes time to develop, but can be accomplished. Such worker.
wor!'ing closely within public health units in community agencies and organizations

2, 2 3
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can very successfully change the course of care services and out come of pregnancy
for women in these neighborhoods

Question 5. What program changes at the state level are suggested by the results
of the demonstration?

Answer. What program changes at the state level are suggested by the results of
the demonstration? I believe that each of the states with the significant population
of women who are not obtaining the appropriate services during pregnancy should
begin rather large scale demonstration projects of health service organization which
includes using supervised and prepared outreach workers who are local to the com-
munity It will require rebuilding some neighborhood and project relationships with
linkages to the public health private health systems. The individual structure will
vary from city to city, but will incorporate a series of common principles. I believe
that the National Commission to Prevent Infant Mortality could be a very excellent
vehicle for establishing the principals in a form which could be adapted to the vari-
ous situation in larger cities around the country.

Question 6 How did your program coordinate with existing maternal and child
health programseither public or private?

Answer. How did this program coordinate with existing maternal and child health
programseither public or private? One of the early activities of the projects was to
identify existing health services and to determine how they may be utilized more
effectively in improving out come and reducing mortality. In most communities this
was indeed possible. It involved numerous meetings, consultations and conversa-
tions, but in general it could be accomplished. The Rural Infant Care Program by
design was to create a coalition of public health, private health, state health serv-
ices and medical center service to target on specific m Nis within rural areas. In
that regard it was very successful in bring those groups together.

Question 7. What are suggested by the results of the demonstration?
Answer. Suggestions as a result of the demonstration9 I believe the suggestions

which result from this demonstration point out that certain services during preg-
nancy and early infancy must become universally available. The cost of our failure
to deliver these services is very large in direct expenditures of public dollars for un-
necessary neonatal Intensive care and the on going care of neurologically damaged
infants. Far to much of this preventable. In designing a program for universal pre-
natal and infant care services the role of outreach workers or support people in
community and neighborhoods needs to be incorporated into the plan, if it is to suc-
ceed with the low income and disadvantaged population. In many areas both urban
and rural there are population of women who during prenancy and even more so
children during infancy and early childhood have no agency or group responsible for
making health services available. With the Rural Infant Care Program we were
often able to expand or create a group or coalition who would assume responsibility
for seeing such services were available. When that happened the out come improved
marketly.

Senator DURENBERGER. Our next panel is Luanne Nyberg, direc-
tor of Children's Defense Fund, Minnesota project, St. Paul, MN
and Richard E. Smith, director, on behalf of the March of Dimes
Birth Defects Foundation, and Jeffrey R. Taylor, Ph.D., National
Association of Public Health Policy from Lansing, MI.

Thank you all very much for being here. Luanne, I think you are
first. All of your written statements, if you have them, will be
made part of the record of this hearing, and you may now proceed
to abbreviate them in whatever way is appropriate. You have
about 5 minutes. When the yellow card up here goes up, that
means you have got 1 minute. The red card means you are out of
time.

Luanne.
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TESTIMONY OF LUANNE NYBERG, DIRECTOR OF CHILDREN'S DE-
FENSE FUND, MINNESOTA PROJECT, ST. PAUL, MN, ACCOMPA-
NIED BY SARA ROSENBAUM, DIRECTOR, HEALTH DIVISION,
CHILDREN'S DEFENSE FUND; RICHARD E. SMITH, M.D.. DIREC-
TOR, YOUNG ADULT CLINIC, HENRY FORD HOSPITAL, DETROIT,
MI, ON BEHALF OF THE MARCH OF DIMES BIRTH DEFECTS
FOUNDATION, AND JEFFREY R. TAYLOR, Ph.D., NATIONAL AS-
SOCIATION OF PUBLIC HEALTH POLICY, LANSING, MI

Ms. NYBERG. Thank you very much for allowing us to be here
today. In our written testimony, we have submitted a lot of infor-
mation about unmet needs and access issue for pregnant women in
the United States and Minnesota.

The CDF, the children's defense fund, came to Minnesota be-
cause of the interesting health care environment there. We are so
far ahead in the development of HMO's and the restructuring of
health care, we have got an excellent health care delivery system,
but we also have many, many people, hundreds of thousands, who
don't have Medicaid eligibility, don't have money to buy into the
system, and are therefore not in the system.

I am going to tell you a little bit about them today.
We also are in an environment where health maintenance orga-

nizations which are at risk for the people they take care of, and
therefore capture those saved NICU costs, have a nonprofit status
and so have a special tax status and do absolutely no uncompensat-
ed care. A person who cannot pay will not get to a doctor, in a
closed panel HMO to say, "I can t pay. Will you please take care of
me?"

We also have an increasing pressure on doctors because their in-
comes are beginning to fall, they have less and less ability or will-
ingness to provide uncompensated care, which offsets primary care
physicians who do prenatal care.

It is not so much the hospitals in Minnesota, who are turning
people awayparticularly not in rural Minnesota. But we do have
pressures on our hospitals who are being asked to buy down costs
by the large purchasers, the HMO's.

Let me tell ou about some of the women and children in Minne-
sota. Now, in Lake Wobegone in Minnesota, and in the rest of Min-
nesota, the women are strong, and the men are good looking.
[Laughter.]

However, I am sorry to tell you that not all of our children are
above average.

Senator DURENBERGER. Very clever. I will bet you are the first
one to ':apture congressional attention there.

Ms. NYBERG. Read Time magazine if you don't know what I am
talking about.

Info it mortalit!' actually rose in Minnesota in 1983, which was
shocking to people in Minnesota and to people around the country.
It is also true that a high percentage of pregnant women in Minne-
sota do not get into prenatal care in that early, critical first trimes-
ter, more than one in five. It could be as high as one-third.

We went oht and did hearings in Minnesota, and I will talk to
you more about rural than urban Minnesota. Half of our popula-
tion live in the Twin Cities area, the other half is in heavily rural
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Minnesota. Minnesotans are very proud, and they have a strong
tradition of taking care of themselves. We are used to going with-
out rather than asking for help. Yet our iron range declined, the
rapidly changing economy, the growth in low wage, poorly insured
jobs and our farm problems and attendant rural economic prob-
lems have put a terrific amount of pressure on people.

What we found is that pregnant women are going without
needed health care because they don't have insurance, they don't
have the money, and in some cases, they are too proud to go to the
doctor and say, "I need care, but I can't pay for this."

For example, a public health nurse in one rural county just
learned of a family in which the wife is 7'/2 months pregnant. She
has never seen a doctor, and she plans to have the baby at home
because they don't have the money to pay.

Last year, a young woman in southern Minnesota who was work-
ing full time at a minimum wage job found herself pregnant, had
no health insurance, and therefore got no prenatal care. Her baby
came early, subsequently died and became part of the infant mor-
tality statistics in Minnesota.

Many families are uninsured: families of seasonal workers, of
which we have many, agricultural, timber, resorts. If they have
any coverage at all they get it perhaps 3 months of the year in the
summer when they are working. They get laid off in the fall and
have too much income from their employment to get Federal as-
sistance.

Farm families are the highest uninsured group in Minnesota,
and the ones that do have insurance often have very high deducti-
bles. When you have $2,500 per person deductibility and a preg-
nant wife and so little cash income because of the pressures on the
family farm that you can't even buy food, most things go by the
wayside, including medical care.

In some cases, doctors are requiring cash payments from any
family who has an outstanding bill. A public health nurse in a sub-
urban county in the metro area could not get one doctor in that
county to see a sick child whose mother has no cash. The closest
access point was 40 miles away, in inner city St. Paul.

In St. Paul and Minneapolis, we have Providence Hospital-like
programs, but in 82 of our 87 counties, we have no program, not
funded with State, local, or Federal money, not any kind of funding
for a pregnant woman to gei, prenatal care on a sliding fee or free
basis. If they do not have the money, they do not have a p.,-gram
for care in 82 of 87 counties in Minnesota.

Let me just give you a little insurance data that confirms this.
Better than one in seven of our 19- to 25-year-old women have no
health insurance, no major medical, no Me'licaid, no HMO, no
nothing. There are 100,000 children in Minnesota with no health
insurance at all. And lest we think that all these parents are slack-
ers home watching TV, three-fourths of all the uninsured adults
work; half of them work full time and most of the rest probably
want to but are only able to find part-time jobs.

There are unmet needs that extend beyond traditional medical
services. Here is an example. "Mary" had to walk 3 miles each way
to obtain her prenatal care. She went into premature labor four
different times on the way in and had to he hospitalized each time
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in order to stop labor, to keep that baby in the womb, the best
place for that baby to be. That is not cost effective.

Many families lack money for proper food. The doctor pointed
out to newly pregnant "Ann Olson" that she was seriously short of
foods from the fruits and vegetables group and asked why. After a
long pause, "Ann" looked up, tears rolling down her face and said
she and her husband had two other children to feed and almost no
money. The doctor, shaken, said she understood and said, "You do
what you have to do."

The Medicaid Program in Minnesota at its current levels is defi-
nitely not the answer. Medicaid financial eligibility levels are so
low, a single parent who is pregnant, has to quit her minimum
wage job to become eligible. The young woman in southern Minne-
sota we mentioned before whose baby died had sought Medicaid for
prenatal care but didn't want to quit her job, the key to her finan-
cial security. Person after person testified to the false economy of
forcing people into welfare dependency just to get basic medical
care.

A pregnant woman in a battered women's shelter who discovered
she was uneligible to Medicaid went home to the abusing husband
to ensure medical care for her unborn baby. The unborn baby was
subsequently injured en vitro by continued battering.

Self-employed people such as farmers, loggers, and truckers have
to sell the tools of their trade in order to get their assets down low
enough to become eligible for Medicaid when times are tough to
get prenatal care for their wives, and for themselves if it happens
to be a self-employed woman.

Recently, providers are beginning to drop out of Medicaid. This
was not a problem in Minnesota until recently, but it is now begin-
ning to happen, and increasing quickly. A hiother in northern Min-
nesota finally found a dentist 100 miles away that would take a
Medicaid card, only to be told when she brought her child in for
the appointment, "There must have been some mistake on the
phone; we don't take Medicaid."

Senator DURENBERGER. You are nearing the end of your state-
ment?

Ms. NYBERG. I think the Commission is the right thing to do and
I think making a plan is the right thing to do. We are working on
this in Minnesota, and we have a proposal to make. We think we
know exactly what to do. Just a little hook for a question.

I think there are a couple of things to do at the national level.
One is to enable maternal and child health improvements in the
Medicaid reconciliation legislation. There is also something I think
you should rethink. The Gramm-Rudman amendment will, in Min-
nesota, pull, depending on whose figures we look at, from $58 mil-
lion to $238 million in Federal dollars from Medicaid alone in 1987
and 1988.

That is not the right thing to do. The right thing to do is to do
what we do for our seniors. We need a comprehensive prepaid slid-
ing fee access so that people know, those proud people that won't
go in and ask for help or that make too much for Medicaid, that
they can get basic access, because if they don't have the money, all
these other services that nobody knows about in this patchwork

2 ? 7
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system, and that are only available in urban Minnesota aren't
going to help enough people.

Senator DURENBERGER. You _,cive got it. Thank you very much.
I wonder if Dr. Smith and Dr. Taylor would defer for a few min-

utes since the Mayor is able to spend a little time with us. We are
very grateful that he has. We recall that way back when he ran, he
made infant mortality and morbidity one of his deep concerns for
this community.

Mayor Marion Barry, we are grateful for your being here. Your
full statement will be made part of the record. You may proceed to
summarize it in any way you desire.

TESTIMONY OF HON. MARION BARRY, MAYOR OF THE CITY OF
WASHINGTON, DC

Mayor BARRY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appear
hen: today on behalf of the Southern Regional Task Force on
Infant Mortality. The Southern Regional Task Force was formed in
July 1984 to introduce a policy statement proposed by Virginia's
Governor Charles Robb at the annual meeting of the Southern
Government's Association. The chair of the Southern Regional
Task Force on Infant Mortality is the distinguished Governor from
the State of South Carolina, Richard Riley.

I appreciate this opportunity to appear, in that capacity, as well
as the Mayor of the District of Columbia as well as president of the
National Conference of Black Mayors, and I wanted to commend
the chairman for having this hearing. It is timely.

The infant mortality rate is considered by public health officials
worldwide to reflect a quality of health care of a nation. The infant
mortality rate in the United States of Americ 1, the richest Nation
in the world, is a disgrace.

As you indicated earlier, when I campaigned for Mayor of the
District of Columbia in 1979, I made infant mortality a major issue
of the campaign. At that time, our rate was about 26.7 percent. It
has declined steadily since then, except for last year, it crept up a
little bit, as is true for many other places around the Nation.

The question of infant mortality is not only the question of
babies dying, although that is important. But we also recognize
that there is the deeper health problem. It is an indicator of the
quality of life an the quality of health care in a community. There
are many issues elated to the infant mortality that must be ad-
dressed. For inst. Lnce, all studies have confirmed the rate of infant
death among blacks nationally to be double that of whites. Last
year in the District of Columbia, notwithstanding all our efforts
here in working with the medical community and the Government
and the city, the rate of infant deaths among blacks was almost
three times that of whites.

Unfortunately, there appears to be an insensitivity among na-
tional leaders to the questions of infant mortality. Former Assist-
ant Secretary for Health, Doctor Brandt testified before the Com-
mittee on Energy and Commerce in March 1984 as follows:

The continuing high black infant mortality rate is indeed a major concern This
problem. however, is not of recent origin. It has been with us for many decades, as
the chart clearly shows.
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Commenting on Doctor Brandt's testimony that quality prenatal
care is an important prevention opportunity in providing favorable
pregnancy outcome, Representative Henry Waxman pointed out
that this administration is opposing the only bill to extend prena-
tal services to man;' women who are poor and who are not covered
by Medicaid.

Mr. Chairman, another issue to be addressed is low-birth-weight
babies. The Institute of Medicine study, "Preventing Low Birth
Weight Babies," funded by the National Academy of Sciences, has
documented that low-birth-weight infants are the major cause of
the high infant mortality in the United States.

Among the many factors implicated in reducing premature
babies, the dominant one is low socioeconomic status. The rate of
premature births among the poor is as high as 15 to 20 percent, in
contrast to 7 percent in the general population.

Specific factors in the socioeconomic group contributing to small
babies may include poor nutrition, poor habits of hygiene, influenc-
ing the bacterial or viral flora of the reproductive tract, high inci-
dence of pregnancy among teenagers, heavy smoking, substance
abuse of drugs and alcohol, being nonwhite, or being black, being
unmarried, and having a low level of education.

Also, there is another report which is called "Preventing Low-
Birth-Weight Babies." They make several recommendations:

Reduce the nsk factors associated with low birth weight in the interval between
pregnancies by means of risk identification, risk reduction, enlarging the context of
general health education relating to reproduction and expanding the acceptability
of early and regular nigh-quality prenatal care to all women

Mr. Chairman, the task force believes very strongly that no
woman ought to be denied quality health care regardless of her
income, her m^,rital status, or race. Also, Mr. Chairman, when you
look at the adverse effects of this situation, it has long-term
impact.

One of the major questions I would like to bring before the com-
mittee is the question of unemployment among black men, which
also is a factor in this discussion.

Our findings reveal that the long-term decline in the proportion
of black men, and particularly, the young black men who are in
the position to support a family, has an effect on infant mortality.

Mr. Chairman, we believe this ought to be a high priority item
for the Nation. That is why we support the bill introduced by Sena-
tors Bentsen and Chiles. We think it is a good beginning, but more
needs to be done. We need to involve the entire country in finding
a solution to this problem. Our own view is that we have the tech-
nology to send men and women to the moon and to outer space. We
certainly ought to spend a lot more money on trying to save the
lives of our young people.

Mr. Chairman, the cost to this Nation is great, not only in terms
of the lives of those babies that die, but in dollars and cents, as
well. The cost of technical medical care alone is $50,000 to $100,000
for a just-born, preterm baby who mar' or may not survive.

In addition, Mr. Chairman, the task force believes that the cost
of education for handicapped and learning-disabled children is ex
tensive. Add to this the cost of maintaining prison systems, burst-
ing at the seams with children born to women who were teenage
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mothers, add to this cost of Aid to Families with Dependent Chil-
dren, and Medicaid when jobs and training could keep the poor
from being unemployed and unable to adequately take care of their
families.

The list could go on and on. Mr. Chairman, our task force be-
lieves very strongly that we ought to pay on the front end because
if we don't, we are going to pay more on the back end.

Every life is precious, and no amount of money could be too
much to try to save a life. We would like to commend the vision
and encou age the sponsors of this legislation, as I said earlier,
Senators Chiles and Bentsen. 1 thank you, Senator Durenberger,
for your support and your having this hearing here in Washington
at Providence Hospital, and it is time we got on with the job of es-
tablishing this commission, make this a national priority and save
some lives, because every life is important.

Thank you very much.
Senator DURENBERGER. Do you think this is a better environment

for a hearing than the Dirksen Building or someplace like that, a
little closer to reality?

Mayor BARRY. I could suggest a couple of other places, Anacostia,
but at least we are making some progress of getting them out of
Capitol Hill and into the community. I am sure other places in the
community, but this is much better. I think the Senate ought to do
more of this.

I think it is great up there at the Dirksen Building. I come up
there quite often, and other buildings, but these hearings ought to
be brought out to the people so that people can see what is going
on. We commend you for doing that.

Senator DURENBERGER. Let me ask you just one question. We
started on the assumption that if we had better prenatal care, if we
got to the woman before the baby got to the hospital, in effect, we
could reduce a lot of the problems. One of tne previous witnesses
said that if you look at the problem nationwide and if you look at
particularly the problem for nonwhite mothers, that one of the
problems is we have what they call racial and ethnic barriers to
services; the Nation hasn't made a strong enough commitment to
educate nonwhite health care providers to work with these moth-
ers.

That goes across the board. That includes refugees as well as
native Americans and as well as blacks. Do you have a view on
that part of the problem, what we ought to be doing about it as a
nation?

Mayor BARRY. Mr. Chairman, I think it probably is a little bit
deeper than that. Before I answer that, I would like to introduce
Dr. John Niles who is sitting over on the first row. He is a member
of the Committee on Infant Mortality and is helping make the rec-
ommendations, is out there monitoring what w-1 are trying to do.
But in talking to health care providers, prenatal care is awfully im-
portant. I have been told by physicians that the bcfly really needs
to be taken care of long before you get pregnant. That is, some-
thing happens to the body when you smoke a lot or when you
drink a lot or use or abuse substances, chemicals, whether legal or
illegal, and that studies have shown that prenatal care will help
some. But if a mother, potential mother has had her body taken

ur) il .-,4- 0
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care of 2, 3, 4 years before, then it adds to the probability that pre-
natal care will probably enhance that.

Also, Mr. Chairman, this process of access and education about
it, I think that should start in our public schools and in our educa-
tional system. Here in the District, we are putting forward a very
strenuous curriculum. It is controversial to talk about, as you
know, in this society, to talk about real issues of life, about having
babies, having pregnancy, teenage pregnancy.

We went out to one of our high s,hools, and about 1,000 young
people were in the audience. We had about 20 young people lined
up to testify about teenage pregnancy. Some of them had been
pregnant, and some of them had not.

Young people were very specific in their candor about it. They
said if they had known more about what was happening to them,
either from their mothers, who tried not to talk about sexexcept
don't do it, but that doesn't solve the problemor from the school
system, they almost universally said that. That would not maybe
change everybody's mind, but it would make them a little bit more
aware about themselves.

So I think access is important. Health care providers have to be
more sensitive; I also think education earlier about the body and
the reproductive system and what are the alternatives. Obviously,
it is a sensitive subject to talk about, but I think we need to talk
about it. We can't bury our heads in the sand. I was talking to
some ministers at a ministers conference. I said I wanted them to
help me in warning teenagers against teenage pregnancy and
infant mortality. I said, "I know a number of you don't want to
talk about this subject in the pulpit, but I think it is as important
as talking about prayer in the pulpit."

A couple of ministers said, "Well, Mr. Mayor, I'm n )t sure we
can talk about that subject."

I said, "It is not going to go away. You are going to face it on the
front end, or you are going to face it on the back end."

They may not do it. But it doesn't matter. What is important is
the issue.

Senator DURENBERGER. I tried it once, and they said, you know,
rather than talking about sex, we ought to talk about love, and you
know, if you love those kids enough, you are going to deal with sex
in a way that it ought to be dealt with.

Mayor BARRY. That is a good point.
Senator DURENBERGER. I really appreciate your comments here

today, and I appreciate your taking the time to come.
Mayor BARRY. I would like to thank the other panel members for

allowing me to interrupt their testimony. The life of a mayor is
almost as busy as the life of a Senator, a little harder, but [laugh-
ter] there are 16 fewer mayors. There are 23 fewer mayors in the
Congress of the United States, so they understand some of this,
that it was a tougher job, but again, thank you, Mr. Chairman, for
this.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you. You bet.
[Mayor Barry's prepared statement follows:]

231
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MAYOR BARRY

Mr Chairman, members of the committee, I appreciate the opportunity to appear
today in support of bill S 1209, to establish the National Commission to Prevent
Infant Mortality.

The infant mortality rate is considered by public health officials worldwide to re-
flect the quality of health care of a nation

The infant mortality rate in the United States of America, the richest Nation in
the world, is a disgrace

When I began my campaign for Mayor of the District of Columbia in 1979, I
raised as an issue the high rate of infant mortality in the District of Columbia,
which at that time was the highest in the country. After my election I established a
blue-ribbon committee to address the problems of infant mortality. This advisory
group, one of the first in the Nation, has grown over years to become the Advisory
Board on Maternal and Infant Health. Last year, I established a task force to study
teenage pregnancy prevention, which grew out of the work of this advisory board.

According to officials at tl e National Institutes of Health, there has been a statis-
tically significant decline in the infant mortality rate in Washington, DC since 1979
However, after years of steady decline, the rate increased in 1984 There has also
been a decline in the national infant mortality rate to the lowest rate in history
However, further declines have tended to level off in recent years.

Assistance from the national level is needed to help generate further reductions
in infant mortality. The creation of the National Con.mission to Prevent Infant
Mortality is necessary to develop a national policy and programs to reduce infant
mortality in the United States.

There are many issues related to infant mortality that must be addressed. For in-
stance all studies have confirmed the rate of infant deaths among blacks nationally
to be double that of whites Last year, in the District of Columbia, the rate of infant
deaths among blacks was almost three times that of whites.

Unfortunately, there appears to be an insensitivity among national leaders to the
infant mortality problem. Former Assistant Secretary for Health, Edward Brandt,
testified before the Committee on Energy and Commerce in March of 1984 as fol-
lows "The continuing high black infant mortality rate is indeed a major concern.
This problem, however, is not of recent origin. It has been with us for many dec-
ades, as that chart clearly shows

Commenting on Dr. Brandt's testimony that quality prenatal care is an important
intervention opportunity in improving pregnancy outcome, Representative Henry A.
Waxman pointed out that this administration is opposing the only bill that would
extend prenatal services to many women who are poor and who are not now covered
by Medicaid.

Another issue to be addressed is low birthweight babies. An institute of medicine
study, "Preventing Low Birthweight", funded by the National Academy of Sciences,
has documented that low birthweight infants are the major cause of the high infant
mortality in the United States. Among the many factors implicated in producing
premature labor and low birthweight babies, the dominant one is low socio-economic
status. The rate of premature births among the poor is as high as 15% to 20%, in
contrast to about 7% in the general U.S population. Specific factors in this socio-
economic group contributing to small babies may include poor nutrition, poor habits
of hygiene influencing the bacterial or viral flora of the reproductive tract, a high
incidence of pregnancy among teenagers, heavy smoking, substance abuse with
drugs and alcohol, being non-white, particularly black, being unmarried, and having
a low level of education.

The "Preventing Low Birthweight Report" made several recommendations among
which are:

1. Reduce the risk factors associated with low birthweight in the interval between
pregnancies by means of risk identification, risk reduction, enlarging the context of
general health education related to reproduction and expanding provisions for
family planning.

2. Increase the acceptability of early and regular high-quality prenatal care serv-
ices to all women.

Even more importantly, lather than limiting our efforts among poor women to
medical interventions, we must address the issues and conditions that have made
them poor and place them at high risk of losing their babies.

The high unemployment rate among black males stands out as a particularly
glaring issue:

A recent study from the University of Chicago entitled, "without jobs, black men
cannot support families", came to the forefront during the recent Black Caucus
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brain trust meeong The article concludes that in the 1.960's, scholars readily attrib-
uted black family deterioration to the problem of mc..ie joblessness However, in the
past 10 to 15 years, in the face of the overwhelming focus on welfare as the major
source of black family break-up, concerns about the importance of male joblessness
have receded into the background.

Unemploymen rose sharply for black male teenagers in the 1960's and remained
high during the prosperous 1960's Similarly, unemployment rates for black men 20
to 24 years of age rose sharply during the mid-70's and have remained high.

The adverse effects of unemployment and other economic problems of family sta-
bility are well established in the literature. The weight of the evidence on the rela-
tionship between employment status of men and family life and married life sug-
gests that the increasing rate of joblessness among black men merits serious consid-
eration as a major underlying factor in the risk of black single mothers and female-
headed households. Moreover, when the factor of joblessness is combined with high
black male mortality and incarceration rates, the proportion of black men in stable
economic situations is even lower than that conveyed in the current unemployment
and labor force figures.

These findings reveal a long-term decline in the proportion of black men, and par-
ticularly young black men, who are in a position to support a family.

Poverty and its effects on poor pregnancy outcome must be addressed on a nation-
al level. A regional effort of which I am a part and which is taki g assertive acticn
to &levier this problem is the Southern Regional Task Force on Infant Mortality
or the Southern Governor's Association. The Southern Governor's Association has
made infant mortality a priority agenda item for Southern policymakers to address.
In November, the association ,rill issue a msjor report with rec .mendations focus-
ing on changes needed at both State and Fe.4-ral Government levels. This report
will also provide model legislation which coula facilitate these changes. Their lead-
ership on this issue, involving not only Governors, State legislators, mayors and
heahn and community leaders, can provide a motivating force for a similar effort at
the national level. Loan efforts and even regionrl efforts require national support
it policy and funds

The cost to this Nation is great, not only in terms of the lives of these little babies
but in dollars and cents as well.

The cost of technical medical ewe alone is $50,000 to $100,000 for a just-born, pre-
term baby who may not survive, or if it does survive, may be handicapped with
learning and physical problems.

In addition, the cost of education for handicapped and learning-disabled children
is extensive. Add to this, the cost of maintaining prison systems bursting at the
seams with prisoners who were the children born to teenage mothers Add to this,
the cost of Aid to Families with E.:pendent Children [AFDC] and Medicaid when
jobs and job training could keep the poor from being unemployed and unable to ade-
quately take care of their families

All of the above are substantial and increasing monetary cct ts, but do not, can
not, highliiiht the societal and I man costs of infant mortality at. I to v birthweight
babies

We commend the vision and courage of the sponsors of this legislation, Senators
Lawton Chiles and Lloyd Bentsen, and pray for its speedy passage into law.

Senator DURENBERGER. Dr. Richard E. Smith, I apprec to your
being here from Detroit, MI, and your statement will be i -ode part
of the -ecord.

You i.iay proceed to summa-' it.
Dr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the com-

mittee. I am Dr. Richard Smith. I am an obstetrician and a director
of the Young Adult Clinic at Henry Ford Hospital, which is in De-
troit. I am also a member of the clinical facul` it the University
of Michigan, and I am a member of the March oi Dimes Communi-
ty Service Advisory Committee. The March of Dimes has been dedi-
cated to the prevention of birth defects for more than a quarter of
a century.

I wish to thank you or the opportunity to present the views of
the March of Dimes on Senate bill 1209, which would establish a
National Commission to Prevent Infant Mortality. Since low birth
weight is the most common birth defect and causes the greatest

2.43
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a national commitment to ensuring that all pregnant women, espe-
cially those at medical or socioeconomic risk, receive high quality
care.

Prenatal care is the single most important factor for reducing
infant mortality, and we know that it works. We have a program
in the city of Detroit, sponsored by the March of Dimes, which has
spearheaded an effort focused on preteen pregnant!. We have ad-
dressed this problem over the last 5 years, at a time during which
the teenage pregnancies were approximately 25 percent of the
babies born in this area.

Similarly, 25,000 of these women have babies which died in the
first month of life. We focused our attention in this area. Over the
last 5 years, we have been able to reduce this level of mortality to
8.4 per 1,000, which is well below the projected estimate for 1990,
and these are black teenagers whose average age was 16 when they
had their babies, which means they got pregnant at 15, a very
high-risk population.

Quality prenatal care make possible the detection and treatment
of high risk medical and obstetrical complications, such as early de-
tection of preterm labor and prompt treatmert of internal infec-
tions. Quality prenatal care visits also make possible the inti Auc-
tion and reinforcement of educa;,ional messages which will guide
the woman in protecting her health and that of her baby.

We know that education is just as important as medication in
providing services to teenagers as well as to pregnant women.

The March of Dimes believes that the bipartisan National Com-
mission to Prevent Infant Mortality, which would be established
under this legislation, is an ideal group to conduct this next vital
step: To recommend strategies for more consistent prenatal care
policy and greater access to medical care services. It will focus na-
tionwide attention on the infant mortality issue and will coordinate
the excellent work done by such groups as the Southern Regional
Task Force, the March of Dimes, and the American College of Ob-
stetricians and Gynecologists.

The Commission will also channel, Federal, State, local, and pri-
vate resources to determine the barriers to health care and to rec-
ommend to Congress a national policy which will eliminate these
barriers.

When the Commission's report is completed, the March of Dimes
stands ready to do its part in a concerted national effort to reduce
infant mortality.

Again, on behalf of the March of Dimes, I want to thank you for
holding hearings on this legislation. At issue is our Nation's com-
mitment to the w.111-being of future generations, and that is why
the March of Dimes sup )rts this legislation, and that is why I
have come here from Detroit, the front line, where we are fighting
this battle against infant mortality, to urge you to do all you can to
ensure the passage of is most important piece o legislation.

Thank you.
Senator DURENBERGER. Dr. Smith, thank you very much.
Dr. Taylor.
Dr. TAYLOR. Thank you Try much, Mr. Chairman and staff asso-

ciates. The National Association of Public Health Policy and the
Maternal and Child Health Council of that Association is pleased

n
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number of deaths under the age of 1, the March of Dimes believes
that this bipartisan legislative initiative will go a long way toward
the development of a national policy aimed at reducing infant mor-tality.

We applaud the bill's sponsors, Senator Lawton Chiles and Sena-
tor Lloyd Bentsen, as well as my two Senators from the State of
Michigan, Senator Riegle and Senator Levin for their cosponsor-
ship of the bill. We congratulate you for calling this hearing today
to look at the causes of infant mortality and the programs aimed at
lowering the occurrence of infant mortality.

We have heard a lot about the issue this morning, and weshould. Infant mortality is a serious problem in the United States.
Out of every 1,000 infants born in this country, 11 never live to see
their first birthday. In some sections of the country, this rate istwice as high.

My home State of Michigan is one of the few Northern States
which has an infant death rate above the national average. In
Michigan, the infant mortality rate is almost 12 per 1,000. The
black infant death rate still remains at over 23 per 1,000, and in
parts of the city of Detroit, it has been as high as 33 per 1,000,
which is triple the national average.

Infant mortality in the United States is not a new problem. To
help tackle the problem the March of Dimes has played a leading
role in organizing medical care for high-risk mothers and babies
through regional intensive care nurseries; in providing equipment
and staff training to put centers into operations; and in setting up
communication and transportation systems to link small communi-
ties to major facilities.

The March of Dimes has also helped by eliminating duplication
of services and of technology and personnel.

The prevention of low birth weight would colia-ibute significantly
to ne reduction of infant mortality in the United States. Over 31/2
million infants are born annually. Nearly 7 percent, or 250,000, are
born weighing less than 51/2 pounds, which is what we describe as
low birth weight.

Low birth weight is a leading factor in infant mortality. It is the
greatest cause of death in the first year of life. A low-birth-weight
infant is 40 times more likely to die in the first month of life thana larger infant.

Low-birth-weight ..ifants who survive are twice as likely to suffer
one or more of the following handicaps: deafness, blindness, learn-
ing disabilities, cerebral palsy, epilepsy, chronic lung problems, andmental retardation.

The cost to care for these infants and children is enormous.
The National Institute of Child Health and Human Development

estimates the direct costs alone for neonatal care for these infants
exceeds $2 billion annually.

Preventing low birth weight is an approach considerably Jess
costly, both socially and economically, than additional investments
in the neonatal intensive care. So how can we prevent low birth
weight and thus lower the infant mortality rate in the United
States?

The overwhelming weight of the evidence is that prenatal care
reduces low birth weight. This finding is strong enough to support
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to be here and to briefly summarize our testimony. I brought along
with me two maf,azine articles.' They look very different: Ladies
Home Journal, and Scientific American, appealing to diTerent au-
diences, but surprisingly both tal..ing about the same thing. Why
in the United States are we losing so many of our babies, and why
are we dooming others to long lives of disability?

One takes a very highly personalized approach in many accounts
of these problem;. The other is looking at statistics, trends, and
issues of debate within the scientific and medical community. But
surprisingly, both present many positive and constructive solutions.
Solutions are available.

I would like to focus on three areas. The first is the need for the
Commission; the second is potential ways in which it might go
about its business; and the third is whit might be some of the ac-
complishments of the Commission, were it established.

The purpose of .e Commission is to look at the effectiveness of
Federal, State, and local government policies and programs, and
also to look at contributions -at private interests and individuals
could make to solving the low birthweight and the infant mortality
problem.

Dr. Richard Smith, my colleague from Michigan, has been Part of
the solution, and I am glad that he pointed out the difficulties that
we had in our State when infant mortality got very bad, and it still
is in our State.

There may not a "good time" to address this problem. Michi-
gan, when our infant mortality rates welt up, had the worst deficit
of any State in the country. Our Governor was committed to bring-
ing that deficit to zero, which he did, and we have had a balanced
budget for 2 years. But he also wis17.-e to address the infant mortal-
ity problem. He found that this was also pcesible and that he could
achieve these two objectives simultaneously.

One of the ways he did that was to bring together tin, public and
the scientists together in a forum. We called it a Task Force on
Prenatal Care, out it had the same effect. It educated the public. It
brought scientists and their solutions into the arena. A
package was hammered out, and IN, came out with the Prenatal
Care Program, a gap-filling prwram with a cementing legal struc-
ture which made the vario, avels cf government work. I will
elaborate on that in just a r

I think that the Federal eicii could well provide suc:_ a
forum for public education crafting the kind of broad, bi-
partisan solutions we need Jress this problem. because after
all, children aren't born Rapublizan and Democrat. They are citi-
zens of the country. They vote for county commissioners, but they
also vote for President of tie United States, and both parties and
all levels of government ne. to be stronger in working on this
problem.

What about areas of invectigation? I don't think that we should
do "just another study". There are plent "vailable. What are some
of the headlines from these studies? D Anith mentioned the out-
standing work at the National Acade.ay of Sciences. They are

' See p 327 and p 330
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pointing to prenatal care and eliminating the problem of low birth-weight. We have too many of these small babies coming into oursystem. We can do something about that, and the Michigan solu-tion adopted a gap-filling approach. We are using our Federal re-sources, Medicaid, title V, PCH, and others, but we found thatthere were some low-income women that couldn't quality for Med-icaid and didn't have their own health insurance.
But they were low income. So our Government is going to pro-vide some financial assistance for prenatal ..are for these women.But we als) are going to make available access to care for womenwith private insurance or for those that fall above the income

guidelines. Even Medicare patients sometimes have a problem infinding a source of care.
This is on a 2-year experimental basis. Here is a State that is alaboratory for experimentation. Can we weave this web of Federal

programs together, fill the gaps, and with the State legislation of abasic health service, assure prenatal care? We think that we can,and our legislature will make a determination this March as tothat declaration.
The Southern Governors have testified they have made several

outstanding reports and recommendations, and I think they oughtto be looked at to see whether or not we can maybe move intoother States and localities around the country.
Sara Ftosenbauni of the Children's Defense Fund has examinedthe unfulfilled promise of many of our Federal health programs,and I think the feeling is that perhaps some of these programs arereally not designed to reduce low birthweight and infant mortality.They are there, but they may be working at cross purposes. Their

promise has not born fruit. But maybe with some changes, perhaps
there is some hope that they can work.

Should the Medicaid Program be restructured? We have another
report on that. Should it be broken down into preventive health
components and continuing care?

There is a very good rationale presented in another study fordoing this, to give some of the emphasis on the preventive health
care side. The Federal Government had a program called ImprovedPregnancy Outcome.

Senator DURENBERGER. Are you getting near the end of the state-ment?
Dr. TAYLOR. Yes, I am.
Senator DURENBERGER. OK.
Dr. TAYLOR. They a' e very close to saying that this was effectivein reducing infant deaths.
But it has been terminated. Should we revive it in some form?There are many avenues of investigation that might bear fruit.
Accomplishments: I think the idea that a national policy mightbe enacted to make low birthweight and infant mortality a prioritywould be a major accomplishment. There should be an administra-tive and legislative framework for doing this.
Here was another one, the "Intergovernmental Options, a Feder-al Report for Reducing Infant Mortality," many good suggestion's.Can we put these recommendations into effect?
Senator DURENEERGER. Who did that?
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Dr. TAYLOR. This was done by contract to the George Washington
University, but it is a Federal report. It points out all the eligibility
problems.

Senator DURENBERGER. Who owns it? What department?
Dr. TAYLOR. Who owns it? Health and Human Services?
Senator DURENBERGER. The date?
Dr. TAYLOR. The date on it? This is a 1984 report. The conference

was held September 13, 1984.
Senator DURENBERGER. OK.
Dr. TAYLOR. None of these recommendations have been put into

effect at this point.
At the Federal level, we had leadership for many years through

the Children's Bureau. That has stopped. I think to strengthen the
Federal Government, we need an administrative unit concerned
with the wellbeing of children.

States can do planning, and I think a lead State agency should
be appointed on infant mortality. The local level should be the
final arbiter of care. Intergovernmental solutions are needed.
There are many success stories.

I won't go into them. They are in my final statement. I want to
conclude by saying we are pleased to support this bill.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you all very much. Let MP turn to
Luanne and Sara as the pediatrics has been referred to in Dr. Tay-
lor's testimony. Could you give us some examples of where the cur-
rent failures are in MCH? Take the various Social Security titles,
which is our effort to do something. Where are we sort of misdir-
ecting or mistargeting our resources?

Ms. ROSENBAUM. The article that Jeffrey Taylor is referring to is
a law review piece that I wrote a couple of years ago, which exam-
ines a variety of Federal grant-in-aid programs. What I found was
that putting aside some very serious deficiencies that can only be
corrected by the kind of Feder! legislation that you have spon-
sored, there are a multitude of implementation and administrative
issues that could be rectified by States tomorrow raning from the
eligibility levels at which Medicaid Program is established to the
benefits that are covered.

Luanne referred to the problem of Medichie ineligibility for
women earning the minimum wage in Minnesota. That can be
easily remedied by Minnesota. The State can, any time it wants,
raise the eligibility levels for its program.

Another basic issue is where a woman and her infant get to
apply for Medicaid. Instead of moving the application areas out
into local public health departments and places where people core
from health care, women are made to travel sometimes many miles
to a separate welfare department to apply, for no reason. Nothing
in Federal law prevents the strategic location of the application
center. Moreover, at the time that a woman applies, no one is there
really to assist her to apply for related programs that she may also
be eligible for.

There are, of course, some needs, such as those which your Med-
icaid legislation addresses, that we can't correct without a Federal
statutory change. But there are other examples, improvemi.nts
that States can make now. For example, about 13 States now place
very stringent limits on the number of in-patient hospital days
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they will pay for Medicaid recipients, which has a profound impact
on high-risk infants. States could choose instead to pay for all
medically necessary care.

We have talked a 1,1t about the cost ineffectiveness of neonatal
'echnology. It should be pointed out that there are a lot of data on

a neonatal effectiveness of technology because much of the tech-
nulogy has reduced long-term handicaps.

With respect to title V, the threshold problem is that it is a tiny
program. I was doing some math while we were talking. I took the
6 million uninsured women living below the Federal poverty level
and divided that number into the $400 million title V dollars that
go to States for everything, not just maternity care. That is about
$600 per woman, which clearly might cover prenatal care, but cer-
tainly not a hospital delivery, recovery we know that only a por-
tion of title V funds go to maternity care.

Beyond that is the issue that has been raised, of among many
States, tendency to simply shove title V dollars out the door.

Senator DURENBERGER. The manure spreader we were talking
about earlier?

Ms. ROSENBAUM. Yes; without really talking about what they
want to accomplish, what other services are not provided by other
programs. There is a general failure to target. e-enerallv, I found,
in my own research, a tremendous shortcoming in how services are
established in the community and integrated, so that people who
rely on the volatile Medicaid Program for their eligibility, especial-
ly the working poor, are left with nothing. For example, we have
pregnant women who, because of the changes that we have made
in AFDC and Medicaid coverage for the working poor, suddenly
find themselves in the seventh month of pregnancy without a Med-
icaid card. Instead of having some sort of supplemental program
that can pick that woman up and keep her with her obstetrician,
we are finding .,.,at and this has come out of our Mississippi
office, especiallythe obstetrician says to the woman, "Well, we
are sorry. If you find some money between now and when your
baby is due, come on back, out we are terminating our coverage
and your services now."

There is a panoply of implementation problems that unf ,etunate-
ly, never dies. It is nuts and bolts, nitty-gritty issues that never get
paid attention to by national commissions.

Commissions tend to deal in global matters, and it is the old "for
want of the nail" story. I urge you, in thinking about the mission
of this panel, to not only concentrate on the big picture items; that
is, who has health coverage and who doesn't, which I think is fun-
damental to solving the problem, but where are services located?
How are applications processed? How are women assisted? We
have States where women are handed 40-page applications, when
the only thing the State needs to know is how much money the
woman makes and whether she is pregnant in order to decide if
she is eligible for Medicaid.

Those are just as important, and of course, they go to the heart
of what we all mean when I think we talk about coordination of
services.

Senate' DURENEERGER. I think I had a hard time this morning
getting up and looking into the Washington Post, and there is this

2:4
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full-page ad by Planned Parenthood on title X problems. My prob-
lem was that because the three Members of Congress and perhaps
others took it upon themselves to try to get rid ofI don't want to
start characterizing this. It is a very controversial subjectbut a
lot of dollars, Planned Parenthood took a lot of dollars that should
have gone into counseling.

Ms. ROSENBAUM. That is right.
Senator DURENBF1GER. That they had to use to influence Sena-

tors and Congressmen. And I just shook my head, because I know I
am coming to this thing today to deal with these real problems. I
said, "My God, what a misuse of resources."

Yet, if I say that, someone will think I am dumping on Planned
Parenthood. The reality is no, I am dumping on a system that is
still too tightly controlled by politicians and not controlled by
people who really, down at the local level, would like to be in that
one-on-one business of dealing with the opportunity of motherhood.

Ms. ROSENBAUM. We face that all the time. At CDF, we have
spent the past half dozen years on the very basic question of who is
going to pay. We haven't been able to get to issues of quality and
targeting, because in a dozen years, it has taken the combined re-
sources of our organization just to dr ye home again and again that
there are 6 million women and about as many poor children who
have no way to purchase health care and two-thirds of 'whom ate
probably working or in working families.

Senator DURENBERGER. Let me ask the two people fromand I
am not going to avoid Luanne, but her statement was so terrific, it
stands. I forgot the hook I was supposed to hang the question on.

Ms. NYBERG. That is OK. I will catch you later.
Senator DURENBERGER. One of the things we know in Minnesota,

as reflected in Ms. Nyberg's testimony, is that the advent of compe-
tition and consumer choice gives us both an opportunity at some
temporary problems. The opportunity comes in the fact that, as
Ms. Nyberg said, everybody in this country ought to have access to
a prepaid health plan, so that it isn't a matter of certain people
can go to these hospitals and certain people can go to those hospi-
tal % I don't know what the implication was. But when Marion
Barry said, "Well, this was nice, but you should have been some-
place else," one of the implications I got out of that was that there
are more people with serious problems, maybe at a different hospi-
tal in this community.

That is not the way I think you are implying that we ought to
look at this. I mean, I ought to have a card in my pocket that says
what my health plan is, and he ought to have that same kind of
card, and the folks in Anacostia ought to have that same kind of
card. When they show up in whatever hospital, they will get the
same level of care, same quality physician and so forth, because
you can't tell whether they are Medicaid, employed by the Govern-
ment, retired Medicare folks or whatever.

The problem is how do you get to that, and the only way you are
going to get to that, of course, is if politicians make decisions to fi-
nance access for everybody in this country to those kinds of health
plans.

In various parts of the country, we are experimenting, if you
will, with accessing the indigent to health plans. As Luanne point-

n 4tril
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ed out, we have made a decision, because we have all these elderly,
to put 36 million of those, eventually, into private health plans.
But the resistance at the local level of doing that is, "Well, we
don't Lye the money to do it. We have the money to run these
public hospitals somehow, but we don't have the money to buy
people into health plans."

I am wondering what the realities are in, let's say, a place like
Detroit or southeastern Michigan. It is probably a tough transition
irom having all of these hospitals and not knowing what to do with
them to a situation where you don't put money in the hospitals,
you put them into health plans.

Is there a growing cognizance in southeastern Michigan in the
State of Michigan?

Dr. &arm. I will answer that.
Senator DURENBERGER. Maybe we ought to be buying people into

health plans turd let the plans work.
Dr. SMITH. I think you certainly have to begin to provide serv-

ices. There has been a lot of talk this morning that technology
can't do any more to lower the infant mortality rate. If you look at
the graph infant mortality declined for two reasons: one, you had
dollars being spent by the Medicaid Program; and two, the technol-
ogy needed to care for low birthweight infants has improved.

That is what caused the steep decline. Now we see that there are
other factors to be addressed. The number of dollars that the Fed-
eral Government has been spending for Medicaid hasn't changed
too much? Tf anything, they are just marginal dollars. They are
getting the job done, but just barely getting tYs job done. As some-
body else already has spoke to this morning, there are physicians
who cannot truly run a practice without the marginal dollars being
supplied by the Medicaid Program. Although the dollars are there
and have been effective through the years, the effectiveness of the
dollars is dwindling.

As has been pointed out through a study by Dr. Jeffrey R.
Taylor, every dollar that we invest in prenatal care services, saves
$4 to $6 dollars on the cost of caring for low birthweight infants. If
we choose not to spend that type of money or to make that type of
investment in prenatal care and access to services, then we will
continue to lose money in the long run. It will be a drain on the
system.

We do need to provide services to women who are pregnant. If
they are pregnant they are going to show up in a labor area some-
where. We should be concerned with the condition of their preg-
nancy.

Senator DURENBERGER. I think we are going to have to get
moving here. I thank you all very much for your testimony, and
am eery grateful, particularly to CDF in the work that you are
doing in raising the visibility of this issue and to those of you who
came all the way from Michigan. I am grateful.

[The joint prepared statement of Ms. Rosenbaum and Ms. Nyberg
and the prepared statements of Dr. Smith (with responses to writ-
ten questions) and Dr. Taylor (with responses to written questions)
follow:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

The Children's Defense Fund is pleased to have this

opportunity to present testimony today on 5.1209, which

would establish a National Commission to Prevent Infant

Mortality. We are grateful that you, Senator Chiles,

the chief sponsor of this bill, and all of the bill's

co-sponsors have brought to federal lawmakers' attention

the need for a strong national presence in the effort to

reduce infant mortality.

The Children's Defense Fund is a national public

charity creaced to provide long-range, systematic advocacy

on behalf of the nation's poorest children. Through

research and policy analysis and advocacy at all levels of

government, we attempt to place children's needs higher on

the public agenda. The issues with which we are chiefly

concerned include child health, child development and day

care, child welfare, education, and adolescent pregnancy.

Since its inception, the health division's central

concern has been ensuring that all children and pregnant

women, regardle.s of family income, have access to compre-

hensive, high quality health care. We have sought to

achieve that goal by advocating for reforms in governmental

programs that finance or provide health care to poor and

2 4. 3
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otherwise uninsured families. Recently we have also begun

to examine issues relating to private health insurance

coverage for poor workers an3 their families.

In 1984, CDF initiated a Special health project in

Minnesota. We did this for two reasons. First, the

Minnesota project is part of CDF's ongoing efforts to

improve state and local health programs for poor child-en.

Seccnd, we were quite intereste in determining how a

state such as Minnesota, with its extremely sophisticated,

corporatized medical care system, has chosen to deal with

that portion of the population that is neither insured nor

financially well enough off to afford the cost of entry

into that system. M:nnesota is a national leader in its

commitment to cost containment and competition in health

care delivery. Thus, how the state has chosen to address

the problem of financing and delivering services to

the medicaAy indigent is of particular importance and

interest to us. There exists a general pressing need

to solve this problem, but that need is heightened in a

health care climate such as the one in Minnesota, in which

a highly businesslike approach to health service delivery

is undoubtedly placing special pressures on health

providers and insurers to reduce the volume of urcompen-

sated care they provide.

In our testimony today we will present an overview of

national statistics on maternal and infant health and will
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review data regarding poor mothers and childrens' access

to health care. We will also present this Committee with

information regarding what we have learned to date about the

maternal and infant health status of low income Minnesota

families and their access to health care. Finally, our

testimony concludes with recommendations regarding the work

of the National Commission.

I. An Overview of National Maternal and Infant Health
ltatIstics and Trends

The United States can proudly claim one of the world's

finest health care systems. American doctors daily perform

miracles that are virtually unmatched. Indeed, nowhere

have these miraculots strides been more evident than in the

area of infant health. From 1965 to 1979, according to the

Congressional Research Service, the nation's infant mortality

rate fell by nearly half.). Final mortality statistics for

1983 indicate the lowest overall infant mortality levels in

United States history.2

However, while we have made great strides, there is

cause for grave concern:

o Over the past several years, the nation has experienced
a slowdown in the rate of decline in infant mortalityrates. According to Dr. Edward Brandt, former Assis-
tant Secretary for Health for the United States
Department of Health and Human Services, "slowing to
this degree has not been observed since the plateau
in infant mortality between 1955 and 1965.'3
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o Prenatal care is strongly associated with infant
mortality. Babies born to women who received no
prenatal care are three times more likely to die in
the first year of life and are at far greeter risk
for developing lifelong handicapping conditions.4
Yet between 1981 and 1983, the nation experienced
two years of successive increases nationally in the
percentage of women receiving 'Mae or no prenatal
care.5 Furthermore, sine 1979, the nation has
experienced no ImprovemenT 17the percentage of
women beginn!ng care early in pregnancy.6

o While our overall infant mortality rate continues
to decline, albeit slowly, data on mortality rates
for infants between ages one month and one year are
profoundly disturbing. Between 1982 and 1983, ...he

post-neonatal mortality rate among Black infants
Increased by three percent nationally;7 among
white infants, there was no decline in the 1982
postneonatal mortality rate.8 Noting this trend in
December, 1984, Dr. Brandt observed that "postneonatal
mortality has been regarded as most susceptible to
preventative efforts, and a rise in this mortality
rate is a serious concern."8

o Black infant mortality co.".tinues to be almost twice
that for white infants.10 When Black infant deaths
by cause are compared to white infant deaths, the
discrepancies are truly startling. In 1983, Black
infants were 3.4 times more likely to die from
disorders relating to short gestation and low birth-
weight; three times more likely to die from pneumonia
and influenza; 2.1 times more likely to die from
maternal complications from pregnancy; 2.1 times inure
likely to die from Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS);
2.0 times more likely to die from respiratory distress;
and 1.7 times more likely to die from infections during
the perinatal period.11 In 1981, had Black infant
mortality rates been as low as those experienced by
White intents, ODE projects that 5598 fewer infants
would have died.14 One national expert has estimated
that in 1980 approximately 22,000 preventable infant
deaths took place. While Blacks accounted for only
seventeen percent of the United States population in
1980, Black babies accounted for sixty percent of all
preventable infant deaths that year.13

o Perhaps most disturbing is the fact that a large
portion of preventable infant mortality in America,
as has been noted 61, Dr. Brandt and most recently by

this Administration in its recent report, Black and
Minority Health, is occurring among full-term,

ei 4 -1
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full-weight infants weighing more than 5.5 pounds at
birth.14 Indeed, one expert has estimated that
thirty-eight percent of the infants who died i 1980
were actually born at full term and at full weigbt.15
We tend to think of infant mortality as a problem
emanating solely fro- low pie .eight and prematurity,but in fact, a substantial portion of the nation's
infant mortality problem is presently occurring among
normal weight infants.

These disturbing facts underlie the nation's current

infant mortality rates. Because our rate of progress in

reducing infant mortality is so slow, both we and the

United States Department of Health and Human Services have

projected that the nation will fall far short of the nation's

modest 1990 goals for improv. g infant health. These goals

were set by the Surc 'n General of tt. Unite State. in 1979

and reaffirmed by thi; Administration in 1984.16 They

include the 'ollowing:

By 1990, ninety percent of all pregnant women should
receive prenatal care in the first thre' months of
pregnancy.

o By 1990, no more than five percent of 1 _ants should be
born at low birth4eight, and no more tnan nine percent
of infants from any racial or ethnic subgroup should be
bcrn at low birthweight.

By 1990, infant mortality rates should not exceed
9 deaths per 1,000 live births, and infant mortality
rates for racial or ethnic subgroups should not exceed
12 deaths. per 1,000 live births.17

2 4 7
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Yet by 1985, it has become clear that these goals will

elude America:

.:.,tion's rate of progress in improving pregnant
women's access to early preLAtal care is so slow that,
unless our &null rate of progress improves by 600
percent per year between now and 1990, we will not
meet the surgeon General's goal for prenatal care.
For non-white women, the annual rate of progress must
improve by 700 percent per year in order to meet the
goal."

o Th, annual rate of progress in reducing the number of
infants born each year weighing 5.5 pounds or less is
equally disappointing. unless the rate of progress
improves by 300 percert each year, the nation will not
meet the Surgeon General's goals.I/

o Progress in reduc,-4g the number of Black infants who
die each year is slow that the nation would have to
boost its annual rite c. progress by 170 percent each
year to meet the Su:y:0n General's goal.20

The nation's rate of progress in meeting these goals is

literally a matter of life and death for thousands of babies.

Between now and 1990, 22,000 babies will die in America,

primarily because they were born too smali to survive.21

Many more will be handicapped for life. We can prevent 2,700

of these deaths -- one out of every eight -- simply by making

sure that expectant mothers receive adequate prenatal care.22

Another 13,800 deaths in which low birthweight plays a major

role may be reduced if mothers receive early prenatal care.23
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II. Poverty: The Single Greatest Cause Underlyin_the
Nation s Poor Infant Health Statistics

Experts point to numerous factors that influence the

health outcomes of infants. We believe however, that

poverty is the single greatest factor. Poverty virtually

destroys a family's ability to obtain needed health and

related services. The social isolation and absence of

supports caused by poverty leave in their wake illness,

death and a lifetime of handicaps for a disproportionate

number of children born to disadvantaged families.

Poverty is strongly associated with poor health among

children.24 Poor children face an increased risk of low

birthweight, neonatal and postneonatal mortality, and such

disabilities as retardation, cerebral palsy, autism, vision

and hearing defects, and developmental delay.25

Many of the underlying causes of death may emanate

directly or indirectly from poverty. For example, recent

evidence suggests that Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS),

now a leading killer of infants aged one month to one year,

is associated with elevated levels of lead In a baby's

bloodstream.26 Elevated lead levels oose particular

Problems among lower income children.

Moreover, poverty is associated not only with a

greater propensity to,,ard illness and handicap but also

with a greater severity of illness when illness patterns
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between poor and non-poor children are compared. Thus,

for example, a cold that afflicts a poor infant is me

likely to develop into a deadly respiratory infection

because of inadequate housing, poor nutrition, and lack of

access to medical care.

Poor pregnant women -Id infants are in far greater need

of comprehensive m, cal and related services. Yet many low

income families are unable to get the medical care they need

because the poor are pervasively uninsured. Indeed, two-

thirds of all uninsured Americans are poor or near-poor:

o One in every seven American women of childbearing age
is uninsured.27 Thirty-six percent of women of child-
bearing age with annual incomes below federal
poverty levels have no health insurance.28 Among the
nation's very poorest women of childbearing age -- those
with family incomes of less than $5000 -- thirty-nine
percent are uninsured.29

o Poor children are over-represented among America's
uninsured. While children comprise only 17.51 of the
U.S. population under age 65, they make up 36% of
America's 35 million uninsured persons under age 65.30

o In 1984, two-thirds of all poor children lived in
families 1717,EICE-arlelil-one lamily member was in the
work force for all or part of the year.31 Yet only
16% of poo children are privately insured for a full
years, and only 33% have any private health insurance at
all.J2 Thus, unlike adult Americans, there exists
little relationship between the employment status of a
poor child's parents and that child's private health
insurance status.33

o Medicaid is the nation's largest public health program
for low-income children and pregnant women. Yet in
1984, the average state Medicaid eligibility level for
a family of four with no other income was 19.00 per
month -- 381 of the federal poverty leve1.34 Moreover,
eighteen states not provide Medicaid to pregnant
women in two-parent working families, no matter how
poor they are.35

C'
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Furthermore, there exists extensive evidence that the poor

uninsured use substantially less medical care than their

insured counterparts.

o Studies comparing the , e of hospital and outpatient
medical care among indivAuals in fair to poor health
found that the uninsured sick received 50 percent less
hospital care and /5 percent less ambulatory nonphy-
sician services.36

o In its 1982 stud' of Americans' access to health :are,
the Robert Wood ..drison Foundation found that one
million families were refused care when they sought it
because they were unable to pay for it. The study also
found that the poor were almost twice as likely as the
non-poor to be unable to obtain any care.37

o A federal study examining the health status and health
care utiliza ion patterns of uninsured widows and
children re,eiving Social Survivors' benefits found that
while children in these families were twice as likely
to be sick than those in the general population.39

o Researchers at the National Center for Health Statis-
tics found that. adjusting for health status, the poor
received substantially fewer services than the non-
poor. Disparities in the use of important preventive
services were particularly striking: low-income women
were less likely to receive prenatal care, Pap smears,
and breast exams, and y' ng low-income children were
less likely to be immun.. d.39

flecz.use private insurance coverage of poor children is

so inadequate and the public insurance 'safety net for

children is so tattered, access by pregnant women and infants

to comprehensive prenatal ana pediatric care (including both

medical care, nutritional supplements, and health education)

is seriously threatened. As cutbacks and Lost containment

efforts among both public and private insurers have increased

in the past s)veral years, access to necessary outpatient

and inpatient care has become increasingly threatened.

251
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o The health needs of the uninsured are putting a heavy
cost burden on hospitals: according to information
collected by the National Center for Health Statistics
as part of its annual National Hospital Discharge
Survey, about a half million women who delivered babies
in h.spitals in 1983 were uninsured."

It has been estimated that 40 percent of all hospital
care for uninsured patients involves obstetrical cases,
and that this care adds u to over $1.5 billion per
year in hospital charges.41

o The number of uninsured obstetric and pediatric cases
IS so high that according to a recent staistical profile
of the source and distribution of uncompensated care in
American public hospitals, one out of every two white
newborn females will be uninsured. In western hospitals,
two out of three white newborn female infants wil be
uninsured.42

Even more ominous is the fact that certain uninsured

newborn infants are among the most expensive charity care

cases that a hospital can treat, thereby increasing the

pressure on hospitals to stop providing services to these

babies. At )ne hospital, for example, high risk newborn

infants represented only one percent f all uninsured

patients but nearly 20 percent of the facility's uncompen-

sated care charges.43 An average hospital bill for a high-

risk newborn in Georgia exceeds $11,000, and yet high-risk

babies are more likely to be born to women who, because of

poverty, lack health insurance and are the least able to

afford the cost of care.44 It is the very poorest and

least. insured babies who are in the greatest need of care

and who ultimately may be the least able to get it.

2 5 2
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Given the pressures for cost containment and the large

costs associated with caring for medically indLy_nt women

and children, there exists a real danger that hospitals will

begin to reduce the amount of indigent care they furnish.

There are already warning signs of this trend. Between 1981

and 1982, 15 percent of hospitals serving large numbers of

poor patients adopted specific limits on the amount of

charitable care they would provide.5 Some hospitals,

apparently la response to the high costs involved and the

large numbers of children who cannot meet them, have cut

back on the newborn intensive care services they will

provide to any children.46 These trends indicate that

the cost of caring r uninsured children can indirectly

constrict the availability of services for all children.

Moreover, a study recently conducted by the American

Academy of Pediatrics reveals a substantial increase in the

number of patient referrals by hospitals to other hospitals

for economic reasons.47 Of one hundred and eleven

hospitals responding to the Academy's nationwide survey,

twenty-six percent reported an increased number of

referrrals to other institutions. Of these half gave low

or exhausted Medicaid payments as the reason, while two

identified a total lack of insurance as the reason for the

transfer.48

253
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Reductions in specialized hospital care for women and

children are dangerous for even deeper reasons. Between

1965 and 1979, infant mortality rates declined by more than

40 percent in the United States. These dramatic declines

were not the result of more preventive health care and the

birth of healthier babies, but instead resulted from the

development of very specialized iotens..ve infant care

hospital services that now permit us to keep babies alive

who would certainly have diJd twenty years ago.49 While

the number of babies in need of such care is not dtclini g.

these special services are in danger of shrinking, and the

number of babies whose families cannot afford to pay for

them is growing.

III. Access to Health Services and Health Care Status of
Poor Minnesota Pregnant Women ana CFilaren

Minnesota has an excellent health care system, and we

have healthy people as well -- Minnesotans live longer than

anyone elRe in the forty-nine continental states.48a We

have research specialists t the Mayo clinic and University

of Minnesota, fine public and private clinics and hospitals,

and no shortage of providers even in ou._ rural areas. We

are a leader in the restructuring and refinancing of health

care to achieve cost containment. In the Twin Cities metro

area, where half the state's population lives, between

thirty-five and torty percent of the people are enrolled in

nealth mantenance organizations CHMOI compared with twelve

and fifteen percent of the insured in such plans nationLlly.48b

63-363 0 86 9
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Yet despite these impressive stat.stics, Minnesota's poor

and near-poor mothers and children face serious health problems.

o Infant 'mortality actually rose in Minnesota from 9.4
deaths per 1000 live births in 1982 to 9.8 in 1983.48c
This rise may reflect the recession of 1982 which hit
Minnesota harder than economic setback since the
depression.

o The disparity between Black and white infant mortality
rates is greater in Minnesota than for the nation as a
whole. While the national Black infant mortality race
is slightly less than twice the white rate, in Minnesota
it is more than twice as bad -- 22.7 deaths per 1000
live births among Black infants versus 9.8 deaths per
1000 for white babies. Moreover Black info ' mortality
rates in Minnesota are above the national average.48d

o A high percentage of Minnesota's pregnant women receive
little or no pernatal care. In 1983, twenty-two percent
of all pregnant women failed to begin care until their
second or third trimester or not at all, and the prenatal
history of another eight percent are unknown.48e
As many as one-third of our pregnant women may not be
getting critical first trimester prenatal care.

This fall, the Children's rsfense Fund's Minnesota

Project went out to the urban neighborhoods and rural

communities of the state to hear from hands-on providers

and families and to learn about families' access to health

care. We asked about unmet needs and wnat should be done.

This is what we learned:

o Minnesot:als are pround and have a strong tradition
of taking care of themselves. We are used to going
without rather than asking for help. Ye cur iron
range decline, the rapidly changing economy, and our
farm problems have removed many families' usual
access to health care.

We learned about Jim, his wife Laura, and their children.

Jim was lail off from the iron mine in 1982. He paid for

the family's insurance out of his unemployment check as long

4: .1 Z.)
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as he could, but that finally ended. Laura got pregnant in

late 1983 -- they also have a 14 year old. Iickily, a

Minnesota foundation had given the local hospital a gran,

that paid for their daughter, Karen's, delivery, but that

grant is gone now. The financial pressures on Jim and Laura

are great. They need counseling but have stopped going

because the bills (which began coming when the local mental

health center had federal funding cut while caseloads sky-

rocketed) cause more fights. Karen, now 16 months old, has

a limp. She needs to be evaluated for an orthopedic problem

and Jim thinks she will need surgery, but they have not

taken her to a physician because they do not have the money.

Recently Jim has found a new job. He works 12 hours a

day and makes $900 a month, but the job provides no health

insurance for the family. His wife blames him for not being

an adequate breadwinner because they do not have medical

coverage. His final statement at our hearing was, "I haven't

seen a dentist in two-and-a-half years. All that good preven-

tion that was done when I had the HMO is down the drain."

o Pregnant women and children are Sling without needed care

o Pregnant women are going without prenatal care because
they simply do not have the money. The public health
nurse in one county just learned of a family in which
the wife is seven-and-a-half months pregnant. She has
never seen a doctor and plans to have the baby at home
because they have no money to pay.

o Last year a young woman in Southern Minnesota, working
full time at a minimum wage job, found herself pregnant,
had no health insurance and no prenatal care. Her baby
came early and subsequently died.
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o In some communities, doctors are requiring cash payment
from any family who has an outstanding bill. We heard
nf cash required from both pregnant women and parents of
1: sick children. A public health nurse in a suburban
county could not get any doctor in that county to see a
sick child whose mother had no cash. The closest access
point was 40 miles away in inner-city St. Paul.

o Five-year-olds coming in for school-entry immunizations
have not seen a doct, since they were six months old.
Only sick emergencies get presented to the doctor.
School nurses treat nearing problems because families
have no money to take a child with an earache to the
doctor.

o Two state-funded screening programs cannot fulfill their
legislative purposes because they are unable to ensure
treatment for conditions detected by screening. Many
families have no way to pay for the treatment.

o In northwestern Minnesota, untreated d:ntal problems
in children have gotten so bad that one child has
actually required hospitalization. Yet one little
boy had to wait three months to be admitted because
the family had no form of payment until the father
was laid off in the fall and became Medicaid-eligible.

Manz families are uninsured

o The families of seasonal workers (resort, timber,
agricultural, and so forth) have coverage pehaps three
months a year.

o Farm families are often uninsured or have verf high
deductibles. Among three farmers around a table a
few weeks ago, two carried a $2,500 per person deduc-
tible, and the other had a $1,000 deductible. Given
the fact that many farm families have no cash income,
not even enough for basic food, anything but medical
emergencies goes by the wayside.

o Part time and minimum wage workers have a very poor
chance of getting insurance even for themselves,
and dependent coverage in those situations is almost
unheard of.

o Self-employed workers and people who own or work in
small businesses are ofter uninsured. The small
Lusinesses in the farm communities are hurting along
with everyone else, and self-employment rates are
also high in rural Minnesota.

11 ft.4
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o Minnesota's insurance data confirm this testimony

o Fiftee. )ercent of women 16 to 18 years old, and
seventee percent of 19 to 25 year old women have no
health insurance of any kind.4of

o Three fourths of all uninsured adults in Minnesota
work. Half of them work full time.489

o There are 100,000 children in Minnesota with no health
insurance.48h

o Two-thirds of uninsured children live in families
where no one has insurance.481

o Forty-one percent of Minnesotans with incomes under
$15,000 have no health insurance, not even Medicaid.48l

o A recent survey of the working poor in Minnesota found
that female single parents have very little medical
coverage through work. Only twenty-eight percent had
such coverage, compared to sixty-seven percent of the
Minnesota labor force.48k

o Occupations amcig the working poo: where women are
concentrated have lower rates of lob - related insurance
than for the working poor as a whole. Coverage rates
are only twenty-two percent for Sales, and twenty-four
percent for Service, crmpared to forty percent for the
working poor as a whole.481

o Unmet needs extend beyond traditional medical services

o Mary had to calk three miles each way to obtain prenatal
care. She went into premature labor four different times
on the way in and had to be hospitalized each time in
order to stop labor.

o So.e families lack money for proper food

o The doctor pointed out to newly pregnant Ann Olson that
she was seriously short on foods from the fruits and
vegetables grouo, and asked why. After a long pause,
Ann looked up, tears rolling down her face, and said
that she and her husband had two other children to
feed and almost no money. The doctor, shaken, said she
understood and told her you do what you have to do."



o The Minnesota Medicaid program, at its current levels, is
not "the answer.

o Because Medicaid financial eligibility levels are so low,
a single pregnant woman must quit a minimum wage job to
become eligible. The young woman we mentioned before
who lost her baby had sought Medicaid for prenatal care
but didn't want to quit her job, the key to the future
for herself and her baby, just to get prenatal care.
Person after person testified to the false economy of
forcing people into welfare dependency, just to get
basic medical care.

A pregnant women in a battered women's shelter who
discovered she was ineligible for Medicaid went back
to her abusing husband to ensure medical care for her
unborn child and her other children. The unborn baby
was subsequently injured in vitro by continued battering.

o Self-employed people such as farmers, truckers, and
loggers, are ineligible for Medicaid because they
have some small equity in the tools of their trade.
In order to get prenatal care and medical care for
their children wher times are tough, they would
have to sell off their tools -- their very means
of being self-supporting contributing citizens.

More and more providers are refusing to take Medicaid.
Until recently, this has not been a problem in
Minnesota, but we heard of both doctors and dentists
who have dropped out of the program. A mother in
northern Minnesota finally found a dentist 100 miles
away, only to be told when she brought her child in
for the appointment, 'There must have been some mistake
on the phone -- we don't take Medicaid..

o There is negative marketing of welfare programs. In
Minnesota, as in the rest of the country, we have two
messages about welfare programs: On one hand we tell
people that we want to help. On the other, we say
that it is a bad, shameful thing to get welfare.
It is a very unpleasant experience in many parts of
Minnesota to go through the welfare system. What
small measure of self-esteem people have left after
numerous economic reversals often keeps them from
applying, and the process itself often robs people
of their last bit of integrity. One woman cried as
she told us she couldn't get an appointment for a
month to seek help for herself and her three children
until she told them she was about to kill herself.

4.1j
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The current delivery system needs rethinking:

Sue special populations need culturally sensitive,

easily accessible providers or they will not benefit from care.

o An Indian clinic was unable to join an HMO even though
all the financial arrangements had been worked out.
The clinic could only conclude it was because the HMO
did not want Indians in their waiting rooms.

o Hmong immigrants are afraid of American medical equipment
and have a strong taboo against including men in pregnancy
and child birth. They need specially designed services.

o The zeal to save money can backfire. An Im0 refused
to admit a diarrheal child to the hospital. When the
doctor forced the issue on fourth try, and the
public health nurse went to the home to provide
transportation, it was discovered that the family
did not know how to wash the baby bottles properly.
This would no, have been picked up in an outpatient
clinic setting.

Most of Minnesota's delivery system, particularly

HMOs, was ii.itially designed for middle class, employed,

white families. Poor and minority children are, by and

large, not in the mainstream system. We believe that cost-

effective health care arrangements such as HMOs can work

for the poor, but it will take some effort to make them

work right.

o The health care access problem in Minnesota has real
cost consequences

The Council of Community Hospitals, a group of hospitals

in the Twin Cities, reports that:

o Charity care and bad debt increased forty-eight percent
between 1980 and 1983. This burden is unevenly distributed,
ranging from .4 percent of one hospital's revenues to 9.2
percent of another hospital's revenues.48m
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o for'h-three percent of charity patients are in the
pre-nancy, childbirth, and newborn medical diagnosis
categories. Compared to both regular insurance and
Medicaid coverage, both charity and self-pay patients
had higher percentages of chi'Lbi "h and newborn cases
involving medical compli:ations.48n

The Council co Ludes: As price competition in nsifies,

there is no incentive for hospitals to raise prices and thereby

lose private paying patients without some public or private

policy response, this populat.un will encounter restricted

,^ress to care."

"Mechenisms to equitably finance uncompensated care

are necessary to safeguard access for th, uninsured poor

and near-poor in a competitive market." 48o

Concern about spiralling Iv dtal intensive care

costs has been raised by the Minnesot] Coalition on Health

Care Costs. 'ietween 1975 and 1982, neonatal intensive care

patient days increased 105 percent, and the average length

of stay increaser, by 159 percent in the Twin Cities alone.48P

With $1250 a day being an average NICU charge, we are

approaching $50 million a year in ,leonatal costs in the Twin

Cities a1one.48g Recognizing that prenatal care reduces

the incidence of low birthweight, and that fewer small

babies mean less nesnatal intensive care, this Minnefota

group has recommended that, thrc 9h Loth changes in third

party coverage and government action, Minnesota make

comprehensive prenatal care available to -11 pregn.nt women.

261



IV. The Cost to the Nation of Failing to Care for Po r
Pregnant Women ana In!ants is High

Among westerr industrialized nations, America stands

nearly alone in its failure to ensure that comprehensive

medical care is available for all pregnant women and

babies who need it. Instead we have developed a health

care financing system in which: (1) a family's access to

hearth services depends upon having health insurance; and

(2) there exists no basic, residual public or private program

for financing health care for all famili,s not insured

through the workplace. There is simply no program equiva-

lent to Medicare for financing health services for younger,

uninsured families. Instead, we maintain a "safety net

consisting of a patchwork of highly inadequate categorical

programs through which millions of children aad pregnant

women slip annually.

This inadequate approach to financing maternal and

child health takes a heavy toll. Families dependent on this

volatile, piecemP ' public health system are bounced among

a series of incomplete and fragmented programs. They are

unable to get the early and continuo 3 medical care they

need to ensure he,..1,nier birth and child outcomes. More-

over, because they are not connected to a comprehensive

health care system, they do not receive the type of patient

education and counselling needed to promote sound personal
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health practices. Finally, as we noted above, many p.oviders

will actually reftse to treat poor families because the

financing mechanisms are not as attractive as private pay-

ment systems.

The cost of infant mortality and handicaps can be

measured in both lives and dollars:

o The Institute of Medicine, in its landmark study
Preventing Low Birthweight, found that every dollar
spent to provide comprehelisive prenatal care could
save $3.38 in the first year of an infant's life
alone.50

o The CaliZornia Department of Consumer Affairs found
major savings among women served over a 5year period
in a perinatal care proj.ct, as compared to women who
did not receive such care. The net 5-year perinatal
program costs for 100c women totaled $750,000. For
1000 women who did not receive such care, costs were
$4.6 million. The basis for the cost reduction
included: increased birth weight among babies born to
project patients; reduced prematurity; reduced costs
for child protective services; reduced costs for
special education and similar services; and reduced
costs for emergency room and hospital care.51

o A study of the effects of reductions in maternity care
for poor women served by San Diego, C lifornia's, : -rge
public hospital found that reductions in publicly-
funded prenatal care prograts between 1981 and 1982
led to a forty percent increase la the number of
pregnant women delivering bides with no prenatal care.
Researchers examining the effects of this reduction in
prenatal care found that baties born to mothers who had
received no care were:

o over six tines more likely to be born prematurely;

o over three times more likely to be low birthweight;

o four times as likely to measure low Apgar scores
at birth; and

o two-and-a-half time more likely to require
intensive care.

h
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Additionally, total average costa for babies whose
mothers had received no prenatal care were $5168 per
pair, is compared to $2974 per pair (which inc1jded
$600 -pent for prenatal care) among babies whose
mothers had re.eived comprehensive prenatal care.
The anoual excess cost incurred by the hospital in
delarerIng 400 aoaltional babieR whose mothers had
received no care was $877,600.5'

o Michigan state officials examing 9,725 infants born
at low birthweight and 6000 babies receiving care in
newbor intensive care units estimated that with good
prenatal care, a minimum of twenty-five percent would
not have required such services. State officials then
determined that, while the cost of providing prenatal
care to all the state's uninsured pregnant women was
$4.9 million, the cost of providing neonatal intensive
care to the 1500 infants was $30 million. Thus every
dollar spent by the state on prenatal care would save
six dollars 53

o A study of infants born to women who delivered their
babies at a large public hospital in Dallas, Texas,
found that babies born to women who had received no
prenatal care:

o were three times more likely to be low birthweight

o were over three times more likely to die in the
first month of life

o were over 1.5 times more likely to require neonatal
intensive care and, because they were sicker,
averaged NICU stays that were nearly twice as long
as those among babies whose mothers had received
prenatal care. While thirty-eight percent of
surviving infants studied were delivered to women
who had received no prenatal care, they used
sixty -four percent of the total intensive care dP,s.

The greater number of birth complicIticne among babies
born to women who had received no care was attributed
to the fact that serious illnesses among poor pregnant
women that are detectable and treatable through good
maternity care, especially hypertension, were not
identified for the mothers of these babies. As a
result, while women with,2ut_2renatol sale comolised.
only sixteen percent_ ol tfie stiax_popuIatIon, tEe cost
orciTIFIDOT Ifie; 1111fiell infants was as great as
IS; cost a CiraTIVTOTIfie otter eliMi=nur leTCWIT
of the stay group.-1
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V. Recommendations Regarding The Design and Mission of the
National Commission

We applaud the sponsors fo S.1209 for focusing the

attention of Congress on the issue of infant health. However,

because so much is known about the causes of infant mortality

and morbidity and the services that are needed to mprove the

health of America's children, we strongly recommend that, if

the Commission is formed, it concern itself exclusively with

developing oproaches to extending comprehensive maternity

and infant care services, including outreach, medical, health,

and nutrition services, and patient education, to the millions

of families wh, cannot afford care.

The Commission will have available to it a wealth of

information about the ses of infant mortality. These

include: studies specially prepared for Congress, such as

Better Health for our Children and other reports and hearings;

specialized studies and reports prepared over the past

decade by the United States Department of Health and Human

Services; studies conducted by state governments; and studies

by independent organizations such as the Institute of Medicine.

IA addition, there exist numerous analyses of the effective-

ness of public health interventions established to date,

include j Medicaid, WIC, Community and Migrant Health Centers,

and the Title V Maternal and Child Health Block Grant.

Moreover, there exists a growing body of literature regarding

the relationship between poverty and child health status.
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The cent-al issue the Commiss]on should address concerns

fashioning appropriate remedies. What reforms are needed

within both the public and private health financing sectors

to ensure that all pregnant women and infants are able to

purchase necessary medical care? What should be the minimum

content requirements for any publicly or privately financed

maternity care program? How can the nation finance and

enforce those reforms? How can we deal with problems

relating to the supply and d'stribution of medical and

health personnel? In other words, how do we as a nation

get to where we know we should be going?

We believe, furthermore, that we cannot afford to

simply wait for longterm solutions to these e ,,r-present

questions. Today as we meet, 15 Black infants will die

simply because the Black infant mortality rate is twice

that for white infants. Today state and federal Medicaid

expenditures for neonatal intensive care services alone

will total about $1.5 rillion -- enough to provide

comprehensive maternity care tc 600 uninsured pregnant

women. There is much that we know how to do now. While

must devise longterm solutions, there exist many shortterm

steps that we cannot afford not to take. We have identified

many of these actions in our Children's Survival Bill.

More immediately, we urge your support for a numbe, of key

maternal and chile health improvements included in the House

and Senate medicare and Medicaid reconciliation legislation.

r".

4' b
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These Improvements include amendments to broaden the scope

of services which etate Medicaid prograps can provide to

pregnant women: inclusion of pregnant women from two-parent

working poor families in the Medicaid plans of the 18 states

that do not now cover these families; extension of the AFDC-

Unemployed Parent program for qualified families in all

states; and the provision of new funds for adolescent

pregnancy se-vices.

This year the nation will spend over a half billion

dollars through the Medicaid program Just to pay for

hospital care for high-risk newborns. By providing

comprehensive prenatal care to all pregnant women, we

could, according to the Institute of Medicine, cut that

expenditure by twe-thirds. In this period of economic

crisis, this is simply Loo sound an investment to clay

any longer.

11 n,7
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'REPARED STATEMENT OF RICHARD E. SMITH, M.D.

MARCH OF DIMES BIRTH DETECTS FOUNDATION

Testimony in Support of

National Commission to Prevent Infant Mortality Bill (5.1209)

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am Dr. Richard E.

Smith. I am an obstetrician and director of the Young Adult

Clinic at Henry Ford Hospital in Detroit. I am a member of the

March of Dimes Community Servicee Advisory committee as well. The

March of Dimes has been dedicated to the prevention of birth

defects for more than a quarter century.

Thank you for the opportunity to present the views of the March

of Dimes on S. 1209, which would establish a Natiorul Commission

to Prevent Infant Mortality. Since low birthweight is the most

common birth defect and it causes the greatest number of deaths

under one year of age, the March of Dimes believes that this

bipartisan legislative initiative will go a long way toward the

dev6lopment of a national policy aimed at reducing infant

mortality. We applaud the bill's sponsors, Senator Lawton Chiles

and Senator Lloyd Bentsen, for their leadership in this area, and

we congratulate you for calling this hear'ng today to look at vie

causes of infant mortality and the programs aimed at lowering the

occurrence of infant mortality.

Infant mortality is a serious problem in the United States. Out

of every 1,000 infants born in this country, 11 never live to

see their first b,rthday. In some sections of the country,

ti
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particularly in the South, the rate is twice as high.

My home state of Michigan is one of the few Northern states

with an infant death rate above the national average. In

Michigan, the infant mortality rate is almost 12 per 1000. The

black infant death rate remains over 23 per 1000. In parts of

Detroit, it has been as high as 33 per 1,000--triple the national

average.

Infant mortality in the United States is not a new problem. To

help tackle the problem, the March of Dimes has played a leading

role in organizing medical care for

babies through regional intensive care

equipment and staff training to put the

hig',-risk mothers and

nurseries; in providing

centers into

and in setting up communication and transportation

link small communities to the major fecilities.

operation;

systems to

This approach has widened the availability of specialized

perinatal care, which during the past decade t.o proven its value

for dramatically reducing infant deaths and preventing brain

damage or t,ther lifelong handicaps among survivors. Regional

crganization, spearheaded by the March of Dimes, has also helped

to control costs by e'iminating duplication of expensive

technology and personnel.

41-11 '? 3
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The success of neonatal intensive care can be measured by more

than a 50% improvement in the national infant mortality rate

between 1965 and 1983. Indeed, since 1970, when relionalized care

became a priority, 90 percent of the reduction in intent

mortality has been among newborn babies.

Now, babies born in the United States have an excellent chance of

survival, even if they are born seriously ill. But, during the

same time period as the 50% fall in infant mortality, the U.S.

slipped further in international rankings of infant mortality

statistics. Seventeen other countries are currently more

successful at avoiding infant deaths. Why? Unfortunately, while

our ability to save the tiniest and sickest infants has

increased, the incidence of vulnerable low birthweight b-bies has

remained relatively constant for the past thirty years.

The subject of low birthweight babies in the U.S. has received a

great deal of publicity recently. The publicity has been caused,

in part, by a report issued this past February, by the Institute

of Medicine (IOW), a part of the National xademy of Sciences.

The report, entitled preventing Low BIrthweight, summarizes the

findings of an interdisciplinary committee established to .study

prevention of low birthweight. The March of Dimes is proud to

have been able be a partial funder of the committee and the

dissemination of its findings.
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The IOM panel concl ded tAat the prevention of low birthweight

could contribute significantly to a reduction in ihfant mortality

in the United states and, more generally. to improved child

health. Some of the report's finding are highlighted in the

following data:

** Of the 3.6 million infants born each year, nearly 7 percent,

or 250,000, are born ,reighing less than five and one-half r-lnds;

** Low birthweight is a leading factor tn infant mortality. A is

the greatest cause of death in the first year ct& life. A low

tirthweight infant ig forty times more likely to die in the first

month of life than Is a larger infant;

** Low birthwein't infant* I survive are .lice as likely to

suffer one or more handicaps, including deafness. tli...,ness,

learning ,Asabilities, cer'bral palsy, epilepsy, chronic lung

problems, and mental retardation. The t sc to ca.e for these

children is enormous. The National In tittte of Child Health and

Human Development estimates that just 'Ile direct costs for

neonatal intensive care of these infants exceeds $2 billion

annually. Long-term ccsts are hard to estimate, but a study

cited by the IOM estimated that the co t of institutional care

for developmentally disabled children is $359,124 per child.
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The IOM believes that 'Preventing LBW is an approach considerabl

less costly, both socially and economically, than additional

investment in neonatal intensive care." The MOD strongly

mupports this recommendation.

How can we preve$t low birthweight, and thus lower he infant

mortality rate in the U.S.? ti=ter analyzing numerous studies,

the IOM concluded that the overwhelming weight of the evidence

is that jrenatal care reduces low birthweight. This filding is

strong enough to support a broad national commitment to ensuring

that all pregnant women, especially those at medical or

socioeconomic risk, receive high-quality care.'2

The South has demonstrated its commitment to prevention by the

formation of the Southern Regional Task Force on Infant

Mortality, init.ally funded in part by the March of Dimes And,

in the South, the data on the value of prenatal care is striking.

For example, when Sou h Carolina's Commissioner of Health

an Environmental Control, peeiatriciet Robert S. ' ckson,

reviewed birth and death records for )'ts state, he found that the

first-year mortality rate was 12 per 1"9 if the mother had

received five or more prenatal isits. Among mothers who had

received fewer than five prenatal visits, the infant death rate

wa. neat4y six times as high--68 sut of every 1.000 babies.3

Commissioner Jackson concluded that access to prenatal care was a

2 6
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major public health issue in his state.

Quality prenatal care visits make possible the detection and

treatment of high risk medical and obstetrical complications,

such as early detection of pre-term labor and tic olompt

treatment of maternal infections. Quality prenatal care visits

also make possible the introduction and reinforcement of

educational measages which will guide the woman in protecting

her health and that of her baby.

The IOM committee "believes that little will be accomplished by

further efforts to document the value of prenatal care wnerally.

Instead, more studies should be undert,4en to determin' the

effectiveness of different approaches to delivering prenatal

care and of different, flexible packages of cace."4

The March of Dimes believes that the bipartisan National

Commission to Prevent Infant Mortality, which would be

established under S. 1209, is an ideal group to conduct this

vital next step--to recommend strategies for more consistent

perinatal health policy and greater access to health care

services. It will focus n?tionwide attention o the infant

mortality issue and sill cooro,nate the excellent work done by

groups such as the IOM and the Southern Regional Talc Force.



The commission will examine federal, state, local and private

resources 'o determine the barriers to health care and to

recommend to Congress a national policy to eliminate thex. When

the commission's report is completed, the March of Dimes rtands

ready to do its part in a concertet national effort to reduce

infant mortality. Again, on behalf of the March of Dimes, I want

to thank you for holding hearings on S. 1209. At issue is our

nation's commitment to the well-being of future generations. The

is why tte March of Dimes supports S. 1209 and urges you to do

all you can to ensure the passage of this most important piece of

legislation.

1. Committee to Study the Prevention of Low Birthweight,
Institute of Medicine,
National Academy Press, 1985, p. 3.

2. Committee to Study the Prevention of Low Birthweight,
Institute of Medicine, Preventina Lev Rirthweiaht, National
ntsdemy Press, 1985, p. 146.

3. Based on enalysis of 1979-81 birth/death cohort file,
SOUTH CAROLINA VITAL DATA.

4. Committee to Study the Prevention of Low Birthweight,
Institute of Medicine, preventina Low Bixthmstight, National
Academy Tress, 1985, p. 147.
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DR. SMITH'S RESPONSES TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS

Question I How many of today's physically and mentally disabled children could
have hod healthy lives had we provided better prenatal services')

t Awer. There were 3,638,933 total births in 1963. Of these births 247,668 lb 8%)
w,.. of low birthweight. 43, 161 of these LBW infants weighed under i 500 grams 1

If increased access to and utilization of prenatal care by all pregnant women e.-
abler the U.S. to achieve the Surgeon General's 1990 goal of a 5% LBW rate, this
would mean a reduction of almost 66,000 in the number of babies born at risk due to
low brithweight.

Estimating that at least 30% of infants born weighing 1,000 inns or less, 20% of
those ,veighing between 1,001 and 1,500 grams and 10% of the _ between 1,501 and
2,500 grains would have permanent problems such as cerebral palsy, mentl retarda-
tion, and learning problems, a reduction of 66,000 LBW infants would mean appr-sxi-
mately 8,300 fewer infants born each year with these disabilities 2

In addition, adequate PNC will reduce the number of babies born each year affect-
ed by the following conditions:

[Approximate number affected each year]
Condawn

(1) Conjunctivitis and pneun.onia as a result of chlamydirl infection 1.2.... 100,000
(2) Intra-uterine growth retardation 3'4'8 50,000
(3) Rh hemolyti, disease 6 6,000
(4) Fetal alcohol syndrome 7 5,000
(5) Congenital tozo?lasmosis ° 3,000
(6) Congenital syphilis ° 240
(7) Congenital rubella syndrome ° ........ ........ 20

Schachter J. Sweet R, Grossman M, Landers D Robbie M, Bishop E Experience with the
Routine Use of Erythromycin for Chlamydial Infections in Pregnancy NEJM 1986; 314 276-277

Schachter J Dawson C Is Trachoma an Ocular Component of a More Generalized Chla
dial Infection'? Lancet 1979, 1.702-703.

3 Lindheimer MD, Katz AI Hypertension in Pregnancy NEJM 1985, 313 675-679
Hoffmaster JE Detecting and Treating Pregnancy Induced Hypertension MCM 1983, 8 398-

405.
8 Kaplan N Disarming a Killer How to Lower Pregnancy-Induced Hyertension Current Pre-

scribing 1977;41-47
Centers for Disease Control MMWR 1985. 34(2SS)

7 Centers for Disease Control MMWR 1984 33(1)
a Sacks J Concurrent Infection in Families of Patients With Acute Toxoplasmosis Arch

Intern Med 1984; 144 35-36
Centers for Disease Coatrol. Annual Summary-1983 MMWR 1984 32(54)

Question 2. What ought to be the objectives of the Nal mai Commission to look at
the fleet') of the physicially anc mentally handicapped newborns in addition to
'fifth'. mortality?

Answer. Following ar issues and problems ,,hich should be addressed by the Na-
tional Commission on Infant Mortality.

Prenatal care
Financial barriers to care.
Availability of clinics and hellth care personnel
Accessibility of care.
Attitudes and understanding on the part of patients
Comvehensiveness of content of care
Utilization of regional systems for contribution, isferral and transport

Neonatal care
Utilization of regional systems for consultation, referral and transport
Limitations on reimbursement and length of stay imposed by new policies

(DRG's).
Continuing education for providers in early recognition of ,,anormalities

Postnatal care
Services in the home and in clinics for high risk infants
Comprehensiveness of content of "well child" services

Interconcepttoncu care
Availability and utilization of family planning services

NCHS-Monthly 'vital Statistics Report. Advance Report of Final Natality Statistics, 1983
September 2

Wilkerson
? 19

SA. Neonatal Follow-Up :he Data PCC News July 1985,
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STATEMENT OF
JEFFREY R. TAYLOR. PHD

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PUBLIC HEAL'H POLICY

IN SUPPORT Of

S. 1209 - A NATIONAL COMMISSION TO PREVENT INFANT NORTPLITY
WASHINGTO4, D.C. -- OCTOBER 31, 1985

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommitte, and Associates: On

behalf of the National Association of Publi,: Health Policy I would like

to thank you for the opportunity to testify in support of S. 1209, a

bill to establish a National Commission to Prevent Infant Mortality.

I hay here two apparently dissimilar national publicatit.si
the LA dick Mat lamrual (t) and the §Gligailig Astrigiu (2). Although

these two magazines attract widely differing audiences, both have asked

the s, me question, 'Why are thousands-of infants perishing needlessly

in tt world's richest nation?'

One magazine traces the problem in a highly personal way, focusing

on 0 tragedy of infant death as it affects families and communities

acro_ the land. The other examiner statistics, trends and issues of
debate in the scientific and medical community. But as many of the
panelists have so eloquently done today, both of these magazines offer

excellent and constructive suggestions for improving each newborn's

chances of living to their first birthday.

NEED

Why Is a National Connisslea needed?

Its purpose would be to review the effectiveness of rurrent
federal, state and local governmental policies and programs in reducing
our unnacceptably high levels of infant mortality. Also the Commission
would examio, contributing individual attitudes and lifestyles and

enumerate solutions.

As a state health official from Michigan. I know ."firsthand the
tragedy of hilh infant mortality. Our state was once average in terns
of infant deaths. Now we rank 12th uorst among the fifty states. We

also have the sad distinction of havii.; nigher black infant death rates

than any other state.

Dr. James Has . Acting Assistant Secretary of Health
characterized the situation for Michigan nonwiites as,

a particular concern (with) significantly slower
ra,es of decline than the U.S. for :968 -1977
followed by essentially no change for 1980 - 1982 (3).

1
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As we found in Michigan, a good general understanding of 'Ale
infant aortality problem by all elements of society is needed to
generate and carry out needed reforms. Scientific expertise and
public understanding can together create the consensus needed to
support broad bipartisan solution The Commission provides a forum
for this process.

ARIAS OF INVESTIWIOM

The work of the Comm.ssion would not be "Just another study.'
Exl-ting report -icuments and investigations would be puled together
into a complete picture ft: policy makers and the public.

What reports and studies are available?

We have heard an account of one such excellent report today
from the foremost scientific group in our country. the Nationa'Academy
cf Sciences. 1..zy offered the reduction of low birthweight (less than
5.5 pounds) as a promising approach to reducing the unique problems
f.ced by the United States (4). Many barriers were identified in the
report, but many constructive solutions were also proposed for adoption
ny government. priva6e entities and individuals.

One area of particular importance cited by the Academy was the
r..' of prenatal care in improving birthweight and reducing infant
deaths. Our own Association has also offered strong support for
expanding access to comprehensive maternity care (5).

A recent survey by the Massachusetts Departmeh. of Public Health
indicated that increased availability, access.bility and content of
prenatal care was a major part of ten states' approach to Improved
pregnancy outcome (6).

Michigan adopted a gap-filling approach to financing prenatal care
for low-Income and uninsured women who could not qualifi f r Medicaid
(7). Other loose groups may receive assistance in identifying a
source of maternity care. No financial assistance is offered to those
above the WIC nutrition program eligiblity ceilings 1185% of the USDA
poverty level). After a two year trial period, Michigan may decide to
declare prenatal care a 'basic health service' which means assistance
for all in obtaining care, but financial aupport only for the needy
qualifying under state guidelines.

The Southern Governor's Regional Task Force oa Infant Morta..ty
has proposed new or modified state approaches in designing
comprehensive progress for teenagers, indigents and others in areas
such as -hild safety. crib deato. environ. ntal health and maternity
care (8). These efforts focus on state and federal resources such as
Medicaid. the Maternal :lid Child Health Olock Grants and the WIC
Supplemental Nutrition Irogram. Areas cf intergovernmental
cooperation have been identified and await national scrutiny and

2
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cons nsus.

Other reports have focused on 'Th. Un ulfilled Promise of 1deral
Health Programs For th- Poor (9). Vast Federal expenditures
Medicaid. Hill-Burton, Title V - Maternal and Child Health, ...ommunity
Health Cintrs, Family Planning, Suplemental Foods and others du not
seem to La yielding acceptable infant death rates for the U.S. Are
those programs poorly designed to meet this goal or are they poorly
managed, under-financed or working at cross-purposes?

Should the Medicaid program be restructured as another recent
study has suggested (10)? Would separately funded and managed Medicaid
programs for primary car- versus r- ontlnuing care assist in securing the
preventive heclth strategies neeued to improve birthweight?

Yet another study of the federal 'Improved Pregnancy Octcome
Project' holds forth hope for impressive reductions of infant
mortality (11). Since this program is no longer ir existence, should
consideravion be given to reviving it in some fora:

Clearly. several fruitful avenues of investigation are available
With hard work by the Commissioners an] sff, reasonable courses of
constructive s.tion should become apparent.

POTENTIAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The National Commission's report will clarify the issues, educate
the country and its leaders and give is concrete recommendations for
action within one year of enactment for:

A National for preventing infant mortality
and a de sripticc of intergovernmental and private
actions Jr carrying out that policy.

Legislative and program changes needed to
achieve an effective Federal role in preventing
infant mortality.

Our situation could be greatly improved by a coordinated nat, ,al
policy ini'iativ and by actions such as those offered in Michigan s
previous Congressional testimony (12). Other useful proposals surfaced
in a meeting of national experts and recorded in a report entitled,
IBLICSULYAL411.111.11 41211.1BA Lac 6iali21112 Lau& dacIaliIx

What night some of these accomplishments be?

Federal policy should call for closing the black-white low
birthweight and resultant infant mortality gap. Each of our children
should Jegin the race of life on equal terms.

To achieve this goal, standards if preventive health care should
be vised and iaplemented in all federally financed health care
prot,rams, including Medicaid. Where state and local revenues fall

3
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short, federal financing should be made avalable to carry out programs
meeting the rational standards. There must, however, be mellitus state
and local flexibility in administration. New progress sh^uld be
targeted at the nerdy and fill gaps in existing services. 'ederal
eligibllty standards should be consistent across preventive health
progress and reporting mechanises integrated. 'Sentinel' reporting
systems should be established.

The federal structure should provide prompt technical assistance
to the states and fund innovative demonstrations and evaluations which
could assist the states and localities to improve services. For
exa,ple, a national survey of the unmet need for prenatal care would loc
of benefit to local . Fortunately, this is being partially funded
by a DHHS grant. Ten states will be studied, including dew York and
California.

At the state level, planning on priority health problems related
to that particular area's infant mortality problem should go forward.
It should include a broad spectrum of involved health care agencies,
public officials and the public. A lend agency for infant mortality
reduction should be appointed.

The local level should be the final 'guarantor' of care,
assuring needed services for women and children.

Our Nation's history is rich with success steles of similar
national initiatives. In the 1920's concern was focused on maternal
deaths. Maternal death rates had failed to decline over a period of
many years, stalling at unacceptably high levels. Extensive national
studies were done and recommendations to the medical profession.
government and the genftral public were adcpted. These policies
prepared the way for great improvements in maternity care, including a
reduction in maternal deaths that followed in the next few years (14).

The National Association of Public Health Policy is pleased to
offer stroij support for S. 1209 In its present form. Its passage will
offer hope to the parents of many newborn Americans. Its solutions, if
put into practice, will assure o:r future nation a healthy labor force,
able to compete in an era of rapid technological change.

Mr. Chairman, I will be happy to answer questions at the proper
tise. Thank you.

4
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QUESTIONS FOR JEFFREY R. TAYLOR, PH.D.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR PUBLIC HEALTH POLICY

AS A STATE ADMINISTRATOR, WHAT DO YOU SEE AS THE FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL
RESPONSIP!LITIES IN THE AREA OF MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH?

Federal Level

The ederal ,overnment has many important responsibilities to carry
out in order to assure the health of the next generation of Americans.
These include the establishing of health goals and obtaining a national
consensus on these goals, se....ing standards of health care, financing,
demonstrating new and effective interventions, monitoring L.idition
affecting children and training.

Setting National Health Goals. It is essential that the United
States set and the American people achieve a consensus on health goals
for children. Establishing national health goals has been the driving
force behind the many White House conferences on children which have
been held in the United States going back into the early 1900's.
Perhaps the most recent expression of these goals occurred during
the mid-1970's with the b.-.ginnno of the Healthy People campaign
and the publication of the landmark book Dy the U.S. Uepartment of
Health and Human Services entitled, Promoting Health and Preventing
Disease: Ubjectives for the Nation.

While this publication set health objectives for all age groups, it
concentrated especially on preventive health services, health protection
artivities and health promotion. Maternal an held health goals
played a principal role hecause of their know ,Id proven preventive
aspect. thus, objectives were set in the area of family planning,
pregnancy and ihfrnt health, including infant mortality, low birth
weight, prenatal cire and similar areas.

The most important result of goal setting is to give professionals
and citizens alike the opportunity to focus time, energy and attention
on achieving these goals. This is the same principle that was used
in the space program when the goal was set by President Kennedy of
putting a man on the moon and returning him safely prior to the end
of the 1960's. In the area of infant mortality, the Surgeon General
set the goal of reducing infant mortality to no more than nine deaths
per 1,00C for the population as a whole and to not greater than 12
deaths per 1,000 for any racial, ethnic or geographic group. Goal
setting energize , the syst,m and sets the pattern for expenditure
of resources.

Standards of Health Care. A longstanding contribution or maternal
and dill7FITETTFTT77717t3 children services in the United States
has been the alrlity to articulate health care standards which are
consistent with ,,ablished professional standards and also practical

6 3-3 6 3 0 - 86 - 10
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for implementation in the community setting. Such standards h.ve

led to the improvement of health care for all Americans. One example

was standard setting activity T. crilpled children's services and

emergency maternity and infancy services during and following World

War II. These standards were at least in part responsible for infection

control procedures being established in newborn nursery units through

the use cf the cohort system and the elimination of dual standards

of care between the races.

Financing. The President's Commission reported in March 1983

that the Federal Government by virtue of its enormous revenue producing

power and its ethical responsibilities must assume the ultimate responsibility

for seeing that health care is available to all when the market, private

chanty and governmental efforts at the state and local level are insufficient

to thieve health care equity.

Unquestionably, the long recessiu of 1981-1983 found many state and

loca' goverrments unable to cope with the increasing need of the unemployed,

the working poor, as well as its old responsibilities to those living

below the poverty line.

States such as Michigan which were having serious difficulties in

financing all government services were thus especially hard hit when

the Federal Government began to withdraw financial assistance from

a broad range of health and human service prog-ams. It will he difficult,

if not impossible, for the states and localities to assume the full

burden of responsibility if adequate financing does not continue from

the Federal Government level.

In Michigan, more than 90 percent of all NCH expenditures at the State

Public Health level come from federal sources of financing. Thus,

if the Federal Government withdraws from tnis recoonsibility, it is

clear that mothers and children in many areas of the United States

will be denied ,.ccess to health care.

It is essential tnat the Federal Government develop a partnership

with states like Michigan who are willing to invest state general

fund dollars in priority areas. The Federal Government should use

judgment in selecting those interventions and in targeting financing

at those areas of the country where maximum impact can be expected

from the expenditure of those dollars.

I
urge the Federal Government to put resources into those areas of

the country in greatest need, and that three key interventions for

infant mortality reduction be emphasized.

(1) Family planning, whirh costs $75 oer woman per year, is

by far and away the most potent and tow-cost intPrvention tne public

health authorities can bring to bear. Virtually, all social and religious

groups in the country approve of some form of family planning.

(2) Prenatal and infant care are low cost and effective. Fcr

example, rrenatat care can oe purchased in most areas of the country
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for between two and three hundred dollars. This is in sharp contrast
to the much higher costs associated with newborn intensive care.
This expensive treatment costs $1000 per day. Not only is th- therapy
highly expensive, but it also causes severe disruption, pain and suffering
to to family.

(3) The WIC nutrition supplement program, which costs $30 per
month for a pregnant or breast-feeding woman or infant, is another
good investment. Such programs should be expanded to meet 75 percent
of the neeuy in the United States.

Funding formulas which discriminate against the Midwest and states
like Michigan are most unfortunate when cne takes into account that
much of the human and health care needs of these populations is
worse than in some other areas of the country.

Innovation. The Maternal and Child Health Program continues
to do an exce ent job with the federal set-asid, rogram under the
MCH Block Grant to work on innovative projects of egional or national
significance. These innovations should continue ac be focused on
developing new approaches to longstanding problems including service
models of demonstrated effectiveness. Care should also be given to
assure that there is a reasonable balance between biomedical and other
educational and social strategies of irt' vention. There should also
be some balance across the country it .undiig these projects. Also,
the results of these innovation projects should be widely disseminated
to state and local governments and the public.

Monitoring. The tradition of "investigate and report" continues
among maternal and child health professionals. In a democratic society,
it is one of the most potent tools available for focusing interest
and attention on the health problems of motners and children.

Automated "sentinel" vital and health statistical systems should
be established in key locations across the United States to provide
an early warning system for infant mortality fluctuations.

Dr. Barbara Starfield, Johns Hopkins University and Dr. Ronald Will
of the University of California at Santa Barbara have proposed that
sentinel reporting systems be established to provide crucial information
to public policy makers and government officials on key health status
indicators, one of which is infant mortality.

At the present time, U.S. statistical systems are inadequte to meet
our needs for health care information. The National Center for Health
Statistics continues to report provisional infant mortality rates
going back to 1981. As has been demonstrated by earlier reports, the
situation is fluid with regard to infant mortality and there are a
great many problems, trends and analyses which need to be conducted
for the 198'-85 period. This is virtually impossib'e when using provisional
information as there is constant under reporting for the state and
local level of infant mortality. For example, as late as November
1983, the National Center for H-alth Statistics was reporting provisional

2 8
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infant mortality rates for Michigan for the years 1981 and 1982 which
under reported infant deaths by 130. This under reporting also led
to a "provisional" lowering of the Michigan infant mortality rates,
making it appear that the problem was less serious than it actually
turned out to be.

Without such systems, and a Federal Government commitment to build
such systems, it is unlikely that key health indicators will be tracked
closely enough to protect the health of America's mothers and children.

Training. The Federal Government must assure that a continuing
number of well trained maternal and child health specialists exist
and can become employed in critically needed programs at the state
and local level of government. These training program responsibilities
can be fulfilled by supporting graduate programs in maternal and child
health but also by training those who are currently at work in the
field.

Training activities must be conducted in order to assure that the
latest information and technology becomes available 'where the rubber
nits the road". This can be accomplished through newsletters and
brinted materials to be sure. However, most of the social change
1,terature points to the fact that conferences, workshop' and more
importantly action consultation are what puts traininc _ ross into
the hands of those who can make use of this knowledge.

Planning, Management and Organization. With the dissolution
of the beloved and productive Children's Bureau in the late 1960's,
the United States found tself among a minority of developed nations
without a strong national voice for children. The results have t,2en
tragic for the Nation's children. A new high-level unit should be organized.

The maior charge of this new unit of government should be.

"To investigate and report on the conditions affecting the health
and welfare of America's children, youth and families."

It is essential that timely and accurate information be maintained
on the health status of children, youth and families. This must also
include accurate estimates of services rendered and the numbers of
citizens in need of care who are not receiving such care. Such information
is crucial for the President and the Calgress as they dischare their
duty to protect American family 1,fe.

Existing programs now operated by various branches of govern 't should
be realigned and many of them folded into the new administrative unit.
Title X Family Planning and the Maternal and Child Health Block grant
are two programs which should be transferred immediately.

There must also be strong program authority for coordination with
other children programs like EPSDT, WIC supplemental foods and Head
Start.
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This unit should be responsible for carrying out the essential elements
of a comprehensive maternal and child health program, including

Studies aimed at identification and solution of problems affecting
the health and well-being of mothers and children;

Organization of maternity services, includi g adequate prenatal,
perinatal and postnatal care;

Continuing health supervision services for all children fr n
birth through childhood and adolescence,

Organized programs of health education for parents, children
of school age and the general public;

Establishment of standards for health personnel serving mothers
and -hildren and for facilities providing for their health
care;

Systematic manpower development and training activities,

Continuing assessment of the efficiency and effectiveness
of health services for mothers and children,

Conduct and support of -ational reser:n as a basis for
further program planning and deve,opment.

In developing this realignment, the Federal Government should try
to resolve procc.ammatIcconflicts which have hampered effective administration
at the state and local levels. Three areas deserve priiTity attentiOn

Guidelines. Conflicts exist in the guidelines issued by the
different federal agencies responsible for individual categorical
programs. While some conflicts relating to certain programs
with multiple legislative bases have been solved, disparities
which affect the oterrelationships among programs have not.
Differences in eligibility guidelines set for each program preclude
the automatic referral of patients from one service to another
as health care needs dictate. Families cannot be treated as
units because, while one family member may qualify for one service,
others may not be eligible for the program suited to their needs.
Thus, while a woman may be given family planning services, she
may not ecessarily qualify for referral to the MIC clinic for
prenatal care, and her child may not be eligible for EPSDT screening.

Reporting. Each federal or state funded program has relatively
large reporting demands built into its guidelines. The local
health department adds heavily to this burden. In several programs,
notably WIC and MIC, the volume of paper work necessary to meet

reporting requirements severely limits the amount of time available
to personnel for patient care. In addition to volume, much unnecessary
information is requested and forms are often inefficiently designed.
Most unfortunate of all, however, is the realization that information
needed to evaluate the effects of a given program is not being
collected. Despite the large amounts of data gathered, necessary
evaluative information is unavailable, and program effectiveness
cannot be adequately determined.
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Funding. Since local programs are dependent upon often unpredictable
federal and state sources of funds for the continuation of their
projects, they are at the mercy of funding cuts and freezes at
these levels. These fluctuations can prove devastating to local
program operation. Long-rangeprogram planning is hindered by
funding uncertainty. Categorical programs often have different
fiscal years, some calendar, some using the state-federal fiscal
year, and others following no particular pattern. Local Boards
of Health are often using local funds to meet unanticipated cuts.
This arouses great resentment among boards of rommissic rs and
makes it much harder to introduce the next new categor. program.
Long range financial planning is needed to provide stab. ,ty.

State Level

Given that the Federal Government is carrying out its respoasibilities,
the state public health authorities also have important responsibilities
which differentiate them from the other levels of government and other
types of agencies including volunteer and chars ble groups in healt:a

care provider organizations.

What are the elements of activities which nay make up the state mission
or role in carrying out a particular strategy, Among the most important
are.

Planning
Promoting

Educating
Coordinating
Surveillance
Developing programs
Assuring access to
quality services

Financing
Consulting
Training
Monitoring
Evaluating
Researching and innovating
Providing service

Many of these functions are interrelated, but there is often a responsibility
at the state agency to initiate the process or action. The state
is less often involved in the direct provision of services when contrasted
with the local health department system. It is therefore of great
importance that plans and programs are jointly planned and coordinated
within the state-local public health system before health programs
are carried out by community hospitals and agencies.

At the state level, planning on priority health problems related to
that particular area's infant mortality problem should go f. -ward.
It should include a broad spectrum of involved healta care agencies,
public officials and tne public. A lead agency for infant mortality
reduction should be appointed.

Local Level

The local government is the operational arm of the health department
and not only delivers services at the local level but also integrates
those services into the health and social service of the community.

291
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Local health departments arc ideally suited to conduct such ,perations
such as casetinding, primary, secondary and teritary preventive health

care services, case management, referral and followup. In short,

the local level should be the final "guarantor" of care, assuring
needed services for women and children.

Local health departments are extremely interested in seeing that federal
and state financing activities are better coordinated, particularly
in the areas mentioned in the federal section on guidelines conflicts,
reporting demands and funding fluctuations.

While the maternal and child health clock grant program gives the
appearance of consolidating thereby making many related programs eas-,.r

to administer on the loca level, this in fact dio not occur. This

is primarily due to the history of maternal and child health throughout
the country in which targeting strategies did not assure the broad
distribution of funding throughout all states and localities.

Summary

Federal, state and local government responsibilities in the area of
maternal and child health have been briefly outlined. In general,

each se, of responsibilities links up with the differing perspectives

which accrue to each level of government. Most importantly financing

responsibilities, while spread through all levels of government, have

generally been the greatest at the ederal level followed by the state

and local levels of government. In large measure, this reflects the

taxing ability of each level of government.

It is particularly important for each level of government to meet
its responsibility and to communi,ate to the other levels what its

intentions are along with reLular T ports of peoyress. Where uncertainty

exists or where any one level of government fails to meet its responsibilities,

one does not have to go far to find the victims. They are reflected

in adverse health status statistics such as lack of preratal care,
incidence of low birth weight and infant mortality.
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ONE OF THE PROBLEMS I HAVE HEARD IS PREGNANT WOMEN MUST GET IN TO
SEE THEIR DOCTOR EARLY TO GET THE CARE THEY NEED. WHAT TYPE OF OUTREACH
ACTIVITIES WORK TO IDENTIFY THOSE FROBLEM PREGNANCIES EARLYi

For the delivery and implementation of an effective prenatal care
program, a multitude of individual outreach techniques must be used.
Several existing programs with demonstrable success have been conducted
in Michigan.

During the summer of 1983, using Federal Jobs Bill monies, the Michigan
Department of Public Health launched a highly successful WIC intensive
Enrollment Effort, utlimately resulting in the addition of 40,000
participants to the WIC caseload within a period of less than four
months. The WIC (Special Supplemental Food Program for Women, Infants
and Children) Program has been demonstrably effective in saving lives
and in reducing and preventing health problems for wman and children
who are at critical stages in the life cycle.

A prenatal care campaign initiated by the Saginaw County Health Department
in 1983, with the support of a county-wide coalition of concerned

organizatio:s and individuals, encouraged pregnant women in Saginaw
County to 'vail themselves of proper prenatal care for the full nine
months of their pregnancies. The extensive media campaign preceded
a 35% decrease in the county's infant mortality rate.

In Detroit and Wayne County, the Infant Health Promotion Coalition
has recently unveiled a program specifically aimed at reducing the
area's alarmingly high infant mortality rates. The k..,tone of the
program is a telephone hot-line utilizing the number: 961-BABY. Other
facets of the campaign include application of the slogan: "A Health
Baby Begins With you," and the use of media public service announcements
featuring a specially composed song.

Education, training and outreach options effectively implemented by
these and other programs include:

Use of brochures and flyers; telephone contacts; mailers to be
included with ADC and MESC checks; program referral networks,

advertising; media campaigns on television, radio and cable;
mailings; one-to-one outreach contacts; bus cards; telephone
hot-lines; speakers at meetings of professional groups, service
clubs, church groups, civic organizations, and block clubs; billfold-size
resource cards; identified volunteer support persons; single
entry multi-service care clinics; provision of transportation;
literature review committees; marketing consultation; marketing
packages; educational programs; in- servrcr training courses;
perinatal coaching and coordinated professional conference participation
to provide updated skills for clerical workers and professionals.

Many people fail to access prenatal care due to personal misconceptions
or institutional barriers. When multiple outreach strategies are
used, many of these barriers can be surmounted, thereby possibly encouraging
an earlier entry into prenatal care, increasing the regularity of

I'
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scheduled prenatal visits "kept" and improving chances of positive

pregnancy outcomes. In selection of the outreach strategies, cultural
and ethnic aspects should be addressed.

Free access to information concerning the availability of prenatal

care at the local level is a necessity. A telephone "hot-line" at

the state level, advertised state-wide, would provide individuals
with information regarding the availability of services in their area
and could expedite the early entry of many more women into prenatal

care.

Health departments, private practitioners, social services departments
and others need to work together to assess a client's needs and provide
various services while the client is present in order to avoid multiple
return visits within brief time spans.

Networking of services is needed. Client transportation and apopointment
scheduling should be coordinated so the costs of revisits can be minimized.

Trairing funds should be mode available. Providing continuing education
funds, on a contractual basis, may encour;ge more prifessionals to
make themselves available to local health deoartmentsas providers
of low cost care.

r, A
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THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE RAISED CONCERN THAT THE DECLINE IN INFANT
MORTALITY FOR MICP.GAN BLACKS HAS STOPPED. HOW DO YOU TARGET PROGRAMS

TO THE RISK POPULATION? HOW HAVE YOU AS A STATE RESPONDED TO THESE

STATISTICS?

The Michigan Health Department responded to the infant mortality problem
by first developing a complete report which was presented to the public
entitled, Infant Deaths in Michigan: AnAvis and Recommendations.
It was published in September 1982, once it became clear that our
1981 final figures showed an increase in infant mortality. The report

set a goal for Michigan:

To continue to improve infant health, and, by 1990 to reduce

1711nt mortality pi at least thirty-two percent, to fewer
than nine deaths per7,000 five births for the state as
a whole and no more than twelve deaths per 1,000 for any
particular geographic area and racial or ethnic group.

Specific recommendations were presented for short, medium and long-term

action. Cost-effective interventions were detailed focusing on family
planning, pregnancy and infant care and environmental hazard control.

A state planning group was then formed to guide the implementation

effort. A first step was to identify cities and counties with the
worst problems and provide funding and technical expertise to implement

solutions.

In each eligible jurisdiction, the local health department served as
the lead agency, supported by Department staff, and convened a group
of local persons interested in maternal and child health, including

local medical societies, health prov.ders, hospitals, and other agencies
in the public, private and voluntary sectors.

A local plan and budget was put together which took full advantage
of all available local resources that could address the problem and
which paid special attention to the specific risk factors in the commun,ty
(special nigh risk maternity propulations are: under 19 years of :ge,
over 40 years of age, black, poor, and/or previous pregnancy risk/problem).
In some cases, the solution to the infant mortality problem did not

require additional funding.

Each of the designated jurisdictions convened a local action group
and submitted a plan to the Department by December 31, 1982. The

plan was based on a "Request for Proposal" (RFP) sent to each Department
which outlined the project requirements.

The p --gram data from this initiative was recently analyzed in an
evaluation report by University Associates, an independent contractor.
They concluded, based on two quasi-experimental evaluation designs
with a population of 3,359 clients that:

The Michigan Infant Health Initiatives were
effective in improving pregnancy outcome.
Birthweight improved by an average of
143 grams and prena care began significantly
earlier in pregnant
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The Department of Public Health also worked to increase WIC Supplemental
Food caseloads by 40% to 130,000 women, infants and children.

Perhaps the most important initiatives, however, were in prenatal
care and family planning. Two cask forces were created and two reports
went to the Governor and Legislature in 1984

The prenatal care group recommended that:

Prenatal and postpartum care basic health service should be
ph.aod in over a period of two years begin ring October 1,
1984 and culminate in statewide availability as early
as October 1, 1986.

The scope of services to be included in the proposed program
statement should include prenatal and postpartum health care
(medical, nursing, psycho/social, nutrition), .aboratory
services, prescriptions, education and referral for other
services.

Prenatal and postpartum care should be guaranteed to all women
in need, with financial barriers removed. Women at or below
185% of pove'y (as defined by United States Department of
Agriculture), and who are not eligible for Medicaid or other
public or private assistance, will have their prenatal and
postpartum care paid for with new state appropriations if
no other source of payment exists. The new state appropriations
may include a combination of state and other sources of funding.
An estimated, 9,500 women are currer_ly unable to pay and
would meet these guidelines.

Existing prenatal and postpartum services provided in Michigan
must continue. Current service delivery involves a combination
of providers including physician's offices, ambulatory care
clinics, health maintenance organizations, community health
centers, and local health departments.

Expansion of prenatal and postpartum care should be carried
out by and through local health departments which will be
responsible for providing or arranging for gap-filling services
and for assuring the availability and accessibility of the
proposed basic health service.

Medicaid should change its scope of service coverage to conform
with the basic health service.

Outreach, education and training should be developed and
implemented to assure awareness of tne availability and
accessibility of prenatal and postpartum care, to improve
understanding of the importance of this service, and tc reach
especially vulnerable target groups who would benefit most
by early and continuing prenatal and postpartum care.

(No-% -a
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The Governor and Legislature accepted t6^ Prenatal Care keport and
appropriated $2.5 million in FY 1984-85 and close to S5.0 million
in FY 1985-86 to carry out the plan.

The family planning group recommended that Michigan develop strong
information and promotional campaigns to notify eligible womel of
the availability of family planning services. In addition 'tate
level coordinationof program efforts should be greatly str thened.
A statewide family planning coalition should be formed. New service
initiatives should include a wide application of uniform service standards
in all publicly funded programs, special approaches tc vulnerable
high-risk populations including women with high risk medical cona,tions
art sexually active adolescents, more efficient management of state
and localp,ograms, carefu- review of new birth control methods prior
to their introduction in hichigan clinics, easily accessible service
locations and involvement of men in organized family programs. A

new public health funding formula should be developed to encourage
implementation of new program objectives.

It was also recommended that Michigan adopt the following family planning
policy:

Family planning is a cost effective preventive health service
which supports maternal and infant health and the emotional
and social health of individuals and the family. Family
planning includes measures to both prevent unintended births
and to overcome infertility. It is based on voluntary decisions
and actions of individuals and its purpose is to enable people
to determine the number and spacing of their children. Family
planning services should be available to all individuals in Michigan
seeking such assistance.

Finally, it was recommended that the family planning service network
expand over the next four years with tne goal of reaching 90% of all
poor women in need of public services by the end of FY 1989. The
expansion must include Title XIX Medicaid, Title X, Public Health,
Planned Parenthood affiliates and others.

This report was also accepted by the Governor and Legislature and
$1.5 million was appropriated in FY 1985-86 to implement the f' ngs.

Undoubtedly, Michigan vAll do well if it can fully implement the above
initiatives. If so, the next step will be to assure comprehensive
pediatric services for children, age zero to five.

2 14 '7
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Senator DURENBERGER. Our last panel is Sarah Brown, study di-
rector, for the Committee to Study the Prevention of Low Birth-
weight, Institute of Medicine, National Academy of Sciences, and
Dr. Paul Wise, who is a director from Harvard. He can tell us all
about the things he is good at. Thank you.

Ms. Brown, I believe you are first on our list of testifiers. Both of
your written testimony will be made part of the record. You may
proceed to summarize it.

TESTIMONY OF SARAH BROWN, STUDY DIRECTOR, COMMITTEE
TO STUDY THE PREVENTION OF LOW BIRTH WEIGHT, INSTI-
TUTE OF MEDICINE, NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, WASH-
INGTON, DC; AND PAUL WISE, M.D., DIRECTOR, PERINATAL, EP-
IDEMIOLOGY, JOINT PROGRAM IN NEONATOLOGY, AND
FELLOW IN THE DIVISION OF HEALTH POLICY RESEARCH AND
EDUCATION, HARVARD UNIVERSITY, BOSTON, MA

Ms. BROWN. Good morning, and thank you for inviting me. I be-
lieve I was invited primarily because of my role in the Institute of
Medicine report, "Preventing Low Birth Weight."' I was the &tidy
director. We released it last winter, and I must say it has been very
gratifying to hear it mentioned so many times this morning.

As you may know, the Institute writes a lot of reports, and it is
not always clear which ones are read other than by our parents
and friends; and I like hearing it serve so mach as a focus of con-
servation.

Unfortunately, it has been noted so many times that my thunder
has been stolen but let me go over a few from the study nonethe-
less; then I rant to make a couple of observations on S. 1209 as
well.

I understand that you are focusing today on infant mortality, but
by asking me to talk about low birth weight a bit, you have moved
the discussion forward, because you are highlighting the very inti-
mate link between those two measures. Our group, in fact, conclud-
ed that reducing low birth weight specifically would be the single
most important strategy for reducing infant mortality, again be-
cause these two perinatal measures are so closely tied.

I think it is important for us all to appreciate that the principal
means by which infant mortality has been reduced in the Liked
States over the last 15 years has been our skill in orchestrating
neonatal intensive services. Indeed, a sick, tiny newborn has a
better chance of surviving in the United States than probably any-
where else in the world. Our neonatal services are one of the enor-
mous success stories of the country. The question now is one of the
balance between prevention and treatment; in essence, can't we
find some way to reduce infant mortality that relies less on salvag-
ing tiny newborns and more on healthier pregnancies? Along these
lines we talk a lot in our report about finding ways to produce
healthier, heavier," better babies" in the first place. It is a simple
point that to make, but one that I find bears repeating.

The question that follows from this, of course, is how to prevent
low birth weight. That, indeed, was what our group spent almost 2

' See 344
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years reviewing. The major message out of our report is, the cup ishalf full. There are a lot of unanswered questions, a lot of prob-
lems, but we clearly could be doing more to prevent low birth
weight than we are, and you don't have to look very far for the
answers.

A lot of them have been mentioned this morning. Our group out-li ed five principal points of attack. The first was mentioned by
yor Barry, and that is preconception healthassuring thatwomen are much healthier before they become pregnant and not

waiting until the prenatal period, for example, to address issues of
smoking, inadequate weight gain or inadequate weight for height.In this preconception are, I want to underscore the importance of
family planning. You are the only person this morning that has
even mentioned title X. Our report dealt extensively with that pro-gram and the essentiality of family planning. Planning for preg-nancyand all that goes with proper preconception health and
family planningis one of the principal strategies for improving
infant health in this country, and I don't think that link etween
family planning and pregnancy outcome in the future is made
often enough.

Second, the IOM advocates getting all women into prenatal carein the first timester of pregnancy. That issue has been discussed aloo, this morning. I won't go over it except to mention two things:
First of all, you mentioned Public Law 94-142, or rather Stanley
Graven did. There is an analogy to public school as sites for deliv-ering care in the public health area. Most women live in communi-
ties that are served by a local health department, which can serveas an existing network for reaching more women. We should not
assume that there is no delivery system available Lhat we can buildon to increase access.

Senator DURENBERGER. Mostly they are out killing mosquitoes
and things like that. [Laughter.]

Ms. BROWN. No in fact many of them are involved in maternity
care, but I don't think we have given enough attention to thegarden variety, a local public health department as a major re-
source for increasirg access. I think we need to consider their im-
portance more so than we now do.

Senator DURENBERGER. That is another good point.
Ms. BROWN. On this same subject of access, I want to highlight

another ignored resource and that is nurse midwives. When we
talk about communities where women cannot locate a maternity
care "provider," what we're really referring to is physicians. Infact, if we relied more on nurse midwives, many of the so-called
provider shortages would ease. Unfortunately, though, guild prac-
tices and other restrictive policies often keep them out of the pic-
ture, this despite the fact that in Western Europe, they a a majorresource in this area.

A third thrust was to advocate the expansion and refinement of
the content of prenatal care, and in particular, making it more
flexible for high-risk women.

A fourth point was mounting a long -term and extensive public
information campaign in the area of reproductive health. We have
gotten drunk driving and child immunization into the national con-
sciousness it's time now for a similar thrust on a few key issues
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such as planning for pregnancy, obtaining prenatal care, and avoid-
ing risky behaviors such as smoking while pregnant.

Fifth, being the National Academy of Sciences, we, of course, ad-
votated research. And, indeed, in this area, there are enormous
areas and questions that merit work.

Spanning all these specific recommendations was the clear mes-
sage that we need old-fashioned Federal leadership, not always dol-
lars, but a clear focus that this broad area of reproductive health is
important.

We sort of slipped around this idea a little bit this .norning, but I
really commend you for focusing on the leadership role, not just
the dollars, but the care.

Senator DURENBERGER. Good.
Ms. BROWN. Let me turn now to the S. 1209 for a minute. Four

quick comments: I think the Commission can make a major contri-
bution on one condition, and that is that its primary focus be on
designing a very practical, feasiLle, fundable plan of action. We
need a politically attractive plan to finance it, in particular. People
often come up with ideas, but they don't talk enough about who is
going to pay. I would urge that you think a lot about payment sys-
tem and who is going to actually come up with the dollars to do
what we already know needs to be done. Just pulling together ideas
and data will be of limited utilitY. Our group did it for 2 yearswe
don't need to repeat the process. The question now is how are we
going to do what clearly needs action, and how are we going to pay
for it.

Second, although the bill, as I read it. mentioned private re-
sources and private institutions a number of times, I noted that the
flavor of the bill is really oriented to public programs and public
institutions. I must tell you that in working on the Institute of
Medicine report, I came to the conclusion that we are going to need
a much stronger private sector role in this area, and I would urge
you to organize the Commission's mandate accordingly.

For example, our report emphasized the role of the media in con-
veying some important messages about reproductive health. The
media in this country is largely a private concern. We need to
enlist CBS, for example, in a variety of these issues we have been
discussing. Similarly, we need to enlist full interest and support of
the private doctors. In the State of Florida, I believe it is the case
that only about 250 OB/GYN's, out of 2,500, accept Medicaid pa-
tientsclearly, that is an unacceptable ratio. Improving will re-
quire work with the private sector. In short, I are suggesting that
the legislative history of this Commission focus a lot on private in-
volvement and not leave al! responsibility up, again, to the public
domain.

Third, I noted that the bill embodies one of my most favorite rec-
ommendatiens from the Institute of Medicine report, and that is
that we need to design some sort of system in this country for get-
ting all women into prenatal care. Such a system must, of course,
be pluralistic, involving public. private, and volunteer sectorsbut
something far more organized than our current patchwork, haphaz-
ard approach. Indeed, our group recommended that the Depart.
ment of Health and Human Services convene a task force to design
just such a system. There has, however, been no response to that
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idea. And I think the Commission s'aould take up this system
design matter with energy.

Fourth and finally, while the bill works its way through tne Con-
gress, and then while it does its work, we should no lose sight of
some approaches already Wore Congresstitle X, WIC, Medicaid,
and related programs. V st continue to use and support exist-
ing programs for mat- .a child health while we think of the
grand remedy.

Thank you.
Senator DURENBERGER. Great. Thank you very much.
Dr. Wise?
Dr. Wisp Thank you. I am P-,u1 Wise, the director of perinatal

epidemiology, Joint Program in Neonatology at Harvard Medical
School and a fellow in the Division of Health Policy Research and
Education at Harvard University. I am a pediatrician on the staffs
at the Children's Hospital and the Brigham and Women's Hospital
in Boston, MA. My work is centered on the social determinants of
infant health, some aspects of which were recently published in an
article in the New England Journal of Medicine, entitled "Racial
and Socioeconomic Disparities in Childhood Mortality in the city of
Boston."

I am grateful to the committee for the invitation to speak here
today. It is my strong view that the cent period of progress in
infant survival in the United States is entering a new phase of in-
creased vullerability. We can no longer rely c:i the major improve-
ments and Lie survival of low-birthweight bat is to drive down our
infant mortality rate.

We will soon have to face the dual issues that have remained at
the heart of our poor international standing in infant mortality,
our high rate of low-birthweight births; second, our high rate of
death (luring the postneonatal period. These problems are not the
prodr ' gecgraphy. They are not the product of being a heteroge-
nous I Jul ion. They are a product of our policies.

It is not the failure of medical technology that brings us to this
period of increased vulnerability. It is its success, in that it has left
more glaing the yet unattended issues of low birthweight and
postneonatal mortality, issues which make the infant mortality
rate inherslntly more sensitive in socioeconomic conditions, issues
upon which a national commissicli could help focus considerable at-
tention.

My second concern relates to the persistence of social and racial
disparity in the face of significant reductions in infant mortality.
This deserves special attention. Our recent study in Boston was GI
national interest primarily because e were able to look at what
happens to racial and social disparity in a large group of children
with almost total access to high technology neonatal and pediatric
medical care.

Ninety-three percent of all births in Boston and 96 pi rcent of all
low-birthweight b, 4-hs in Boston, in fact, occur in major teaching
hospitals with level three high technology neonatal intensive care
units.

See p 337
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So we were able to look, really, at the firs lie at a population
level, what happens to disparity when you have virtual, total
acc ess to high technology medical care.

We found that high access to tertiary medical services greatly re-
duced racial and social disparties in infant and certain other child-
hood mortalities. This underscored the importance of equitable
access to all levels of medical care for all children in need and the
potentially disastrous consequences of allowing these critical serv-
ices to be provided on the basis of social class. In a context of re-
duced expenditures for social programs, and in the midst of finding
lower t methods of financing health care, a process virtually en-
tirely concerned with the parameters of adult care, I might add, we
must assure that our regional systems of perinatal intensive care
do not begin to unravel.

Indeed, without quick action, we may soon witness the deregiona-
lization of perinatal services on the basis of the ability to pay, a
situation likely to result in major detrimental effects on the infant
mortality rates on all but the wealthiest of our citizens.

However, as important as this technical capacity was in our
study in Boston, it was not sufficient to eliminate fully social dis-
parities in infant mortality. Major inequities remain. The technolo-
gic capacity of modern medicine could not erase the legacy of
larger social inequities and the failures of our present preventive
policies.

Continued medical advances in no way guarantee reduced social
or racial disparties. Policies which foster general improvements in
the survival of our Nation's infants may not affect or could even
worsen, present social and racial disparties in infant surviv

Equity in infant outcome can only be achieved when inequity in
infant outcome is addressed and addressed directly. Much has been
stated regarding the detrimental impact of a number of maternal
behaviors including smoking, alcohol and drug abuse. It seems
clear that reducing the prevalence of these behaviors could help
reduce overall levels of low birth outcome.

However, there is no reason to believe that such an approach
would reduce racial or social disparities in low birthweight. White
women smoke more than black women curing pregnancy. They
also drink more than black women during pregnancy. There is
little evidence to suggest that the reasons for racial or social differ-
ences in the health of newborns lie in the harmful behaviors of
their mothers.

Rather, the source of disparate mortalit' rates lies in the inequi-
ties that heighten the prenatal and postnatal risk of illness, as well
as reduce access to appropriate medical care. It is in this sense that
the reduction of black infant mortality in this country means more
than the mere reduction of a certain number of excess deaths; it
relates directly to a more fundamental commitment to a more re-
sponsible and just society.

I clearly have great respect for , work done by rianv of :,he
HHS scientists, particularly the ones that were here eq:lier today,
Dr. Hutchins, Dr. Berendes, and their colleagues.

However, my concern is not with good science. It is with the
translation of good science into good policy. I speak in strong sup-
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port of a national commission, for we desperately need a coherent
national policy on infant health.

At present, in my view, no such policy exists. A public commit-
ment to improve infant survival will have to first deliberately pro-
tect the progress of the past two decades. More far reaching, how-
ever, will be those health and social policies which integrate the
growing power of medical understanding with our social goals of
equity and maximal opportunity, a challenge that has yet to be ad-
dressed in a national forum.

Thank you.
Senator DURENBERGER. Great. That was a terrific way to bring

this hearing to a close, because you said much more succinctly
what a lot of us were trying to say through the set of questions in
the beginning, whether it is social justice or social policy or some
larger thing. As I understand what you are saying is you can point
to smoking and you can point to drinking and you can point to
some of these specifics, but that isn't going to explain some of these
lines.

Dr. WISE. That is right, good ideas but do not get at the heart of
the disparity issue.

Senator DURENBERGER. That is right, and you need to do some-
thing about each one of them.

Dr. WISE. Absolutely.
Senator DURENBERGER. Because each one of those does have an

impact on the problem we are trying to solve here.
But in the larger context, you are not going to get that red line,

which is labeled "black," down, nor deal with some of these other
specific problems, the poor and so forth, unless you deal with them
in some context other than tag of the five guys who came in here
and were stuck with articulating the administration's opposition to
a commission.

Is that sort of a fair summary of where we have come with this
hearing?

Dr. WISE. Yes; also, I think there is a level of desperation in our
voices at this point, particularly for clinicians working in the field.
Commissions have perhaps been useful for different things at dif-
ferent times. We have great fears about the convergence of some
very distressing trends. We have problems with the infant mortali-
ty rate itself at a time when we have reduced expenditures for
social programs, refinancing of the whole medical care s "stem, and
who speaks for the kids and pregnant women of concern.

Senator DURENBERGER. Let me tell you the bad news on that.
Kids aren't going to make it in the next 5, 10 years, period, and
that includes a lot of healthy adult kids who are having it stuck to
ti-em by my generation. It doesn't want you to touch our retire-
ment and doesn't want you to touch our free houses and our free
cars and our tax deductible this, that and the other things. To hell
with our kids. That is the attitude of my generation, until you do
something about us who control this political system. Kids, unborn
or recently born, are going to be in for a really hard time. This
system is taking care of my folks' generation and their retirement,
and it is sure going to take care of our generation, now and in our
retirement.
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As far as our children are concerned, they redly have a hard
time. So I think we have got to do more than a commission. I think
the net result of this hearing .1 that we need to hear from people
across the country. We need to hear something that cries out for
the young and the unborn and for the recently born and for the
developmentally disabled and for those who are , ling to die up-
stairs sometime today because of the problems presented for them
in this light through no fault of their own.

But if we leave it to the State and local government and studies
and magazine to get the job done, it isn't going to happen. So then
the Nation says, children have value. Nothing is going to happen. I
guess Lawton just sort of scratched the surface with his commis-
sion saying children have value, and we would like to get a bunch
of folks together to say children have value. Son iehow we are going
to have to go beyond the commission and a lot more education.
Sarah.

Ms. BaowN. I just have two comments in that regard. When our
group was working through this very fundamental question of does
prenatal care make a differnce, we did it, we hope, in a scientific
way. We assembled data and we looked ?t all the different popula-
tions that had been studied ane vP.:.ious study methodologies and so
forth. Yet the really fundamen,a1 question is, for everybody in this
room, if they themselves were pregnant or their wife or partner
were pregnant, would they act to obtain prenatal care or would
they not? And the anwer is, yes, they would seek prenatal care
without hesitation.

So it really is a social justice question as much as a scientific
one. We should attend the equity and justice rationale for extend-
ing prenatal services to all, and not rely just on documented effica-
cy defenses.

Second comment: I have been impressed by the extent to which
Western European countries have articulated maternal and child
health policies. They have clearly stated in their social policies the'
they care about their pregnant women and children in a way that
this country has chosen not to do. It again gets to that very funda-
mental issue of whether or not we view this group of citizens as
important. Many of our difficulties seem to flow from this funda-
mental lack in our articulated social policies.

Senator DURENBUERGER. Thank you all very much.
Dr. WISE. Thank you.
Senator DURENBERGER. I am sure we will ask both of you to

eiaborate for the record, although I don't think I could have done
much better than you did in the 5 minutes.

[The prepared statements of Ms. Brown and Dr. Wise along with
responses from Ms. Brown to written questions follow:]
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PRFPARED STATEMENT OF SARAH S. BROWN

Good morning. Let me first thank you for inviting me to sake a

statement today. Your invitation to me came, I believe, principally

because of my role in developing a report released by the Institute of

Medicine (IOW) last winter, entitled Preventing Low Birthweight. I was

the study director of that effort and will use some of my time this

morning to summarize the main messages of that report. I worked in

conjunction with an expert steering committee chaired by Dr. Richard

Behrman, Dean of the Case Western Reserve University Schoo.. of Medicine.

The focus of these hearing is, of course, on S. 1209 and on the

general challenge of infant mortality, not on low birthweight

specifically. Yet by giving prominence to the particular problem of

low birthweight, you have already moved the discussion forward

substantially, because there is a firm link between low birthweight

and infant mortality. Simply put, low birthweight (being born at less

than about 5 pounds) is one of the most potent predictors of death in

the first year of life. Infants weighing 2500 grams or less are

almost 40 P4mes more likely to die during their first 4 weeks of life

than are normal weight infants. Very low birthweight babies (those

under 1500 grams) are almost 20P times more likely to die in the

neonatal period. Such figures underlie our group's conclusion that

reducing the rate of low birthweight holds the key to further major

reductions in the nation's rate of infant mortality. As you know, our

rate of infant mortality has dropped significantly over the past 15

years, but it is important to recognize that the main reason fewer

babies are dying--in the first 4 weeks of life especially--is the

2
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great success of our neonatal intensive care services. In fact,

birthweight-specific neonatal mortality rates in the U.S. may well be

the lowest in the world. A sick, tiny newborn has a better chance of

surviving in the U.S. than anywhere else in the world. But unless we

Intend to save ever tinier, ever sicker newborns at great cost (it Is

estimated, for example, that the U.S. spends close to $2 billion

annually on neonatal intensive care services) and possible increased

risk of handicap, we will have to find a way to produce healthier,

heavier, better babies. That is, we must prevent low birthweight and

other poor pregnancy outcomes in the first place aria not ly so

heavily on the heroic salvage efforts of neonatal care to reduce our

rate of infant mortality.

The question that follows from all of this, cf course, is how can

we prevent low birthwei A? Our Institute of Medicine group spent two

years on that specific issue and concluded that we know enough at

present to be doing far more than we are to ease this important

perinatal problem; and, further, that preventing low birthweight may

well prove less costly both socially and economically than additional

investments in neonatal intensive care. We outlined an approach to

preventing low birthweight that emphasizes five principal points of

attack:

1. Reducing risks associated with low birthweight befor'

pregnancy by means of risk identification, counseling, and risk

reduction; enlarging the content of general health education related

3
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to reproduction; and continuing, expanding, and improving the provision

of family planning services.

2. Increasing the accessibility of early and regular high quality

prenatal care services to all women. Achieving this goal entails

understanding the reasons why some women still obtain little or no

prenatal care, and systematically removing their barriers to care.

3. Strengthening and expanding the content of prenatal care for

all women, and increasing the flexibility of prenatal care to meet the

varied needs of individual women and of selected high-risk groups.

4. Mounting a long-term, extensive public information program to

increase the visibility of the low birthweight problem and to convey a

few well-chosen messages about selected risk factors.

5. Conducting a multifaceted program of research on low birth-

weight. Topics on which research is needed span many of the health

sciences and are highly diverse--from more knowledge about the

biological triggers of preterm labor to descriptive surveys of the

content of prenatal care.

Many of the strategies advocated in the IOM report are not new,

although a few are. What is unique about the IOM report, I think, is

that it argues for a multifaceted approach to prevention and gives

erual weight to efforts as diverse as basic research on the etiology
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of low birthweight, and the importance of the Medicaid program for

extending prenatal benefits to high-risk, low-income women.

With your permission, I will enter the summary of our report into

the record in order to develop and document these points more

adequately.

I would like to turn now to the specific issue of S. 1209. It is

important to clarify that I am commenting on the bill primarily on the

basis of my long-time interest in maternal and child health and do not

speak for the ION Committee on Preventing Low Birthweight. It had

completed the bulk of its work by the time S. 1209 was introduced and

thus was not able to discuss it. I have four reactions to the bill.

First, I want to commend the Subcommittee for taking such a deep

interest in infant mortality. As you know, this problem often gets a

lot of emotional attention but far .00 little legislative, financial,

or political action. Along that line, let me sound a fairly obvious

cautionary note. I believe the proposed Commission will ,make a major

contribution to infant health and survival only if its primary focus

is on designing a practical, feasible agenda for action, on lining up

wide support in many social sectors to work on the agenda, and on

developing a politically attractive plan for financing the recommended

steps--this last function being perhaps the most important. We already

have massive amounts of data, experiencc (particularly at the state

level) and reports about infant mortalitythe IOM's being one of the

5
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most recent. What we don't have, especially at the federal level, is

the political will and financial readiness to do something bold and

significant about the problem, to raise the issue of infant mortality

higher on the national agenda, and to invest seriously in a vulnerable

population. To the extent that the Commission is oriented to drafting

a feasible, 'fundable" plan of action, it will be useful. If, by

contrast, it only assembles existing data and ideas, a major

opportunity will have been lost.

Second, although S. 1209 mentions private resources and private

institutions on a number of occasions, I was struck by how many of the

bill's specifics and overall tone were oriented to public programs and

the public sector. In working on the IOM report, I think many of us

came to the view that easing the problem of low birthweight and, in

turn, infant mortality, is going to require a stronger private sector

concern with infant survival. For example, our IOM group urged that

the media take a leadership role in conveying some simple concepts to

its normons audiences on such issues as the importance of prenatal

care and the dangers of smoking duri..g pregnancy. Mother issue

touching the private sector is the so-called "provider problem". Our

group fitted that access to prenatal services in some communities can

be traced to inadequate numbers of physicians ava4lable or willing to

provide such care, particularly to low income women. Clearly, we need

to find some way to engage the large community of private physicians,

among others, in easing the access problem. Mother example involves

private insurers. It is apparent that maternity services are not

6
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always covered adequately in a wide variety of health plans- -here, too,

we will need private sector involvement to move forward. I would urge,

therefore, that the legislative history of the proposed Commission make

clear that various private sector institutions should be involved in

both the Commission's work and in its plan of action.

Third, I noted that 5.1209 embodies at least the spirit of one of

my favorite recommendations in the IOM report--namely, the need for us

collectively to outline some system for making prenatal services fully

available to all pregnant women in the U.S.--a system involving a wide

variety of individuals and institutions (private, public and voluntary)

no doubt, but one that also has some clear lines of responsibility and

accountability.

As I noted earlier, the IOM report attached a lot of significance

to increasing access to prenatal care, but I must tell you that as we

studied all the complicated barriers that result in poor prenatal care

utilization, we gradually came to the conclusion that problems of

access reflect primarily the nation's patchwork, nonsystematic approach

to making such services available. Although numerous programs have

been developed in past years to extend prenatal care to more women, no

institution bears responsibility for assuring that such services are

genuinely available in some very fundamental, practical sense. Without

such responsibility or accountability, it should not be surprising that

gaps in care remain and that efforts to expand prenatal services often

face enormous organizational and administrative difficulties.

7
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Accordingly, we outlined a simple, direct system of responsibility

and accountability, spanning federal, state, and local levels of gover-

nance. In particular we urged that the Secretary of the Department of

Bealth and Hunan Services convene a task force to define such a system,

suitable to our pluralistic way of providing health care in this country.

As you know, no such movement has occurred at the federal level, and now

that Mrs. Heckler has been reassigned to a position in Ireland, the

matter is even further stalled.

It is my own hope that perhaps the proposed Commission can take up

this task. It really is central to reducing infant mortality and

merits sustained attention.

Fourth and finally, I want to urge that even while this Commission

is being formed and during its deliberations, we not ignore some

approaches already available and currently before Coagress to reduce

infant mortality. The ION report, for example, suggested a number of

broad directions for increasing the capacity medicaid to imprrve

pregnancy outcome; it also underscored the importance of WIC and the

Title X program for healthy pregnancies, and talked in detail about

the need for research on many aspects of the infant mortality problem.

Even while thinking of new approaches, Congress should act to support

existing ones through the appropriations process and through such bills

as the Medicare/Medicaid Budget Reconciliation Amendments of 1985.

8
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MS. BROWN'S RESPONSES TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS

1. The Administration stated earlier that the link between prenatal
care and its effects on reoucing low birthweight is 'unclear'. Do you
agree with that statement?

Our report gave detailed attention to the specific question you
raised! can the receipt of prenatal cart! be shown to reduce low
birthweight? We recognized that, in some sense, t,,e relationship
between prenatal care and low birthweight will never be fully
understood because the research needed to assess prenatal care's

efficacy - randomized controlled clinical trials - cannot be mounted.
Belief in the value of prenatal services is so widespread that women
and researchers alike would be unwilling to deny prenatal care
altogether to one group in order to judge its impact in another.
Thus, we are all in tne position of having to assess the value of
prenatal care based on data and judgments that are not scientifically
unassailable; we must look at program evaluations, birth certificate
data and others that do not have the p,:ity that many ACT data do. It

may be in this sense that the administration referred to the link
being 'unclear'.

Nonetheless, the world is filled with difficult situations and

questions that must be addressed in the face of less than ideal data.
Our committee believed strongly that even in the absence of fully
adequate data, much can be said about the role of prenatal care in
reducing low birthweight. Our specific conclusions included the
following:

Although a few studies have not been able to demonstrate
a positive effect of prenatal care, the overwhelming
weight of the evidcmce is that prenatal care reduces low
birthweight. Chia finding is strong enough to support a
broad, es_ion:1 cows itment to ensuring that all pregnant
women, especially those at medical or socioeconomic
risk, recOve high-quality care.

Because the content of prenatal care is not defined
carefully in many of the studies reviewed, it is not
possible to trace the benefits of care to specific
aspects of the total care package.

A major theme of virtually all the studies reviewed is
that prenatal care is most effective in reducing the
chance of low birthweight among high-risk women, whether
the risk derives from medical factors, sociodemographic
factors, or both.

All of the studies reviewed that are based on large
numbers of cases, particularly those using vital

statistics data, show that prenatal care exerts a
positive effect on birthweight. More variation exists
among the results of studies evaluating special

programs, although the majority show that prenatal care
is associated with improved birthweight. Those special
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programs that have shown a positive impact on

birthweight usually offer prenatal care that goes beyond
more routine services to include flexible combinations

of education, psychosocial and nutritional services, and
certain clinical interventions such as low threshhold
for hospitalization, careful screening for medical
risks, and a rapid response to the first signs of early
labor.

The limited impact of prenatal care suggested by some of

the special programs may result from the fact that the
care was not organized to address what is now known
about the causes and risks of low birthweight. For
example, the care may not have focused on such factors
as smoking reduction, adequate weight gain, reducing
alcohol and other substance abuse, patient and provider
education about prevention of prematurity, or specific
medical risks associated with low birthweight, such as
bacteriuria.

2. Did you look at environmental factors as a variable contributing
to low birthweight? 1 you think it is a variable worth exploring?

I suspect that by 'e vironmental factors,' you mean toxins,
workplace hazards, and related risks. Our committee acknowledged that
these may indeed play a role in low birthweight (as they surely do in

birth defects), but that very little data exist to estimate the
magnitude of risk. The attached article is a notable exception; so
also is the evi'ence on DES exposure. (We noted that DES produces
changes in the reproductive organs of developing female fetuses that,

at maturity, significantly increase the risk of a wide variety of
reproductive problems including both infertility and preterm labor.)
We urge further research in the broad area of environmental risks, as
have many other groups. NIOSH and NIEHS both have some activities in
this area that you might wish to explore.

If 'environmental 'actors' can be construed to include both
emotional and physical stress, our report had more to offer. We
stated that physical stress, and probably emotional stress also, can
increase the risk of low birthweight. Indeed, a major thrust of the
French approach to prevention of prematurity is stress reduction. We
urge further research on the role of stress in pregnancy outcome and
suggest that, particularly for women judged to be at high risk of
preterm labor, reducing stress in later pregnancy is prudent.
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incidence of Low Birth Weight Among Love Canal Residents

Abstract The incidence of low birth weight among white &squaw infant, from
1910 through 1971 was studied In vanoas sections of the Love Canal A statistically
significant excess WAS found in the historic :wale area from t 940 through 1933. the
period when venoms chemicals were damped in this disposal site Potential con-
founding factors such as medical-therapeutic histories, smoking, ethicatton. mater
nal age. birth order, length of ge.tation, and urban-rural difference did not appear to
account for sks observation low birth weight rates were comparable to those of
upstate New York from 1954 through 1978. the period when there MU no deposition
of chemical wastes

Concern about adverse health effects
that might be associated with hazardous
chemicals dumped at sites such as the
Love Canal has been growing Over 200
chemicals have been found in the Love
Canal dump site (I) and many, such as
benzene (2) and Maine (3). have been
shown to have toxic effects on man in
industrial settings The spectrum of hu-
man hazards that might be associated
with other compounds isolated in the
canal, such as certain isomers of dioxin
(4), is not known

Two major ddllculties encountered in
designing ePidemiologic studies of
chronic diseases in multichemical set-
tings are the uncertainty an selecting ap-
propnate end points and the long Ind.- -
non period between exposure and arni-
ca! diagnosis Certain adverse reproduc-
tive , howeverlow birth weight
is an exampleare objectively identifi-
able in a relatively short pen3d of time
We analyzed data on the incidence of
low birth weight among infants born in
the Love Canal area from 1940 through
1978 This time span includes penods of
active dumping at the site (1940 through
19531 and no formal dumping (1954
through 19781

The sh.cly population included all pro

pie rending in single-family houses locat-
ed an a senes of parallel streets (97th
Street through 103rd Street). bounded on
the north and south respectively by too
avenues (Colvin and Frontier) (5) Back-
yards of 99 houses on 97th and 99th
streets &ratty abut the canal

Because there are no hisioncal envi-
ronmental data on houses in the study
area, we had to infer which subsets of
the study population might have maxi-
mum exposure to e emicals We rea-
soned that one group might be the fam-
ilies who lived on 97th and 99th streets
directly adjacent to the chemical dump
site The accumulation of rain and
ground water, facilitated by ether niu-
ral or man-made activity, con. ave
raised the level of chemical wastes to the
topsoil layer. thus facilitating lateral mi-
gration This slowly overflowing bathtub
effect could result in the transport of
waste products to adjacent backyards
and basements

Another possibility was then certain
chemicals in the dump site mght have
spread preferentially to house located
on the natural drainage pathway> lo the
area Before the development of hoaxing
in this area, a number of natural shallow
deoressions traversed the area come of
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which intersected the Love Canal itself
The locations r' helm deprnsions, com-
monly referred a tales, were deter-
mined from sem photographs taken in
I931. 1951. and 1966. TN notographs
were independently Interpret ay a

group at the Cor Umvenny abed
of Civil and Environmental Engineenns
who had no knowledge of the hypotheses
being tested These depressions served
as drainage ways and produced ponding
sn certain sections during times of high
water Additnnal vecificauon of ham-
cal drainage pathways was obtained
from Interviews with area residents and
review ot their photographs and motion
pictures As the area was developed, the
contour and extent of these mules was
substantially modified By 1956. the ma-
pr swale which intersected the upper
section of the canal was eliminated The
identification of houses located on these
natural depressions was established from
serial tonal photographs taken between
1931 and 1966 Still another possibility
war that residents in the entire study
area might have been exposed to toxic
vapors emanating from the dump see
Accordingly we hypothesized that there
was an excessne incidence of low birth
weight infants who were conceived and
bolo in each of these areas

In an effort to identify and interview
all individuals who resided in the study

'Sri ram
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Fig I The 5 year mov-ng av
Mill for percentages of low
bush weights among infants
born or she Love Canal swak
arta I. w 1711, the mu of the
Lore Canal urea 1.. 4431.
and upstate New York

area at any time from 1940 through June
1971. 'he following source, were used
review of all property records on file at
the assessor's of in Niagara Falls.
New York. city directors for all avail-
able years In the studY penod, calls to
hot lines indicating Individuals with poor
residency in the area, and residents Wen-
filled by those who lived in the area and
were interviewed in 1978 Birth files
from vital records at the New York State
Department of Health were searched
manually for all surnames identified
throuji, " : sources, for the years 1940
through 1978 In addition, all available
computerized 5 tat record birth Iles
(1951 through 1978) were surveyed to
identify live births in the study area as a
check on the other data No additional
births were found for the period With
use of a prepared questionnaire adult
residents (18 years of age and older)
were interviewed about past medical,
therapeutic, social (smoking. alcohol,
and educational), and occupations his -

tones Pregnancy histories were ob-
tamed from all females The same field
invesnptOrs conducted the interviews
throughout the study

Of the 1295 adult kmales who were
identified as having resided in the study
area. 1201 192 7 percent) were located
and interviewed Forty-one (3 2 percent)
were located but refused to be inter-

Table I Total live hints end children born with low birth weighty in the swale area compared
with the rest of the Love Canal that is abutting the canal and nonswale) and by the known
smoking ant. educational histories The P values are based on one tailed . tests for two
proportions Numbers in parentheses are percentages

History

Number of births

Souk

Live
Low
bush

weight

Rest of canal

Loot
Law
bosh
weight

All live binhs 1,1 :1 112 11
Smoking

Never smoked 70 7 110 01
Smoked 102 13 112 71

Household education
<12 rein 41
12 to IS years 124
z16.ears 7

413 3217 21 0 027

171 7 14 01 0 035
265 2'19 41 0 l'S

611461 105
11 111 tt lit
1111 44

31:91
24 ig
0 10 01

0001
0 179

viewed, and 33 (4 ) percent) could not he
located There were 313 women who had
a total of 617 children 1612 (99 percent)
white, 4 black, and I Amencan Indianl
born alive in the study area from January
1940 through June 1978 They had resid-
ed to the area an average of 11 0 years
(range I to 30 years) during their repro-
duchy, period through 44 years of
age) Birth certificate information for all
infants born to women who had lived in
the area for at least 9 months before the
time of the birth of the child was ob-
tained from the State's Bureau of Vital
Records The address was reviewed and
the birth weight shown on the certificate
recorded If the resident address on the
birth certificate was not a study area
address, the birth was not considered in
the analysis Infues who weighed 2500 s
(5 pounds, $ ounces) or less were consid-
ered low bush weight children

The proportrm of low birth weight
infants among all live births was estab-
lished for the entire study area, the swain
area, and the area about% the canal
The average proportion of all white in-
fants of 2500 g or less at birth for upstatz
New York (that is, New York State,
excluding New York City) from 1945
through 1973 (6) (5,011.556 live births.
351.612 at 2500 g. 6 9 percent low birth
weight) was used in compansons to indi-
cate whether Were war an excess of low
birth weight children at the vinous study
areas As another companion, the pro.
portion of low birth weight white chil-
dren for all ones of population 23,000 or
greater (1970 census) in upstate New
York from 1953 through 1978 (7) was
calculated 11.043,066 live births
80,938 at 2300 g, 71 percent low birth
weight) Sex ratios (male rate divided by
female rate) were calculated for each
Love Canal study area, for upstate, and
for the urban group Binomial prohibit
ties of the observed number or more of
low birth weight children were estab-
lished for each study area on the basis of
these rates Probabilities of differences
between areas within the canal were also
established by the normal approximation
of the difference between two propor-
tions (z test. one -tile `us was also
done for differences r n smoking his
tory of mothers and household education
(highest number of years of school com-
pleted by either parent) were considered
An examination of the past medical,
therapeutic, social, and occupational his -
tones of adult females with live births
did not reveal any unusual patterns. such
as radiation therapy or known infection
dunng pregnancy, in any of the areas
studied

The expected number of low birth



ve Jit -add* by age of mothe. was
'determined from the proportion of low
weight chirtren in each age group in
upstate New York and the number of
We births by* of mother in each area
The prohibit* of the differences were
calculated le test) The same analyses
were dor for bath order Gestational
Me (under 37 weeks) of low bath weight
chddren was exammed foe each area and
for upstate New York Finally. temporal
nods m each study area were evaluated
by calculative 5-year moving averages of
the aerates* of low berth wet& i chd-
drea by year of birth

Amara the 617 children bore ei the
enure study area, 53 (S 6 percent) bad
low both weights In the houses abuttals
the caul. there were 124 live births with

(6.5 percent) low bath weight infants.
and among the 174 kve born minis in
the 'wale area. 21(12 I percent) had low
birth nights

The bummed probabilities (tithe num-
bers of low bath weight children ota
saved for the entire study area as well as
for the men abutuag the canal were
walun enact variation (P > 0 05 for all)
when compared with upstate New York
or the when areas. The *2 probabilities
of the distributions by maternal age and
by bath order when compared with up-
state New York were also within chance
venation (P > 005 for both) However.
the number of low birth weight infants
bran in the swab area was artificial*
more than both upstate New York (boo-
mial, P 0.009) and toe urban area
Iron (binomial. P - 0 029i (8) When
the data were analyzed by age of mother
and by both order, the number observed
10 this area was also significantly more
than upstate New York for each [respec-
tively, OD 70514, P a 0008. it'(l)
w 67431. Pa 0009)

Swale ua residents had significantly
more low weight children than did the
residents of the rest of the 'anal

(P 0 027) (Table I) This was also true
among women who had never smoked

0 035) Results for educational
are also shown iv Table I The propor-

uorts of low bath weight children for
whom gestational penods were under 37
weeks were similar in the swale area and
the rest of the canal 52 4 and 53 I per-
cent. remectively The percentages in
both areas were consistent with that of
upstate New York (469 percent)

> 0 05 for both)
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The sex distributions for all bye births
and low bath weight children in the
swak area and the rest of the canal were
all within chance venation It test. wa-
isted, P > 005 for each) when com-
pared to those of upstate New York and
the urban areas The average length of
residence for all women with live butts
was 101 years for the swatke area and
10 3 yen for the rest of the canal For
women who had low weight child the
averages were 10 9 years for swale area
residents and 11 4 years for residents of
the rest of the canal For those without
low weight child the average residence
was 101 years for swale residents and
10 2 yean for the rest of the Canal None
of the differences between areas, or
within are. y weight of child, was sta.
*Kelly 'indicant (P r, 003 far all)

The 5-year moving average of tie. per-
centage of low birth weights incbcamd
that in the smile area there was a marked
excess of these baths starting in 1916
and ending in 1958 (Fig I). peaking in
1950 (11 of II infants. 44 4 percent) The
rest of the canal area also showed peak

in 1950, but the *ramie was not as
large (4 of 21 infants. 19 0 percent) and
the time span. 1947 to 1953. was shorter
For the period of active dumping (that is.
prior to 1934). the swab area's percent-
age of low weight baths was higher than
at upstate New York (z test, P < 0 0001)
and the rest of the canal (5 test.
P < 0 012) Low birth weights in the rest
of the canal were not impuficantly higher
than in upstate New York IP > 0 05)

It 1S important to emphasize that the
low birth weight data used for all analy-
ses were obtained from bath records and
not through interview There are several
major ddficultes in study d.. ran that
limit the interpretation of results It is
not certain that all infants born in the
a-ea during the study period were tick
ed In this investigation Although It is
clear that human exposure to a specific
toxic *sent can result in an adverse re-
p %Weave outcome (9, 10). it is exceed-
ingly difficult to define exposure in mutt a
chemical settings such as the Love Ca-
nal In addition. the evidence associating
low birth weight with toxic chemical
exposure is limited 111) Other variables.
for which there are no objective data,
can mfiuence the frequency of the end
point Although we found no convincing
evidence that educational level, smok-
ing. occupation, past medical or there

3

petite hisionn influenced the results.
most of these data were obtained from
interviews and are, therefore, subject to
recall bias In addition. it was impossible
to examine other important variables
such as alcohol ingestion before and dur-
ing the pregnancies included in this
study.

Despite these notations. our findings
suggest that a real excess of low birth
weights occurred in the male area dm-
* a unie period when there was active
dumping at the Love Canal Whether
other objective health end points, such
as congenital defects, will show similar
results is not yet known In any event,
our study also suggests that infants born
alive in the Love Canal study area be-
tween 1950 and 1978 were at no greater
risk of low birth weight than were those
born in upstate New York
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Testimony of Paul H. Wise, M.D., M.P.H.

Before The

Subcommittee on Intergovernmental Relations

United States Senate

October 31, 1985

I am Paul Wise, a pediatrician on the staffs of The Children'. Hospital

and the Brigham and Women's Hospital in Boston, Massachue .s. I am the

Director of Perinatal Epidemiology of the Joint Program in Neonatology,

Harvard Medical School, and a Fellow in the Division of Health Policy Research

and Education, Harvard University. My work is centered on the social

determinants of infant health, some aspects of which were recently published

in an article on this topic in the New England Journal of Medicine entitled

"Racial and Sociceconomic Disparities in Childhood Mortality in the City of

Boston." I am grateful to the committee for the invitation testify on this

important topic.

Infant mortality in the United States has been reduced dramatically over

the past two decades. Rarely has the mortality rate of any age group shown

such significant improvement over such a relatively short period of time.

This experience has been viewed widely as a major success; a testament to

America's techni'al capacity and medical innovation. ! too believe this

record deserves attention and is worthy of considerable pride.

3 I 7
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The question then is why, in the face of this recent experience, is a

National Commission on the Reduction of Infant Mortality of great national

importance. The answer, i suggest, lies in two areas: first, the emerging

potential for serious deterioration in the infant mortality rate of the

general population in this country; and second, the tragic persistence of

major racial and social disparitfe in infant survival in the United States.

It is my view that the period If continuing progress in infant survival

is entering a new phase of increasing vulnerability. Our work and the work of

others has shown that the driving force behind the recent reductions in infant

mortality has been the improved survival of low birth weight babies, due

primarily to the development and clinical implementation of intensive

technologies. However, it stems clear that this dependency will soon run its

course. For as we improved dramatically our capacity to save smaller and

smaller newborns, we have done little to reduce the rate at which these high

risk babies were being born. In addition, the mortality rate of all infants

during the postneonatal period also remains high. We are fast reaching the

limits of our technology to save extremely premature infants. It is therefore

quite likely that the infant mortality rate will become increasingly dependent

upon this postneonatal mortality rate and the birth rate of low weight

babies. Because these two persistent problems are closely related to

alterations in social conditinns, these twn components will convey to the

infant mortality rate a heightened sensitivity to economic trends and levels

of social funding. It is not the failure of medical technology that brings us

to this period of increased vulnerability. It is its success, in that it has

left more glaring the yet unattended issues of low birth weight and

postneonatal mortality; issues upon which a national commission could help

focus considerable attention.

2
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It is important to remember that our relatively poor international

standing in infant mortality is due to our relatively poor low birth weight

rats and postneonatal mortality rate. This poor standing is not the product

of geography. It is not the product of being a heterogeneous population. Nor

is it an issue of genetics. It is my view that it is a product of the life

conditions we tolerate and public policies we implement which affect the

health of women and young children in our society.

It is my contention that the gains of the past now force us to confront

the underlying problems that remain. However, even the gains of the past are

presently threatened. An approaching period of enhanced vulnerability is also

due to restructuring of the financial base of health care in this country.

The medical innovation of the past decade ,uld have had little impact were it

not for public policies which determined its functional availability to those

in need. Of particular importance has been Medicaid and funds for

regionalization. Without special protection, a realignment in access based on

an ability to pay could signal the 'deregionalization" of perinatal care based

on social class, and result in major detrimental effects on the infant

mortality rates of all but the wealthiest of our ci.izens. I am convinced

that in the midst of finding lower cost methods of financing hEalth care - a

process almost entirely concerned with parameters of adult care - the

effective and hugely successful system of caring for high risk infants could

quickly begin to unravel. Direct attention must be paid to the special health

care needs of the newborn, and a national commission would no doubt assist it

generating such attention.

3
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The persistence of social and racial disparity in the face of significant

reductions in infant mortality deserves special attention. National data

indicate that while infant mortality rates for all newborns have fallen,

social and racial disparities persist, and in some areas have actually

worsened. Our recent study in Boston found that high access to tertiary

medical services greatly reduced racial and social disparities in infant and

other childhood mortalities. This underscored the importance of equitable

access to tertiary level medical care for all children in need, and the

potentially disasterous consequences c' allowing these critical services to be

provided on the basis of social class. However, as important as this

technical capacity was, it was not sufficient to eliminate fully racial or

social disparities in infant mortality. The technologic capacity of modern

medicine could not erase the legacy of larger social inequities which continue

to shape the living social environment of children and pregnant women.

This raises a central issue in confronting disparate infant mortality

rates in this country. Continued medical advances in no way guarantee reduced

social or racial disparities. Policies which foster g 1 improvements in

the survival of our nation's infants may not affect, or could even worsen

present social and racial disparities.

Equity in infant outcome can only be achieved when inequity is

addressed. Much has been stated regarding the detrimental impact of a number

of maternal behaviors, including smoElg, alcohol and drug abuse. It seems

clear that reducing the prevalence of these behaviors could help reduce

overall levels of poor birth outcome. However, there is no reason to believe

that such an approach will reduce racial d'-:rities in birth outcome. White

4
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women smoke more than black; they also drink more than black. There is little

evidence to suggest that the reasons for racial differences in the health of

newborns lie in the harmful behaviors of their mothers. There is also little

evidence to suggest that genetic differences are responsible for differences

in mortality. It has been noted that even with mluaiar Incomes blacks are

more likely to suffer neonatal death than are their white counterparts. This

has been taken by some to indicate differential genetic predispositions.

However, income does not explain fully what it is to be black in our society.

Rather the source of disparate mortality rates lies In the societal Inequities

that continue to be associated with race in our society, and that heighten

prenatal and postnatal risk of illness, as well as reduce access to

appropriate medical care. It is in this sense that the reduction of black

infant mortality means more than the mere reduction of a certain number of

excess deatha; it relates directly to our more fundamental commitment to a

more responsible and Just society.

I speak in strong support of a national commission, for we desperately

need a coherent national policy on infant mortality. At present we have

none. It is important to recognize that our present policies so crucial to

improved Infant well-being are inherently vulnerable to revision. A put lc

commitment to improved infant survival will have to first deliberately protect

the progress of the past two decades. More far-reaching, however, will be

those health and social policies which integrate the ;rowing power of medical

understanding with our social goals of equity and maximal opportunity; a

challenge that has yet to be addressed in a national forum.

5

Senator DURENBERGER. I appreciate everyone being here today,
and the hearing is adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 12:30 the subcommittee was recessed to recon-
vene subject to the call of the Chair.]
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ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD

II

99TH CONGRESS
1ST SESSION S. 1209

To establish the National Commission to Pre'.ent Infant Mortality

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
MAN 23 (legislative day, APRIL 15), 1955

Mr CHILES (for himself and Mr BENTSEN) introduced the following bill, which
was read twee and referred to the Committee on Governmental Affairs

A BILL
To establish the National Commission to Prevent Infant

Mortality.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "National Commission to

4 Prevent Infant Mortality".

5 FINDINGS AND PURPOSE

6 SEC. 2. The Congress finds and declares that:

7 (1) The United States ranked seventeenth in the

8 world in 1982 with an infant mortality rate of eleven

9 and tw-tenths deaths per thousand live births, a

10 higher rate than many developed nations of the world.

(295)
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2

1 (2) The infant mortality rate in some areas of the

2 United States is twice the national rate.

3 (3) The main cause of a high infant mortality rate

4 is low birthweight. Some 6.7 per centum of all infants

5 born in the United States are of low birthweight.

6 (4) Inadequate prenatal care is associated with an

7 increased risk of low birthweight. Some twenty-five

8 percent of all pregnant women in the United States do

9 not begin prenatal care until after the first three

10 months of pregnancy, if at all.

11 (5) In certain areas throughout the United States,

12 there exist barriers to medical services, nutritional sup-

13 port, educational opportunities, and financial support

14 for adequate health care for pregnant mothers and in-

15 farts. The -bsence of needed support services during

16 prenatal care, labor and delivery, and post-partum care

17 through the age of one year contributes substantially to

18 a high national infant mortality rate.

19 (6) Our Nation, which benefits from many diverse

20 governmental and private resources, has a patchwork,

21 uncoordinated, and little understood approach to the

22 delivery of services associated with pre enting infant

23 mortality.

24 (7) The Congress and the President can act to

25 prevent infant mortality and the incidence of low birth-

. .....
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3

wei,ht infants by establishing a commission by law,

whose purpose shall be to address respective govern-

mental and private roles in the delivery of services as-

sociated with preventing infant mortality, and to rec-

ommend actions designed to change and improve the

6 Nation's comprehensive approach to this national

7 problem.

8 DEFINITION

9 SEC. 3. For the purposes of this Act, the term "infant

10 mortality" refers to the number of infants born alive but who

11 die before their first birthtlay.

12 ESTABLISHMENT CF A NATIONAL COMMISSION

13 SEC. 4. (a) To accomplish the purpose set forth in sec-

14 tion 2 of this Act there is established the National Commis-

15 sion to Prevent Infant Mortality (hereinafter referred to as

16 the "Commission").

17 (b) The Commission shall be composed of fifteen mem-

18 bers, as follows:

19 (1) Two members of the Senate, one to be select-

20 ed by the majority leader of the Senate, the other to be

21 selected by the minority leader of the Senate.

22 (2) Two members of the House, one to be selected

23 by the Speaker of the House, the other to be selected

24 by the minority leader of the House.

25 (3) Three members from representatives of State

26 and local government; to be selected by the President

324
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4

1 and no more than two of whom shall be members of

2 the same political party. One shall be a Governor; one

3 shall be a State legislator; and one shall be a repre-

4 sentative of local government.

5 (4) The Secretary of Health and Human Services

6 shall be a member.

7 (5) The Comptroller General of the United States

8 shall be a member.

9 (6) Six at large members, with demonstrated ex-

10 pertise in maternal and child health, shall be jointly se-

ll lected by the majority leader of the Senate and the

12 Speaker of the House.

13 (c) The Commission shall select a Chairperson and Vice

14 Chairperson from among its members.

15 (d) Eight members of the Commission shall constitute a

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23 DUTIES OF THE COMMISSION

24 SEC. 5. (a) The Commission shall:

quorum, but a lesser number may hold hearings.

(e) The Commission shall meet at the call of the Chair-

person.

(f) Members shall be appointed for the life of the Com-

mission. Any vacancy in the Commission shall not affect its

powers, but shall be filled in the same manner as the original

appointment.

S 1299 IS
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1 (1) Identify and examine comprehensively Feder-

2 al, State, local, and private resources which impact

3 infant mortality, including but not limited to --

4 (A) the effectiveness and adequacy of pro-

5 grams such as the Supplemental Feeding Program

6 for Women, Infants, and Children; the Maternity

7 and Infant Care Program; the Improved Pregnan-

8 cy Outcome Program; the Maternal and Child

9 Health Block Grant; Community Health Centers;

10 prepregnar.y services and other programs that in-

11 crease access to prenatal and postnatal education,

12 care, and nutrition;

13 (B) 'he effectiveness of current Federal and

14 State policies under the Medicaid Program to

15 ensure adequate access to prenatal and post-

16 natal care for low-income pre,nant women and

17 mothers;

18 (C) the role of income maintenance and other

19 programs that impact infant mortality such as Aid

20 to Families with Dependent Children and Federal

21 housing subsidies; and

22 (D) the adequacy of current Federal and

23 State efforts to er able an appropriate distribution

24 of properly trainee health care professionals to

S1 IS
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1 provide comprehensive maternal and child health

2 services.

3 (2) Identify current financial, intergovernmental,

4 and within the Federal Government, interagency bar-

5 riers to the health care needed to prevent high infant

6 mortality.

7 (3) Review recommendations made in recent re-

8 gional and national reports that promote the health

9 status of childbearing women and their infants and

10 carry forward such recommendations as deemed appro-

11 priate.

12 (b) The Commission shall-

13 (1) recommend a national policy designed to

14 change and improve the current approach to prevent-

15 ing infant mortality. Such recommendations shall in-

16 dude appropriate roles for the Federal Government,

17 States, local governments, and private institutions;

18 (2) recommend to the Congress and the President

19 what specific changes are needed within Federal laws

20 and Federal programs to achieve an effective Federal

21 role in preventing infant mortality; and

22 (3) present such recommendations to the Presi-

23 dent, the Speaker of the House, and the majority

24 leader of the Senate no later than one year after enact-

25 ment of this Act.

3 2 7
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1 POWERS OF THE COMMISSION

2 SEC. 7. (a) The Commission, or at its direction, any

3 subcommittee or member thereof, may for the purpose of car-

4 lying out the provisions of this Act, hold such hearings, sit

5 and act at such times and places, take such testimony, re-

6 ceive such evidence and administer such oaths, as the Com-

7 mission or such subcommittee or member may deem advisa-

8 ble. Such attendance of witnesses and the production of such

9 evidence may be required from any place within the United

10 States at any designated place of hearing within the United

11 States. Any member of the Commission may administer oaths

12 or affirmations to witnesses appearing before the Commis-

13 sion, subcommittee, or member thereof.

14 (b) The Commission may require by subpoenas the at-

15 tendance and testimony of such witnesses and production of

16 such materials as the Commission may deem advisable.

17 (c) To carry out this Act, the Commission may enter

18 into such contracts and other arrangements to such extent or

19 in such amounts as are provided in appropriation Acts, and

20 without regard to the provisions of section 3709 of the Re-

21 vised Statutes (41 U.S.C. 5). Contracts and other arrange-

22 ments may be entered into under this subsection with or

23 without consideration or bond.

24 (d) The provisions of the Federal Advisory Committee

25 Act shall not apply to the Commission.

3P8
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1 COMMISSION STAFF

2 SEC. 8. (a) The Chairperson and V ice Chairperson of

3 the Commission shall appoint an executive director. The em-

4 ployment of such executive director shall be subject to confir-

5 mation by the Commission.

6 (b) The Commission may appoint and terminate the ex-

7 ecutive director selected under subsection (a) and such other

8 personnel as it consider: appropriate to assist in the perform-

9 ance of its duties under this Act, without regard to the provi-

10 sions of title 5, United States Code, governing appointments

11 in the competitive service, and may pay such executive direc-

12 for and o .1e- personnel without regard to the pr visions of

13 chapter 51 and subchapter 111 of chapter 53 of such title

14 relating to classification and General Schedule pay rates.

15 (c) Service of an individual as a member of the Commis-

16 sion or employment of an individual by the Commission on a

17 part-time or full-time bat 's and with or without compensation

18 shall not be considered as service or employment bringing

19 such individual within the pro ',ions ..,1 any Federal law re-

20 lating to conflicts of interest or otherwise imposing restric-

21 tions, requirements, or penalties in relation to the employ-

22 ment of persons, the performance of services, or the payment

23 or receipt of compelisation in connection with claims, pro-

24 ceedings, or matter; involving the United States. Service as

25 a member of the Commission or as an employee of the Com-

S 12119 5
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1 mission, shall not be considered service in an appointive or

2 elective position in the Government for purposes of section

3 8344 of title 5, United States Code, or comparable provisions

4 of Federal law.

5 (d) Subject to such rules as may be prescribed by the

6 Commission, the Chairman of the Commission may procure

7 temporary and intermittent services under section 3109 of

8 title 5, United States Code, at rates for individuals not to

9 exceed the daily rate payable for GS-18 of the General

10 Schedule under section 5332 of such title.

11 SUNSHINE PROVISION

12 SEC. 9. T he Commission shall establish procedures to

13 ensure its proceedings are open to the public to the maximum

14 extent practicable.

15 TERMINATION OF THE COMMISSION

16 SEC. 9. Ninety days after the Commission submits its

17 recommendations as required by section 5(b)(3) the Commis-

18 sion shall terminate.

19 AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

20 SEC. 10. There are authorized to be appropriated to the

21 Commission such sums as may be necessary to carry out this

22 Act.

5 1209 15
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STATEMFNT OF MELBA DARDIN, R.D.

OVER THE PAST 12 YEARS NEONATAL AND OBSTETRICAL CARE HAVE

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGICALLY TO SIGNIFICANTLY IMPACT THE SURVIVAL OF

THE ILL AND PREMATURE NEWBORN, INDEPTH ANALYSIS SHOW VARIANCE

IN CONDITIONS WHICH IMPACT FINAL OUTCOMES. MORE PROGRESS HAS

KEN MADE IN AREAS SUCH AS RESPIRATORY DISTRESS SYNDROME,

HOWEVER, ACROSS THE BOARD THE SIGNIFICANCE OF BIRTHWEIGHT ON

SURVIVAL IS OUTSTANDING. BOTH INBORN AND OUTBORN INFANTS HAVE A

GREATER THAN 10% BETTER SURVIVAL RATE IF THEIR BIRTHWEIGHT IS

GREATER THAN 150U GMS OR 31/2 LBS. LOW BIRTHWEIGHT INFANTS ACCOUNT

FOR GREATER THAN 60% OF THE TOTAL NEONATAL DAYS AND RESOURCES.

IMPACTING THE WEIGHT AT WHICH INFANTS ARE BORN WILL INCREASE THE

CHANCE OF SURVIVAL.

OVERALL STATE STATISTICS PROJECT 47, OF ALL BIRTHS WILL 1EQUIRE

NEONATAL INTENSIVE CARE. IN OUR HOSPITAL OVER THE PAST 9 ..)NTHS

22% OF INFANTS WHOSE MOTHERS HAD NO PRENATAL CARE REQUIRED

HOSPITALIZATION FOR AN AVERAGE OF 18 DAYS EACH.

THE IMPACT OF LOW BIRTHWEIGHT DOES NOT STOP IN THE NEONATAL
fr

NURSENG. FOLLOW UP DEVELC IENTAL EVALUATIONS INDICATE IT IS ONE

OF THE TWO MOST STGNIFICANT FACTORS IN DEVELOPMENTAL DELAY.

SOCIO ECONOMIC FACTORS ARE ALSO SIGNIFICANT.

BEFORE 1980 IN TEST OF 232 CHILDREN:

8.7 % WERE DELAYED S 4 oi

12.9 % AT RISK : C7 , .

1981 TO 1984 IN TEST OF 400 CHILDREN:

3.7 % WERE DELAYED

6.7 % AT RISK

41
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AGAIN THE DATA SHOWS CORRELATION WITH DELAYS TIED TO LOW BIRTHWEIGHT.

NATIONAL DATA BEFORE 1974 SHOWS A 50Z RATE OF DEVELOPMENTAL DELAY IN

INFANTS 1500 Gm, (315 LBS.), SINCE THE INCREASE IN NEONATAL INTENSIVE

CARE IT HAS DECLINED TO _25i, MEDICAL AND DEVELOPMENTAL FOLLOW UP

COST IS ESTIMATED AT $360/YR FOR NORMAL CHILD

$800/YR FOR MILD TO MODERATE DELAYED CHILD

COST %VOIDANCE FROM THE IMPROVED DEVELOPMENTAL DELAY RATE HAS BEEN

CALCULATED AS 250,000 PER CHILD OR 93,5 MILLION FOR THE STATE OF

FLORIDA4pt .4645 11%4.

DECREASING MORBIDITY IS SAVING DOLLARS AND RESOURCES NOW AND

THE FUTURE. ALL NEONATAL PROBLEMS CANNOT BE ELIMINATED BY IMPROVED

PRENATAL CA. AND SUFFICIENT SUPPORT FOR THIS MUST CONTINUE.

HOWEVER, DECREASING THE LOW BIRTHWEIGHT INFANTS CAN HELP PRESERVE

RESOURCES 10 ACCOMPLISH THE TOTAL GOAL OF HEALTHY MOTHER AND

HEALTHY CHILL.

a32
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Planned Parenthood

PUBLIC HEARING ON INFANT MORTALITY

November, 1985

Testimony by

Florida Association of Planned Parenthood Affiliates, Inc.

On behalf of Florida Planned Parenthood's, we are pleased to be able to par-
ticipate in this public forum on infant mortality. We commend you, Senator
Chiles, for issuing a national call for solutions to this perplexing problem.
Preventing infant deaths by ensuring better birth outcomes has far-reaching
implications for improving the health status of the general population and
preventing disabilities in children.

Planned Parenthood is the largest and oldest private provider of voluntary
family planning services in the United States. In Florida the eight Planned
Parenthood affiliates provide family planning services to more than 20,000
women. Approximately 50 % of these women have incomes a, or below 150% of
poverty guidelines. We are strong advocates for maternal and child health
cervices, particularly for low income and adolescent women who are ones most
likely to have difficult birth situations.

For several years Planned Parenthood advocates have promoted improved funding
for prenatal care in Florida. L ly and adequate prenatal care is key to
improving birth outcomes. We believe it should be available to all women.

Florida is very fortunate to have the support of many policymakers uho under-
stand the significance and potential impact of reducing low weight births
through improved maternal and child health programs. Approximately 70% of
those who need publicly subsidized prenatal care can now receive it through
Florida's prenatal care program. We hope that percentage wil increase to
100% during the next couple of years.

Family planning ,)grams, however, do not enjoy the widespread support that
is received by prenatal care. Yet, the spacing of pregnancies is an essential
part of improving birth outcomes by enabling women to prevent pregnancies that
are too close or too soon in their lives.

Florida family planning services are reaching less than 50% of the estimated
need for services. More than 400,000 poor Florida women are at risk of
unintentional or unwanted pregnancy and want family planning services. Only
abcut 170,000 of these women are receiving services. There are waiting lists
in many programs, and very limited clinic hours in others, making it difficult
for women to receive services.

In addition, there is a group of people with incomes just above 150% of poverty
guidelines who cannot afford services from the private sector. Some of these
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individuals are able to receive services at Planned Parenthoods which are
funded almost exclusively by private sources and fees. However, many more
programs are needed. For this group, a poor birth outcome will quickly move
them into poverty status.

Of special concern to Planned Parenthcad is the pregnant adolescent. More
than 15.000 babies are born each year in Florida to mothers age 18 and under.
The United States has the highest rate of adolescent pregnancy among the
developed countries.

Babies of these young women account for a disproportionately high share of
neonatal mortality. They often require intensive (and expensive) hospital
care and are at increased risk for a range of infant and child health
problems that may later require even more extensive medical and educational
intervention.

Prevention of pregnancy for this group of young people through educati.... and
family planning services when needed, should be a primary goal. For those
are pregnant. early prenatal care is essential. Following up after ,regnancy
has been shown to be important to keeping the adolescent parent in family plan-
ning or other maternal and child health programr. About 25-35% of adolescent
mothers have a second child within 18 months unless intensive follow-up is
provided. This second pregnancy is an even higler risk for a poor birth out-
come and is a significant barrier to achieving economic independence.

Programs to provide the special services needeo by pregnant adolescents are
seriously limited. Pregnant adolescents are dropping out of school programs,
obtaining late or no prenatal care and have little follow-up. Their needs are
great and urgent!

The desire to prevent human tragedies so often associated with difficult birth
outcomes is sufficient motivation for many people to strongly support maternal
and child health programs. For the most hesitant, however, the cost effective-
ness of these programs cannot be denied. For mere $85. a woman can receive
a full year of family planning services to enable her to plan and space preg-
nancies. For auout $300 (in Florida) prenatal care can be provided through
county health unit programs. Florida studies of the cost-effectiveness of
these programs irdicate a return in the next fiscal year of $3.00 to $4.G_ for
each $1.00 invested in services. This does not include the saving made by
preventing the need for neonatal intensive cart services which cost from $15,000
upwards. The dollars and cents of these programs make sense!

We appreciate the opportunity to share some or our concerns with you through this
forum.

Amanda St. John

ExecJtive Director

3:1,1
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STATEMENT OF BARBARA HOLLAND, R.D.

October 3, 1985

I believe it is critical to pass S.B. 1209 to establish a
Commission to prevent infant mortality.

As a Public Health Nutritionist, Registered Dietitian, and
Nutrition Chairman of South County Political Cooperative Committee
on Education, my professional concerns are to educate the public
and private sector of the cannunity on the inportance of proper
nutrition during all stages of the life cycle. My priorities art_

to those populations targeted at greatest nutritional riskinfancy,
childhood, adolescense and the elderly populations; specifically
those groups of people with chronic diseases or multiple chronic disease

Good nutrition is what provides growth and development throughout
the life cycle fran conception until death. We need nutrients in
different quantities depending on our age, growth periods and activities.
Nutrition education 1J, the schools is important from grades Kindergarten

to 12. It is essential to understand the body as it develops and to
reczgrize the physiological changes it needs during life. Malnutrition

exalts in the United States as well as in Ethiopia!

Women who are pregnant need to receive prenatal care and nutrition
intervention to understand the importance of weight gain from nutrient
dense calories and its correlation to birth weight outcome. Programs
on the federal, state and local level need to be available for the
oregnant woman fran conception through delivery.

We cannot prevent women fr-m gettur pregnant but we can reduce
the infant mortality rates and decrease n.onatal costs by providing
adequate prenatal health and nutrition cirefrom conception through

delivery This is especially important for teenage e:pectant mothers
whose bodies are still growing along with their babies.

Let us look at the development of the embryo. The first trimester
of pregnancey is critical and important for babies growth. During this

time the baby s organs--heart, brain, stomach, arms, legs and fngers

form. Good nutrition is very important. By the end of the first

trimester the baby will be about 3 inches long and weighs about 1 ounce.

By the second trimester all of the baby's organs are formed.
The abdomen continues to enlarge and the baby's sovement becomes more

vigorous. The heart beat is now heard with a doctor's stethoscope.
By the end of the second trimester, the baby is about 14 inches long

and weighs around pounds.

By the beginning of the third trimester, the baby's eyes may
occasionally be open for short periods of time, and if born at this
time the infant would be considered a prematr-: baby and requires

special care. Weight is approximately 2 7otmds and length is about

15 inches. At the end of the third trimester the baby has now reached

a size and maturity that will sustain life outside the mother's body.
The baby weighs around seven pounds and is 20 inches or more in length.

,31,E
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The minority of women who came for health care in the clinic
setting usually comes during the last trzmester of pregnancy. At
this point the fetus is well developed.

If we were to implement Bette: education in the school system,
and provide prenatal care on the basis of a positive pregnancy screening
test, we would be better equipped to handle comprehensive health and
nutrition care to patients and substantially reduce infant mortality
rates.

I realize we get confused as to what comes first the chicken or
the egg, but federal programs currently provide family planning to
anyone in any economic strata. I would make -11 educated guess that
the minority of family planning patients that attend County Health
Department clinics are indigent and a minority are affluent. I 01,,,

believe if we provided prenatal care to anyone, the distribution would
be the same. A manor problem that delays early prenatal care of our
patients is the bureaucratic red tape that an individual must go through
to prove financial eligibility for services. A good example of this is
the indigent pregnant teenager who is extremely disturbed and frightened
after facing a parent or guardian. Then the red tape to get clearance
from a county human service agency can be devastating. Perhaps the
people who make these po_icie3 should spend a few days in one of thc.se
agencies. A myraid of all receipts and documents are required that many
don't have. Do you save al' of your household receipts? As a rosult,
time is wasted, *.me that may ultimately cost the life of a newborn at
the expense of z taxpayer.

The WIC program has been very effective for wailer, infants and
children at nutritional risk. It is cost effective in dollars spent on
taxes saving $3.00 - $3.50 in hospital costs. But, it is a limited
program, providing food and nutrition education to women who enter the
program late in their pregnancy. We need to reach these women ideally
at conception.

If we as Nutritionists, Physicians, Educatiors, Nurses, Midwives and
other Allied Health Professionals pined together and Increased public
awareness through the media enough new programs would develop, more
nutrition education in the schools, more funding would occur and
eventually more comprehensive health and nutrition care by qualified
professionals would be provided for the pregnant woman of today for it
is their children that will be the future of tomorrow.

Thank you.

4 /r
//),

Barbara Holland, R.D.
Public Health Nutritionist
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Testimony of Congressman Charlie Rcse
- on

S. 1209, a bill to establish the Nationsi Commission to
Prevent Infant Mortality

before the Senate Governmental Affairs'
Subcommittee on Intergovernmental Relations

October 31, 1985

MR. ROSE. I would like to thank the distinguished chairman,

Senator Dave Durenburger, and Senator Lawton Chiles for inviting me

to speak today on the issue of infant mortality.

We are dealing with a very serious problem. In 1983, the

national infant mortality rate was 11.2 deaths per thousanu live

births. My home state of North Carolina had a rate of 13.2, making

North Carolina the 5th highest state in infant deaths.

This means that out of every 1000 babies born in my state,

13.2 did not live to their first birthday - and in 4 states and the

District of Columbia this death rate is even higher.

It is inexcusable that we live in oae of the wealthiest and most

technologically advanced nations in the world, yet continue to have

more babies die than almost any other developed nation. We are

ranked behind nine European countries and Japan, Canada, Australia,

Singapore, and Hong Kong

There is no question that the main cause of infant mortality is

low birthweight stemming from a lack of adequate prenatal care and

teenage pregnancy. If the problem of ;ow birthweight is to be

addressed, then we must find ways to provide more and more

women with adequate prenatal care, and reduce teenage pregnacy.
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In North Carolina, a concerted effort in these tw., areas has

recently been initiated on the part of state and local government. In

its last session, the North Carolina Assembly approved more money

for health departments to expand prenatal care and other medical

services.

The Assembly also set up an Adolescent Pregnancy Advisory

Board to distribute grant funds for innovative programs to prevent

teenage pregnancy, and where teenagers do get pregnant, reduce

their chance of having a low birthweight baby.

In fact, a county health department in my district has already

applied for one of these grant:. I am pleased by this commitment by

North Carolina to address the infant mortality problem, bvt I think

we need a well-thought out and well-organized national policy such

as S. 1209, which will establish a National C,,mmission to Prevent

Infant Mortality.

I applaud Senator Chiles and Senator Bentsen for introducing

this bill. Representative Mickey Leland, Representative Bob Mc Ewen,

and I have sponsored equivalent legislation in the House.

A national commission will provide a much-needed

comprehensive plan ,,f action '-i fight infant mortality. This

commission will come up with a national policy that the federal

government, states, localities, and private groups can adopt to

prevent infant deaths.

This national policy would include legislative recommendations

to Congress as to the most effective ways to fight infant mortality.

This is important because Congress and the Adminstration
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must place a greater emphasis on the problem of infant mortality if

we are to win this fight. Current federal programs such as Medicaid

and Women, Infants, and Children - the WIC program - that help

provide prenatal care to mothers have recently been attacked in

efforts to reduce government spending. This is unfortunate because

it is much cheaper in the long run to provide adequate prenatal care

so that American mothers will have healthy, normal weight babies.

Over $1.5 billion is spent every year to keep low birthweight

babies alive. And if the low birthweight child is permanently

handicapped, the later costs of addressing that child's needs will be

even greater.

This a classic case where a ounce of preventio:. is worth a

pound of cure - it is much more cost effective to prevent low

birthweight, than to have to deal with its consequences.

Mr. Chairman, thank you again for asking me to testify today. I

appreciate your having hearings on this important matter, and I look

forwzrd to the establishment of the National Commission to Prevent

Infant Mortality.
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HEARING OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS
OF THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNHENTAL AFFAIRS ON S. 1209

STATEMENT BY CONGRESSMAN LEON E. PANETTA
October 31, 1985

Recent statistics on infant mortality and low-birth weight
rates show some discouraging trends. While I do not pretend to
be an expert in analyzing this data, I am interested in
implementing prevention and intervention strategies that will
keep more infants alive during the first year of life and
beyond. I applaud the efforts of Senator Chiles to create an
Independent Commission to study and recommend ways for regaining
progress in reducing infant mortality and low-birth weight flr
every sector of our population.

Provisional 1984 data released by the National Center for
Health Statistics a few weeks ago has me a bit troubled. While
we are continuing to see a drop in the rate of infant mortality
from 10.9 (deaths per 1,000 live births) in 1983 to 10.6 in
1984, this decrease is slight compared to previous ..,ears. While
the number of infants survx.ing in the first 28 days of life is
better than in prior years, this news is off-set by a decrease in
life expectancy during the post-neo-natal stage between 28 days
and a child's first birthday.

Some experts have suggested that new technology and vastly
Improved neo-natal care have prolonged the life of fragile and
underweight newborns. Others, including the Southern Governors
Task Force on Infant Mortality, suggest that inadequate food or
sanitation, unsafe housing and lack of infant health services are
key factors in assuring infant survival beyond the first year.
But, identifying the causes of infant mortality Independently can
be a difficult task.

Information about infant mortality and low-birth weight
rates suggests that their causes are a confounded web of
Inadequate prenatal care, eternal smoking or alcohol
consumption, poor nutrition, maternal age, insufficient weight
gain, and -- almost universally among the st.Adies conducted --
poverty.
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On September 26, 1985, at a hearing of the Nous Select
Committee on Hunger, Massachusetts State Health CommmissIoner,
Dr. Bailus Walker, estimated the extent to which poverty affects
pregnancy outcome. When I asked him how many infant death
scrtificates reflect conditions of poverty, Dr. Walker said: "If
we really examined each infant death as we examine airplanes when
there's a crash, if we really tease out the causative factors, 75
percent of those would be identified as poverty."

In 1983, black infant mortality was almost twice as high as
that for whites -- at a rate of 19.2 deaths per thousand compared
to 9.7 for whites. Correspondingly perhaps, the poverty rat,. for
blacks in 1983 was 35.7 percent, as compared to 12.2 percent for
whites. More shocking still is the fact that over 50 percent of
black children under age six live in poverty.

A preliminary report bI the Public Voice on Food and Health
Policy released in September depicted significantly higher trends
of low birth weight and infant mortality in our nation's 85
poorest rural counties than for the rest of the country. In
these counties, at least 33 per,ent of the households subsist at

below the national poverty level. Yet, somehow, despite our
national nutrition programs, these counties evidence a
significant lag behind others in obtaining benefits.

I can't help but oelieve there is a very fundamental
correlation between infant nealth and mortality and the level and
adequacy of nutritional intake. In my work as Chairman of the
Subcommittee on Nutrition and on the House Select Committee on
Hunger, I have received hard, cold evidence of increasing hunger
and malnutrition among low-income Amer -:ns across the nation.
So, I am not surprised by the slack in our progress toward lower
infant mortality and low-birth weight rates. Rather, I am made
more determined by them.

Let me share some of the information I have received in
recent hearings that might establish the link between nutrition
and child health. While not all of this evidence is directly
related to infant mortality, I believe these examples are
relevant to further examination of this issue.

In October, 1983, Dr. Agnes Lattimer, Director of the
Ambulatory Pediatric Division of Cook County Hospital reported
high incidence o children at nutritional risk in the Chicago
area, In a pilot study of 325 children under age two, one-third
were found to be falling under the 10th percentile in growth. In
about half of these cases, "failure to grow" was attributable to
nutritional deficiencies.

In February, 1985, Dr. Deborah Frank, Director of one of
several Growth and Development Clinics in Massachusetts
documented a steady increase in the number of children exhibiting
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physical evidence of growth decline as a result of chronic
malnutrition.

In March, 1985, Carlene Jordan, an Oklahoma nutrition
education specialist serving low-income families told the

Subcommit,_ee:
'This year in Muskogee County, we will reach

approximately 500 families. And we find that malnutrition
and hunger are very prevalent among those families. We see
a large number of children and women with anemia.

I have observed a higher than normal incidence of
disease and illness and as a result, we have children that
miss school often, we have wage earners that are absent from
work more often. Sometimes the school lunch is the only
balanced meal a child will get for the day.'

The July, 1985 Southern Governor's Task Force on Infant
Mortality unequivocally supports th,s testimony. The Task Force
concluded that:

"The quality and quantity of fold consumed by the mother
is a critical preventive factor. Inadequate nutrition may
account for as much as 57 to 65 percent of low birth
weights. Poor nutrition before and during the prenatal
period and in infancy can also lead to anemia in the mother
and/or infant, as well as stunted physical and cognitive
growth in the child."

Perhaps the most discJuraging aspect of our search for
cause. is that we come up with more and more indicators of our
failures than our successes. Let me explain whet I mean by
illustration of the WIC program.

Studies of the WIC program show that it is cost-effective.
For every $1 invested in the pre-natal component of WIC, S3
in short-tern. hospital costs are saved.

Data collected for the yet-to-be released National WIC
Evaluation Survey nay show there Is a relationship between
WIC participation and significantly lower fetal mortality.

By any measure, WIC seems to be providing the necessary
dietary supplementation to make a difference in the development
of participating infants and children. So why do I say that
closer inspection may lead us to recognize our failures if WIC is
serving over three million pregnant women, infants, and children
today? Primarily because we need to ask who is getting WIC today
and who is not. Currently, only one-third of the WIC-eligible
population TTbeing served. My suspicions that WIC and other
nutrition programs may not be reaching as far and wide as they
might are reflected in the discouraging statistical trends for
the g feral population.
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Thess trends suggest a grim picture of an inadequate
nutritional base for many low-income families. This situation
has served as the major impetus for our successful efforts in the
House this year to improve ft.. ,c1 stamp program benefit levels so
that poor families can eat a minimally nutritious diet. I urge
Committee Members to ackrowledge the relationship between
n trition . health -- between an adequate diet and positive
pregnancy outcome. By supporting improvement in the Food stamp
and commodity distribution programs contained n P.R. 21 , the
Food Security Act as passed by the House, we can ma,, ,,nogress ,n
providing a mum, nutritional base for needy Americans. This,
in turn, alllows supplemental feeding programs like WIC to be all
that more effective.

As Chairman of the Nutrition Subcommittee, I have visited
dozens of soup kitchens and feeding centers in metropolitan and
rural locatons around the country. In the past two years, the
documented demand for emergency feeding assistance is up 100-200
percent in many areas. This year, I have been startled by the
nun iers of families -- mothers and children -- waiting at these
emergency sites for food.

rom this nerspective, I implore the Committee and sponsors
of 1209 and H.R. -,344 to consider how to bring about a
positive change in infant .ortality and low-birth weight rates
over the long-term. First, ask that the Commission recognize
that there is a serious hunger and malnutrition problem in the
,oited States today. Second, I ask that the Commission include
nutrition as a key focus of its analysis and recommendations not
only by looking to those who have been served by current
nutrition programs, but by reaching out to those who have not.
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THE BETTER BABIES PROJECT, INC.
1717 Massachusetts Asenue, N W Suite 403 Washington. I) C 20036 (202) 187-0900

The Better Babies Project

The Better Babies Project, Inc. is a nonprofit corporation sponsoring a
public-private partnership research effort to reduce the incidence of low
birthweight (associated with increased infant mortality, serious illness,
permanent mental and/or physical hanuicap, and developmental delay) in a high-

risk geographic area of Northeast Washington, District of Columbia. 31,000

people live in the area; they have aoout 500 babies a year; between 14 and 15

percent are born weighing under 5.5 prundt.

A tam of 13 persons working out of a service center in the target area is
attempting to identify as many pregnant women in the area as early as possible in

their p egnancies. Women are linked as necessary with existing medical, social,

and zeallh services. Women are encouraged to begin prenatal 'are early, to
improve tht frequency and total number of their prenatal visits, to improve their
adhe.cocz to health an medical advice, and to participate as needed in specific
interventons desisnzd to reduce prematurity, reduce smoking, alcohol use, and

drug use, and ameliorate social stress. Services are one-to-one and based on

each participant's :2-ecific individual needs.

The National Institute of Child Health annd Human Development (N1...rID), of
the National Institutes of Health, is gathering extensive data on the effort to

see whether or not it is effective in reducing the incidence r' low birthweight.
The project is a community-based effort, and its effects, if any, will be

measured on the total population of the community. Definitive drta will not be

available b,fore 1990. 1.e attempt has significant public po licy implications

because low birthweight is the major risk factor for the relatively high infant
mortality rate in this countr and because of the high cost of neonatal intensive
care for low birthweight infants--roughly $2 billion dollars a year in this

country.

The collaboration involves the Districc of Columbia Government; NICSD; two
private voluntary agencies who are delivering services under contract to the
Project (t-e Visiting Nurse Association of Washington and The Facly Place,
Inc.); seventeen local and national foundations and corporations vno havo so far
contributed over $1.1 million dollars to the effort; numerous private citizens
and groups, including health care providers and social service agencies; and- -
most important of all- -the residents of the target area.

Joan Kaxwell, President
October 23, 1985
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National Headquarters Sint* 3A
1311A Doll's Madison Blvd
McLean, Ihrtenta 2213t

1703) 556 9222

The National Perinatal Association is an organization comprised
of members of existing multidisciplinary regional or state
perinatal organizations and an at-large caucus. The National
Perinatal_Association and_ita_memher organizations are dedicated
to promoting perinatal health through fostering delivery of
optimal care, education, research., and ordering of rational
prio ties.

Because of our multidisciplinary focus, we look at the broad
picture of the perinatal client, including the family and the
society in which that client lives, and not just a medical
history or a diet. The Commission proposed by Sentor Chiles
appears to take a similar perspective, looking at the broad
federal picture without focusing solely on one program or one
statistic. This is an idea whose time has come, and we
commend Senato- Chiles and his co-sponsors for taking the lead
in this important endeavor.

Infant mortality is a topic that many peple are very
uncomfortable ''discussing :. It is not a happy tOpic4 It is
topic that causes distress to parents, to health'ea-re-
profes^ionals, and to society. It is a drain_on our emotional
and financial-resources because high risk infants who survive
ofte need a lifetime of support. 7

Yet the topic is a hopeful one. Many federal programs are in
place that do so much for mothers and infants. But they are
by-and-large fragmented, poorly integrated, and insufficiently
implemerted. You, as policy makers, might say to each other,
"What can I do about this problem? It is something that the
health care practitioners of our country should handle." To
the contrary, this is a problem that policy makers could and
should handle because so many of your decisions have a
tremendous impact on how the health care practitioners can take
care of those in need of preventive and comprehensive perinatal
services.

The eligibility levels for WIC, the restrictions under Title V
Maternal and Child Health Block Grants, the crisis in
malpractice, expanding the benefits under the Medicaid program,
the creative use of EPSDT, the need for outreach, education,
coordination of existing services...these are all areas upon
which policy makers have an impact. We need a Commission such
as the one Senator Chiles has proposed to look into ways of
streamlining and expediting the existing maternal and infant
health services and identify where gaps in service or
eligibility could be closed.
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The National Perinatal Association believes that health is
influenced by all factors in the human life cycle which affect
the wall beiag_of.the,family.from..praor to..conceptlon through
the:next generation. ,Tha National.Perinatal Association.. _
respects the rights-,of-gach-individual -to a.wholesomep full-.
lifem,asd believes that. all newborns are.entitled
appropriate quality care. Accordingly, National nerinatal
Association believes that there is a need to ensure and support
equal access to high quality, cost-effective care for all
pregnant women and newborns, and that this care must constitute
a full ant appropriate complement of health and social services
regurdless f financial or other barriers. This care should be
accessible, acceptable, available, continuous, of high quality,
andOfTeasOnable cost:National Perinatal Association-further
believes tnat quality preventive and comprehensive services
should be a national priority. Not to address it means loss of
lives and human productivity that are critically important for
our untry, not to mention the drain on our country's collars
to care for those high risk women and infants whose tragic
outcomes could be prevented.

The National Perinal Association with its 6,500 members fully
supports S120fr, and urges its speedy passage. The National
Perinatal Association offers its assistance in any way
possible to the Commission as it goes forward in carrying our
Its goals.
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EXECUTIVE RESIDENCE
NASHVILLE , Turviismains

October 28, 1985

The Honotabte David S. DunenbeAget
United Stateo Senate
Waohington, D.C. 20510

Dean Senator Dukenbekgek:

Rae Glad with the Southern Govemou' Aaaociation ham
notified me about .the upcoming heartingz on the ptopozed
Nationat Commission on Infant Mottatity. Although I would
very much tike to teatiliy belione .these heaningo, I am

unable to do ao because oi pkeviouo commitments. I did
want you to know, however, that I am moat interested in
you' work and exttemety auppottive ob your ptopoaato.

We have nicked very hand in Tennuaee to kw attention on
the ptobtem ob i.nbant mortality, a4 weft ao on netmted
matanat and chid health izauta. We have seen the
positive xesutto that can occur when government
kepuoentativeo, intmated citizeno, and plcolitaaionato
litom a vaAiety o6 diociptateo pool that ideaa and enetgiea
to ad.ittaa the ptobtemo and 4otution4 tr them. Our
GoveAnoe6 Healthy Chad/Len Initiative, Led by our
Govennoe6 Task Force on Heatthg Chitdken, ham been a majors
6UCCU4 in Tenneoaee both in decteaoing out inka
mottatity rate to the .Lowest it ham eve' been and in
building support bon child health pnognoma. A national
eiiokt to address the infant mortality issue coutd ovtety
produce aimitatty bene6iciat Atautto.
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Octohen 28, 1985
Page 2

Pteaae let me know you woutd tike whitten teatimony on
°the& auppont documents tiP Tenneaaee. I congnatutate you
ion you4 eitioAta to tiOCU4 pubtic attention on the impontant
iaaue oti towaing oun nationat iniant montvtity 4tatatic4.

Sinceicety,

MAA. 1 Atexanden

MLA/t4

cc: Senators Jim Sa44e4
Senators At Gone
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17f$ Center cos Lice

Voi
of NoviOence hospital
1150 Vaimul a StREEL n 6 Washinc,ton. b C 20017 (202) 269-7439

November 7, 1985

Senator Dave Durenberger
154 Rusmell Senate Office Building
Washington, r C. 20510

Dear Senator Durenberger:

')n behalf of Providence Hospital and the Center for .ife, thank you
for the honor of hosting the Intergovernmental Relations subcommittee
meeting on infant mortality last week. ' have been out of town since the
hearing day, and Zoday is the first oppGetanity I have had to write so I
apologize for the delay in sending to you a formal note of gratitude for
bringing this very significant meeting to Providence.

As I listened to the various witnesses and to th, very able commentary
which you and Senator Miles provided, I was impressed by the way in which
the hearing reinforced .he need to expand the kind of affordable prenatal
and delivery care which the Center for Life provides. As we mentioned in
our testimony, CFL gets 2.000-plus inquiries every year and can subsidize
only 300-350 mothers. The demand for our services is so great that very
often we must delay the mother's entry into our program for 6 weeks or
more lest we overwhelm the medical staff in our OB/GYN Center. This means
that many women who call us at the end of their 2nd trimester never get
into our program because the delay in beginning their prenatal vis,.s
suld leave too little time for physicians to become familiar with their
case before the time of delivery, thus creating an unacceptable level of
medical/legal liability.

Senator Durenberger, I also want you to know that we are working hard
at raising financial support from the private rector to fund the Center's
activities. This year, for example. the Cente, will raise nearly $150,000
(602 of operating c a) through a multitude of activities ranging from
attic sales to opera oenefits, and next year's goal is over $250,000. In
addition, our Board of Trustees has personally funded a $1,000,000
long-range endowment program based on a unique life insurance instrument.
Finally, the hospital's 125th anniversary celebration next year will
highlight our maternal care efforts and a special Adopt-a-Life program
will be launched which will help underwrite the charity care for the
Center for Life's reduced-fee maternity program.

But even with this intensive effort, the need still far outstrips the
demand. So, it is essential that government take a wider role in assisting
hospitals and Centers like ours to carry the burden of providing essential
prenatal care for motners and their inborn children, people who are
certainly among the most vulnerable in our society. There are compelling
ethical and humanitarian reasons for doing this. And, as several
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vim 88888 at the hearing pointed out, there are compelling economic and

practical reasons as well.

Senatcr, we are deeply grateful to you for honoring us with your

presence on October 31. Within our resources, we are committed to
continue providing adequate prenatal care for every woman regardless of

her social or economic status. We look with hope to you for your

continued, dedicated leadership in setting before Congress, the Adminis-
tration and the country the critical need for the financial support which
agencies like ours oust have to continue and to expand these vital

services.

I would appreciate having these comments included in the record of

the hearing, if that is appropriate and possible. Again, thank you for

your encouragement, your support; aud, most o' all, for your firm
commitment to the dignity of human life.

RAII;r1

3i

Sin

Robert A. Hutson
Executive Director
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December 2, 1985

Ms. Mary Peterson, Chief Clerk
Subcommittee of Interglvemmental Relations
437 Hart
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Ms. Peterson:

This letter is to provide you with a Tennessee perspective regarding S. 1209
and the need for a national policy to deal with the problem of infant
mortality. Although infant mortality has declined dramatically over the
past few decades In Tennessee and in the nation as a whole, the current
rate of infant deaths, especially in the nonwhite population, is
unacceptat' s. I am aware of our country's standing among other
industrialized nations, and I ant concerned about the fact that we seen: to
be losing, rather than gaining, ground. In 1932, for instance, there were 16
countries with infant mortality statistics that were better than ours) lust
30 years ago, there were only six.

There are many reasons why infant mortality is an important matter for
public concern. An examination of infant mortality trends tells us not only
about the health status of mothers and children, but also about the overall
quality of life in a society. Infant mortality can be considered a "proxy"
for measuring a nation's success in assuring appropriate educational and
health services for its citizens, as well as addressing the problems
associated with poverty. It is thus a significant topic for public interest
and attention, and one which merits national 1r Ivernent

Because our infant mortality rates in Tennessee, like those In other
Southern states, are higher than the national average, we are especially
concerned about finding ways to address this problem. In our state we have
demonstrated that focusing public attention on the problem and
implementing broad-based solutions can have dramatic results.

During the past five years my husband, Governor Lamar Alexander, has
launched two major statewide initiatives that are already having a
significant impact on our infant mortality statistics. The Better Schools
Initiative is aimed at long-range improvements In the quality of public
education and in the percentages of Tennesseans who graduate from high
school. The Healthy Children Initiative is focused on preventing children's
health problems through an array of prenatal and infant care services, as
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Ms. Mary Peterson, Chief Cleric
Page Two
December 2, 19E5

well as through a concerted effort to -arse public awareness about child
health issues and to build networks among public and private health
providers so that child health problems can be addressed more effectively.

Our Governor's Task Force on Healthy Children, which 1 chair, has worked
to establish a statewiciz $3.6 million Prenatal Program to provide access to
prenatal care in all 95 counties of our state. We have also built a
sta....vide $2 million Infant Follow-up Program to assure appropriate care
for children born with special risk factors or handicaps. Our Infant Follow-
up Program includes a special collaborative effort with private physicians
across the state to provide "medical homes" for Tennessee children. To
date, over 400 private physicians are involved in this effort. Next year we
will inaugurate a $1.5 million School Health Program to provide health
services and health education to our school children.

Other government programs we have launched include special child abuse
prevention nrograms special preschool programs. We have emphasized
our family planning, perinatal, genetics, immunization, and nutrition
programs as part of the total effort.

In addition, we have carried out seven major public awareness campaigns
focusing on topics such as prenatal care, good nutrition, and teen
pregnancy. All of these campaigns have Involved widespread teevision and
radio announcements, brochures, posters, and special events. These
campaigns have been most successful in communicating important
messages to broad and varied Tennessee audiences and in building support
for child health programs.

All of these efforts illustrate that goverrment can have a powerful effect
on infant mortality statistics when a concerted attack on the problem is
made. Our infant mortality rate among Tennessee residents last year
(ILO was the lowest ever, and provisional data for this year indicate that
this trend is holding.

Infant mortality, in summary, in an :it portant public policy Issue that is
responsive to public policy solutions. I believe that a national policy on
infant mortality, together with state-specific implementation strategies,
can yield significant benefits for our country and for its youngest, most
vulnerable, citizens. I congratulate Senator Cities and the Subcommittee
on Irtergovemmental Pelations for investigating this issur and I offer my
support and encouragement to those seeking to find new answers to this
difficult problem.

Smc rely,

Mrs. LatlM r Alexander

513/HA/vm HSA//30
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The babies who
never come home

11 =III: r.L .
8 ISM t-
oned
Nelson we
milted by sin-

-. bulance to a
- ---- hospital near

her home in central Illinois
She had fast begun to feel

labor pains that dawntwo
months Wore she was sup.
pseud to And by the tame she
was wheeled into the delivery
mem, the contractions were
coming to fast for the womed
doctors to stop them In little
Ism than an hour, the baby she
and her husband, Mark, had
prayed for was borna little
girl weighing two pounds six
ounces, whose arms were little
M uer than an adultb finpr
and whom skin was so translu-
cent that you could sae her
blood vessels through it

Like many premature in-

*The Nelsons names have been
changed to protect their privacy

n an icy rib- Bents, she suffered from SWIMS
hyaline membrane chasms.
and while neonatal experts

agagllssdd to save her, the in-
fant le I unp rust couldn't
sustain life for long A mere
seventy -two hours after she
was born, the tiny figure an the
tangle of tubes and wires died
of respiratory failure

Why didn't Carolineb obste-
trician detect signs of trouble
and possibly prevent prema-
ture labor' Because Caroline
never saw doctor while she
was pregnant. With Mark aid-
dimly out of work and with no
health insurance, she simply
couldn't afford to do so

"In the hospital I ned con-
stantly," says Caroline, finger-
mg locket that contains s w-
him of her premature daughter
"Mark tried to soothe me, but I
knew that, deep down, he was
really crying to himself'

Iliday, she and her husband
bear no, only the sorrow of
their loss but also a tremen-
dous burden of guilt and anger
They mob,. now that with

141 may be shocked
to learn that a baby
been bs Siagapote has
a better chance of
114411 to Its first

blakday than one
been ht the U.S. Why
am thousands of
beasts palshing
esedlesaly in the
meld% richest cadent
obstetrical care, an intction
Caroline developed during prep
nancy could have been detected
and treated with antibiotics,
and she probably would have
carried her baby to term But
at the time, the fair-haired
twenty-sixyear-old just halide
understood how important cre-
nate! MY is When the coal
mine an Inch Mark worked
shut down, the couple had pan-
icked over the state of their fi-
nances and decided that doc-
tor was a luxury, not near
sity 'When you have pre-
badly no income and you don't
hel sick, the last thing you
spend money on is doctor,"
Caroline says

Tragic as their experience
was, Mark and Caroline Nelson
are typical of thousands of fi-
nancially strapped young coil-
plea who fall through the cracks
of the medical system each year
Because of lack of information,
a paucity of low-cost services and

quantity of red tape too many
women in this country simply do
not get the kind of (continued)

by Arlene Fischer and Katherine Bar- tt
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Ma licia if they meet eligibility require.
manor hr Aid lb haulms With Dunn.
drat Children. And ails msnelatory that
states provide Medicaid during first
peganoty br women who would qualify
ally ilia tdtildk birth

Inch change will certainly risks an
=Intdalliance But if we are to

intant anetelaty, mineral other
pubis= mot be aJdreesed as well

Unwilling obstetricians Even when
woman hes Mediesid. she often has

difikulty leeatsag doctor who will re-
edit it since the pimento ace so low
P iths paperwork so involved In Con.
=tout, he example, 1962 survey
heed that $7 percent lithe responding
elmaetrietwas and gynecologists refused
Medicaid plaints. Therels also some
Mimeos that because of high malprec
Use premiums, obstetricians and gym-
adffiffilll are becoming mann gly re.
helm to tab* difficult eases, and
pent women often present problems
In fart. 1963 study found that in Floc
Ida It percent of these specialists had
g ored delivering babies altogether
be of malpractice insurance rates

up to 635.000 year In California.
the same study showed that 10 percent
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of *hypos planned to stop Thu, of
come, puts heavy burden on while
clinics and hospitals, which an already
@ Wham/ hem funding cutbacks

Cloud hospital doors Altlsouga
many hospitals are required by the
federal Hill.Burton Act to admit inner
gency plants regardless of their &bd4
ity to pay, number fad to do this, says
Judith Waxman, managing attorney
for the East Coen office of the National
Health Law Program in Washington,
DC Three pan ego, the Office for
Civil Rights established policy that
woman must be ramped as soon as at is
eOar that she se in labor "But many
administrators ignore this unto*. a pa-
tient knows the law and 1111114 on her
rights; Waxman says

The mule of these problems IS that
many babes who could have come into
the world healthy are born needing
highly expensive medical are It's not
very unusual for are of a premature
infant to cost $100000 and even the
avenge expense is $17 000 to $24 000
The irony of this is not loot un child
care ^dyocates In fart, in a petition
presented by Public Advocates Inc to
the U S Department eel Health and
Human Sen Ices early this sear than
teen associations argued that $361 mil.
Lon in high tech medical care could be
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saved each year if Knipe ppentive
services were available

The solution, saysJeffrey 'Nylon-fa to
improve maternal nutrition the Iftn-
ernmentb nutrition propel,' currently
serves only about one third of the peo-
ple who said at and to educate expect-
ant mothers about drinking, smoking,
and taking drugs during pregnancy It
mama making sure that woman taw
scum to prenatal can and understand
the importance of getting it. And it
means changing our approach to the
problem of infant mortality by inam
mg spending for preventive program
"I think in the Jnited States we have
shays been Impressed with high tech-
nology And that is the way we reduced
infant deaths in the 1970e," says limier
-Dicky in newborn interisave-sare mute
we can treat babies below two pounds,
and stall pt in many of them pod
result But tb very expensive and very
difficult for the parents and children
involved And we do not get first-clase
moult every time"

Leaning forward intently, he poem
the question that has been on his mind
since he began studying t, is issue 56
teen year. ago "Wouidn t it make more
sense he wonders, "to opt for the aim.
pie less maw ways of saving thews
babies lime" bed
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Infant Mortality in the U.S.
After many years of a steady ,,,op in the infant mortality rate

in the U.S. the rate of decline has abruptly slowed. The change

coincides with cutbacks in programs for mothers and children

In 1979 the U S Public Health a
ice established nine infant dent. v
per 1.000 live births u a gal the

nation should bin able to meet by 1990
Early tyst year Gov mast official
testified in Caner at the Val
could be met if us favorable
trends continued la -acember of that
year, reviewing provumoaal data for
1983 and the first nine months of 1984.
the nine official acknowledged that
the trend, in less favorable and that
the goal dd not be reached by 1990

Tit uuent mortality ram had been
declining steadlly for many years.
dropouts from 47 in 1940 to 13 1 In
1979 The decline continued at an
avenge of 4 6 percent per year until
1983 realms rate of 109 infant
deaths pa 1.000 live Urdu Then. ac-
cording to the provisional data. the
speed of decline dime ad markedly,
to 27 percent (106 deaths: on 1964
Although the Public Health Parcae
asserted m May that the seal of an In-
fant !Portably rate of nine vdl till be
reached by 1990, the likelshood that It
will not be is Krona

What happened, As st usual in ran-
pas social issue& number of possible
contributing factors can bin cited, and it
would be difficult to Prove 6 'any one
of them by itself tip : the scales Still,
one definite change t took Place mot
long before the rail of decline flat
lend out was the reduction by the
Rcagan Admtnutratton in the fund
mg of seseral programs for childrer
mothers of young children aed
ream omen I and many other
seers ors think these cutbacks have con
intuited saniticanily to the cha-ae
of trend in the infant mortality rate

by C Arden Miller

by weakening national policies Isvhs,..1
had never been more than marginal)
ft.. the can and protection of prepant
women. Sensor officals of the Depart-
ment of Health and Hunan Seroces
deny the connector. They point in-
stead to such factors as IM high Tile of
esenap prepseney, the um of tobac-
co. alcohol and drug by many pres-
cient women and the causal racial
mature of the U S pop alma theY
also cite the palatably that lugh4ech-
noloey madame is merely postponing
the death of some Infanta who earlier
would have appeared in the thillatSCS
i-latutg to naturally aborted prepsan-
cies. The Adnumstration has declined

proposal to study the effect of the
cutbacks.

r'tte statism at issue herethe infant
mortality rateis officially defused

as deaths (per 1.000 live birth, on the
fuss year oft fit (More per n the
U S din then than in any a. Ingle
year of age up to 63) Neonat .s,

involving babas tee than , is
old. account for 70 percent .1

death and two-thirds of the
toll is attnbutabk to low arth

The risk of low bulb weight is In
creased both among bl mothers and
among women who give birth w'
they are younger then 16 or older
than 35 II is also higher for women
who have poor prenatal can or none
whose diet t adequate and who gun
lea than 20 pounds during pregnancy
Smoking, abuse of drugs and excesme
consumption of alcohol are (aims so
are strep frqucnt childbearing and

mtsCariages The relative
wear ,,at should be ;Pen these fac
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tors is not well documented By far the
most impressive correlation is with
poverty and minority status. Recent
emphasis ha been laud too on the ad
verse Influence of cassette smoking
before and during pregnancy

The poaneonatal infant mortality
rate (deaths from 28 days through 12
maena) 's less substantially correlated
with low birth w hi but is heavdy
influenced en..ronrnental circum-
stance. ontnbute to accidents
and COOtalsOuS disease& The postneo-
natal rate is high among populatiOnS
that have low socioeconomic status.
poor sanitation. unsafe housing and
limited water supply It is also high ,n
households where the mother his had
little education. The sudden-infant-
death syndrome (the abrupt death of
an apparently healthy baby) Is the
largest single cause of poetneonatal
infant mortality Recent reports iden-
tify a particularly high rate of sudden
infant death in households headed by
unmamed mother.

The connection between infant mor-
tality and poverty and related social
factors a not now finding The Fed-
eral Croldre-'s Bureau, established In
1912. undertook as a first inquiry
the subject of infant mortality The
findings. based on surveys in 10 cities
and a number of rural areas, have a
familiar ring "The coincidence of a
high infant mortality rate with low
earnings. poor housing the employ
ment of the mother outside the home
and laic families was indicated in
all these studies They all showed that
there is great variation in infant mor
tality rates not only in different parts
of the Unipro St. as but also in differ



ent parts of the same state and in the
same city, town or rural district These
differences were found to be caused by
different population elements. widely
unpin, social and economic condi
lions and differences in appreciation of
good prenatal and infant tare aid the
facilities available for such care

Another parallel with 1912 is con-
cern with the comparison between the
U S and other countries in infant mor
tidily, Data from the census of 1910
indicate that the infant mortality rate
in the U S was 124 per 1.000 live
births Many other nations had better
records, but it is noteworthy that the
rate was exceedingly high in several
countries l including Fran. c the Neill
erlands. Switzerland and the U K I that
in later decades came to be among the
world s leaden in infant survival

Since 1910 the record has improved
all t unequally in every country The
U S has tended to slip down in tb-
ranking of industrialized nations that
have acceptable reporting systems and
a population exceeding tw o million In
the 1950-54 period the U S was in sty
enth place in 1960 -6.1 11th n 1970-
'4. 16th, and in 1982. 17th Finland
and Japan with rates of 60 and 66
"espectively in 1982, are now the lead-
en, having passed Sweden

Every nation's social policies derive
from its unique cultural traditions
still, the infant mortality figures from
other countries help to define more
Mainly the influence on U S statistics
of such variables as the age of child
bearing, socioeconomic status and par
ticipation m health wry One in
flutter that is often cited to explain
the relatively high rate in the U S is
the racial and cultural diversity of the
population but other factors are at
work For example. one can point out
that the mortality rate for black infants
is twice as high Lithe rate for whites in
the U S. but one must also account for
the fact that the rate for white infants
in the U S is higher than the rate for
European whites of comparable sotto
economic Status and nations .18in

The mayor difference between U S
babies and their age peers in other

countries is that U S babies are ^mall
er If one compares babies of the same
birth weight (say 21100 ram babies in
the 1. S with 2 000 gram babies in Eu
rope). the dare ,s in mortality dis
appear Indee chancres for SlIfV1V
at among babies of comparable birth
weight irc cy en better in the t S than
this arc in sountrIss that hate list
ter utcrall infant mortalat nits, the
pruhlstn is that a it isollicttng nunintr
of new horns to the I_ 1 16 S psrssnt of
all battik, and I psrssnt of hlask
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babies) weigh less than 2 500 grams
If 5 pounds) the off ill measure of
low birth weight

The conditions contributing is. low
birth weight are the subwrt of study
One of them is either lack of or prof
participation in a program of prenatal
tare th., heginsearly in pregnancy area
continues throughout it Ideally such a
program should do a good deal more
than monitor the health of the mother
and fetus and provide appropriate
treatment It should also include genet
IC screening and counseling risk &s-
wan ent counseling on the hazards of
cigarette smoking, drug use and alco
FN consumptm education on and
a. rangeMenti i delivery advice on

breut feeding and parenting, enroll
men( in appropriate programs such as
Medicaid and Aid to Families with
Dependent 'soling
on far ly planning

In this context the experience of
France is noteworthy France has re
cently made impressive advances in re
during the infant mot ahtY rate Part
of that success has been attributed to

scheme of cash payments to preg
nant women The payments serve as
an incentive for the women to en.
gage in prenatal care that r attires
ea identification of risks and pro-
grams of strew reduction

Anoiher factor that is occasional-
ly proposed as a contributor to ui-

PAT1ERNI OF ilaF iaT 111MT. monad II. world i petal i175-40 61.5.
lasht the fans that the I. 1 w.ul ..toad the It Aims nations.' 11411he I. S. ha slipp-4
a lib futher dons on the hst of ondubinsii.c11 nations in thil. is The infant ntoruit,

3!8



Pant mortality is biological differences
among racial or ethnic subgroups in
the heterogeneous US population
One need only look at the example of
Sweden to be made skeptical of this
argument Sweden, which is comic
tently among the leading nations an
low infant mortality rates, has recently
had many Immigrants from southeast
crn Europe where infant mortality
rates are relatively 'ugh The p. 'Pk
come for mental service Jobs and an
generally worse off than other people
in Sweden in income and living conch.
lions Nevertheless, the record of in
fain mortality among the immigrant
families is somewhat better than the

ord among Swedes The immigrant
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women appear to a.ad themselves ful
ly of the extensive Swedish health sere
ices which include prenatal care In
other nations too the descendants of
immigrants tend to acquire patterns of
infant mortality more like the ones in
the country of residence than the ones
in the country of origin

A careful analysts of neonatal mor
Lido among racial groups was done
in 1979 by Richard I. Naeye of the
Pennsylvania State Univet soy College
of Medicine His ftneling on perinatal
mortality (late deathsafter 20
or more w.eks of pregnaftytogether
with deaths in the first 28 days of hie
per 1,000 births) was Orientals 23 per
1.000 pregnancies, whites 34, Puerto

Ricans 41 and blacks 51 When th
data were corrected for such factors
as p rvpre plane v weight. prenatal care
weight fa, height, work man& the
home ogantte smoking, family in
come, education and marital Ilitua
the so called racial difference, were
eliminated or greatly reduced A small
unexplained gap between Weeks and
other groups persisted associated with
a slightly higher infection rate ono
black I ople

Speculations about racial biological
differences as a ente of increased in
fant mortality how egardea wot-
great Caution. pa/11Cnolfly in view of
the fact that the survival of black in
(ants has been shown to increase as the

ewe n son-4 in irons el deaths derina ihe Sat ye r of life per
1 ON use births. Fat sews seine wain 140111. nano. 'nib be Ise.
ent sale.. mwutay eel, wr Snedea. the leaden now re limbed
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and lapse e t a 0 sad 66 eespeclirely The rale in the I. -S. that
year mos II 5 pee 1000 the benba. The map la based on dela ess
Sled by the I ailed 'Valour Seeretonaa sod published by 11111553
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wESTIIININPIOPE r n the t S the period of sharpest deI cline in the infant mortality rate

NEW ZEMAN!) influences woe at work. Conspicuous
NMTRAIM- was the decade of the 1970's Many

among them was the expansion of
NONINERN SWIM r--1

social- support PApama such as Aid
to Families with Dependent Children,

WW1 food stamps and Medicaid and the de
velopment of special programs to un-

9431ILD WOO .11.11IMMIMIRm prove access to maternity related serv-
ices. Also at work were changes both

SIMONS mint ages of childbearing, a dessee,
WISE OEVELOPRO imiyar, and downward m the pr

LESS DEVELOPED
in the proportion of unwanted child-mmmommg.----f

REOC448
bearing through the provision of easier

o S0 110ice(
access to family planning and abortion

`w 'vices a general improvemert in the
mew seRSTAury RATE 100013A linanni

so

economy with redocl ions in the pover
ty rate the development of nutrition

REGIONAL PAT TIANS One Nom, FM= dr= tiet the When newnlity Me al "WPIcmcn" 'P'ci"211Y for P'S
km as Led nalweglent the world M in men. may ne dais erne 11511-SS (Ilk nant wornan, and dram, atic advances
emit me 11,71-110 ivriftek ilmt el= nee nelw= peened= tow the peeled 10111-1f (4,11 in medical technology (or the care and

pea TM Ms ore 1= the Pnaleilee Dine= M the IN Seentaners Degarsteno el improved survival of lnfeon horn at
Innewileen ECONOMIC and Swam Alain .6 piedisbol I. ore L fiallat. csacmcly low weight

parents improve their socioeconomic
circumstances Important though ra
cal differences may be for people un-
dertakms the statistical analysis of
variables the environmental deis-

t mucous for the disproportion of r
font mortality among black, appear
to provide an ample base or consider
shoos of social policy

Also deserving skeptics,. are the
easy assumptions that Peal -, na-
tion should haves low ,uit mortality
rate and a poor ',Won a high one
Among low-income nations in 1981
the rue ranged from 130 (Bangladesh)
to 43 (Sri Lanka) among middle in-
come . shoos the range was from 120
(Turkey) 26 (Portugal. and among
high-income cations tt range was
from 130 (Oman) to seven (Japan)

Sri Lanka provides an impressive es
ample o' how !litre= national paver-
ty does cot necessarily entail a high
infant mortality rate The government
of that nation trier to make sure that
several basic serviceseducation, nu-

ll supplements, family rlanning
and prenatal careare provided to all
the people who need them The pro-
grama are not neceesonly elaborate or
sophisticated, but everyone is wired
access to them

The success of dim approach in Set
Lanka and some ouser parts if the
world suggests that neglect of peo-
ple may have devastilling effect on
their well-being as measured by the in-
fant mortality rate, and that the ohm-
11011 can be improved by services that
are modest to content but ambitious
in outreach and overage The cape-
nence of a few MM, developing
countries and of numerous demon-
stration ropeuts in the U S -imports
this irterpretation.
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tante of prenatal care It is noteworthy
that the women in the U S who get the
most and best prenatal care are the
ones who are at the lowest risk of los
mg an infant For such women the
measurable contribution of the care
to the survival of the infants may not
be highly significant

Moat of the information about pre
natal care comes from birth cenifi-
cites, which record the date of the first
nut and the number of visits. In the
statistical analysts of these data the
care is presumed to be madequate if it
d d not begin until the third trimester
(the last three months of pregnancy)
or consisted of fryer than five vim
All recommended standards call for at
least 10 visits and for more than that if
special risks are identified Unfortu-
nately little information tsaysdabk on
the adequacy of care in terms of the
content of the v011s.

David L Kenner of the Institute It
Medicine of the National Academy of
Sciences analyzed data on New York
City women and found that social risks
(the woman was single. of an unfavor-
able age or poorly educated) appeared
oftener than medical ones Further
more. the infant mortality rates more
than doubled in the presence of either
kind of rink An important finding was
that 75 percent of the nits could be
identified in the first five minutes of the
first prenatal Vint

The number of American women re-
ceiving prenatal care rose during the
1970's. but a gap rammed between
blacks and whites. By 1079 some SC
percent of black women were not seen
for prenatal care during the first three
months of pregnancy. whereas near-
ly 80 percent of white women were
Overall participation in prenatal care
appears to have declined since 1981
in areas with high unemployment or
large minority populations

The strongest influence in reducing
infant mortality in recent years has
been the growth of programs for care
of newborn habits who are at high risk
of death Some 600 hospitals in the
U S have established wins capable
of applying the advanced technolo-
gy now available About 6 percent of
newborn babies are 'Written to such
units often having been brought from
a distance by special rapid-transport
facilities

for newborn infants weighing more
than 1 590 grams these systems have
brought ahout an impressively im
proved rate of survival without An
apprcsidhis risk of later problems of
health or dc,clopmcni For infants
weighing Ir,s than 1 51X1 grams thc sur
vasl rawv ire also enormously im
proud httt the long term premeds
for theee babes are more douoiful



Sherd reports indicate It at the im-
proied survival of such infants has
been accompanied by relathe tan
Crease in posUwOnatal mortality The
obuervation suggests that elabu ate
neonatal technology delays rather Than
presents some infant deaths

In a study done for the Office of
Technology Assessment. Peter OLdetti
estimated the average cost of neonatal
intensive care in 1978 to be 513.616
per patient. Routers prenatal care has
been estimated to cost about 5350 per
patient On the basis of these fistres
group advocaung comprehensive pre-
natal care for all low income women
has calculated that by providing such
a program the Federal Government
would save 3360 million per year an
outlays for neonatal intensive care and
the rehospitalization of babies born at
low weight

Ma nil this lckground one can ex-I amine the effects of Federal poli-
cy on health services relating to infant
mortality For this purpose it es in-
structive to compare the recension of
1971-75 when publicly sponsored so-

cial supports and health services u.ere
expanded, with the recession of 19111-
82, when programs of that nature
were curtailed

To make the comparison my col-

am

1.

iv

30
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leagues and I examined data from a
group of eight states that were stn
misty affected by the earlier recta.
non (Georgia Michigan. Missouri Ne
brake. New York Ohio, South taro
line and Virginal and eight that were
not (California. Iowa. Kentucky Loui-
siana, Maryland. Montana, Oklaho-
ma and Texas) For each group we
analyzed the rates for infant mortal-
ity neonatal mortality awl low both
weight for whites end nonwhites in the
period 1973-77 We found that infant-
health trends unproved equally in both
groups of and among all popula-
tions No reversal of favorable trends
could be identifed

A strictly parallel analysis for the
later recession is not yet possible, but
the preliminary data indicate a very
different experience The states hard-
est hit by the recession reported a de
cline in the parucipc bon of pregnant
women in prenatal care, consistent
with the loss of Medicaid and insur-
ance tenefiu and with the curtailment
of support for public clinics A number
of states reported a reversal of Previ-
ously favorable trends for rates of in-
fant mortality and birth weight. panic
ularly among minority populations

When the Public Health Service es-
tablished in 1979 the goal of an infant
mentality rate of nine per 1.000 live

births by 1900 it also proposed some
related objectives to be achieved with
in the same period Onc was that the
infant mortality rate should not exceed
12 per 1.000 live births for any racial
or ethnic group Another was that low
weight births should constittee no
more thin 5 percent of all live births
with no racial or ethnic group exceed-
ing 9 percent A thud was that 90 per-
cent of pregnant women would began
prenatal cue within the first trimester

Analyzing reported rates of progress
by state, the Children's Defense Fund
has cracludeo at now of these goals
are 1 kely to be met by 1990 on a na-
tion-wide basis The .leans whereby
the goals could be met art not mYstert-
ov- but they require the imp:ement$
lion of certain public policies t at are
not even being seriously ^onside. ^d
The means include assured antis to
comprehensive perinatal Cate guarn
teed maternity leaves for all working
pregnant women and recent mothers,
job protection during the leave and
cash benefiu equal to signifitant por-
tion of wages during the leave These
measures can be promoted on the basis
of humanitarian concern social equi-
ty, cost effectiveneu and even national
security to the extent that n will de-
nt, on coming generation both vig-
or s and productive

,
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RACIAL AND SOCIOECONOMIC DISPARITIES IN CHILDHOOD MORTALITY IN BOSTON

PAUL H WOE, MD,MPH, MILTON KOTELCHUCK, PHD,MPH, MARK L WILSON, Sc D ,

AND MARK MILLE, M A

Abstract WI examined racial and Incomrelated pat-
terns of mortality from birth through adolescence in Boo-
ton, whets residents have high access to tertiary medi-
cal C11111,

Chilahood mortality was significmIBY highs( IlInfillS1
Nadi cNIdren (odds ratio. 1.24. P<0.05) and low-income
children (odds MO, 147, P<0 001) Socioeconomic ef-
fects veried for different age groups and causes of death
The le-gest relative disparity occurred in the neonatal and
postneonstal penods, and the smallest in edolsecence Of
Me total racial differerd . in neonatal mortality (688
deaths per 1000 kw tires ), 51 2 per cent occurred in
prematuri invents, 13 4 per cent in Semi Ennis who were

ALARGE literature has documented elevated
death rates in lower social classes in the United

States" and elsewhere S These studies have pnmanly
examined mortality in infants,1 adults,' or total pop-
ulations,° rarely expionng the continuum of effect
throughout childhood Interest in tlus area has been

idled by persistent racial disparities in social and
economic sta a and by renewed debate ove, the effect
of sc cal programs on children living in poverty 6.'
Moreover, the growing recognition of the importance
of injuries in childhood mortality has provoked calls
for expanded research into the soma, determinants of
childhood trauma s

Mortality during the neonatal period (less than 28
days of age) began to fall dramatically in the United

Foam die Department of Medsone Mike" Han eel do low Nino es
Noserology rd Women s Roam!, ink Depomouts of Pedalo. ..A
nctel Mahe= re Health Poloy. Harvard Medd* School do DR.= of

HMO Fahey Remand) nod Edmore Hamad Woolsey emd do Deponent
of Popoleboe S.enea Heron/ Scheel of Flak Hui& sib Addles. m-
yna moat lo Dr Woe do DIVISION of Head. blacy Ratereb nod Edw.
boo Heaved Dreamy 611 linelando Ave Some HA 02113

&epoxied pen by pro from do Won Feed 1601110-062076-2 301 nod
de Robot Wood Mama Fooedeozo 160212 39112) Dr Woe a do bleaas-
Omens Nadi Itesecti (rare Pelttte Hal* Re ad Felker of Ste *Oral
S000lanos

Penned pen r de weal mecum old* Aromas Peblo Health Asson-
ance Della 1911, and the ArnbuNnoy Perham Ammon. Waslunroo
DC 1993

small for thew gestational age, and 25 9 per cent in
neonates who were both premature and small for their
age Black neonatal mortality was elevated at all income
levels Beyond the neonatal penod, mortality from me-
berassry disease. fire, and homicide had strong inverse
relatonshipe with a sine, and mortality from nuns@ to
the occupants of molar vehicles was directly related to
MOMS

These data suggest that despite access to tertiary medi-
cal services, substantial social differentiation in mortality
may exist N oughout childhood Equity in dvldhood sur-
vival will probably require policies that emphasize preven-
tive goals (N Engl J Med 1965, 313 3604 )

States during the mid-1960s This decline, which has
continuer' to the present, has often been associated
with important advances in the medical care provided
for pregnant women and ill newborns Dunng this
same period major technological stndes have been
made in the diagnosis and treatment of many senous
childhood conditions, including infections, diabetes,
asthma, cystic fibrosis, kidney disease, and leukemia
These advances, in turn, have been coupled with ma-
jor efforts to provide access t, such care through re-
gional referral and transport systems

The manner in which these innovations have al-
tered patterns of differential mortality, however, re-
mains poorly understood In this study we sought to
elucidate racial and socioeconomic disparities in mor-
tality from birth through adolescence in the city of
Boston The Boston case is of special interest because
of the unusually high access its children have to terti-
ary health services According to vital statistics for the
period under study, 93 per cent of all births and 96 per
cent of all low-weight births to Boston residents oc-
curred in perinatal referral facilities with diri.ctly asso-
ciated Level III neonatal intensive care units There-
WIC trends in neonatal mortality can be studied in
total population with virtually complete and immedi-
ate access to intensive perinatal care The concentra-
tion of tertiary pediatric facilities in Boston has led to a

Repined from the New England Journal of Medicine
313:360-366 (August 8). 1985
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similar hospitalization pattern for o:der children resid-
ing in the city According to data collected by the
Massachusetts Health Data Consortium, 82 per cent
of all nonneonatal admissions of children residing in
Boston occurred at tertiary units of major teaching
hospitals Furthermore, admissions to tertiary facili-
ties accounted for 94 per cent of all in-hospital pediat-
ric deaths Although we make no judgment about tk it
appropnateness, these hospital utilization patterns
provide a special opportunity to examine childhood
mortality in an area where access to tertiary services is
,xtremely high

Mcnions
Deaths in children from birth through 19 years of age were exam-

ined for residents of the coy of Boston for the yea-a 1972 through
1979 All mformatoon was extracted from computerized files of
births, deaths, and !Inked neonatal bulbs and death, obtained from
the Registry of Vital Events, Massachusetts Department of Public
Health National childhood populanan and mortality data were
obtained from tapes of the 1970 and 1980 national censuses and
yearly vital stausua (rose the National Center for Health Staunton
Neonatal mortality was defined as deaths allow-bon, infanta less
than 28 days loge, with inclusion in the study based on maternal
residence m Boston, independent tithe location °( berth Botha and
neonatal deaths were cannoned by both weight, race, a s, hospital
at which birth and death occur ett, gestational age, and maternal
facto.s, including age, panty, educatton, and cottons tract of resi-
dence For all other age groups, age, sex, race. cauee of death (ate-
gone 8 and 9 of the Inioneatoroal Closstfrotsoo eJ &WM Adopted),
sod census tract of maidence were reviewed Age stratificauon con -
stated of am groupings neonates, poem: antes (:8 through 364
days), I through 4 years, S through 9 years, 10 through 14 years,
and 15 through 19 yeah

Because no direct information regarding income le currently
available on Firth and death certificates, an indirect measure of
income status was used Median faintly income by census tract of
residence was used as a ma-ure of economic resource, available in
the Immediate son al r-,Y,onment Median familyincome (or each
census tract was ,tad in the 1970 and 1980 national misuse. To
conform with the eight-year penod under study, median (anuly-
trromr ,aluirs were extrapolated from the base census years The
146 census tracts of Boston were ranked by median family income
and stratified into three groups of ascending income Group I,
85,941 to 811,035, Group II, 311,115 to 114.529, and Group III,
014.138 to $33,409 Each group was compared of 48 to 49 census
tr.cu, with Groups I, IL and III containing 56,042, 48.848, and
61,353 children, respectively

The relative contnbimon of specific (actors to neonatal mortality
differentials was calculated by means of a standardization model
pioneered by Yankauer and Anew. '° and extensively developed by

and othen The contnbuuon of factor-s nfic mor-
tality rates to differences between groups a and b vas estimated by
computing an expected rate (or group a, using the (actor - specific
mortality rates of group b and the actual fractional &unbutton of
group a When two or more (actors were analyzed simultaneously,
lomenc-regression models" were employed as suggested by Paneth
et al Barth-wnght-spenfic mortality was computed for 500.8
categories Gestational-age data were available (or the years 1915
through 1979 and were baud on the reported date of the mother's
lilt menstrual penal The effect of gestational age alone was ana-
lyzed by constructing four gestate:nal-ape groups, such that the
mean birth weight of each group was app oumately the same n In
analyzing relatronships between grill on, age and birth weight (or
different racial and income groups, use pe cenules for birth weight
according to gestational age reported (or i aliforma by William, et
al's were used as standards Neonates below the 10th percentile
were cony:heed small (or their gestational age Nmen five per cent
confidence mtervals for mortality rates were based on a Poisson
distnbution and c. ^ulated by methods suggested by Foster and
K1011(11711 0.
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Companson of mortality betty -en racial and inca subgroups in
all posunfancy age grou a was based on age- and sex-adjusted
rates Adjustment was performed by dam standardization tech-
niques ?'z1 whernn the population of all children under 20 years in
Mas.chusens over the name period was used as the standard Toss
methe' applies the age- and sea - specific mortality rates of the stud-
ied group to the age- and sex-specific populations for the state . a
whole Rates can then be adjusted and compared with the statewule
and na trial rates The ratio of the directly adjusted rate to the
standard rate, known as the comparative mortality figure," and the
associated confidence intervals. provide a measure of Boston's
mortalir; experience relative to that of the Commonwealth of Mas-
eachwetu and the nation as a whole

Rasurrs
Overall, mortality rates were substantially higher

for black and Group I children If blacks had had the
same adjusted mortality rate as whites, then 262 9 of
the actual 774 deaths among blacks would not have
occurred Similarly, If the children of Group I had had
the same mortality rate as children of Group III, then
282 3 of the 760 actual deaths would not have oc-
curred However, the effects of race and income vaned
according to age a, I the cause of %eath The largest
relative racial and income differentials were observed
in the neonatal and postneonatal groups A striking
convergence of rates for both races and all income
groups was noted in adolescence The relative age-
specific mortality nsks associated with low income are
represented as odds ratios in Figure I The contnbu-
tton of specific age grouns to overall racial and income
differentials is not only a reflection of relative chspanty
but also a product of the absolute mortality rates in
that category Figure 2 shows these age-specific contn-
buttons to total racial and income differentials, indi-
cating the overwhelming Importance of mortality off-
ferennals in the first year of life

Infant lacatalnY

Between 1972 and 1979, 58,150 births and 776
neonatal deaths were recorded amo ig Boston resi-

Figura I Adjusted Odds Ratios for Chiklhood Mortalw, Accord-
ing to Age and Income Group

Group III represents 11w reference group, with an odds rata
of I 00
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RACIAL DIFFEREN11AL

Figure 2 Ago-Spat Contribute:me to Overall Racial and Incur* Difterenhela
Unwed se a Pementege at the Total Differential

The Inn racism Mennen semis Ilse difference In admeeed mortality rates for chil-
dren al name Groups I and Is The Intel radii clflerenbal equate the difference in

Omen mortally for Mile and bleak (Aden

dents Between the earlier period from 1969 to 1970
and the penod from 1978 to 1979, the mortality rate
for white neonates fell from 14 6 to 7 2 deaths per '000
hve births, and the rate for black neonates fell from
21 8 to 15 6 The ratio of black to white rates increased
from 149 for the 1969-1970 period to 2 17 for the
1978-1979 penod (P<005) When neonatal mortality
was stratified by income group, an inverse relation-
ship was noted (Fig 3) The mortality rate for neo-
nates from the wealthiest group was 42 5 per cent low-
er than that for the poorest group For both white and
black neonates, mortality was inversely related to me-
dian family income However, excess mortality was
evident among blacks in all income grow:

Because the risk of death is strongly a!sociated with
birth weight, neonatal mortality Mere ,uals can be
stratified into differences in birth-weight Ostnbution
and differences in birth-weightspecific mortality As
noted in Table I, the survival of neonates weighing
'ma than 2500 g favored blacks, whereas mortality

long neonates above 2500 g showed a reversal of this
lationship Income was not significantly related to
-di-weightspecific survival for either race, among

neonates weighing less than 2500 g Above this weight,
however, income was strongly related to mortality
Differences in mortality among income groups re
pnmanly due to dispanties in rates of low-wt.ght
births (1 I 1 1 per 1000 live births in Group I and 68 7
in Group III, P<0 001) The high relative mortality
among blacks was also found to be due pnmanly to
high rates of low-weight births (1280 per 1000 for
blacks and 73 6 for whites, P<0 001) Dun ng the pen-
od under study, birth-weightspecific mortality rates
were similar for all hospitals in Boston

Differential rates of low birth weight may be due to
differences in premature delivery, intrauterin growth,
or both Therefore, gestational-age data w, e ana-
lyzed to assess the relative contnbution of these fac-
tors Eighty-two per cent of all records contained
adequate data for an analysis of gestational age, in-

come, and race The proportion of
deaths occurring in neonates below
the 10th percentile of weight :or
gestational age was slightly higher
among blacks (36 I per cent) than
whites (33 3 per cent) Eighty-four
per cent of all deaths among white
low-birth-weight infants and 82 1
pet cent of all those among black
low-birth-weight infants occurred
in neonates born prematurely (less
than 37 weeks' gestation) Table 2
summanzes the data on birth weight
for gestational age by race Sev-
enty-seven per cent of the total
racial differential (53 deaths per
1000 of a total difference of 688
deaths per 1000) occurred in pre-
mature neonates The remaining 23
per 'ant occurred in term infants

Almost 40 per cent of the racial differential occurred
among neonates below the 10th percentile Logistic-
regression analysis was used to assess the importance
of other demographic factors in determining racial
and income differentials The (Join button of maternal
age, panty, and the dyad of maternal age and panty
made only sma'l con tnbutions to differential mortality
between racial and income groups The mother's
highest year of education varied with income and did
not make a sigaif cant contribution once income was
assessed

For the period under study, 266 pos,neonatal
deaths were recorded among Boston residents, result-
ing in a postneonatal mortality rate of 4 6 per 1000 live
births Postneonatal mortality was 6 I for blacks and

11 ID

INCOME GROUP

Figure 3 Neonatal Manny Rates fOr 'he City of Boston from
1972 through 1979, According to Race and Income Group
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Tad* I Adjusted Borth-WssgM-Susuk Mortality Rates in Boston from 19.210 1979,
According to Roos and Intome Group
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3 7 for whites (odds ratio, I 65, P<0 001) The Group
I rate of 6 8 was significaatly higher than the Group
III rate of 3 2 (odds ratio, 2 I I, P<0 001) The combi-
nation of a large relative dispanty and high absolute
mortality in this age group accounted for a substantial
portion of the overall racial and income differentials,
u shown in Figure 2

Respiratory disease, pnmanly bronchopneumonia,
was the leading cause of death in this age group, and
was charactenzed by large racial and income differen-
tials The odds ratio for Gro,,p 1 relative to Gruip
was 299 (P<0001), and that for blacks relative to
whites was 2 07 (P<0 01) The rates of postneonatal
mortality from this cause were considerably higher
than similarly defined rates for Massachusetts and the
United States The Group I rate was 3 41 times higher
than Cie statewide rate and 2 71 times higher than the
national rate The sudden infant death syndrome was
the second leading cause of death in this age group,
with rates generally comparable to Massachusetts and
national rates

MottoNty beyond Mom

A total of 806 of Boston's children between the ages
of I and 19 years died dunng the eight-year penod of
study The total crude mortality rate for the city was
6 30 per :0,000 child-years, with an adjusted rate of
6 21 (95 per cent confidence interval, 5 79 to 6 63) per
10,000 child-years The adjusted mortality rate was
5 75 (5 24 to 6 26) for white childr n and 7 14 (6 30 to
7 98) for black children, with an odds ratio of I 24
(1 08 to I 43) Mortality for both races was highest in

the low-income group, with an odds
.itio of I 47 (1 25 to I 94) Black
ates were significantly higher than

white rates in Groups I and II but
not in Group III Adjustment by
indirect standardization did not pro-
duce results that were significantly
different from those with the direct
procedure Table 3 presents adjust-
ed mortality rates and associated 95
per cent confidence intervals by
race and income group for the four
leading causes of death Consider-
able racial and income effc.ts are
evident and are detailed below To

pi wide a context for the Boston rates, comparative
mortality figures were calculated, using as standards
the mortality expenences of the U S and Massachu-
setts childhood populations for the same penod, these
figures are summanzed in Table 4

Injuries accounted for approximately 75 per cent of
all childhood deaths Whereas medical conditions
and respiratory diseases were of pnmary importance
in the one- to four-year age group, iinur)es were par-
ticularly important in all other age categones For the
5-to-9 and 10-to-I4 age groups, fire was the leading
cause of injury-related death and the largest contnbu-
tor to income differentials in mortality Although high
for all children in Boston, the rate of death from fire
was highest for those under four, and the observed rate
in this age group was more than three times the na-
tional rate Mortality from fire showed large differ-
ences betwz.zn income groups but c minor racial
differentials

Fifty-seven per cent of all deaths in adolescents were
due to only two causes injunes to occupants of motor
vehicles and homicide Mortality from injunes to mo-
tor-vehicle occupants was directly related to income
for whites, with the rate for the wealthiest group ap-
proaching state and nun .al rates. Since so few black
children died as a result of motor-vehicle occupant
injunes over the eight-year period of study, rates by
Income group were not calculated for them Homicide
rates were substantially higher than the national and
statewide expenences, and significant racial and in-
come effects were noted Overall, homicide claimed
more lives dunng the penod under study than any

Tatg 3 2 Confftbubon of Gestational Age and Intrautenne Growth to Total Racial Differential in N90f181111,10iality
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Table 3 Adius lad CAW Notably Rates or Batton from 1972 to 1972 According to Oas Calais or Death. Roos and Income Group
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other f o r m of injury-related death A full 1 1 5 per cent
of all deaths in children one month through 19 years of
age were due to homicide Although mortality from
homicide was highest among adolescents, it 31 impor-
tant to note that 28 5 per cent of all deaths from homi-
cide occurred m children younger than 14, and 15 5
per cent in children under 4

Although aggregated medical conditions were im-
;tarp contributors to absolute death rates for all age

groups racial and income differentials were relatively
small Neoplastic conditions accounted for slightly
higher mortality in white children, but no significant
income uifferentials were noted Although it is quite
possible that race and income affect certain specific
n.edical causes of death, the small numbers of deaths
in each category precluded a stratified analysis

DlaCUS11019

The findings of this study suggest that poor children
in Boston have disproportionately high rates of mor-
tality If the death rate among the poorest group of
children had been similar to that among the wealthi-
est, then more than one of every three deaths in the
poorest group would not have occurred Premature
birth, respiratory disease, homicide, fire, and motor-
vehicle injunes represent public health concerns of
major importance Indeed, these five conditions ac-
counted for more than 60 per cent of the total mortal-
ity and for 73 per cent of the difference mortality
between income groups

This study als, suggests that substantial socioeco-
nomic differentials may exist despite unusually high
access to tertiary level services A major goal of mod-
ern pennatology has been to ensure that all pregnant
women and newborns who need intensive car. have
immer:iatt access to it Yet in Boston, where residents
have virtually complete access to Level III services,
racial and social disparities in neonatal mortality
remain This observation proNii,es a womsome con-

text for recent reports of increasing racial dispanties
in statewide popul..uons,1323 and suggests that the
reduce 3n of inequities in neonatal outcome will re-
gal strategies that extend beyon' the regionalization
of tertiary pennatal care Similarly, substantial mor-
tality differentials were observed among older chil-
dren, despite the presence of highly developed tertiary
we However, unlike the findings in precious re-
ports,45 7 differentials due to :dial conditions were
not pronounced Although this study cannot establish
a causal relationship between the nature of Boston's
health care system and this finding, the services pro-
vided by the city's tertiary facilities and extensive sys-
tem of neighborhood health centersu may have been
particularly influential in this category of death In
contrast, death from traumatic causes was closely as-
sociated with race and income, contnbuting to a pat-
tern of substantial differential mortality Although
mortality from trauma may be partly reduced through
improved medical therapy, It seems likely that far-
reaching solutions will require a redirection of both
clinical and public policies toward preventive goals 25

Race has commonly been used as a proxy for silo-
economic status in the United States,"6 and it contin-
ues to be associated with distinctions in social and
economic standing in our society This study explored
how family income interacts with race in shaping pat-
terns of childhood .ort slily However, it is important
to recognize that 1. ,'as study race remains a proxy
measure of social phenomena Racial differences in
mortality within income groups are considered a re-
flection of pn manly social and economic influences
more closely linked to race than to family income

Age-specific analysis underscored the importance of
death occurring in the neonatal period In Boston,
dispanties in neonatal mortality were due primarily
to high rates of low-weight births The importance
of reducing the incidence of low birth weight in
the United States has been cogently documented by

3
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Tao. 4 Comparative Mortally for Leading Causes of Death among Boston Children from 1 972 10 1979, According to Income Group,
waft Massachusetts and U S Rates as Standards
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McCormack 27 Although e% idence suggests that strat-
egies directed at maternal nutrition, cl;arette and at
cohol use, social support, and the expanded use 4
tocolytic agents may reduce the Hinder re of low anal
weight,' it does not necessarily follow that trey will
also reduce racial or socioeconomic differentials in
neonatal mortality Since the causes of premature
birth' and low birth weight" may vary for different
populations of women, an emphasis on specific pre-
natal interventions could differentially affect stratified
racial and socioeconomic groups Furthermore, with-
out linkage to expanded health care systems, these
strategies could prove more accessible to relatively ad-
wantaged populations of childbeanng womei The
large differences in sumval among infants of normal
birth weight must also be addressed 31

Besond the neonatal period, low income was also
generally related to an increased risk of death in chil-
dren Reports from the United States" 33 and Britain'
hair documented a similar relationship However,
thi study suggests that although childhood mortality
is generally related to low income, the strength and
even the direction of socioec no me effects vary for
specific age groups and causes of death The data also
substantiate the important contribution of injuries to
total and differential mortality in childhood ' Some
insestigators have suggested that larger socioeconom-
ic aifferentials occur when injury and siolence are
most important to overall mortality 32 That racial and
income differentials were minimal in Boston's adoles-
cent population is therefore an unexpected finding In
Boston, the two leading causes of death among adoles-
cents, homicide and injuries to motor-vehicle occu-
pants, had counterbalancing assoctations with in-
cone These findings underscore the need for caution
in using broad age and causal categories, particularly
those commonly labcled "accidents and %iolence

The Boson data also provide a reminder that in
addition to larger societal forces, patterns of childhood
death may also be inflifenced by local conditions Al-
though the association between pnerty and death
from respiratory illness is well known," the relative
size of the dill-rentials in Boston was larger than pre -
siousls reported This mas reflect a grow th in the
nuniber of sun is tog premature neonates with residual

3f9
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respiratory compromise or a misclassification of sud
den Infant death in th- respiratory category 35 Howev-
er, these high rates of respiratory death may reflect
real microbiologic and environmental interactions,
suggesting an important area for medical intervention
The rate of death from fire was also found to be par-
ticularly high in Boston, with adjusted rates in young
children more than three times the national rate and
twice the rate recently reported for this age group in
Baltimore " Sneral recent studies have suggested
that mortality from motor-vehicle injuries contnbutes
substantially to elevated mortality among children of
low socioeconomic class 32,33 The data from Boston,
however, show that as family income rises, children
u, r 20 Years of age have a substantially higher risk
of death as occupants of motor vehicles Low family
income in an urban center served by major public
transit systems suggests a relatively lower exposure to
occupancy of private motor vehicles than in areas
where private ownership of vehicles may be essential
This apparent local variation in the epidemiology of
major causes of childhood death could represent an
important consideration in developing public policies
designed to reduce differential mortality rates in chil-
dren Small-area analyses, although limited,3' may
help identify local prionties and suggest to health
pracutior -rs, public officials, and citizens the determi-
nants of observed differentials commonly viewed as
being beyond local control

Our analysis relied on death-certificate diagnostic
categories a data source with well-documented
limitations However, its utility is substantially in-
creased by comparing distinctly unrelated diagnostic
groups Experience has shown that minority or low
socioeconomic groups are at highest risk of being un-
dercounted in the national census," and an under-
count can lead to erroneous inflation of mortality
rates However, although estimates vary, the extent of
undercour ling in these groups does not appear to be
large enough to explain the differentials in mortality
observed in t',s study 38 39 Another methodological
concern is the possibility that the association between
low income and high relame mortality may be ex-
plained b% lie mo% ement, or "drift," of ill or debilitat-
ed persons into low -income areas 4 Although chronic
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ilIncsa in children may affect familial income and so-
cial status, this factor seems less influential than illness
in adults In addition, the large contnbu non of cata-
strophic traumatic events to childhood mortality does
not support the dnft hypothesis as an explanation for
the patterns of differential mortality.

On the basis of the expenence descnbed in this
report, It seems unlikely that improved access to
hospital based services will effectively eliminate so-
cial differentiation in childhood mortality Equitable
access to all forms of medical care must remain an
essential goal 40 However, the disparities in the inci-
dence and seventy of life-threatening events in child-
hood must also be addressed Of broader concern,
however, is the recognition that this persistent differ-
ential nsk of death among children seems to reflect the
profound inequities that corm ,ue to shape their social
environment Differential mortality may reveal much
about the way children die, but it also provides impor-
tant insight into the way children live Differential
rates of childhood mortality may thereby represent a
revealing, if not tragic, expression, of social inequity in
a city or in a society This study serves as a reminder
that as new therapies are developed to improve the
outcome of illness, concurrent preventive efforts ad-
dressing the underlying determinants of differential
mortality must also be undertaken This linked ap-
proach will perhaps provide greater assurance that
equity in childhood survival will soon be achieved

We are indebted to Drs Mary Ellen Avery and Julius B Rich-
mond for that assistance and review of the manuscript, to Dr Anne
Willoughby for methodological tuggestions, to Matthew Wehmaa
and James Merola for technical assistance, to Dr Sharon Rosen of
the Massachuseas Department of Public Health for data acquisi-
tion, and to Andore Lozano and Gina Barnaba for preparation of
the manusenpt
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Preventing Low Birthweight

.:. Summary

INTRODUCTION
Low birthv eight is a major determinant of infant mortality in the United

States Infants weighing 2,500 grams (5 5 pounds) or less are almost 40 times
more likely to die dunng their first 4 weeks of life than the normal birth-
weight infant In addition, low birthweight survivois are at increased risk of
health problems ranging from neurodevelopmentel handicaps to lower
respiratory tract conditions

To determine whether opportunities exist to reduce the incidence of low
birthweight in this country, the Institute of Medicine convened an in-
terdisciplinary committee in 1983 to study the causes and prevenhcn of
premature birth and intrauterne growth retardation, the twin contnb 'fors
to low birthweight The committee was asked to define those measures 'ixely
to be most effective in preve.ntir.g low birthweight and to consider their :osts
in relation to the costs of caring for low birthweight infants As background to
such an analysis, the group was also asked to assess the relationship of low
birthweight to mortality and morbidity, to review existing information on the
physiological causes of low birthweight and the nsk factors associated with
it, and to examine trends over time

The committee concluded that the prevention of low birthweight could
contribute signif cantly to a redu.tion in infant mortality in the United States
and, more generally, to .mproved child health Despite many unanswered
questions about causation ar,d the interplay of important nsk factors, policy-
makers and health professionals have enoug' information at present to
intervene more vigorously to improve pregnancy outcome Useful ap-
proaches include placing greater emphasis on identifying and reducing risks
before pregnancy Increasing the accessibility of early a"d regular high-
quality prenatal cafe for al pregnant women, enncning the content of pre-
natal care and endowing it with sufficient flexibility to meet the needs of both
high- and low-risk women, and develoring a long-term public information
program to convey messages about v -, 1 to reduce low birthweight All of
these efforts should be supported by esearch activities that will increase
their effectiveness

Progress in the directions recommended by the committee will require
recognition of the low birth% eight proble;n as an important national issue
This was partially achieved in 1980, when the Surgeon General of the United
States specified a reduction in the low buthweight rate as one of the objec-

1
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twes for the nation for 1990 But much more . to he done Congress,
state governments, professional groups, business and labor organizations,
church and women's groups, schools, and the media all have a role to play in
improving the health of the nation's infants l'he committee recommends
that leadership in the effort to reduce the occurrence of low birthweight be
at_sumed by the executive branch of the federal government, especially the
Department of Health and Human Services Such leadership ',hould include
a', increased commitment of resources to a range of acivities likely to
decrease low birthweight

The committ.2e's conclusions and recommendations, and the data
supporting them, have been pablish_d in a col Iprehensive report available
from the National Academy Pres.- This summary volume is intended to
provide a bnef overview of the issues covered in the full r. p ,rt and isdirected
to health care practitioners, legislators and their staffs, go ernment adminis-
trators, and all others interested in the prevention of low birthweight in
infants

Support for the Committee to Study the Prevention of Low birthweight
was provided pnnapally oy the Commonwealth Fund, with additional
support from the F rd Foundation, the March of Dimes Birth Defects
Foundation, the National Institute of Child Health and Human Develop-
ment, and the NJ-Atonal Research Council Fund

THE LOW PIRTHWE;GHT PROBLEM

In 1982, 6 8 percent of newborns in the United States were low birthweight
(2,500 grams or less), and slightly more than 1 percent were very low
birthweight (1 500 grams or less) Low birthweight is an indicator of madt-
quote fetal growth, resulting from premature birth (duration of pregnancy
less than 37 weeks from the last menstrual period), poor weight gain for a
given duration of gestation (intrautenne growth retar' ition), or both

To determine the consequences foi child health of being horn at 'ow
birthweight, the committee reviewed the literature on the relationships
between low birthweight and both mortality and morbidity Two-thirds of
deaths in the neonatal period (the first 28 days of life) occur among infants
born at 2,500 grams or less The nsl, of mortality increases with decreasing
birthweightthe risk of neonatal death is 200 times greater foi .he very tow
birthweight fant than for the normal birthweight infant

The link between birthweight and death in th_ postneonatal period (he-
tvwen 28 days and I year of age) is tesa pronounced, but still significant Low
birthweight infants are live times more likely than normal birthweight in-
fants to die later in the first year and account for 20 percent of postneona al
deaths

High rates of low-weight births also contrib....? to differences in infant
mortality found among particular groups of the population in the United
States For example, the higher neonatal mortalit) rate.. observed for non-

'"Bs 199( loss birthssetght babies should constitute no more pet, nt o' all Me
births (and) no counts and no racial or ethnii group of thi pt 'anon (e g
Hispanic Amt ratan Indian) should has e a rate of loss birth vieighi that exteeds 4
perient of all live births '
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white mothers, adolescent mothers, al mothers pith less than a high
school education are largely explained by nigher proportions of low birth-
weight infants in these groups

For nostneonatal mortality, the association is somewhat different Even
after controlling statistically for birthweight, postneonatal mortality rates
remain higher for nonwhite infants, infants of teenage mothers, and infants
of mothers of low educational attainment Thus, factors ti pical of socioeco-
nomic disadvantage are linked to increased Infant mortality through both
higher low birthweight rates and a be hweight-independent risk of post-
neonatal death

Current Trends

Between 1965 and 1980, the Infant mortality rate .n the united States
dropped by almost 50 percent, from 24 7 to 13 1 per 1,01"1 live births This
decrease has not been matched by a comparable decline in the rate of low
bird' k /eight Between 1971 and 1982, low-w eight births declined moderately
from 76 to 68 per 1,000 In births Analysis of national and state data shows
that the decline in low birthwe -,ht has been confined to the group weighing
between 1,501 grams and 2,500 grams No decline has been observed in the
proporhon of very low birthweight infants

Evidence from a vanety of sources indicates that the recent decline in
infant mortality, especially neonatal mortality, can be attributed largely to
improved survival of low birthweight infants, resulting primarily from more
specialized hospital-based management through neonatal intensive care
programs The mod-rate improvement in the low birthweight rate has
played a relatively small role Sustaining the decline in infant mortality will
require major new actions to prevent low birthweight---o.n approach that
may well prove to be considerably less costly, both social!, and economical-
ly, than additional investments in neonatal intensive ,are

Low Birthweight and Morbidity

Low buthweight infan , appear to beat increased risk oi a antic, ot health
prob!ems, although tht impact of low birthweight on morbidity is less well
established than its coninbution t(, mortalitc

The association between low birthweight and neurodec elopmental prob-
lems, such as cerebral palsy and seizure was first documented in
the 1950s Loy' hrthweight infants are three times as likeh as normal b rth-
weight infaiits I have neurodevelopmental handicap, and the rik in-
creases with decreasing h :thweightb to 19 per-ent \ en low birthweight
infants may be severely affected

The risk of other developmental problems, espechilly tho ,e related to
success in school, is more difficult to evaluate It appear that these problems
are more common among children whose birthweights were low for gesta-
tional age, but the evidence is not conclusive

Low birthweight infants also are more likely to have significant congenital
a-a:mattes than normal birthweight infants and are more susceptible to
co: damns such as lower respiratory tract infections They are also vulner-
able t the potential sic_ effects of neonatal intensne care inter% entiorv, In
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addition to prolonged hospitaliz 'non at birth, almost 40 percent of very low
birthweight infants zre rehospitalized more than once dunng the fi st year,
for an average of 16 days This compares with 19 percent of all low birth-
weight infants for an average of 12 5 days, and 8 7 percent of normal birth-
weight infants for an average of 8 days.

The birth of a low birthweight infant and the pro:Aems that follow may
place shostantial emotional arm financial stress on a young family The
effects of this ;tress on the well-being of the infant, on the parent-child bond,
and on :thlings and the marital relationship are still being investigated

Decreasin6 Mortality: The Effect on Morbidity

Greater success in saving the lives of low birthweight infanta has not
increased our burden of babies with handicaps, according to recent studies
Tht roportion with severe congenital malformations or retarded develop-
ment remains the same, and there has been a decrease in the proportionof
those with less severe prohlems related to birth Concern remains, however,
about the effects of increased survival of the very smallest infants, those less
than 1,000 grams These survivors constitute a relatively new population that
will require long-term follow-up and evaluation

CAUSES OF LOW BIRTHWEIGHT

A nalysis of the causes of low birthweight must difierentiate between
those responsible for premature birth and those leadir.-, 'o intrauterine
growth retardation (IUGR) Trying to separate the two math 'ions is compli-
cated, however, because IUGR and prematunty occur together in a sub-
stantial portion of low birthweight cases

The physiological and biochemical events the initiate and maintain nor-
rnrI human labor are not well understood, although recent investigations

produced important new clues about hon.. factors in the process
Theoretical models based on tl- e clue, have allowed researchers to begin
studying variations from the nu nal pzttem that might lead to premature
labor Certain clinical conditions, discussed in the following section on risk
factors, appear to cause changes in the hormonal environment and metabolic
state of the uterus and cervix These changes pi obably result from complex
interactions involving progesterone, estrogen, oxytoon, and other hor-
mones, prostaglandins, calcium ions, adrenergic agents and receptors,
catecholamines, and uteroplacental blood flow

IUGR is associated with conditions that interfere with the blood circulation
to and efficiency of the placenta, with the devcopment of the fetus, or wail
the general health and nutrition of the pregnant woman. In many cases
however, no relevant pathogenic fact(' s can be found Maternal vascular
disease;, such as chronic hypertension, cl.tonic renal disease, or sickle-cell
disease, :lay hamper delivery of nutrients or oxygen to the fetus Multiple
pregnancies may result in IUGR because the placenta cannot supply suffi-
cient nutrients to more than one fetus Fetal factors associated with IUGR
include chromosomal disorders, chronic fetal infections such as congenital
rubella and syphilis, and radiation injury All of these associations suggest

3 30.
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possible pathogenic mechanisms, but the underlying phys:ologal pro-
t.esses have not been Identified

Risk Factnra

In the absence of adequate information about the bash causes of low
birthweight, a la ge body of information has developed about "nsk fr. :tors/'
or factors whose presei'ce in an individual woman indicates an increased
chance of beanng a low oirthweight infant i hese factors, which will be
outlined further in the folio- ring pages, are listed in Table 1 They include
demographic charactenstics, nechcal risks that can be identified before preg-
nancy and those that can only be identified during pregnancy, behavioral
and environmental factors, nsks associated with health care (such as inade-
quate .trenata! care) and a separate group of factors whose relationship to
low birthweight is more tenuous, such as stress, utenne irntability, and
inadequate plasma volume expansion

Grouping the risk factors as nwed on the table helped the committee
identify those that an be detected before pregnancy and reinforced the
concept that inter% ,nfions can begin before the pienatal penod cmoking is
perhaps the best example of this perspective The grouping also emphasizes
the importance of behavioral and environmental risks and the need for
interventions that go beyond medical care The demographic measures can
help to define target populations The cluster of health care factors highlights
the fact that not all risks for low birthweight derive from characteristics of
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women themselves And finally, the category ot evolving concepts ot rsk
suggests some important research an , These themes al pear throu aout
the main report

The committee concluded that a variety of tac'ors are clearly and con-
sistently linked to low birthweight These tactors should be used to help
define high-nsk groups and to develop and target interventions It is appar-
ent, however, that the magnitude of risk posed by each factor for an individ-
ual or for a group cannot always be calculated easily, that the risks for low
birthweight are widely distributed throughout the population, and that a
substantial number of low birthweight deliveries will continue to occur
outside of groups currently defined as h.gh risk 1 hese circumstances high-
light the need lot greater understanding of risk and causation, but should not
be used to minimize the tdtue of using existing risk intormation for targeting
interventions

Demographic Risks

Because the major demographic risk factors are often intern lated, it has
been difficult to determine the precise association between any single factor
and low birthweight Nonetheless, careful research .s gradually defining the
Independent effects of man; factors

Race Blad newborns are more than twice as likely to we.eo han
2,500 grams as white infants The race-specific low birth weig! along
live births in the Unites tes in 1981 were 12 5 percent for xs and 5
percent for whites The ,ons for the higher risk among blacks are not dear
it has been speculated that maternal age may account for part of the
differencetwice as many black births are to teenagersbut when black and
white mothers of the same age are compared, blacks are at higher risk of low
birthweight in every age group Similarly, black mothers as a group have less
education that white motherF, but when blacks and whites are matched by
level of education, blacks still have a higher nsk of low birthweight Other
factors that have been studied but fail to account for the white black diffe en-
tial include delay in Initiating prenatal care, smoking status, height and
weight distributions of the mother, and obstetric history

The committee's analysis of national and statew.de trends in the white-
black differential in low birth weight indicates that the gap is not closing For
the United States as a whole, the relative decline in white low birthweight
rates between 1971 and 1981 exceeded the corresponding relative decline in
black low birthweight rates White low ',irthweight rites declined In 14
pet,ent between 1971 and 1981, while black rates declined by only 6 percent
The absolute declines among whites and blacks, however, were more com-
parable It appears, therefore, that characterizing trends in the difference
between black and white rates of low birth weight depends to some extent on
the measures used

The issue of race and low birthweight is ft.-ther cc mplicated by the differ-
ent birthweight-specific neonatal mortalit' °s of white and black infants
Black infants weighing less than 2,500 gray ax e long been recognized to
have better rates of survix al in the neonatal period 'han white infants tt

R 2
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TABLE 1 Pnncipal Risk Factors for Low Birthweight

I DEMYX,RAPHIC RISKS
A Age (less nan 17 oser 14)
B Race (black)
C Low socioeconomn status
D Unmarned
E Low level of eduLation

II MEDICAL RISKS PREDAriNc,
PREGNANCY
A Pants (0 or more than 4)
B Low weight for height
C Genitounnary anomalies surgers
D Selected diseases such as diabetes

chronic hypertension
E NOrnmmune status for selected

infections such as rubella
F Poor obstetnc history including

preuous loss birthsseight infant
multiple spontaneous abortions

G Maternal genetic factors (such as
loss maternal weight at own birth)

III MEDICAL RISKS IN CURRENT
PREGNANCY
A Multiple pregnancy
B Poor weight gain
C Short interprecnancs inter al
D Hypotension
E Hypertension preeclampsia toxemia
F Selected infections suLh as

symptomatic bacienuna, rubella
and estomegalovirus

G 1st or 2nd tnmest,:r bleeding
ft Placental problems such a. plaLenta

prtia, abruptio plaLentae
I '1, peremesis

1 Oligahs dra comas pals hs &ammo,
K Anemia abnormal hemo0obin
I Isinmunitation
M Fetal anomalies
N InLompetent Lem n
0 Spontaneous premature ruptum nt

membranes

I BMA IORAI A^ -)
EMIRONMINT AL RISKS
A Smoking
B Poor nutnt anal status
C Akohol and other substance abusL

DES exposure and other tout
exposures inLluding inLurational
hazards

F High altitude

V 1.1F \LTH CARL RISKS
A Absent in inedequate prenatal tare
B latrogenn prematunt,

VI EVOLVING CONCEPTS OF RISK
A Stress, physical and p,,Lhosotial
B Utenne irntabihh
C Fs ents tnggenng utenne

contractions
D Cerskal Lhanges ieteLted before

onset of lab°,
F Selocted infee4ons suLh as

nmLopla,ma an] C hlamsdia
trachomatis

F Inadequate plasma ,olumc
expansion

G Progesterone delitierus

similar bir' hweight Based on this observation, some researchers have sug-
gested tha, the 2,500-gram marker of low birthweight may not have the same
implication, for nonwhite infants as for whites, however, this line of reason-
ing is overshadowed by th2 more imposing fact that nonwhite infants are
twice as likely to be born at low birth eight and twice as likely to die in the
neonatal period as white infants

The conclusion to be drawn from the complicated data on race, low
birthweight, and race- speutk birthweight mortality rates is that the reasons
for the risk differentials between white and bla,k newborns are not well
understood The cumulative effects over time of black poverty and lower
social status, and the interaction of such factors with biological processes,
undoubtedly have played a role in these raua' differences, other factors
remain to be defined Research should be purstr,,'d to imprme our um _r-
standing or thesi. important issues
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Atze Teenage mothers and those age 35 years or Aim hat e higher rates of
lots birth% e:ght than mothers in their twenties and earls thirties The risk is
highest for young mothers, especialls among is hites, hots es ..4 , childbearing
in the teen veers is more pres ,dent among blat ks In 1980, 211 percent ot all
black births o re to teenagers, compared ts ith 12 1 pet-Lent ()1 ts hitt' births
and 15 3 percent ot Hispanic births

Studies indicate that 1, oung age is not an independent risk tai tor for lots
birthweight Teenage mothers have many other chat actenstics that to rease
the likelihood of a low sleight birth They are more likels to he black, ot lots
socioeconomic status, and unmarried than older mothers Also, tiles are
shorter and lighter, less educated, and more like's to report 'ate for prenatal
care than their older counterparts

Sot motonon't( Status toss socioeconomic status (SES), measured in terms
ot social class, ncome, ed mon, or censu , tract, is death, assoilated ts ith
an increased risk of preten, 'divers and IUGR The literature suggests that
at least some of the excess ri arises from separate tactors linked both to lots
social class and low birth% eight These include smoking, loss maternal
sleight gain and short stature, obstetric complications such as hypertem, -n
and preeclamj sia ( - to-ac condition ot late pregnancy), some types ,,,
genitourinary 1- .,.t tnfecnons, and limited access to high-qualits prenatal
care 1 he eft it of sot. loeconomic status probably represents the sum ot many
tactors, eada ot v, hich may increase the risk ot poor pregnancy outcomes

I ducation The risk ot low birthweight declines sharp's among mothers
with at least 12 years ot education The relationship between education and
lots births% eight is independent ot maternal age and race The committee's
analysis of national data indicates that the gap in lots birthweight rates
among mothers with difterent levels ot education is not closing and may he
widening This finding is especially important given that the educational
attainment of mothers has increased significantly during the past 10 to 15
sears The widening gap suggests that the poorly educated may constitute
an increasingly high -risk group

Marital Statue Unmarried mothers has e a consistently higher risk ot
bearing a low birthweight mtant than th,se who are married 1 his nsk is not
attributable to differences in age or race In 1980, the lots birthweight rate for
Infants born to immarned mothers %as 11 6 percent, compared with 5 ,
percent for bibles whose mothers were married The significance of martial
status as a risk factor is underscored by the increase in childbearing among
unmarried v, ()men Between 1976 and 1981, the proportion of ts hite mothers
reported to he unmarried increased from 7 perient to 12 percent, for blacks,
the proportion increased trom 51 perient to 76 percent

Medical and Obstetric Risks

Medical and ol,,etnc risks for lots birthweight can be dis tiled bettseen
those detectable before pregnancy, such as l hronic i'lness in the mother or a
history of poor pregnancy outcome, and those that can he poled onls dunng
pregnar--v, such as placenta prey to The committee focused on a subset of
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these problems In pertencion preeclampsia, diabetes, obstetric histon (In-
cluding prex ious mduied abortion) multiple pregnancy, and infection

Hyperten.lon Preci lamrsia Hypertension is the disease most often associ-
ated with fetal grin. th retardation, It also can he associated with preterm
deln ery In one study [vula, ,o in the 19705, researchers found that 27
percent of IUGR with an hicatibable ca ..se could be attributed to severe
preeclampsia, chronic hypertensive x ascular disease, or chronic renal dis-
ease 2 Infants with IUGR were horn to 30 percent of patients with a diagnosis
of chronic hypertension and to 46 percent of patients with severe preedamp-
sia Elevated maternal blood pressure also may cause preterm labor (often
precipitated by premature detachment of the placenta), or necessitate medi-
cal intervention to deliver the baby and thereby ax old more senous prob
(ems

Dtabetes Maternal diabetes mellitus is frequently associated with babies
horn large for gestational age, but the disease also may lead to IUGR or
preterm delivery In the past, diabetes-related premature births often re-
sulted from physician interventions to avoid unexpected intrauterine death
These early deliveries were appropnate in some cases but not in others
Improved management of diabetes and new techniques to assess fetal well-
being, gestational age, and lung maturity have reduced the number of
unnecessary early deliveries associated with maternal diabetes Premature
delivery may still be necessary in some cases, however, for pregnant women
with Insulin-dependent diabetes complicated by diabetic vasculopathy In
such women, preti rm delivery may be required because of worsening mater-
nal retinopathy, nephropathy, or hypertension

Increasing evidence indicates that poor control of maternal diabetes dur-
ing the early weeks of embryonic development may contribute both to poor
fetal growth and congenital defects Researchers have shown that excellent
control of diabetes before conception and dunng the early weeks of pregnan-
cy can decrease the nsk of fetal malformation,3 but the effects of such control
on fetal growth have not been explored

Obstetric History Toe history of a woman's previous pregnancies is of
pnme Importance in the prediction of a subsequent low birthweight infant A
detailed study of the weights and gestational ages of all births in Norway
from 1967 through 1973 showed that a premature first birth is the best
predictor of a premature second birth and that growth retardation in a first
pregnancy is the most powerful predictor of growth retardation in a second
p egnancy 4 Previous fetal and neonatal deaths also are strongly associated
with preterm low birthweight, and the nsk increases as the number of poor
fetal outcomes increases

The effect of the interaction between maternal age and birth order on low
birthweight has been well documented The incidence of low birthweight is
high for women between 15 and 19 bearing their second or later child, low for
women age 25 to 34 bearing their third or later child, and increases sharply
among women having their first child after age 29

Special tabulations on 1981 live births performed for the committee by the
National Center for Health Statistics show that Interval between pregnancies
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also affects low birth weight the risk is sharply elet aced for an inters al ot less
than 6 months, decreases moderateh trom 6 months to 410%. een 24 months
and 36 months, and then rises gradualh IIott.eser, short interpregnancv
interval is not associated \\ ith e.n increased risk ot low birtlm eight it the
previous pregnancy ended in a tetal death

Previous Induced Abortion Because about 1,500,000 legal induced abor-
tions occur annually in the United States, the committee believed it was
important to assess the impact of such procedures on the incidence of IUGR
and preterm delivery in subsequent pregnancies A review of the Ideraftre
showed that

the risk of low birthweight or preterm delis ery in a pregnant:\ tollo. ing
one that is terminated by vacuum aspiration ebortion in the first trimester
(the most common abortion procedure in the United States) is no greater
than the risk of adverse outcome expected for a first pregnancy, and

the effect of multiple abortions on subsequent pregnancies is unclear,
some studies have shown an increased risk of low birthweight and others
have notthe outcome may depend on the type of abortion procedure
performed There is some concern that abortion techniques requiring cer\i-
cal dilatation of more than 12 millimeters may lead to problems of cervical
incompetence, and therefore an increased risk of prematurity in subsequent
pregnancies

the committee concluded that research is needed to investigate further the
relationship of induced abortion to the outcome of future pregnancies

Multiple Pregnancy Pregnancies with twins, triplets, or more carry an
Increased risk bath of preterm delivery and low birthweight Even at tull
term, Infants in plural deliveries are 11 times more likely to be of low
birthweight than singleton deliveries Neonatal mortality also is greatly
increased in multiple pregnancies, and morbidity is high among survivors

Infections A variety of infections have been linked with both preterm
delivery and intrauterine growth retardation For some infectious agents, a
causal role in low birthweight has been established, for others, the associa-
tion is less clear Many of these infections can be prevented or treated,
reducing the ask of an adverse pregnancy outcome

Congenital rubella syndrome and cytomegalovirus infection, both
commonly associated with congenital defects, also can cause intra- uterine
growth retardation The incidence of rubella virus infection in the United
States and the number of congenitally infected newborns have decreased
significantly since the introduction of the rubella vaccine

Untreated or inadequately treated symptomatic urinary tract infections are
known to cause a variety of problems for both mother and fetus, including
low birthweight Pregnant women with no symptoms of such infections
(asymptomatic) should be screened routinely for bactenuna (the presence of
bacteria in the urine), because symptomatic infections can be prevented in
most patients by treatment of asymptomatic infections Culture techniques
are inexpensive and easy to use, patients with known infections can be
taught to culture their urine it home

Another organism that may lead to low birth. eight as a result of maternal
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genitourinary infection is mycoplasma In one recent stud),, m% coplasma-
infected w omen treat," with a 6-week course 01 en thromycm showed a
markedh, reduced incidence of low birthweight s More research is needed to
confirm this effect and to explore its significance

Some researchers behe% e that certain genital pathogens max trigger pre-
term labor, as well as affect intrauterine grow th To explore these rela-
'Ionships further, future studies must examine comprehensix el% the tlora of
the cervix and xagma, identa), local and s), stermc immune responses, and
assess their combined influence on pregnant), outcome

YutrItton

Four t pes of research ha), e been used to examine the effect of nutrition
during pregnanc% on birth outcomes animal studies, human war tamme
studies, nutritional in take tetal outcome correlational studies, and ex-
penmental nutrition inter% enhon studies The), all point to the common
conclusion that good nutrition has a positive influence on birthweight, but
the extent ot the effect is unclear The magnitude of nutritional effects on low
hirthweight is not easily assessed because nutritional status is difficult to
isolate from other socioeconomic characteristics and because of the compli-
cated relationship betweeo prepregnant weight and weight gain during
pregnant), While researcher, ha), c found pusitix e relationships between
birthweight and nutritional status, there is wide xariability in the degree of
these associations A reasonable conclusion is that poor nutritional status
before pregnant), and iradequate nutrition during pregnant[ have a nega-
tn, e impact on fetal weight gain, thereby increasing the risk of 1UGR

One recent stud:. explored the relationship between a mother's weight
gain during pregnant), and the occurrence of low birth weight b), analyzing
(lat. tram the 1980 National Natality and Fetal Mortalitx Surveys The inv.es-
N ,tors found that many groups of women known to have an increased risk
01 delnermg a low birth weight infant also were more likely to ha), e inade-
quate weight gains For example, they found that black mothers were twice
as likely as white mothers to gain less than 16 poonds during pregnant), In
addition, mothers 35 years of age or older and teenage girls were less likely to
gain at least 16 pounds, as were unmarried women, poorly educated
women, and women of lower socioeconomic status A further analysis of
numerous risk factors among white mother, onb, indicated that, except for
penod of gestation, w eight gain has the strongest impact on birth weight 6

Behavioral and EnvirJnmental Risks

tintoktng Smoking is one of the most important and preventable determi-
nants of low birth weight in the United States A recent survey of the litera-
ture on smoking and buthweight indicates that smoking during pregnancy is
associated with a reduction in birthweight ranging from 150 to 250 grams
[his relationship has persisted for at least 20 years, despite reported reduc-
tions in the a% erage tar and nicotine yields of cigarettes on the market 7 The
-easons for the detrimental effects of cigarette smoking are not iv unde,-
stood, but the fact that an estimated 20 to 30 percent of pregm a %comen in
the United States smoke unckrscoles the importance of this risk factor
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A 'who! Use The data on maternal alcohol consumption and its association
with low buthweight are not as unilorm as for smoking It is reasonabl%
certain that pregnant women who drink heavily are at risk of deli% enng a
baby with fetal alcohol syndromecharacterized by IUGR and a % arJet% of
other problems The impact of moderate alcohol use is less clear A :1183
review of the literature suggested that regular drinking of fewer than two
dnnks per day orobably is not an important determinant of IUGR,7 but two
more recent studies contradict this conclusion In one, a prospective study of
30,00) pregnancies, women w no drank one or two drinks per day pro% ed to
have an Increased nsk of IUGR even after the figures were adjusted for
maternal age, race, educatior mantal status, and a variety of other risk
factors 8

Uncertainty over the effects of alcohol on fetal de% elopment %% arrant,
caution th Surgeon General of the United Stat has ady,sed pregnant
women n It to drink alcoholic beverages

latrogemc Risks

latrogenic prematunt% refers to the birth of a ph% siologicallv immature
and or low-weight infant who is delivered prematurely as a result of medical
intervention Some cases are justifiablethe decision to end a pregnancy
early may be made to avert more serious consequences for the mother or
infant hut others are practitioners' mistakes Studies conducted in the early
and mid-1970s found that from 4 to 8 percent of Infants admitted to neonatal
intensive care units in three cities had been horn prematurel% as a result of
labor inductions and electively timed cesarean sections 911

Accurate prenatal assessment of gestational age, combined with selected
use of ultrasound examination and new techniques to test fetal lung matur-
ity, could reduce the number of cases of accidental iatrogenic prematurity
tatrogenic prematurity also could be reduced by decreasing Cie number of
primary and repeat cesarean sections

Evolving Corcepts of Risk

A desire to improve the health care professional's ability to identity preg-
nant women at risk of a low- weight birth has led researchers to stud% a
variety o' other possible risk factors Those described in the full report
include stress, uterine irritability and the notion of "triggering factors,"
certain cervical changes detected before labor begins, inadeq late plasma
volume expansion, and progesterone deficienc% The first three factors only
are outlined below

Stress The relationship between socioeconomic status and low birth-
weight suggests that a woman's response to her en% ironmer ' ma% have an
Impact on pregnancy outcome, it may be, for example, that p erty is a risk
factor for low birthweight because of the high levels of stress associated with
being poor Two types of stress have been exarnmed in numerous studies
physical stress and fatigue, particularly as related employment during
pregnancy, and psychological distress ,esulting from maternal attitudes
toward the pregnancy or from external stressors in the environment

Major studies of physical stress (usually in a work-related setting) indicate
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that there may be some association
between low birth weight (both IUGR
and prematurity) and acuities that
require long periods of standing or
other significant amounts of physical
stress There is no conclusive evi-
dence, however, that maternal em-
ployment per se increases the risk of
low birthweight

Numerous reports suggest a link
between stress and conditions that
increase the risk of IUGR and pre-
term labor, such areeclampsia, but
relatively little data exist to support a
strong, direct relationship between
maternal p-ychological stress and
low birthweight Some data link psy-
chological stress to a number of other

poor pregnancy outcomes such as fetal distress, neonatal motor immatunty,
pennatal deaths, and congenital anomalies

Research in this area is plagued by a 'anety of problems, including the
absence of a clear measare, or marker, f stress Many studies suffer from a

major methodological flawthe stress is not assessed until after the event
This introduces the potential for recall bias, which could increase the report-
ing of stress among mothers with poor pregnancy outcomes Also, concepts
and definitions of stress vary substantially among studies, and samplesizes
are often too small to isolate specific outcomes such as low birthweight
Finally, most current projects evaluating the effects of stress fail to control for
smoking, a major correlate of low brrthweight

Uterine Irritability The concept of uterine irritability and the possibility
that certain external factors can stimulate or "trigger" uterine contractions
are just beginning to be explored Some studies suggest that excessive
uterine activity may be a component of the events leaJmg to preterm labor
For example, m a recent study comparing the rhythm of uterine contractions
in the latter part o pregnancy over a 24-hour period in normal pregnancies
and in pregnant women at high nsk of preterm labor, the women with
normal pregnancies were found to have long periods during which the
uterus was quiet each night In contrast, the high-nsk women had uterine
activity throughout the 24-hour cycle 12 Assessing the extent of uterine
activity could be part of the surveillance of pregnant women at risk of
preterm labor Similarly, it may prove prudent to advise high-risk women to
avoid those activities (which vary among individual women) that stimulate
uterine contractions

CernenIChanges Recently, Interest has grown in increasing the number ot
cervical assessments made in later pregnancy in order to identify changes
that occur several days and sometimes even weeks before the onset of
preterm labor The presence of a short cervix or dilatation may lead the
clinician to initiate some form of intervention to forestall preterm labor Some
prenatal care specialist:: advocate regular pelvic exams in later pregnancy to
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detect these changes, but others have expressed concern that these exams
might lead to premature rur tu re of the membranes or other problems \o
conclusii e data exist on the risks of frequent con ical exams prior to term

Risk Assessment

In an ettort to use risk factor data to help stricture prenatal care for
pregnant women, researchers have dc 'eloped a % anen of techniques to
measure risk status, including sconng systems (risk assessment instru-
ments) to distinguish women at high nsk of preterm labor and/or IUGR from
women at low risk The committee examined the predictne capabilities of 13
nsk classification systems, a complete description of the results appears in
the main report An important finding vi as that the majonti, of these systems
correctly identify a' high risk about 65 percent or more of those pregnancies
with eventual adverse outcomes

In addition to distinguishing high -risk from low -risk women, well-
constructed risk assessment systems have the potential to reduce the misdi-
agnosis both of IUGR and preterm labor and are heir fu I additions to clinical
judgement in evaluating the risk of low birthweight They also of r the
possibility of grouping risk factors by their preventability or modifiability,
thereby suggesting possible interventions And risk asessment si, stems can
encourage more appropriate referrals for rare and more reasonable re,ource
allocations for the management of preterm birth

The limitations of these instruments also must be recognized First, be-
cause the performance of a risk assessment instrument is to some extent
dependent on the prevalence u. a population of the adverse outcome being
assessed, it is unlikely to produ :e the same results in every setting Second,
the instrument is a statement of probability only and cannot be viewed as a
definitive predictor for a specific woman 1 turd, the instrument cannot be
used in a rote manner to substitute for high-quality professional care The not
infrequent occurrence of low birthweight deli -cries in low-risk women sug-
gests that additional research is needed to Imp tve the predictne capability
of these si, stems It also indicates that clinicians must be alert to the possibil-
ity of Ion birthweight cn ,_ n in pregnant women judged to by at Ion risk of
such an outcome

Research

A major theme that emerges from the %olummous information on the
causes and risks of lots birthweight is the cntical need for additional research
in many areas In particular, our understanding of the physiological pro-
cesses involved in premature labor and IUGR is senoush, inadequate Efforts
to pre% ent link mrtioveight will remain hruted until more is known about
basic causal ricchani,ms

In addition, more n search is needed on spec.nc risk factors not only those
somewhat speculati, in nature, but also those dead% linked to low birth-
weight For example, little is known about the ways in is hich race exerts an
effect on birthweight, and prevention strategies aimed at certain other risk
factors, such as alcohol abuse, could he imprin ed if there were a better
definition of the magnitude of risk at s arious levels of consumption Studies
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of es oh mg concepts of risk should focus on both the nature and the magni-
tude of the risF Stress, s anous to fections, inadequate plasma %ohmic expan-
sion, utenr, irritability, and the other, somewhat speculatis e risk factors
noted earlier are potentialls c ery important in the development of loss
birthweight and merit careful study

For both known and less certain risk factors, eftorts should be made to
distinguish nsks for vers, low birthweight (1,500 grams or less) from risks for
moderately low birthweight (1,501 to 2,500 grams) at s arious gestational
ages These subcategones of loss birthwe'ght may be associated with differ-
ent causal mechanisms and health consequences and theretore may require
different preventive interventions

Improved understanding of low birthweight also will depend on more
timely data analysis and reporting (particularly of s ital statistics data) and on
greater uniformity of reporting procedures and terminology across states In
addition, high pnonty should be given to more detailed studies of selected
cohorts of prf gnant women, because vital record data alone do not pros ide
sufficient information on important aspects of maternal behavior (such as
smoking) and pregnancy history or on the content of prenatal care

All of these efforts will contribute to improvements in the science of risk
assessment, among other benefits Additional ways to strengthen the impact
of nsk assessment include establishing more uniform outcome definitions to
allow comparisons among nsk assessment system:, testing of various risk
assessment methods in the same population, testing of IndisIdual nsk as-
sessment Instruments on populations other than those contributing to their
development, an d designing systems to permit some degree of in-
dividualization of the nsk score

Opportunities for Prevention

Against a background of the data summarized briefly above on trends in
low birthweight and on associated causes and nsks, the committee outlined
several approaches to reducing the occurrence of low birthwfIght in infants
The next several sections descnbe those strategies found most promising and
feasible

PLANNING FOR PREGNANCY

Numerous opportunities exist before pregnancy to reduce the incidence of
low birthweight, vet these are often overlooked in favor of interventions
dunng pregnancy In a fundamental sense, healthy pregnancies begin be-
fore conception Therefore, the amunittee emphasizes the importance of
prepregnancy nsk identification, counseling, and risk reduction, health edu-
cation related to pregnancy outcome generally and to low buthweight to
particular, and full availability of family planning services, especially fur
low-income women and adolescents

Prepregnancy Risk Identification and Reduction

Among the nsk factors that can oe recognized and addressed before
pregnancy are certain maternal chronic illnesses, smok , moderate-to-
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heat v alcohol use, inadequate weight for height, poor nutritional status,
susceptibility to rubella and other Infectious agents, age (under 17 and of er
34), the possibility of a ten short inter% al between pregnancies, and high
panty

For some of these factors, reducing the risk More conception may otter
more protection than doing :o once pregnancy has be n established For
example, the famine studies following World War II demonstrated the im-
portance of adequate nutritional status during the period immediately before
pregnancy 13 Sunilarh, come chronic maternal illness such as hypertension
or diabetes presents a less serious risk to both mother and fetus if the
condition is adequately controllP4 before pregnancy Also, reducing high
levels of alcohol and tobacco consumption before conception may exert more
of a protecnve effect with regard to low birthv, eight than reduction during
pregnancy

Accordingly, some experts have suggested that more attention be given to
prepregnanc coun3eling aimed at detecting nsk factors and intervening,
where possible, to reduce them Prepregnancv counseling is especially im-
portant for women who already have expenenced a poor pregnancy out-
come As noted earlier, when a woman has had a preterm birth or a baby with
IUGR, the risk of the same problem in si.osequent pregnancies increases
substantially He-Ith care professionals ,nould pay special attention to risk
factor identification and reduction in t' iese _mien

Prepregnancv consultations should be available trom a variety of profes-
sionals in different settings Obstetricians and gynecologists, nurses and
nurse-midwives, family planning personnel, and primary care providers
generally should be made aware of the importance of prepregnanc- risk
identification Pediatncians, in particular, have an importar t role to play or
example, in working with families having a child born at low birthwe.ght,
pediatricians and related health care providers can counsel about risk reduc-
tion if a future pregnancy is anticipated 1Iso, in caring for adolescent girls,
pediatricians and other primary care providers have an opportunity to re-
duce selected nsks (for example, by immunizing against rubella) and to
introduce basic concepts of planning for pregnancy

Realizing the benefits of prepregnanc risk identitication will require
wiuespread education of both health care professionals and the general
public about this concept Success also will depend on the willingness of
third-party payers to reimburse for such services and on the availability of
health resources to manage problems c nce they hat e been identified Fur-
ther research is needed to define th,.?se prepregnancy services further and to
determine their effectiveness

Enlarging the Cantent of Health Education

A second strategy available before pregnancy involves health education
related to reproduction Education about reproduction, contraception, preg-
nancy, and associated topics already is provided in a vanetv of ways
through public information campaigns, in school -based classes, group ses-
sions, lectures, and related printed matenals, and in various health care
sett.ngs To increase the impact of these education programs on the problem
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of low hirthweight, they should ie expanded to include the tollm% mg six
topics

I a description of the principal factors that place a woman at risk poor
pregnancy outcome, including low hirthweight,

2 the general concept of reducing specific risks before conception and the
advisability of counseling before pregnancy to identify and reduce risks
associated with low hirthweight,

3 the importance of earl pregnancy diagnosis and of earl_ , regular
prenatal cc re (including how to obtain such services),

4 the Importance of immunizing against rubella and of identifying other
infection-related risks to the fetus,

5 the value of altering behavior to reduce a range of risks issomated with
low birthwe:ght, including, smoking, poor nutrition, and moderate-to-heavy
alcohol consumption, and

6 the heightened vulnerability of the ietus to environmental and be-
havioral dangers in the early weeks of pregnancy, often before pregnancy is
suspected or diagnosed, and therefore the need to a% Old x-rays, alcool and
drug use, selected toxic substances, and similar tnreats in the first 3 months
of pregnancy

These health education themes should he included in a variety of health
care settings, including family planning clinics where many v omen of
reproductive age receive care National organizations of family planning
providers should promote the use of educational materials encompassing
these themes, particularly for their clients who are considering becoming
pregnant Private practitioners also should otter comprehensive health edu-
cation related to reproduction, incorporating these same topics

Of equal importance are the ,,ex education and family life education curric-
ula and teaching materials of schools Although these issues ma% he dis-
cussed in some settings, the little information available on school-based
health education suggests that they are of low priority

The Role of Family Planning

Family planning services should he an integral part of overall stratcbles to
reduce the incidence of low hirthweight Several studies suggest that family
planning has made a considerable contribution to reducing the infant mortal-
ity rate in the United States 01.er the past 20 years and has also played a role in
the gradual decrease in the rate of low hirthweight

Family planning helps to decrease the occurrence of lou hirthweight by
reducing the number of births to women with a variety of high-risk character-
istics, including extreme youth or age, a large number of pr io us births,
chronic severe hvpertention, severe heart aid kidney diseases, and other
risk conditions These services als( reduce the probabilities of a low -y, eight
birth by increaseing the interval between births for many v% omen, an inter al
of less than 6 months is associated with a sharph elevated risk of
hirthweight

he committee explored the. concept that famth planning also reduces low
hirthweight by increasing the proportion of pregnancies that are intended
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and in anted at the time ot t (inception It is apparent tor example, that both
teenagers and unmarried women experience higher than at erage rates of
low birthweight, they also report higher rates of unintended pregnancies It
has been suggested that a worn.n who has planned for and welcomes her
pregnancy will fi.,1low the ho,!th practices necessary to increase the chances
of a successful pregnancy outcome more adequately than a woman with an
undesired pregnancy Recent data from the 1980 National Natality Survey
support this thesis In the portion of that survey tow sed on married women
only, wantedness of pregnancy had a strong relationship to seeking prenatal
care Women who wanted a child at the time they became pregnant were
more likely to receive care early in pregnancy than ts ere those who would
have preferred to have had a child at a later time Women who had not
planned to have another child showed the most delay in seeking prenatal
care These factors accounted for about a third of the black iniot differential
in the number 'if prenatal visits 14

Unmet Need for Family Planning

The large number ot unintended pregnancies in the United States, the
percentage of women at risk of unintended pregnancy who do not use
contraception, and the number of abortions indicate that existing family
planning strategies are not fully adequate The rea,.ans for this problem
range from service inadequacies to the knowledge, attitudes, and practices of
individual couples

The unmet need appears to be largest among two groups at particularly
high n3k of low birthweight, the poor and the young It has been estimated
that in 1981, about 9 5 million low-income and 5 million sexually active
teenagers needed subsidized e , supported at least in part by public tunds)
family planning care, but over 40 percent of both groups did not obtain
medically supervised contraceptive care 15

For this reason, the committee emphasizes the importance of Title X of the
Public Health Service Act Title X autht azet project grants to public and
private nonprofit organizations for the provision of family planning services
to all who need and want them, including sexually acti,ie teenagers, but with
priority given to low-income persons The committee urges that federal
funds be made generously available to meet the documented need for family
planning The Title X program and family planning services generally should
be regarded as mportant parts of the public effort to prevent low birth-
weight

The prevention ot unwanted pregnancies in sexually active adolescents,
particularly those under 17 who are unmarried, should receive special atten
tion Infants born to members of this group have substantially higher rates of
low birthweight, neonatal mortality, and postneonatal mortality and mor-
bidity than infants born to older mothers

THE IMPACT OF PRENATAL CARE

After a comprehensive review of the literature on the value of prenatal
care, the committee concluded that the overwhelming weight of the evi-
dence is that prenatal care reduces low birthweight This finding is strong
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enough to support a broad,
national commitment to
ensuring that all pregnant
women in the United
States, especially those at
medical or socioeconomic
risk, receive high-quality
prenatal care
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Prenatal Care Studies

In reaching this con-
clusion, the committee re-
viewed two groups of
studies designed to deter-
mine the % alue of prenatal
care in the pre-ention of
loc. birthneight The first
group consisted of studies
involving large data sets,
us, tally a year of lice births elP"
in a large geographic area 7:

or in the nation as a whole
rti

y' 4
The second included stud-
ies evaluating the Impact
on pregnancy outcome of
specific programs offering prenatal care and related sevices Conclusions
drawn from both classes of studies are limited by a vanety of problems
inherent in all studies of the effectiveness of prenatal care These problems,
detailed in the full report, invoke difficulties in research design, inadequate
definitions of the content of prenatal care, selection bias, and other issues

The committee noted that d major theme of virtually all the studies re-
viewed is that prenatal care is most effective in reducing the chance of low
birthweight among high-risk women, whether the risk dem es horn medical
factors, sociodemographic factors, or both {his finding has important
implications ,,ir 'argetmg interventions, it also suggests that difterences
the risk stans of % mous study populations may parball% explain ca iations
In ,ne prenatal care effects observed , oss studies

All of the studies reviewed that are b0. d on large numbers of cases,
particularly those using vital statistics data, show that prenatal care exerts a
positive effect on birthweight Unfortunatel% , because content of prenatal
care is not defined carefulh In mane of these studies, it is not possible to trace
the benefits of care to specific aspects of the total care package

More % anation exists among the results of studies evaluating special pro-
grams, although the maiority show that prenatal care is associated with
impro% ed birthweight Those special programs that ha% e shown positi% e
impact on buthweight usually offer prenatal can that goes bevond more
routine services to include flexible combinations of education, psvc hosocial
and nutrition sell ices, and certain clinical inter such as careful
screening for medical risks and a rapid msponse to the first signs of ea -Iv
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labor The successtul project% also otter a package ot services that often is
caretulk defined and described in written standards

The limited impact of prenatal care suggested tn some ot the special
programs maw result from the tact that the care was not organized to address
what is now known about the causes and risks of lo%% birthweight For
example, the care may not have focused on such factors as smoking reduc-
tion, adequate %%eight gain, reducing alcohol and other substam2 abuse,
patient and provider education about prevention of prematurity, or specific
medical risks associated with low birthweight, such as bactenuna

Effect of Prenatal Care on Heath Care Exvenditures

The economic impact of prenatal care and other strategies to reduce low
birthweight is difficult to e%aluate because adequate cost information is
rarely available Ne% crthele,s, informed public polio, require, consit-eration
of the costs as well as the benefits ot proposed health promotion strategies

The committee found that while it was not possible to compete a formal
cost-effectiveness analyst; ot each of the strategies it recomm.nc'cd to reduce
low birthweight, it was possible to estimate some of the fi.iancial implica-
tions of providing prenatal services to certain groups of high -risk pregnant
women

The committee defined a high-risk target population of wome," with less
than a high school education and on welfare, who often do not begin prenatal
care ,n the first 3 months (trimester) of pregnancy The current low birth-
weight rate in this group is about 11 5 percent The committee estimated the
increased expenditures that would be required to provide routine prenatal
care to all members of the target population from the first trimester to the
time ot delivery These expenditures were compared with savings that could
be anticipated through a decreased incidence of low birthweight resulting
from the impro% ed utilization of prenatal care by the target population
These savings were estimated for a single year and consisted of initial
hospitalization costs, rehospitalization Lost:, and ambulatory care costs as-
sociated with general illness The many assumptions that shaped these
calculations are detailed in the report

The analysis showed that it the expanued use of prenatal care reduced the
low birthweight rate in the target group troni 11 5 percent to only 10 76
percent, the increased expenditures for prenatal services would be approxi-
mately equal to a single %,ear of cost savings in direct medical care ex-
penditures for the low birthweight infants born to the target population If
the rate were reduced to 9 percent (the 1990 goal set tw the Surgeon General
for a maximum low birthweight rate among high-risk groups), every addi-
tional dollar spent for prenatal care within the target group would save $3 38
in the total cost ot caring for low birthweight infants requiring expensive
medical care

The committee emphasizes that net savings in government expenditures is
a limited criterion A soot ty concerned with the health and productivity of
all its citizens might well choose tc reduce low-weight births through addi-
tional investments in prenatal care or other approaches even if the budgetary
outlays wer% to exceed savings
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ENSURING ACCESS TO PRENATAL CARE

Efforts to reduce the nation's inciderwt: of low birth vt eight must include a
commitment to enrolling all pregnant women in prenato' s early in
pregnancy Ironically, many of the women who now _tequate

prenatal care are those who would benefit the most serA ices

those at greater than average risk of a low birthweight ue, v In at.: otion,
recent a vidence suggests that the trend throughout the 1) Gs toward im-
proved use of prenatal services, particularly by high-risk wor on, may have
com- ' a halt National, state, and local data indicate that the proportion of
mothers beginning prenatal care in the' :,t trimester of pregnancy inr7eased
steadily from 1970 to 1980, but that this trend has levelled of( or possibly
reversed since 1981 The committee views with deep concern the possibility
that the nation's progress in extending prenatal benefits to all women has
been disrupted

The committee believes that full access to prenatal care will require a
fundamental assumpt a of responsibility by the public sector for making
such services available Federal leadership will be critical to achieving this
policy goal, but states also !oust 'ttach high priority to p- natal care At both
levels, full supj. of the private sector and a greater commitment of public
funds will be required

Defining the Problem

If prenatal care is to become availabi to all pregnant %. omen, the popula-
tion of women receiving inadequate of no prenatal care must be defined,
circumstances analyzed to reveal why these women receive insufficient care,
and then ways foLnd to remove the barriers After reviewing numerous
studies, the committee concluded that the major barriers to earls' receipt of
prenatal care fall into the following six categories

financial constraints such as inadequate insurance or lack of Medicaid
funds to purchase care,

limited availability of ma. a providers, particularly providers
willing to ,erve socially disad% I -.I ar high-risk pregnant women,

insufficient prenatal services in some site routinely used by high-risk
populations, such as Community Health Centers, hospital outpatient clinics,
and health departments,

experiences, attitudes, and beliefs among women that make them dis-
inclined to seek prenatal care,

poor or absent transportation ant: child care services, and
inadequate systems to recruit h .rd-to-reach women Into care

Financial Constraints

Numerous studies have Shown that the availabilit of fr ads to co% er t'
costs of prenatal care influences women's decisions c.'oout seeking sa
services Efforts to eliminate financial barriers can take many forms, includ-
ing making private health insurance more affordable for those without
coverage who do not qualify for Medicaid, increasing support for public
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agencies that serve socn e, onomicalh disadvantaged groups, and improv-
ing Medicaid cos erage ot prenatal care The committee chose to locus on the
M. Weald program, the largest public program financing prenatal care

Medicaid Coverage. The Medicaid program is a crucial element in reducing
the occurrence 01 low hirthweight, partly because of its capacity to reduce
financial barriers to care generally and thereby to increase the proportion ot
low-Income women seeking prenatal care The program is also of great
significance because of the charactenstics of Medicaid recipients themselves
Medicaid-eligible pregnant w er. are typically poor and single and otten
have other risk factors as web, such as low weight for height and short
intervals between pregnancies

Medicaid prenatal benefits h.,,ve also been shown in a few studies to be
cost-effective For example, in Calitornia, extending an improved set ot
Medicaid prenatal benefits to selected low-income women between 1979 and
1982 was found to he cost-effecti% e because It was associated with savings in
the costs of caring for low-weight intants 15

Support of the Medicaid program should he part of a comprehensive effort
to reduce the nation's incidence of low birthweight Changes in the program,
a topic of considerable controversy in both Congress and state governments,
should be dedicated to enrolling more eligible women in the program and to
providing them with early and regular, high-quality prenatal care

The Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA), In collaboration with
the Division of Maternal and Child Health (DMCH), should establish a set of
generous eligibility standards that maximize the possibility that poor %romen
will qualify for Medicaid coverage and thus he able to obtain prenatal care
All Medicaid programs should be required to use such standards In particu-
lar, eligibility standards should provide Medicaid coverage for pregnant,
indigent women, regardless of their family composition or the employment
status of the chief breadwinner in the family unit

Further, Medicaid policies and reimbursement rates should reflect the
high-risk nature of the Medicaid-eligible population Program policies
should not set a limit on the number of prenatal visits, because these women
may requite more frequent visits and more specialized care than low-risk
women DMCH should develop a model of prenatal care for use in publicly
financed facilities, the model should he adopted by all Medicaid programs
and he used to help structure reimubrsement policies HCFA and appropri-
ate state agencies should monitor adherence to this standard of care

Maternity Care Providers

Assessing whether lb 're are enough prenatal care providers is a compli-
cated task, in part because several different groups are involved Although
obstetncianigynecologists perform the majority of deliveries, family physi-
cians and general practitioners perform almost 20 percent, and about 2
percent are managed by certified nurse-midwives Moreover, a substantial
amount of prenatal care (as distinct from deliveries) is provided by nurse
midwives, nurse practitioners, and public health nurses The committee
limited its investigation to two provider groups obstetrician /gynecologists,
because they offer the majority ot maternity services, and a combined group
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consisting of certified nurse
midw i% es and obstetrical
nurse practitioners, because
the% of ten care for so-
cioeconomically disad-
vo aged women who are at -

elevated risk of low birth-
weight .:.tf.

(*.tetra tan n'CuetoloNt.t,
The number of private pnysi-
clans providing pr-natal care
is inadequate in many parts

.4,02( H DIMES BIRTH DEFECTS FOENDATIONof th country , ofcount, o of equal cn-
cern is the finding that the participation rate of obstetrician/gynecologists in
Medicaid is relan% ely low and may be decreasing This limits the number of
private practitioners available to care for high-risk, low- income women

To overcome this problem, the -ommittee recommends that HCFA de-
velop a series of demonstration/evaluation projects aimed at increasing the
participation of obstetncian/gynecologists in Medicaid Approaches should
include reducing delays in reimbursement, increasing reimbursement rates,
and increasing the number of prenatal visits reimbursed by Medicaid The
results of these projects should be vigorously disseminated to polio, leaders

To the extent that provider attitudes are found to impede Medicaid partici-
pation, local and national professional societies, including the American
College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, should undertake appropriate
education to urge members to increase their Medicaid patient loads

Nurse-Mniunves and 011.4(1,1E-al Nurse Pm-fawners Certified nurse-
midwives ai..1 obstetrical nurse practitioners have been shown to be particu-
larly effective in managing the care ot pregnant women who arc at high nsk
of low birth weight because of social and economic factors These health care
providers tend to Triate to their patients in a nonauthontanan manner and to
emphasize education, support, and patient satisfaction For example, sever-
al studies have shown that women served by nurse-midwives are more hlely
to keep appointments for prenatal care and to follow specified treatment
regimens 17

The committee recommends that more reliance be placed on nurse-
midwives and nurse practitioners to increase access to prenatal care for
hard-to-reach, often high-risk groups Maternity programs designed to serve
high -risk mothers should increase their use of these providers, and state laws
should be supportive of nurse midwifery practice and .)t collaborations
between physicians and nurse-midwives/nurse practitioners

Insufficient Prenatal Care Services

Closely related to the issue of finisncial barners and poor provider availabil-
ity is the evidence that in some communities there is an inadequate number
of organized facilities, parttcularly publicly financed ones, providing prena-
tal care to pregnant women who are unable or unwilling to use the private
care system Often these are women who traditionally have relied for care on
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facilities sluts as Communits Health Center Maternits and Infant Care
Prole( ts hospital outpatient departments and heolih depart nests

The importance ot such facilities dense, not onh from the a pat its to
pros ide prenatal tare to groups often outside of the pris ate practice ssstem,
but also from the tact that there are populations that may he better sersed bs
public facilities uttering a range of sert ices than bs physicians in pm ate
practice, ss ho traditionally pros ide only medical care The poor acid the en
young, as well as those not yet part ot the mainstream culture), sue h as Iscent
immigrants, ma), benefit especialh from the outreach act's sties social s, oil ,
and nutritional counseling often pros ided in such settin)s

The committee emphasizes the important Min hon of these orgai lied
facilities, especially local health departments, in the ettort to inert ase iccess
to prenatal care Health departments are singled out for detailed discussion
in the main report because yirtualk es en' person in the United States Ines in
an area that is served bs' one, anu because they are known to he at tis e
providers of prenatal care In tact, national and state data indicau_ that
reliance on health departments for maternity care has increased in the 1980s
To address the unmet needs for prenatal care, health depai tments shod be
green increased resources v.% ery community is different, howes er, and in
some it may be more appropriate to pros ide additional support to :_ommuni-
ty Health Centers, Materma and !Main Care Projects, hospital outpatient
departments, or related settings

Women's Experiences, Attitudes, and Beliefs

Access to prenatal care also is affected b), a pregnant noman's pe-tt phons
ot sshether care is useful, supporta e, and pleasant, bs her geneial knowl-
edge about prenatal care, and by her cultural 1. aloes and beliefs Some
women may fail to seek prenatal care early because) they lack information
about the symptoms of pregnancy, the facilities that could assist them, or t he
importance of early care in averting the complications ot pregnancy

Other women may resist seeking prenatal tare because of a language
barrier, because of cultural beliefs that women should receive prenat,d cart
only from other women, because of conflicts over the life-style changes
required to maintain a healthy pregnancy (e g , reducing smok ng and heavy
drinking), because of a desire to conceal the pregnancy, or because of
previous unfortunate experiences with the health care system

Two major strategies exist to overcome these harriers general edutahon
about prenatal care and the development of a personal, t, -mg ens ironment
in which to oiler prenatal services, especially for socioeconomically ills
advantaged women The following attributes should be built into thi,
environment (I) respect for patientstheir questions, problems, and time,
(2) accessibility, including easy as allability of telephone consultations, (3)
continuity of care in the patient-provider relationship, (4) small size or
decentralization to avoid the teeling of a large, impersonal bureautrao, , (5)
responsiveness to the concerns that are most salient to women in earls,
pregnancy, such as 1,-st trimester nausea and recognition of the need for
emotional support and acceptance, (6) flexibility in the definition of
servicesencouraging providers to help women obtain nonmedical be-
nefits, and (7) an understanding of cultural harries
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Transportation and Child Care

Pro% !slim of transp 'nation and child care see % nes should be ed as an
integral part of prenatal care for low- income populations Distance and
difficulty in arranging babvsming for other children can lead %%omen to put
oft seeking care unless an emergencx occurs

Increasing the Capacity for Outreach

Sometimes health care programs must do more than provide an open
door They must take the mitiatn e to find and educate %vomen about the
importance of care Two strategies employed to accomplish this task in% ()lye
'` use of outreach personnel and the forging of referral relationships with
other service systems

Outreath Personnel In the field of maternity services, outreach personnel
generally perform one or more of the following tasks identifying women
requiring services and enrolling them in prenatal care, acting as an in-
termediary between these women and the pros ider system to ensure access
to needed services, and establishing ties to other social services to address
the nonmedical needs of pregnant women The committee believes that the
use of outreach workers is an effective way to improve iccess to care for
difficult-to-reach populations More research is needed, however, on the
comparative advantages of different case-finding approaches, the costs of
different outreach systems and their effectiveness, and the types of person-
nel best suited to various program goals and target groups

Prosrant Links Bringing hard-to-reach women into care also can be accom-
plished by rgmg strong referral relationships between prenatal services
and othe, rograms that are in touch with potential clients The Special
Supplemental Food Program for Women, Infants and Children (WIC) is a
good example of a program that can lead to increased use of prenatal care
WIC prenatal participants must document their pregnancy status, which can
lead to entry into a prenatal care network Also, WIC sites are often located in
neighborhood or county health centers, adjacent to prenatal care clinics, and
WIC personnel actively encourage prenatal care during nutritional counsel-
ing

A System of Accountability

The committee believes that although many different factors contribute to
the problem of inadequate access to prenatal care, an underlying cause is the
nation's patchwork, nonsystematic approach to making prenatal services
available Although numerous programs have been developed in the past to
extend prenatal care to more women, no institution bears responsibility for
ensuring that such services are available to those who need them Without a
structure of accountability, gaps in care will remain and efforts to expand
prenatal services will con l.nue to face major organizational and administra-
tive difficulties The committee recommends that federal and state govern-
ments take specific actions to assume such responsibility
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Government Actions

The federal government has long been or record as supporting prenatal
care For example, the 19110 Public Health Sen ice report Promoting Health,
Preventing Disease Obiectives for the Nation sets specific goals for reducing the
number of women who receive inadequate prenatal care and for eliminating
variations among groups in access to such services I To meet or exceed these
goals, the committee believes that the federal government should take the
following specific actions

provide sufficient funds to state and local agencies to remove financial
barners to prenatal care (through channels such as the Maternal and Child
Health Services Block Grants, Medicaid, health departments, Community
Health Centers, and related systems),

provide prompt, high-quality technical consultation to the states on
clinical, administrative, and organizational problems that can impede the
extension of prenatal services,

define a model of prenatal services for use in public facilities providing
maternity care, and

fund demonstration and evaluation programs and support training and
research in these areas

States should take a complementary leadership role in extending prenatal
services This could be accomplished by designating one organization
probably the state health departmentas responsible for ensunng that
prenatal services are available and accessible in every community Through
such an organization, each state should

assess unmet needs for prenatal carp,
serve as a b, oker to contract wth pnvate providers to fill gap., in services,

and
where necessary or preferable, provide prenatal services directly

through facilities such as Community Health Centers and health department
clinics

In addition, the state should designate a local organization in each commu-
nity to be the "residual guarantor" of servicesto arrange for care for
pregnant women who still remain outside of the prenatal care system In
many areas, the local health department would logically fill this role

System Development

To begin the development of a functioning system of responsibility and
accountability, the committee recommends that the Secretary of the Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services convene a task force charged with
defining a system for making prenatal services available to all pregnant
women Such a group must include representatives from Congress, the
Public Health Services, HCFA, state governments and health authorities,
maternity care providers, and consumers

This task force should focus on four specific issues (1) how to bring
together the knowledge and general goals of maternal and child health
programs with the "financial power" of the Medicaid program, (2) what can
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be learned from existing experience with the regionalization ot perinatal
set-% ices, (3) no to make state and national data systems more u,etul
assessing unmet need for prenatal sera ices and, more generall , In monitor-
ing the impact of various maternal and child health programs, and (4) how to
ensure that prenatal care Is financed adequately in times of cost containment,
when preventive services often lose the competition for dollars

IMPROVING THE CONTENT OF PRENATAL CARE

Participation in conventional prenatal care programs is associated o ith a
reduced incidence of low birthweight The committee believes, however,
that enhancing the content of prenatal care could increase Its contribution to
the development of healthy Infants This section focuses on ways to
strergthen prenatal care for all women, for women at elevated nsk of pre-
term delivery, and for women at elevated nsk of Intrauterine growth retarda-
tion (IUGR) It also examines Interventions closely associated with prenatal
care that may help to reduce low birthweight, including smoking reduction
programs, nutritional services, and stress alleviation approaches Finally,
recommendations are made for specific actions on content of care issues by
the tederal government and by proksstonal sty:wiles representing the major
maternity care providers

Revisions In Care For All Pregnant Women

Fhe committee has identified sex en components of the prenatal care
ottcred to all pregnant womer that merit increased emphasis in the effort to
imp, ove pregnancy outcome generally and to present preterm delivery and
IUGR in particular

I Establishing Specific Goals Greater efforts to organize prenatal care
around explicit goals can help focus the attention ot the patient on the
purposes of the prenatal visits and engage her more in her own care The
process of establishing goals also can help the practitioner to structure
appropriate interventions and to consider the combination of prenatal serv-
ices that should be provided to each pregnant woman

Defining the prevention of low birthweight as a major goal of prenatal care
may require adjustments in clinical practice For example, reducmg the risk
of prematurity or IUGR may require more emphasis on screening and
counseling early in pregnancy At present, prenatal care seems particularly
oriented toward the prevention, detection, and treatment of problems that
are manifested in the third trimester, particularly preeclampsiathus the
emphasis on blood pressure monitonng, screening for protemuna, attention
to possible edema, and increased frequency of prenatal visits toward the end
of pregnancy By contrast, the goal of preventing low birthweight requires
additional attention during the first and second trimesters especially, to
screening, diagnosis, an .reatment, as early as possible, of conditions that
predispose to preterm laF or or IUGR, such as smoking and poor nutritional
status Many of the other aspects of prenatal care outlined below also merit
attention early in pregnancy, such as the education topics
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2 Risk Assessment Prenatal care should include formal identification and
evaluation of risk This should be a dynamic process that begins at the first
visit and is attentive to developing problems throughout pregnancy Risk
assessment can help to increase the flexibility of prenatal care, which is
especially important for women in socially disadvantaged, high -risk groups,
set packages of prenatal care often do not address their multiple problems It
can also help ensure that certain problems and risk factors are both dete led
and managed properly

3 Pregnancy bating Accurate dating of pregnancy is a cornerstone of
good prenatal care Without it, a clinician is less able to detect intrauterine
growth retardation, to determine if labor is premature and the exter t of the
prematurity, or to avoid accidental prematurity following labor mduction or
an elective cesarean section

The minimum data required to determine gestational age include the date
of the last menstrual penod, uterine size by pelvic exam dunng the first
tnmester, the time of quickening, the first time fetal heart tones are heard
without amplification, and senal fundal height measurements after 20 weeks
gestation

4 Ultrasound imaging A federal consensus development conference in
1984, sponsored jointly by the National Institutes of Health and the Food and
Drug Administration, concluded that available data do not support routine
ultrasound examination of all pregnancies, but identified almost 30 specific
situations in which ultrasound is useful 18 Among these are many indica-
tions relevant to the prevention of low birthweight For example, when a
uterine size/date discrepancy occurs, ultrasound can help establish gesta-
tional age

5 Detection and Management of Behavioral Risks Prenatal care should in-
clude explicit attention to detecting and managing behavioral risks asson-
-led with low birth weight, especially smoking, nutritional inadequacies,
and moderate-to-heavy alcohol use In many settings, intervention options
to overcome these problems are limited to physician or nurse counseling, in
others, more formal programs are available on a referral basis

6 Prenatal Education Health education for women who are pregnant or
contemplating pregnancy should be expanded to include greater emphasis
on behavioral risks in pregnancy, early signs and symptoms of pregnancy
complications such as preterm labor, the role that prenatal care plays in
improving the outcome of pregnancy, and related topics detailed in the main
report

Unfortunately, prenatal care education and counseling services are often
inadequate, particularly for high-risk groups Problems that may interfere
with effective education of pregnant women include the short time typically
scheduled for each prenatal visit, third-party reimbursement policies that
pay for diagnostic and therapeutic procedures but ignore provider costs
related to patient education, and lack of patient-education interests and skills
on the part of many physicians In many settings, nurses and related person-
nel may be more appropnate than physicians as providers of prenatal educa-
tion

Childbirth education classes have not been shown to have an impact on
the incidence of low birthweight, probably because they usually begin in the
third tnmester of pregnancy and focus pnmanly on labor and deln ery To
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increase their role in the pre-
vention of low-weight births,
these classes should begin
earlier, place greater empha-
sis on tne prenatal penod and
the risk factors described
above, and make a greater
effort to enroll women from
lower socioeconomic groups I '01

7 Health Care System Fac-
tors Prenatal care providers
should organize their pro-
grams to manage a wider
variety of patient problems
and nsk factors than is usual-
ly possible in many prenatal
care settings, particularly
those in the private sector
Nutntional counseling, psy-
chosocial counseling, strate-
gies to modify smoking and
other health-compromising.behaviors, and related services should be pro-
vided directly or through a well-organized referral system In addition, care
should be provided in a comfortable atmosphere that underscores the im-
portance of two-wa), communicationpatients should receive full answers
to questions about their pregnancies and should be encouraged to report
relevant symptoms or problems

Prenatal Care for Women at
High Risk of Preterm Delivery

Information on the causes of low birthweight and the risk factors associ-
ated with it has led to the development of several innovative programs
designed to prevent preterm delivery Those described in the committee's
report include the March of Dimes Birth Defects Foundation's Multicenter
Prevention of Preterm Delivery Program, which originated at the University
of California at San Francisco, the Los Angeles Prematurity Prex ention
Program, implemented in selected health centers that pro% ide prenatal care
for the Harbor-UCLA Medical Center, and the French Prematurity Pre% en-
tion Program, which started in the early 1970s in Haguenau, France

Preliminary data from these and other programs suggest several enrich-
ment to basic prenatal care that may increase the likelihood of Lull -term
births to women at high risk of preterm delner

repeated nsk assessments,
expanded patient education, and
increased provider education

A woman who is at higher than average risk of preterm labor may benefit
from repeated risk assessment as her pregnancy proceeds In particular,
women who have been defined as high risk because of a previous preterm
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birth or mid-pregnancy loss may require additional cervical assessment, in
the second half of pregnancy to check for earls signs of dilataticn of eftace-
ment The committee is aware that the value and risks of repeated pelvic
examinations in later pregnancy have not been clearly assessed

Women at elevated risk of preterm delivery should also be offered special
education about the factors associated with prematurity, the importance of
early detection of the symptons of preterm labor, such as bleeding and
penodic .-ontractions, how to detect mild utenne contractions and how to
differentiate normal contractions that often occur throughout pregnancy
from those signaling early labor, and what to do when the signs and symp-
toms of preterm labor appear, including how to contact an obstetric care
provider for consultation and help Efforts to arrest preterm labor such as
use of tocolytic drugs, described below) hinge on its early detection and
prompt management

High-risk women also should be taught to identify and lessen events in
their daily lives, such as physical stress and strenuous exercise, that can
trigger utenne contractions, which in turn might lead to preterm labor The
research data supporting such advice are still tentative, but common sense
and clinical judgment support such caution

To complement patient education, provider education should include
Increased emphasis on the importance of being receptive to patients' com-
plaints, some of which may indicate early signs.of preterm labor, the uses of
hospitalization for women with suspected preterm labor, and the various
approaches available for arresting true preterm labor, such as tocolysis

Tocolysis involves the use of specific drugs to inhibit preterm labor The
one such agent licensed for use in the United States is ntodrine hydrochlor-
ide Widespread experience with tocolysis indicates that it can be beneficial
in some individual cases of threatened preterm labor, but that the current
generation of tocolytic drugs does rot offer a long-term solution to the
problem of prematurity Some patients with preterm labor have medical or
obstetric complications that caution against the use of tocolytic durgs, and in
some situations delivery may be in the best interests of the mother or fetus
Important side effects can follow the use of tocolytic agents, rarely, complica-
tions may be life-threatening or even fatal

The number of cases in which tocolytic intervention is successful could
probably increase if patients and providers were better Informed about the
early signs and symptoms of preterm !abor, the vital importance of early
diagnosis, and the appropriate use of tocolvtic drugs Currently, only about
one third of pregnant patients who arrive at the hospital in preterm labor are
suitable candidates for this form of therapy

Prenatal Care for Women at
High Risk of Intrauterine Growth Retardation

Many of the risk factors linked to preterm labor also are associated with
IUGR, thus, some aspects of prenatal care that help to avoid one type of low
birthweight also may help prevent the other For example, careful risk
assessment is as important for IUGR detection and treatment as it is for
prevention of prematurity

Unfortunately, the data available to suggest new clinical directions for
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IUGR reduction are more limited than those for preterm delivery The
literature suggests simply that clinicians caring for pregnant women at
elevated nsk of IUGP, should place extra emphasis on

reduction of behavioral nsks such as smoking and alcohol use,
nutritional surveillance and counselingmaternal preconception

weight and weight gain dunng pregnancy, especially during the third
tnmester, are important determinants of birthweight, and

early diagnosis and effective management of IUGR through iceurate
assessment of gest.'ional age and fetal growth and maturity, ultrasonogra-
phy can help in meeting such goals

Programs Complementary to Prenatal Care

Because many of the risks associated with low birthweight have a be-
havioral basis, the committee examined selected interventions designed to
reduce these risks, including smoking reduction strategies and nutritional
intervention programs such as the Special Supplemental Food Program for
Women, Infants and Children (WIC) The committee also evaluated stress
and fatigue abatement approaches, although the evidence that these factors
contnbute to low birthweight is controversial The interventions reviewed
are not, stnctly speaking, components of prenatal care, but they should be
adjuncts to more routine prenatal services

Smoking Reduction

The committee urges that efforts to help women stop or reduce smoking in
pregnancy becomea major concern of obstetric care providers About 20 to 25
percent of women who smoke at the beginning of pregnancy quit on their
own at some time dunng the 9 months Controlled studies suggest that
aggressive intervention programs can encourage up to 30 percent more to
stop 19

Several themes derived from the literature on smoking intervention pro-
grams can aid practitioners in establishing effective strategies

counseling by a woman's physician or other primary clinician appears to
be among the most effective inter% ention strategies for the pregnant
smokergroup counseling appears to be less effective,

social support appears to be a critical factor in changing smoking
behaviorspouses or partners and other family members should he in-
volved in intervention efforts,

smoking reduction deserves high pnonty, but prenatal care providers
should be reasonable in their expectations of the pregnant womanshe is
probably being asked to make many changes in her life at a time when she
may he unusually tired and anxious about a range of sexual and social
changes associated with pregnancy and planning for a new baby,

the mass media can play a motivating and reinforcing role in encourag-
ing changes in smoking habits, but are probably insufficient as t'ie sole
approach Cigarette labels that explicitly warn of he dangers of smoking
during pregnancy should supplement other public information strategies,
and

4 r! 7
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research on smoking and pregnanc% should receive high pnonty
important topics include how to structure interventions to reach specific
high-nsk groups, the motivations of women who do stop successfully during
pregnancy, the role of social supports such as the spouse, and how to
encourage continuation of nonsmoking behavior after delivery

Nutritional Intervention: WIC

The data on nutrition and pregnancy outcome support the view that
nutntional assessment and services should be major components of high-
quality prenatal care, especially for women at elevated nsk of IUGR Accord-
ingly, the committee examined the value of the Special Supplemental Food
'rogram for Women, Infants and Children (WIC), which pros ides one of the

pnncipal data sets demonstrating the importance of nutrition to birthweight
and represents a major public investment in the nutritional well-being of
women and children WIC is a three-part intervention program irn °lying
supplemental food, nutritional counseling, and close ties to prenatal services
for nutnhonally and financially high-risk women Evaluation studies have
shown that WIC participation is associated with improved pregnancy out-
come, including increased birth weight among babies of participating
women 21 The results also seem to indicate that longer penods of partici-
pation in the program dunng pregnancy (i e , more than 6 months) are
associated with greater weight gains 21

Based on such studies and others reviewed in the main report, the commit-
tee recommends that nutritional supplementation programs such as WIC be
part of a comprehensive strategy to reduce the inudence of loy birthweight
among high-risk women and that such programs be closely linked to prena-
tal care

Stress and Fatigue Reduction

A vanety of approaches have been organized to reduce the amount of
stress expenenced by pregnant women Some are concerned primarily with
physical stress and fatigue, others more with psychosocial and emotional
stress

The prematurity prevention program in France, mentioned earlier,
emphasizes reduction in physical stress for women with several nsk factors
(especially a history of preterm delivery, incompetent cervix, or a particularly
strenuous life-style) These women may be advised to take a leave of absence
from their jobs or get additional help at home

f he prematunty prevention program at the University of California at San
Francisco addresses psvchosocial and physical stresses simultaneously
Through a continuing education program, nurses are taught to recognize
excessive fatigue or anxiety in their maternity patients and to help the
women find solutions to their problems High-risk patients also receive
psychological support dunng pregnancy from a member of the "Preterm
Labor Support Group," which consists of other women who have expen-
enced preterm labor

Another potentially important stress reducing int.tryention is maternity
leave The patchwork arrangement in this country of sick leave, disability

4n8
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leave, leave without pay, and other leap e categories is not adequate to
provide job secunty for pregnant women and new mothers who participate
in the labor force The committee recognizes that rei, Ision of maternity
policies is a complicated issue, but suggests that more adequate riaternity
leave, particularly for certain high-risk women, could contribute lo a reduc-
tion in low birthweight, among other benefits At a minimum, labor unions,
women's groups, and health professionals should explore this Issue

Encouraging Change in Prenatal Care

To encourage the provision of improved, more flexible prenatal services,
particularly for women at high nsk of low birthweight, the committee recom-
mends four specific strategies

The professional societies that represent the principal maternity care
providers should carefully review the suggestions made by the committee
regarding prenatal care to determine whether their general guidelines for
clinical practice should be revised and ennched accordingly

The Division of Maternal and Child Health (DMCH), in concert with
both consumer and professional groups concerned with prenatal care,
should define a model of services to be used in publicly financed facilities that
provide care to pregnant women This model should be updated and revised
frequently to incorporate new knowledge and experience, and should not he
used in a way that discourages research on improved approaches to prenatal
care

The professional societies of the major maternity care providers should
undertake programs to educate their members about the prenatalcare issues
highlighted by the committee Suggestions for continuing education strate-
gies are outlined in the complete report

Third-party reimbursement policies should reflect the common need of
high-nsk women for more intensive prenatal services, the importance of
prenatal care being tailored the needs of ldwidual women and thus
vanable in its content, the value of counseling and education to reduce
behavioral nsks such as smoking, and the importance of ancllary services
such as transpi -tenon to health care facilities The federal model of prenatal
care should emphasize these themes, and labor unions, businesses, and
other organizations should incorporate them into negotiations over health
Insurance benefits

Research Needs

Major progress in reducing low birthweight will require a far more soph-
isticated understanding of prenatal care content than now exists Research
on the content of prenatal care should he a high funding priority for founda-
tions, public agencies, and institutions concerned with improving maternal
and child health This research should focus on three majorareas (1) descrip-
tion and analysis of the current composition of prenatal care, (2) assessment
of the efficacy and safety of numerous individual components of prenatal
care, and (3) evaluation of certain well-defined combinations of prenatal care
interventions designed to meet the widely varied needs and risks among
pregnant women
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Current Prenatal Care

The Assistant Secretary for Health should take the lead in organizing
activities to increase our knowledge of current prenatal care practices Exist-
ing surveys conducted by the National Center for Health Statistics could
include a special emphasis on prenatal care content Consumer expenence
with prenatal care should be at alyzed and the professional societies of the
major maternity care providers should be consulted about ways to survey
their members regarding vanous content issues In some instances, direct
studies of provider practices may be necessary

Individual Components of Care

During its study, the committee compiled a long list of research topics
involving specific interventions in prenatal care They are listed in the full
report and span both clinical topics and environmental/behavioral topics

Combinations of Interventions

Both public and private institutions should support studies to assess the
effectiveness of well-defined combinations of prenatal interventions in
reducing low birthweigh: and improving infant health generally In particu
lar, these studies should assess the ments of different prenatal care strategies
for women at elevated risk of prematunty or IUGR

Too often, research on prenatal care has been onented toward the broad
question of whether it improves pregnancy outcome The appropnate goal
now is to Identify the components and combinations of prenatal services that
are effective in reducing specific nsks for well-defined 3roups of women
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A PUBLIC INFORMATION PROGRAM

he committee belie% es th0t a caret till designed long-term public in-
formation program could c ontrbute to the pre% collo!' 01 low birthw eight
Such a program could help create a climate in which change and progress are
possible anu also convey specific tvi ,of information °Bowing a re% iev 4
the basic elements that :onstitute a successful health information campaign,
the committee sketched the broad outlines of a program directed at prese "t-
ing low birthweight

The plan incorporates two maim- obiectn, I he hrst is to call the problem
of low hirthweight to the public s attention ar ' 'o reinforce its importance
with the nation's leaders The secor.A is to help reduce low birthweight by
1071i eying a set of ideas to the public about avoidance of important risk
tailors

Public Awareness

Public awareness of the low birthweight problem is heign Wiled b% the
release periodically of major ieports by a variety of public and private
organ, ',Mons interested in maternal and child health These reports, aimed
at the nation's opinion leaders, are major resource documents for adminis-
trators, planners, legislators, and the news media

Because reports compiled and disseminated 1)% the federal government
often receive particularly widespread attention, the committee recommends
that the office of the Assistant Secretary for Health develop and publicize a
report es ery 3 years on the nation's progress in reducing low hirthweight
This report should explore trends in low birthweight and present new
information on causes and risks for both prematunty and intrauterine
growth retardation (IUGR) Successful programs to combat low birthweight
should he described and research priorities outlined The development,
presentation, and dissemination of the report should he managed to reach as
many concerned groups and individuals as possible Additionally, the
annual statistical profile of the nation's health developed be the National
Center for Health Stathhcs, I loath Umted State+, periodically should include
a special supplement or profile on low birthweight and its pre% ention

An Information Campaign

Defining the auchence is a crucial step in any puhI information program
The committee considered carefully w'iether such a program on preventing
low hirthweight should focus en only a few target groups or on the popula-
tion generally and again reviewed the literature on risk factors and causes of
preterm labor and IUGR Because many' of the risk factors for low birth-
weight are widely distributed throughout the population, and because a
substantial amount of low hirthweight occurs among women judged to heat
low risk, the committee concluded that the program should embrace a broad
audient" Within this program, however, a spec:al subset of messages
shoulc Iso he developed to reach three high -risk target grotys pregnant
',mokers, young teenagers, and socioeconomically disadvantaged women

Overall, the public information ma'am e should have two themes (1)
planning for pregnancy and (2) adopting good health practices in the
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childbearing %ears, especiall% during pregnant-%, in the lull report, se% eral
more specific topks are suggest-d Messages based on these themes should
be de% eloped and market tested to t. nsure then- at ceptabdity to a wide %.irietv
of audiences Tele% ision, radio, and the print media should be used ex-
tensn eh', as should education,) materials prepared for use in health care
settings and schools The committee urges that particular attention be go% en
to the possibility of integrating health-related messages into the story lines of
television shi ws, many high-risk women are members of groups that are
known to watch daytime television, especially soap operas

This public inforioation program tlearl% needs an organizational home
and strong leader-hip The committee urges that the leadership responsibil-
ity be ,sumed b% the Healthy Mothers, Healthy Babies Coalition, a 4-year-
old consortium of voluntary, professional, and governmental ,,roues 1 he
coalition should establish a formal execuh% s2cretariat to provide s.abilitY
and permanence Both public and private funds should be pros ided to the
coalition in amounts atlequate to the task of leading a major public informa-
tion campaign Activities should include the production and distribution of
high-quality, well-tested public information materials

The committee emphasizes that this public information inthati% e should
be only one element in a more comprehensive program to reduce loss
birthweight Public messages stressing the importance of prenatal care must
coincide with a commitment to making prenatal care more accessible, just as
messages to decrease smoking in pregnancy must be reinforced and elabo-
rated in individual ottice and clinic settings To he successful, the informa-
tion campaign must carry scienhhcally accurate messages and receive full
social and political support
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